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Prólogo
En este volumen están recogidos los trabajos aceptados para su presentación en
las V Jornadas sobre Programación y Lenguajes (PROLE 2005), celebradas en
Granada los días 13 a 16 de Septiembre de 2005. Cada año que pasa se
consolidan estas jornadas, que se iniciaron en Almagro (Ciudad Real) en 2001 y
continuaron en años sucesivos en El Escorial (Madrid), Alicante y Málaga.
Con la organización de esta serie de reuniones se pretende que los grupos
españoles que trabajan en este ámbito puedan conocerse mejor, intercambiar
experiencias y resultados de investigación y, posiblemente, iniciar líneas de
cooperación.
En el ámbito de PROLE son bienvenidos tanto los trabajos teóricos como los
que desarrollan aspectos prácticos relativos a la especificación, diseño,
implementación, análisis y verificación de programas y lenguajes de
programación. Con más precisión, una lista no exhaustiva de los temas
abordados en PROLE incluiría:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paradigmas de programación (concurrente, funcional, imperativo, lógico,
visual, orientado a agentes, aspectos, objetos, ...)
Integración de paradigmas de programación
Especificación y lenguajes de especificación
Sistemas de tipos
Lenguajes y técnicas para nuevos modelos de programación
(computación ADN, cuántica, genética, molecular, ...)
Compilación: técnicas y herramientas de implementación de los
lenguajes de programación
Semántica de lenguajes de programación
Análisis, verificación, transformación, optimización, depuración y
prueba de programas
Estructuras de soporte al desarrollo e interconexión de programas
(modularidad, programación genérica, lenguajes de marcas, WWW ...)

En esta ocasión PROLE forma parte del I Congreso Español de Informática
(CEDI, http://cedi2005.ugr.es). CEDI'05 es un congreso de grandes dimensiones
que consta de 27 simposios anejos y espera constituirse como el foro regular
más importante para los informáticos españoles.
La mera existencia de CEDI y la integración en su seno de PROLE constituyen
sin duda hechos muy positivos, pero también han supuesto un reto. La
realización simultánea de tantos eventos de carácter informático suscitaba
inevitablemente una duda sobre la capacidad de la comunidad científica
nacional en el área para generar contribuciones suficientes para todos ellos. Es
una alegría poder decir que PROLE ha superado el riesgo de manera
satisfactoria, ya que el número de trabajos enviados ha superado incluso el de
convocatorias anteriores, lo que habla de la buena salud de las jornadas.
Después de un riguroso proceso de revisión, en el que cada trabajo ha sido
objeto de tres revisiones anónimas, el comité de programa ha seleccionado 28 de
ellos para su presentación en PROLE 2005, repartidos de la siguiente manera
atendiendo a las diferentes categorías de envíos establecidas: 16 trabajos
originales, 2 tutoriales, una demostración de sistema, 4 resúmenes de trabajos ya
publicados y 5 trabajos en curso. Tras la celebración de las jornadas el comité de
programa efectuará una selección, mucho más limitada en número, de los
mejores trabajos presentados en las tres primeras categorías, para que versiones
revisadas y aumentadas de ellos sean publicados en un número especial del
Journal of Universal Computer Science (JUCS, http://www.jucs.org) que
aparecerá en diciembre de 2006.
El programa científico de las jornadas se ha visto completado por una
conferencia invitada de Peter Lee (Carnegie Mellon University), figura bien
conocida internacionalmente por sus contribuciones a los lenguajes de
programación, y en particular por ser uno de los padres de la tecnología de
‘código con demostración asociada’ (proof carrying code), motivo por el que la
comunidad de PROLE llevaba un par de años intentando contar con su
presencia.
El capítulo de agradecimientos debe comenzar por los autores, cuyo demostrado
interés justifica y mantiene vivas con un alto nivel científico las jornadas. Los
miembros del comité de programa –y los revisores adicionales- han trabajado a
conciencia, apurados además por unos plazos de revisión y discusión más
estrechos de lo habitual. Y los pocos rezagados lo han sido con simpatía.

La organización de CEDI está trabajando de maravilla para sacar adelante una
empresa nada fácil. Se les puede augurar, aparte de desearles, el mayor de los
éxitos. Es de justicia destacar en particular la paciencia, la magnífica atención y
la rápida solución que han buscado a nuestros problemas tanto Alberto Prieto,
presidente de CEDI, como Antonio Díaz, al cargo del aspecto técnico de la
gestión de envíos, revisiones y confección de actas. Finalmente, nunca hay que
olvidar la importancia del apoyo financiero de las entidades colaboradoras.
Esperamos que las jornadas sean científicamente fructíferas y placenteras para
todos. El incomparable entorno de la ciudad de Granada hará el resto.

Granada, 13 de septiembre de 2005
Francisco Javier López Fraguas
Presidente de PROLE 2005
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: ÍPÙ*¸ È º¸FÛ<; 8>=<6(?¢p¥¶*¢¤*£z¥®2Y£ ¥$¬F³#¦°«4¥®*S³m¢p
ÇÂ<¦¦¢±;ª²¦F¨*£®2°²p¦£ ¢7Ç ª«¦F£ª«¤\¨2±;°«Y£³Þ¶*¢¨2¬QÂ@£P¥¢6Y¶2©¿¥®*¶*ª²¢©8® ¬FÎ ³$¦¥s¥®2¢¶*¤\£P¥¥ª²¢Â~¶*©p ¾ Î
¥¶*¢#¬Fª«¤¥§¥¬y¨\A± 8 »
: ÍPÙ*¸ È º È ºBÚ ; 8 =6C?¢p¥¶4¢¤2£¥®2%£p¥z¬³*¦F°«V¥®2s³m¢p
ÇÂ<¦¦¢±Àª²¦F¨*£®°²p¦b£ ¢Ç;ª«£¦ª«¤¨2±À°«Y¢³Þ¢p¬Q©@Â¶*¢£6Yª Ç ¿Ð®*£ª²©8¶2® ¨2Î £P¦¥¢¥s¶*¢©p¶*¥¤\¶*¥¢ª²§Â~¬F ³ Î
¥®2£P¥¢¶*©p¥¶*¢'#¬Qª«¤\¥n§¥¬y¨\±D8 »
ª²2¶Â<*Å ¥¦b¤ ¥7ª«Ö¬Q×¦b¤~Ø ¥Y¿¥©"¬ ¬F?%Â~¦¥¤®*2ª¥«ª«°©£Y!ª«2¦¥¥Bª«¿Â~¥n¬7³¨\¶*¥±,®2¤2¦©p¦F¥¥¤~ª«¬Q; ¦¦¤*¨2¤y££P¥¶2©¢8¬F*¦F¶2#© °²¥Yp~¢%ª«¤\¨#¦F¥'*p*¢¢©*¢¬F¬nÂyÝ ¾¾¾
¥8ª²¤~¦¥¥ª«®*¬Q¤Àª²£S¦¦¤¦#°«p±4¢ £» ª«£ . » ¤*¬F¥~®2 *¢¢¬©¬FÇ ¤ª²*¥y¢ª«¨*£¶*¶*©¥®ª«¬Q¤<¦F¤Àª«£Y¦¥¤®2¦F°i±4³¬£¢ª«£¾
Â<·#¸P¦F¹n°zº 4¿p®2½ª«¤*© ®,ªi¥ª²¿¬F¤¡¦£%¬F¤*³$¬F¥¥s®2ª«,¤*©¬Q°«#¶*¢8¦,¥ª«ª«¬Q¤7¤2¥¦F®*°s£¦Â<¨#¬ ¦Ç ¤¥ª«Â~©£9¤*¬F³¾
¥ª²¬F¼ ¤2®*n§7¦£P¥¢#¶*p©p¢ ¥»¶*¢¬³$¥®2¦#p¢'ª«£!¦F£9³¬Q°« ¬n¿£ E Å ¤
£¥F ®2Â<©p¥£¦Fª«¬F¤\Â</¤¥ª«©¦FG £%¤\Î ¥¿¦Fª«¤2©$£Ó*¢Î ¥d¥¬±4®*Ç#9ª²*Â<%£P±4¦b¦¥£P¥p£¢¶2Âª²Â~¦F°Â<¬F®*³ ¦bp·#¢¢9±!¸d¹n®¬º ³¦F»$¥£SH ®2¨#Ý*$©p£P±4¤<*¥¤$*¢¥8¦b³¬Ý ¢¾ Î
£*p¤\¥8¥¦nª²°$O¥®2°«Ó£p£¿®®*¦p¢¢ª«¤* »!¯¡¼ ¦F¤2®2¦F¤°i±4Î £Fª²£ »§©p¥Å ª«¤ ¬QJ¤ F pIy©p4¢¥ª«¬QL¤ £K¤\Î¥£!¥®2ª«¤ 
¥¿¦Fª ¤Ç¬F¦'¢°iäÐ±*p£Ý*¦Fª«¦F¤2£Â~Ðª«£*°©«¬FÂ<¤2£ ¦F©M» ¤°«¶2F¶2*¦F©°«i¥£ ±´ª²» ¬F¤¦F*× 2°«£ª ¶4n´¢ Ç ¥p¬§±4££¬Q£¬QÂ~Â~79ª«°²¢«¶*°²£P¦¥¥¢8n¦ ¾
N O %MPQPI#S RQ! TVUXWY Z
¥ª²¬F~¤2£9£P¥8¿¦¢®2¥Óª«© ¨\®´±Ô¶*¢¤*4¢¢¬°²*ª«¶*©¥ª«®2¤2,¯¡°²¦F£¬Q¤2Â~¯F¶<¦¯Q©p¢¶*»©¼ ª²¦F®*°4ªi¢p½ÏP¶*¤*£Pªi¾¾
¥ª«½2©n¦¥ª«¬F¤O¿¦£'¦°«¢¦Q4±ÐÂ<¦Q4'ª«¤ Ö ×Ø »
[Ð"æ \$]^`_^maé ]cbedÆêbBæ fg^maé ] ÊmÍ¸ÚËFiÌ hkÊ²(É j*(Ë jl
Ë È n ¸ È º¸yÊDÌ hmÙ2º9Ù2º¸ o2pzÙ2º È 9º qQ(¸ h_¸ÓÍ h È j*Ú hrj ÍÈ º k~Íº ÚkV¸FÌ m
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Ú ¸(ºÐhBºÚqOËFÌ2¸FÍÌgh È q!j*¹ÚÈ hBºººqCq§t ¸FÈ ºÍ¸S¸yq(tpzË Ù*È ËQÛ²q\ººt$ÍÊh Ì@È Ë Ún ËFºÌ*q"Íuwh_¸vÌih9hlÊÍ<hkÊ k~¸FÛº«Ëxu m
[Ðæ"\$]^_^méa]Qzcd|{Fæ~}`} ÊÍ%¸!Ík~¸QÛmxk<ºkyË Èn Ío4¸VÚ8ºt
s Ê²É;º ÌË(jQÉbÙ2h_Ë<Ù*ËFÛ0qÐ¸qV¸(h_¸OÚËFÌ*Íh È j*Úh_Ë È u/v8Ì@Ê`kVm
o#Û²º k<º Ì~h_¸(hkÊËFÌhBº È kÓÍt¸@Ú ºpÛmÚËFÌih_¸ÊÌ2ÍyhmÙ2ºAk~¸ È
ÈÚ ºËËFÍpÈÌ2º Í ÚiÌ h ËÈh_q\C¸j2º$hkÚ Êh_o4ËFË ÌIËÈ ÊÌiÊËPhBÍA¹ º È)¸ hmoxÙ2o#ºËP¹&Û Ê_¹ ºhmÈ Ù2q"ººuVºÚ¸ËFÙ2Ì2È º ÍÊÍp¸h /ºÈ s j*Û²k~ºÚDÍ h_¸ Ë n h_È Ë t%Ú¸ËFpzÌaÌ*ÙÍqÊÊÚ8Í¸ |Ù hrtÈ º)hmº Ù2oarÊ ºmm
hmÙ2º È ËP¹ s ¸FÍÊl
¸QÛ j2º Íu Ú ¸QÛ j2º Í tzË È ËP¹ o4ËFÊmiÌ hBº È Í h_ËÌËFgÌ m s ¸FÍÊÚ
[Ð"æ \$]^_^maé ]Qcd >ë ~_Äì _p(ê >{x_-êbæ t!ÊmL
ÛÍ«(Ë h_¸p$È ÊhkÌÊmÉàÌÉÃ|¸ ¸Chi· ËFtÓÌ#ÊºI2Í Ú8hmºpÙ2Ûºµ§ÍpÚºËFh;Ì*Í8ËPÊr¹Ôq\º Ú8È ºpºÛq Í¸FË Ís Ìh_hm¸FÙ*ÊhmºÌÙ2ººÈq Ën¹ËCËQs hrÛ n mt
¸FaÌ q|Ì h_¸  ÊÌ\|É lhmÙ*CJº thpsÈ ¸Ù*Ì2º ÈÍVºÊ hkÊ Fºµ;Ú¸FÛ«aÌ ËqÍ j lÈ ºÔÔËP¸ ¹ È ºOhmÙ2Ú8º ºpÛÈ Í<ºpÛ«x¸ËP¹m
hkÊËFw
hmÙ2º7Í (¸ k<9
º h n o*º 9tY¸FaÌ q<ÊÌ hmÙ2º È º7ÊÍ,¸ o4ËFÊiÌ hBº È
h_Ë  u
¥d¥±4®2#~¼ ®2©p¦S°²¥§«£,(Â~S¨#n¦Î°«¬Q¤2¿¤*£y¯QÀ¥ª«¤2®¦b¯;¦b¢¥µ¥Î ¬;©³¬¬F¥¢Ð¤2®*£ ª«ª²¤**Ë(£Ppj¢¥8¢¦FhBª«¤*º¤2È¯à©pky¡¦FËFª²£´Í¤àh ¡¦ ¦µ°«ª £P°«¥ ª²ÎF£P¥Ð¨2¦F¶4¬F°«¥³
¤2Â~¬¬Q¥Ð£P¥¥®*°«ª ¬Q£P£¥´£ » ¨#H ¦F°«¬Q©8¤*®;¯Q¬Fª«¤2¤2¯À¬F¥³s¬¥¥®*®2¡°²¦ª«¥¤2¥*pª ¢9Ç ªÞ©4¬F¶¤2¦£P°'¥ªi¥ª«¤2¶*¤*¥p¢¦ ¾
£¦¼ b®*¢8¦¥³9 ¬F°²«¬nF#¿» ª«¤2¯§*p©ª«£ª²¬F¤2£¿p¢¥8¦äV¤£E
» . F ©¬FÂ~2°«p¥°i±<¢£ª²*£ª«¤;¬F¤2¢¯Fª²¬F¤ »
1
» ¤ ¤2F £M ©n¦FF ¤;©£¦F®2¤Ó¦¢¨#Y¦7¦¥¢®*¥$ªi¢8¬Ð³¬Q¦F¤*¤*¬F ¥» ®*p$¢ FÎ ¬¢s¥d¿¬
G
I »9¼ ®2¨2¦F£ª«© Ç ¦°«¶2¦
p¼ ¥®2© » ¥±à°«ª *Ç ¬îÔª«¤*¤*¬F£¥ÕªÞ4Ô¦F°«£ ¥¬\®*©n¥Ä@¦b¥ª²©pI¤\¥°«²©p£¡¯Fp°«²¬¢£Æ/³£ Î ª«¤á¨#F ¬\£¢Î¬Q¯F°«¬Fnª²¢O¬F¦¤2¤2ª²££ ¤ Î»
¥®2'£P¥8¦F©8ä »
» . ³¶*¤2©p¥ª«¬F¤Ð¬>³ §¡2¦¢8¦FÂ~ ¥p¢£Y©n¦¤§¦F©©p££¥~¬ E
K 
: Å ¥¨
ª«¤;£ ¦7§Õ#¬¦Q££¢8ª«¦¨2Â~°i±Op¥*pª ¢+£ pÎ ¢n¤\¦¥© ®À¢¬F¯Q¤2ª«¬F<¤ ¢» £ª²*ª«¤2¯
: Å ¥£ gé >_©X>_ êb¢æ fa^mgé ] Î ¿®2¤* Ç p¢ ªi¥
¨*Â~¶2¬Fª«£P°²*¥s£¬Q¤*y¦ ¬Q¶4F ¥¦2¶£*¥-¦y¢¢¯Q£ª«¶2¬Q¤7°i¥ »#p¼ ¢s®*³p¶*¢¤27©p¥ª«£ª«¬F¦b¤ ¥ »
2¦p¢8°²¦Fª Ç Â~ ¢ ª²¥¤*p¯~¢sª«¥£z®2¥ª«®2£!%¢¢¯F£ª«¬Q#¬¤@Q¤*ªÞ4£ª²¨*¤\ª«¥°²ªiªi¥B½±7p¢¬³¦F¥£®2¦
¥©n°«¬Q®*¦¤*°«²¯Qªi ¢,ª«¢ ¤2»¢¯p£¥µ¶2¬°iO¥¥,®*³ª²%¤¬¢©©¦F¦F¡¤°« p³¬F¢z¶2¶*ª«¤*¤¥©p2¶¥¬F4ª«¢8¬Q¥4¤*p¢£<¢ ¯Q¥¥¬¬µª«¬F£¤À°²¦b³¦¨#Ç °ip±  ¾
*¶4*°«¥pn¥<¨\¥®2±§¥®*ª«¤'¥³¶*¢Â~¤2©pn¥*ª«¬Fª²¦¤ ¥» ¢£¶*°i¥£!©¬FÂy¾
s
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m³½2Å p¥p¢£ ¢ ¢n;Íp¬Fºp*¥Û ¹¥Î¬ª«¿¬Q¥¤2®4®*¦F¢p°¬Q¢?,$¶*¯Qè,ª«¥-®éÂ<¥êC®2¦ª $±'^`]>¢©pfÑ¢£p¦êb¢ ¥Çæ¢%nfaª²^m¤\ég¥ªÞ]4p¢Î Â~¤\¢¥p ªi¾¾¾
¥Å4¥s®*ªÞ¦b%ª«£S¥£A ¦¦°«Â~²¬\$F ©£¦°²ªi»´¥³mnp¼¥yª«Â~®*¦b~¥$Yn¿¦¦F£ ¬F©8¢¥®Óä®*ª«ª«$¤¤2³mÇ ¯¡¶2¬\¤*¢©n©p¦b¥¯F¥ª«ª«ª«¬Q¬Q¬Q¤¤Á¤y©n¦®¦F¤¦°«r £ E
³Þ¢n;¦b¥9³m¶2¤*©p¥ª«¬Q¤O¥p¢Â~ª«¤2¦¥ª«¬Q¤ »
× »Å¨#³!¦!*2¦£P¥¢8¢¦F¬nÂ~±\n¥7p¢s¨±7¬F³#¥¦9®2³¶*³¤2¶*©p¤2¥©pª«¥¬Fª«¤Ó¬F¤ ª«£$» ¦µF#¿Î ª«ªi°¥$#©n£¦F¦¤±
¥©n®¦¶2¦b¥¡£¥¥®2®2ª«£$2¦©n¦¢8¦¦FÂ~¨*ª«p°²¥ªi¥Bp±Ó¢´4ª«£«#{Qéa¤2]z*£së-æ~¬Q¤7¬w¥] ®2æ*Yë ³m¶2¨#¤2© ¾¾
¥ª«¬Q¤¡4p½¤*ªi¥ª²¬F¤ Î ¤2¬¥¬Q¤;ªi¥£¶2£ »
 »9¼ ®2©n¦¦¨2ª«° ª«¥ª«£¦Ó³¶2¤*©p¥ª«¬Q¤¡®2¦F£'¬F¤¡ªi¥£'¦©p¾
©Â<¦££±Oª«¨*¬F°²¤2D °i±O¢F £Ó¦Q¡¦¤V¦ Ô¢F ¯Fª«¿¬Q®*¤2ª«£Ó© ®¡¦¢ª«x £E~¦Ó¦O¢³¶2¦Q4¤*¾_©p¬F¥¤2ª«¬Q°i¤±
¦*pb£P¢8¥¦F¢Â~¬b±4pª«¥¤2 ¯Õ¢®ªi¦Ô¥ ? Î³m¶2¦F¤*¤©pI¥ª«¬QÂÓ¤à¶*Â<£P¥¡¦±Á*p¢£Pn¥¦Q¢¬b ± Î ; ¨#¯¦ p³¬¢F
¿¥ª«¬Q®2¤§ª«©8®;Â<ª«¦£9±~¦7©¬Q©¤*¬F¤£P¥*¢p¶2Â~©p¥ ¤2Î n¢<¦Q¦ bÎ ¢8¬¦F¢9Â~*p¥£Pp¥¢ ¢®2¬n¦7y± ³m¶2¤2F ©£ ¾ Î
ª«¤;ªi¥®2 ¢ª«¥£¬F¶*¥2¶4¥¬F¢9ªi¥£¿¬¢ä4ª«¤*¯Ó¢¯Qª«¬F¤ »
:

²ª£¼ £z®®2¦¦¢½*ª«£P¤*¢±4£P¯y¤\¥¾B¥8ª«¬£9¦¢8Ý~p*¤*p¬³¢-³ ¬n¢·#©¦F¸dn¯F¹nOpº ¢z¨\ª«³m£±§¶2£¤2¶2®2© £¬n¥ª«¿ª²¤*¬F¤O¯ ¤¦Çª«¤°4¦b°²¢¦-zª²¤2¦Fª²¯F¨2¯Q¶*°«¶2¢¦F£ ¯Fª«Y1¤O»%¿³m¼¶2®2¤2p®2¢©ª«£¾
¥·#ª²¸P¬F¹n¤µº ¦¥¤¬<¡¨#Ó©¬F¦<¤2£P©¥¬F¢¢¶2,© ¥°²¬F¦F¢¤*¯Q¦¶2¦2°¯Q«Óª ©n¦b¢p¥ª²£¬F¶2¤2°i¥£ ª«» ¤2¯~³m7¢¬Fª«Â ¤¥p¥¤®2 
¥¦*¬7F£#ß'¶*¯V¦F¢!£¦ª«äV¢£!ª«¤*°«®2¯@¬n¬F¿¬¢³*Ç ¦¡pº ¢®*»*4ª²¼¯F¬Q®2®2¤*p¢Ó¦¦°«¤¥! Ç¦F©°i¬F±4°¢£,°²ª«¦£°«¤2*¯QÇ p¶2½2°»¦F¤2¯FnO¼ <®*£ª«ª«ª²¤§Â~£9¥ª«ª«£®*°Þ¦bª«¦¢£
¶2£¶. ¦°-*¢¦2¬Q4¢¯¢8¬V¦FÂ¦F©8®Oo ª«È ¤;ËÉ Â<ª«¦¤ ¤\±<·©¸P¬Q¹nºÂ~*ªª«£Ô²°«p¦Õ¢£ £»  ,\¶2¤*©¬F³
#¬¤2ªiQ¥£ª«£¬Qª«¤2¨2£ °i± ³¢¬F°²©p«¬n¶*¿¢£ª ÄÇ O¨\#¬±ÀF°i¦´±*Â~Â<¬¦F¢ª«2®¤Á*pª²©~Ý4*¢³m¶2¤2£©£¥ª«¬Qª²¬F¤ ¤Æº *»op½*È ¾ Î
©n£¶2¦F°«°i¥ ª«»¤2¯¡-2¶2¥®2¤*©pÂ¥ª«¬QÎ ¤¿4®2p¬F½£¤*ªi¥Ç ª²¦F¬F°«¤2¶*£§¨2ª«£¶*ª«¥°Þ®24~ª«¤24¢¯¡¦O¬Q¯F¤*¢8¦p¼¿Â¢pF ¾
¿¥®2ª²<°«$¬Q®¶4¦ ¥Ç 2¶7*¦F¥,¤@¢¦F¯F2ª²*¬F¤ªi¥Îª«¬Q¿¤2®2¦F°$ ¢¦§b¢8¥¦F®*Â~<p¢¥p £¢¾¶2°i½ ¥ª«Î ¤2¿«¯ ®*ª«© F®´ª«ª«££
¥*¢¬Ð¨#££7ª«¬Q©¤Ñ¬Q¤*¬Q£P¤*¥¢°«¶2Q± ©p¥½Õn ¦F»¤2IÅ ¤¡ªi¥¥£¡®2¬n¿¢ª«¤Ñ¯Q®\¥¿Y¬F®2¢¦Fä¤ª«´¤2¯Æ£ª²¢*7¯Qª«p¬QÝ¤ ¾
¥d¦FÍ±4ºp££#Û ¹ ¶2Â~Â<£´Ô¦*±y ¥½®2¨#¤2pªi±Ñ¥¶2ª«¬Q£¦¤*¢ £@Á»¦4¿ ¢p¬QÆ½°i±4¤*¦FÂ~n°«£5¬F¬I¢£*®¦F2¦°« ª«b¬n©9¢8¿¦F¦n¥°«¯Qp°i» ±I¨*¢8¦F¥®*ª«©¢¬Q*¶*¿¦¯Q¥8ª«°®¦
>ë i_;*©°²¦b¢8¦¥ª«¬Q¤*£ »
°²ªi¥p¼ ¢8®*¦y°«£ Î *¢³¶2¬F¤*¯F©p¢8¥¦ª«Â ¬Q¤~p¦Ý4¤*¢Ó©p£¬Q£¤2ª«¬F£P¤2¥¢£¶*ª«©p¤2¥©¬F°«¢S¶2¦*2 2°Ç «ª¦©n¢¦bª²¦¥ª²¨2¬F°«¤2££ ÎÎ
ú_ò_ôQü üûÀò÷ õpúÿ÷ø#ñ üzô9<üòÁn÷ñpö_þü øñ üò_Âú_ý÷ ñüúÄ#òþö_ö_ñ&ñûöMüÂSõ Ãûú_ü'ü$ö_ûö_òõpÿFüøQúkü%ö_òò_üô÷ò_Pûüöúòüú_ñp÷ûñ ö_òõ úö_üÃ÷ ø ñÅñp üûú% ø ýöBñôVñ úú_÷ >üCÆpFø ñü
°g±²´³iµa¶¢·¸"¹
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ÈÈ ººÎE0»FECÍ Ça½9Èa=Ï É  ; =È É º¸Ê CÖ ÈjSØ» Ë ÐÌ É »FÍ  ÖØ`ÉÌ Í½S? Ì ½ Ö È Ø Ì É 
È º ¸(jx»  E0E(Çg Èa=ÉÖ È  Ø`=<Ì É É   Ê Ö È ØË Ì É   Ö È Ø`Ì É   É 
È º ¸(jx» ÑÖ4»FØ Í  n Í n ½Í Ïe{xìæ Ë »FÍ égÒ
8E »»AÓ; È º ¸(jx» Ñ»»w; 8E~n Í ? Ì ½x? Ì ½
Ôgiun|V]dÍ
X ÕxÖ WYXhB^B]d|Qq^Bg wbX{ig hB^$giabwbX]dhdgicna
¦F¦¢¤2£¦F¬F°«Â~£«¬ }m¦Q¢æ 2_<4ªi¦F¥¤2ª²¬FL ¤¦{x°ìpÝ4æ@4¢pÝ4*¢££ª«p¬Q£¤2££ª²¬FE ¤2£ Î ¨*¶*¥¥®2p¢
¦y¼ ®2©Å ¬Q³\±8ÔOF ª«ª²£¤;8Ð¦y¢Â7p¯Q¶2F#ª«£P¬QÎ¥SJ¤ ¥°«®2ª ½ÓÇ ,!¬p³$ª«Ý4¤Ð¥*¢®2¦9 p¢£p£¯Qª²F¬Fª«¬Q¤JD¤¦©8 ½(©Ì ×M£Ïe½ÓØ £n¢½;$» 4¢³ÞÙ¢¬Q¬£ÑÂ ¥® ¤\8¥8 £ »
¥¦F®2¤2p¼9 ±§®*8 £7Ì ®2 ½Y¦Ý*¢®4¢¦ ¥Ç®2s£p£¥ª«ª«®*¬Q¢9J¤S¤*£¬Q8 ¦¤*ËÂ~¾Â~¢$n©p¢¦F¶*p¤*©¢¶*££9ª ¢Ç ¥£®*ª Ç £%¶*¢£P¨2p¥¶2£P¢¥£¶2¢ª«©p¤2¶2¥¯<© ¶4¥¢¬F¶*Y³%¢¦¥£¤®2»  
³*¦O¶*°©£P¬F¿¥¢¤®*¬n*±p¤7¦Â~¨2¿Y°«¤2 n@*¬9F ¦¤2¥¬¬¢8¦¥s¿Â~¿®2p¦Fª«¥¤\©8py®¥s¢,¥8§¨2¬'¶4#¬*¥Fª«£Pª«¤¤2¥¥¢£P£¬n¥»%±,n¦F¼ ©Ô¬Q®*Â~ª«¥£Y¬O*°ª«£Y«¢p¶*¥¶*££°ip± ¾
¥¥¦®2pb¢<¢Â~¥Ð££ ¦F¬Î Â~³¬F¤2<ªi¥ ©»I*® 8Å ±4¤ÄË £ª«ª«£©n£p¦¶*Â<°Y££Pn¦F¥V ¤\¢¥¶28<ª«©©;¥¨#¶*¥p¢©<¢¬FÂ~Â~¨2£ ¶4Î £Y¥ 8Î ¶*ª«¤¤À¦¦F¤©p°Þ ¦©¤28£¯F£Ë¶ª«¨2¦F¦b°«¯F¢  »
£P*±4ªi¥¤Å ª«¤I¥8¬Q¦b¤2Ý³m¦F¶2°Ì¤*¬Q©p½~¶4¥ª«¥¥¬Q2¶¬Ð¤ 4 ¥7¦Ý*24¢¢*°¯F²ª«ª«£©n¬Q£'¦b¤Æ¥¥ª«®*¦¬QÓ¤¢8ª«¦¤2¿Â~©µ°«¶*p¥®£pª²¦ ¬F¢ Ç ¤Ôw» À¬Ú ¦Æ³Y£¥ª«£¤2®*#¯¡y©¥¦Qª²®2¦F¾°
£2°¦F«ªÂ~©n¦%¥£Pª«¬F±4¤¡¤¥8ª²¦b£Ý ¥Î ¬y¿Y¨#YpÝ4¦F4¢°« ¬\©n£¦£-¥n¥®¡¦bª«¥s¤Ð¦¢©p¬Q¯Q¤*ª«¬Q£P¤2¥¢¶2½ ©p» ¥¬¢$¦F4¾
¬Q¦¶4b¼¥¥¥p®*p¢´¢¼ ¤Õ©¬Q{xÂ<¤*£Pì¦b¥æ¥¢©¶2Ë ®*©pª«¥¤2Ý*¬¯@¢¡4¢£¬F¬ÔV³££¥ª«8î¬Q®¤Ò¦bª«A¥£´ª«8Ä¤*ª«4£ª«ª²£~#¬©Q¦¤2£¥¬¥§î£I¦F¥¦©®³Þ©p¥¦p¥I£¢¡£ª«¥¥¨2®2®2°«
p¦F¦FÝ4¤\¤*2°±4¬F«¥Â~ª ®2©¬Fªi¥¢¾¢ °i ±Ó{x»s24¼ ì®2æ£P¥'Ë ¢¬F¬n¢¢9±\©pn¢¶*,¢¶*ª²£¤,£ª Çn¥'®2£SÇ ¶*ªÞ£V¦¨2¶2£P¨28 ¥£¢Ë l»¶*,©p. ¶*¥¶*©¢¤\¬Q¥s¤2£Y©*Â<¬4Â~¦n ±<¤*Ç ¨#nªÞ¦
Ç¨#¦b¢ª²¤<¦F¨24°«9£P¥Â<¢¬n¦±\±yn¨#y¬F¢¢Sn¢¦Q~¶2£¨*¶*y¥ Î ª²¤<¬F¤2¦©¤29¬ªi¥¥®2£Yp©¢S¬F£P¤¥¥¢p¶2¤©p¥S¥¶4®¢¦ £ Î
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ªÞ£4¬Ð¥¤\®¥ªi¦b½¥p¢¥®2Íp,ºpÛ ¹³¶2ª«¤*£S©p¨#¥ª«¬Q¬Q¶2¤Ô¤2¨#Ó¬¥4¬±@¥®2Â<¦¤2±¡ ¿Õ©p¢n¢¦b¯F¥yª«¬Q¤ F £ª«¤ 1 ³p¶*Ý4¤2*¢©p¥ª«£¬Q£¤§p£z¿¥®2®ª«¦©8¥ ®§ì-¥ª«®*£$¾ ¦}m©¢æ ¬Q_¤2¨#*°«Â~¬F¤2¤*¯Qn£¥¥d¬±4Î#¦¤»  !¬Fq\¶2º Í¯Fh®2; °iì± ?
¥¥®2¬ª«³m£9¶2¢¤*p©p¯Q¥ª«ª«¬Q¬Q¤´¤<¬F©n¢'¦F°«¦£ M» ££!Ù ±¥®2ª«£á¢¯Q¿Yª«¬F¤µ*¦p£¤2¬F¦y¥¦b¥¢8®2¦FÂ~®*pn¥¦F ¢ £#n¦Fäª«¤2¯ Î ¥®*'¢¶2°«£P¥8¦¨2°«ª £®2£¥®¦b¥ E
¢¢¯Qª«¬Q£P¤ ¥¢ª«©p× ¥»)n´Å ¤¥¬O¬F©¥°«®*¬Qp£¢;¶4¢¿£,¬¢8¨#*£ °«Î¬Q¤2¨#¯Fpª«³¤2¬¯;¢Ô¦b¥,¢pÂ~¥¶4¬Q¢£P¤2¥ª«¤2¥¬¯ : ¥8 ¶* ¢Â7!¿¶2£Pª«¥%¥®Ð¤2¬¥¥S®2'£®2¢¦n¢¦F94¾_¦F¬Q¤\¤*±,°i±O¢2¦©¶4¢8¢¦F£ªÂ~Ç 9 ¥£p¶*¢¨2£ £P¥¢» ¶*©p¾
³m¯Q¢ª«¬Q¬QÂ/¤ B¥®2× <³¶*1 ¤2¦b©p¢¥ª«¬Q¤ *Î p°²¦ °«¥9n©p°²» ¬F£¶*¼ ¢®*ª«£~£´© ¦F¢©pn¥¦ª«¥¬Qn¤IÁª«ª«£¡¤À¦F¢¤4p¾¾ : úª«e¤ pª«6 ¥®*Î p¢Y¤2¥¬®*¢Ð ¦FÇ ¤\¦± ¢ª²¦Ç ¨2¦b¢°«ªÞ¦£Y¨2¿°«´®*ª²£©8®®Ð¦b¦¢ª²¢¤*¯Á4¦Ô£P¥¢¢¬n©±\¶4n¢ ¾
¬Fª²£,¥®2£P¥¢8¢¦F£ª«¯F¬Q®¶4¥¢³m©¬Fy¢¿¬F³Y¦¢8#¬Q£¥£¬¡ª«¨2*¢°«<¬\*¬¦F³¤2¨¯F±@°«ª²¤*ª«¤¯O4#¬¶2F©pª²¥¤\ª«¬F¥p¤µ¢£ ¥»7®¦bÅ ¥¥ £pª¢Ç 9¤*©£n¶2§¨2£Pª²¥¤Ð¢¶*¥©p®2¥¶*Â<¢¦¿ª²¤Ðªi¥p®~Ý4¥*¢®2Â££ª«Î ¬FÂ72¤ ¶26 £P» ¥S¨#9¢ ³m¾
ª²®2¤´¬Q°²¦4°«£$*pÏ ¢ª Ç ¦× ¥» ª«¬Q¤*£ D= 2E~6 ¨= ¢×ME Oªi¥¦F°i¿¦±4£ : ú ¬F¤2¬³s¥®2 Ç ¦¢ª²¦F¨*°²p£!£®2¦¢ª«¤2¯<¦Ó£¶*¨2£P¥¢¶*©p¾
¥ª²£9®29¢n°²¶2*¦F°«¶*¤*©¯Q£¨n¶óÐ¦º¯Q¥h x ¬< Es¤*¦F½*¬F¤2¢¢£PLÂ<¥ Î ó ¦F¥º°®2h ³9 ¬¦¢£Â¶*®2Ý4¬nª«¿¦°²¤ª ¦bO¥¢®2±y¥y®2pÝ4p¤;¦F*¢¯Q¥p®2¢£¤2£ª²¬FÂ<£D¤ £¦F6ª«¬F¤ ³ ¼ ®*¥6 ¶* ¢¬Q¬FS¢#¿6 ¢8ª«»¥¦®¥¬F8 ¢  £®2¬F¶2¬ °²Óp¨#¢;¥B*±4p#£Pµ¥¢¬b±V¤ n7ªi¢¬Qªi¤2¥Â~®*pp¢%¤ª²¥¤ £
¥p®2Ý4*¢*¢£¬F£¯Fª«¬Q¢8¤5¦Â ª«£OÇ ¦ Ç¢ª²¦¦F°²¨*¶2°«¦¥n8   » ¦b¢¼9®2¢p@2°²¬\¦F©©©¶4y¢¢ªi¤2¥®2©pp¢S£O¨\¬F± ³ ¥8*¦FpäV½2p¤2£Oªi¥©nª«¬Q¦b¤Ð¢Ôª²£9¬£³7¶2p©8¤*®Ð³¬¥¢®2©¦ª«¥¤2E ¯ÁÇ ¥®2@¦F¨#¬ Ç ¡Ç ¢¶*°²p£ »áÅ ¥£
¥¦O®2#¬§Q¤2ª«¤\¬F¥¢pÂ<¢,¦¥°¬;³¬ªi¥Ó¢Â ªi³ªiªi¥,³ªiª²¥~£7ª«¦;£~©¦Ô¬F¤2¨2£P¦F¥£¢ª«¶2© © ¥Ç ª²¦F¬F°«¤ ¶*»  Î ú ¬¬F¢~¥ª«¨\©± : ¼ ®2¬F£ Ç ¦b¢ªÞ¦¨2°«£<¨#°«¬Q¤*¯Qª«¤2¯¥¬À¨#¬¥®Ä¤ Ç ªi¾
£p¦F¶*Ý4°«£¢*¢¬!Ó¥¬F®2£¤2£¦ª«°i¥$¬Q±@¤¦ªi» ³©¬Qªi¥¤*£Pª«¥£¢¶2¨#©p¬Q¥¶2ª«¬F¤2¤7´ª«¥£s¬O©¬F¦ ¤ ÇÇ p¦¢¢¥ª²¦Fn¨*°«ª«y¤¥ª«¤¬!¦!¦©p}Þ°²æB¬_¾ ¢¥d¢±4¬Q¬Q¤*¤*#Â~Â~Î ¦F¤\¤\¤2¥¥O£*¢ÂÓª«¤; ¶*Ç ££P¦¶2¥ª²©8°«®£ ®¡»¦ Ç¦y9©n¥¦®2£,£¥¦®*Â~£¶2©¤2¬F¤*Op¢°i±4¤ ª«Ç¤2ªi¯ ¾
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V Jornadas sobre Programación y Lenguajes, PROLE2005

Í Ú8º ÌaqV¸FÌ~\h9º ËPÌ#¹lCË ñ hBº u ÍhmÙ*¸(h 8 ÊÍO¸ È ºÚj È Í8Ê`Fºq\ºm
u 8
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ª²p¤*Ý4¯Õ*¢£p£©p£¥ª«¬Qª«¬Q¤ ¤ÑÎ *¦F¬\©©p¶2£´ÂÓ¦À¶*¥°²¦¬Q¥4¾ª«d¤24¯¬n¿¥®2¤5p£¥I¢8¦ Ç ¢¢°²¦b£¥¦Fª²°¬F¤2¬F£³y¦F¦¤ £
£-2¬\¬F¬Q¢À¤~¥¦®*£SÄ¨#¬F¤2¶2¬F¤¤*¾_ £P±4Ç Â~¦b¢Â~ª²¦F¨2p¥°«¢ª«£%©Æ¨#¢p©°Þ¬F¦bÂ~¥ª«Y¬Q¤2³m¢£ pÎ  ¥Ç ®2¦Ä¢ª²¦¦F¨2©°«©¶4£ ¾ »
ÂÓ¸¶2È °²¦b ¥¬Fß¢§¦¸ b"È ¢8à ¦FÎ Â~p;¥8p¢?z£Ð¯Qª¦Ç ¢ª²´¤*¯¥¢¥n®2¦b¥n£p¥¦F¬£§³z¦³¶2°« ¤*ñ ©p¥£ª«¶*¬Q©¤*® £
¥ª²¤®¦¦´¥ £ñ  ¥Ó8 ¬»S³!¼ £®*¥,£7£P¬±4³ Â~Ç Â~¦¢pª²¥¦¢¨2ª«©'°«£¢p»´°Þ¦bÅ ¥³ ª«¬Q¤ ª«£9¥äV®**¥¤
»
8 ñ ³m¬F¢!¦F°«>8 = ñ
Ù ¦F£nÀ¬Q¤¥®*§¦F¨#¬ Ç <©¬Q¤*£ª²*p¢8¦b¥ª²¬F¤2£ Î ¿Ð* ¾
½ÍÙ4¤2¸ 5È Êm¦Ì¤É ?-¿¦F¨*®2£Pª«¥©8¢8® ¦FÎ ©p¯F¥Äª Ç ª²¤\¤~¥p¦¢¤y4¢ppÝ4¥8*¢¦¥ª«¬F£¤£ª«¬F¤y6; ¦FÂ~£sn¥¦F®2¤*ª«¤2½*¯ ¾
¤6 Î¦F°*4¢°«ª £Ç ¶2p°i¢¥S£¬F¥³-®2¦³m³¶2¬F¤*°«²©p¬n¥¿ª«¬Qª«¤2¤<¯<*£ ½Ç ¤2ªi¤O¥ª«¬Q£¤p¥£Þ E  ÊÊÊ Ý Ï
1 »9¼ ®2<£p¥ i· j s  ¬F³9¦°²S¥®2~ª«¤4pÝ4£ ð £¶*© ®
¥£ª«®£P¦b¥¥£~¦6 ¥ÓÂ~¬Qa£PÜ ¥Ó@» ¬F³!ú ¬Q¬F¤2¥§ª«©ª«¡¤4¥®pÝ ¦b¥Î ¦F~· £Ój ¥s ®*§¢©£¬Q¶*¤4°i¥¾
¬F*³9p£¦§©³¤¶2*¤*¦F©p¤\¥ª«¥¬Q¤À¬F³$©n¬F¦¤2¤¨#³m¬F<¢Â<¦¥,¦F°Â~¦¬Fb£P¢8¥,¦FÂ~¦Op¢¥©¢ ¶*» ¢£ª Ç 
G »9¼ ®2´£p¥ ·Ù
¥Â<®¦¦b±§¥$6£®¦¢g¢Ü »-p©Å ¶*¤¢¬¥£®2ª³,Ç ª«£s¦F°«©n£!¦¶*¥£¨2®* £PÎ;¥¥¢®2ª«¶2¤Y© 4¥ p¶*Ý*Ý4¢4¢££¬£ð £³$ª«£¬Q£¶*¤¨© Ç ® 6 ¾
p¢8¦°-¦b¢8¦FÂ~p¥ ¢£ »
I »9¼ ®2S£p¥ ~· j s ¬F³¦F°«V¥®2%ª«¤* Ý*p£ ð £¶2©8®¥®¦b¥
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»9¼¦F¨*®2°«S£Í£p8;¥ ¬F·i³j 6s £¶2¬©8³#®Ð¦°²¥\®2¥¦®*¥S8 ³m¢p¡¬F6 ¢s» ¨#¬F¶2¤ Ç ¦¢ªi¾
× »9¼¦F¨*®2°«9Í£ £p8;¥ ¬F·³ Ù 6£¬¶2³z©8®Ð¦°«¥®2¥¦®*¥98³Þ¢'|¬6 ¢» ¨#¬Q¶*¤ Ç ¦¢ªi¾
 »9¼ ®2'£p¥ i· j s ¬F³$¦°²¥®2!³m¢¬F¢¨#¬F¶2¤2 Ç ¦¢ªi¾
¦F¨*°«Í£ 8;¬F³ 6£¶2©8®Ð¥®2¦¥ 8 w6 »
»9¼¦F¨*®2°«7Í£ £p8;¥ ¬F·4³ Ù 6¬£³¶2©8¦®Ð°²s¥¥®2®*¦7¥ ³m8 ¢p~¬F6 ¢» ¨#¬F¶2¤ Ç ¦¢ªi¾
*¦àÅ©p³¶2¤µªÞ4¤*§¬©p¢8¥¥*ª«¬´¬Qp¤ ¢¢ ¥Þ2¬¡¦©pª«¤ ¥Ó© ®*¥ª«¦ ®* Ç~¹ ~j¢Ì#¦O£Ú ¶2hkÂ~Ê°iË¥~¬Ì 4¬¶2³!Í°²Ê²¦¥ÉF®*¢,ÌÐ(¸¦hr¤¦j ¦¤È °«¦º±4°«» £±4ª«££ ª«Î-4£~¢¿Y¬Fp ¾³
£¥,\ª«¶2¬Q£y¤µ¤\¯F¥¬ª Ç°i³± OÎ©¬F¦¦F¤2¨2¨2©p£P£P¢¥¥¢8p¢8¦F¥¦y© ©p¥Ó¥<³m¶2³ª«¶*¤*¤\¤2¥©pp¥©p¢ª«¥¬Q*¢ª«¬F¤2¤2£p¥8»y£~¦bÅ¦¥¤Ôª«£7¬Q¤Æ¥¥®*®2¨ª«§£¦Fª«£¿¤\¥¦Äp± ¢Î ¦F*¢³m¤2¶2p¦F¤*¥8°i±¦b©p¾¾¾
¥¥ª«ª«¬Q¬Q¤Ô¤O¬¦F³z2*°¥®2«ª²'©¦©¥¬Fª«¢¬Q¢¤@£ª«#¬£Fª²¤¤\4¥pª²¤*¢4¢¯~p¦F¥¨*n£P´¥¢8¦F¦F£!©p¥¥®2³m¶27¤*¦F©p2¥ª«*°¬Q«¤Ðª²©¥¦¬ ¾
¥¥®2®2ª«£Ð¦¦F¨22£P¥4¢¢8¦¬V©p¦¥© ª«¬Q®¤Ó¿¬¬F³¶2¥®2°²àY¦ª«Â~¢82°¦iÂ~±Äp¦Á¥p¢Â7£ ¶2»-©8Å ®Ä¤,¬Q°«¶*£¢$£;©¦F ây£ ¾ Î
©2¶ª«4¥¤\n¥S¡¦F¤¦¥¦°i±*¦F£©8ª«£®´Î £³m¶2ª«¤*¤*©©p9¥ª«¦!¬Q¤Ô½2Ý¦F¾_2#¬*°Q«ª«ª²¤\©¥$¦¥£ª«®2¬Q¬F¤ ¶2Î °²Ó¦¤¨#¡Â~©¬F¬FÂy¢¾
ª«ªi¥dÂ~±Æ#¬©F¬Q¢¶*¥8¦F°²Ä¤\¥9Â<¥®¦F¦äV¤´§¥¥®*®2ª«¡£ Î ¦¥2®24¢7¬V¦F¦F¨2©8£®àp¤2¶*©¤2,*¢¬F8³S¦©pÂ~¥ª«¬©n*¦F¶*°°Þ³¦b¬¢¢¾
¨2ª«¯yµ4¢;¬QäV¯F¢8p¦Æ³Â~m£ ¶2» ¤2© ¥ª²¬F¤à£ª«¯Q¤2¦¥¶*¢p£§ª«¤¦´³¶*¤2©p¥ª«¬Q¤
¥®2¤ 'Ç ª«³m¢¬Q¬F°«¤2¬nÂ~¿ª²¤\¤*¥¯§É ¥B±4» #. xE ³¶*¤2©p¥ª«¬Q¤O£ª²¯F¤¦b¥¶*¢¾ É ;ÛÞ ?Y®¦£
; ß v8~Ì h à"=ß v8iÌ h à"=ß v8iÌ h à"=ß v8iÌ h àS=ß v8~Ì h àS=ß v8iÌ h à"=ß v8iÌ h à(?
©¦¼ b®24¥¢8!S¦FÂ~Â~³m¬Fpn¢Y¥¦F¥p¤*®*¢7ª²¤*ª«¤¯7³k¦F4¬© p³¥SÝ4¥¥®*®2£7'¦ª«¥%¤*£¥£PÇ¥®2n¦Q¤<°²À¦F££Pp¬F¥Y¥³ £³m¬QÇ ª«¶4£¦¢¢¦Fª²££¦Fp¨*¦¥°«¨#£%£¬ ©»ÔÇ¬Q¤\¼ Î ¥8¦p®2Ýª²ª«¤ £¾
ª«¨#£Y'¢©n¬F¦FÂ~£¬F2°¤«¦p¨2¥°«°i±~¦F£S¢ ¥2®29©p¥ n+<©pª«¤Ð¥¬¥³z®*!¦¢³¶*°²¤2¦©p¥¥ª«¬Fª«¬F¤2¤§£®2£ª«®*Ð¨¬Q¶*#°Þp ¾
¥d¿YÅ|¤ ¤O-z¥ª«®*¯Q¶4¢¦ b¢8¦F¥Â~®*p<¥pª²¤\¢£9¥p¦¢¤4¢§p¥¥8®*¦¥'ª«¬F¢¤£¶*I°«¥ ª«» £y4p½¤*n
³¨#¬¬¢~4p± Ý4Î *¢ª«¥7ª«££7£ª«£P¬F¥¤2¢8£¦»ª«¯Q®\¥³®*¬¢¿¤Á¦¦F¢8*À2°¥«ª¬;nÁpÝ¥¥¬Ô¢8¦¦;©p¥7³¶*³Þ¢¤2¬Q©pÂÒ¥ª«¬Qªi¤ ¥
¥¥®2®29'£½*ª«Ý¯Q¾B¤#¬¦bF¥ª«¶*¤¢¥ 9Î ¬Fª«¤;³ ¥©n®2¦£³¶*ªi¥!¤2©pª«£¥ª«¢¬Q¤ ©¶4; ¦b¢£³m¥ª Çp¢Y ? ©» ¬QÂ~*¶*¬F¥Â~ª«¤2ªi¯¥
¥¤2®2¬¥8£¦´¥ª«¬Q4¤ p¥8Î ¦F¿Yª«° £<¡³¿¬F¢¢§ª«¥°² ¦F©8·4äÆÙ ¬F; 8a³?~£¦ Ç © ¤Ä7» ¥®*Ù ¬Q±Ä¶2¯F¦F® ¨*¶2·4£¡Ù ¬Fª«£³
¤2¬¥'¦,³¶2¤*©p¥ª«¬Q¤ Î ¿ªi¥®O¥®*'³¬F°²«¬n¿ª«¤2¯<©¬F¤ Ç ¤\¥ª²¬F¤ E
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Programación funcional y reescritura
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Abstract
Eden is a parallel extension of the functional
language Haskell. On behalf of parallelism
Eden overrides Haskell’s pure lazy approach,
combining a non-strict functional application
with eager process creation and communication. We desire to investigate alternative semantics for Eden in order to analyze the consequences of some of the decisions adopted during the language design. In this paper we show
how to implement in Maude the operational
semantics of Eden in such a way that semantic
rules can be modified easily. Moreover, other
semantic features can be implemented by modifying a set of parameters of the semantics but
without modifying the semantic rules.
Keywords: Operational semantics, parallel
functional languages, Eden, rewriting logic,
Maude, rewrite strategies.

1

Introduction

It is well-known that functional languages offer
great possibilities for parallel programming [9],
ranging from a completely implicit parallelism
—for instance an automatic parallelization—
to an explicit parallelism where the programmer distributes the computation among a set
of communicating processes that even may be
located by the programmer himself at designated processors. The parallel language Eden
lies more closely to this latter approach, extending Haskell [14] with coordination features
for creating processes with stream-based communication.
∗
Research partially supported by MCyT Spanish
project MIDAS (TIC200301000).

Haskell is a lazy language, i.e. it adopts a
normal order of evaluation, avoiding repeated
computations by sharing reductions. The lazy
approach restricts the exploitation of parallelism because expressions are evaluated only
under demand. Eden overrides the pure lazy
approach, combining a non-strict functional
application with eager process creation and eager evaluation of communication values. This
may produce speculative computation, i.e. the
calculation of results that may never be used.
The amount of speculative computation produced during the evaluation of an Eden program is variable, depending on the number of
processors, the speed of basic operations, etc.
This interplay between laziness and eagerness is precisely established by Eden’s operational semantics [5, 10]. Moreover, this semantics defines two extreme degrees of speculative
computation: minimal and maximal.
Although there exists a stable implementation of Eden [7, 16] on top of the Glasgow
Haskell Compiler (GHC) [3], we desire to investigate alternative semantics for Eden in order to analyze the consequences of some of the
decisions adopted during the language design.
For this purpose, it is extremely useful to have
a framework where Eden’s operational semantics can be easily programmed and that provides mechanisms to reflect with small effort
changes in the semantics.
Rewriting logic [13] and Maude [2] are excellent candidates for this aim. First, Eden
syntax can be represented literally. Second,
Eden operational semantics rules can be represented in Maude quite literally in most cases,
so keeping the representation distance as short
as possible. Third, since Maude specifications
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are executable, we directly get an implementation of Eden where program examples can
be executed and analyzed. Finally, a recently
proposed strategy language [12] for Maude can
be used to control in every desired way the application of semantic rules.
In this paper we show how to implement
in Maude the operational semantics of Eden
in such a way that two main objectives are
covered: (1) the semantic rules can be modified in an easy manner so that in a near future
we can investigate with other possibilities, and
(2) several measures (parallelism, speculative
computation, communications) can be taken
by modifying some parameters of the semantics with no need to modify the semantic rules.
From the point of view of Eden, this leads
to a framework where its expressions can be
evaluated according to different semantics in
order to be compared and analyzed.
From the point of view of the implementation of operational semantics in Maude, this
work constitutes another step in a continued
effort to represent semantics for more complex
languages. The simplest concurrent language
we have considered is CCS in [17], that does
not require strategies. This is not the case
with the Ambient Calculus that we have recently tackled in [15]. However, the use of
strategies in the latter solves problems different from the ones we consider in this paper,
where we take into account that the Eden semantics inherently depends upon an order of
application of the rules, thus exploiting the
strategy language expressiveness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First we present a brief introduction to
Maude, for a very complete treatment we refer
the reader to the Maude manual [2]. Section 3
gives a brief overview of Eden and implements
its kernel syntax, while Section 4 is devoted to
the operational semantics and its implementation in Maude. The last section presents our
conclusions and outlines future work.

2

Visiting Maude

In Maude the state of a system is formally
specified as an algebraic data type by means

of an equational specification. Maude uses
a very expressive version of equational logic,
namely membership equational logic [2]. In
this kind of specifications we can define new
types (by means of the keyword sort(s)); subtype relations between types (subsort); operators (op) for building values of these types,
giving the types of their arguments and result, and which may have attributes as being
associative (assoc) or commutative (comm), for
example; equations (eq) that identify terms
built with these operators; and memberships
(mb) t : s stating that the term t has sort
s. Both equations and memberships can be
conditional, with respective keywords ceq and
cmb. Conditions are formed by a conjunction (written /\) of equations and memberships. Equations are assumed to be confluent
and terminating, that is, we can use the equations from left to right to reduce a term t to a
unique, canonical form t0 (modulo the operator attributes as associativity, commutativity,
and identity) that is equivalent to t, i.e. they
represent the same value.
The dynamic behavior of a system is specified by rewrite rules of the form
t −→Vt0
V
V
if ( i ui = vi ) ∧ ( j wj : sj ) ∧ ( k pk −→ qk )
that describe the local, concurrent transitions
of the system. That is, when part of a system
matches the pattern t and the conditions are
fulfilled, it can be transformed into the corresponding instance of the pattern t0 .
Rewrite rules need be neither confluent nor
terminating. This theoretical generality requires some control when the specifications become executable, because it must be ensured
that the rewriting process does not go in undesired directions. We have defined a strategy
language for Maude that can be used to control how rules are applied to rewrite a term
[12]. The simplest strategies are the constants
idle, which always succeeds by doing nothing, and fail, which always fails. The basic
strategies consist of the application of a rule
(identified by the corresponding rule label) to
a given term, and with the possibility of providing a substitution for the variables in the
rule. In this case a rule is applied anywhere in
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the term where it matches satisfying its condition. When the rule being applied is a conditional rule with rewrites in the conditions, the
strategy language allows to control by means
of search expressions how the rewrite conditions are solved. An operation top to restrict
the application of a rule just to the top of the
term is also provided. Basic strategies are then
combined so that strategies are applied to execution paths. Some strategy combinators are
the typical regular expression constructions:
concatenation (;), union (|), and iteration (*
for 0 or more iterations, + for 1 or more, and
! for a “repeat until the end” iteration). Another strategy combinator is a typical if-thenelse, but generalized so that the first argument
is also a strategy. The language provides a
(x)matchrew combinator that allows a term to
be split in subterms, and specifies how these
subterms have to be rewritten.

3

A quick excursion to Eden

Eden [10] extends the non-strict functional
language Haskell [14] with a set of coordination features to control parallel evaluation of
processes. Coordination in Eden is based on
two principal concepts: explicit definition of
processes and implicit stream-based communication. As well as there is a distinction
between function definition and function application, Eden includes process abstractions,
i.e. abstract schemes for process behavior, and
process instantiations for the actual creation
of processes.
Moreover, nondeterminism is introduced in
Eden by means of a predefined process abstraction which is used to instantiate nondeterministic processes that fairly merge several
input streams into a single output stream.
For our purpose we just concentrate on
Eden’s essentials, which are captured by the
untyped λ-calculus whose abstract syntax is
given next, where x ∈ Var represents identifiers and E ∈ Exp represents expressions:
E ::=
|
|
|
|

x
λx.E
E1 E2
E1 #E2
let {xi = Ei }n
i=1 in E

identifier
λ-abstraction
application
process creation
local declaration
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When evaluating the expression E1 #E2 inside a process p, a new child process q is created which is fed with the value of E2 via an
input channel by its parent process p. Process q evaluates E1 E2 and returns the result
(to its parent) via an output channel. The
language is normalized to a restricted syntax
where all subexpressions, except for the body
of λ-abstractions, are replaced by variables defined in let-expressions. This guarantees that
subexpressions are shared, and are evaluated
at most once. We also assume a general renaming of variables for avoiding name clashes
during expression evaluation.
3.1

Representation in Maude

We define in Maude the syntax of the subset
of Eden given above. We use sorts and subsorts to represent the different syntactic categories and their relations. Having different
sorts allows us to concrete the patterns used in
rewrite rules by using (Maude) variables of the
most appropriate sort. We have sorts for ordinary variables (Std), for channels (Cha) and
for the union of both sets (Var). There are also
sorts for expressions in weak head normal form
(Whnf) and for those that are not (NonWhnf).
Both are Eden expressions (Exp).
sorts Std Cha Var Whnf NonWhnf Exp
LetBind LetBinds .
subsorts Std Cha < Var < NonWhnf .
subsorts Whnf NonWhnf < Exp .
subsort LetBind < LetBinds .

We define constructors for building expressions. For each constructor, the most concrete
sort is used as the result sort; for example, a λexpression \_._ is a weak head normal form,
whereas an application __ (empty syntax) is
not. Strings are used as variable identifiers.
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op
op

s : String -> Std .
c : String -> Cha .
\_._ : Std Exp -> Whnf .
__ : Exp Exp -> NonWhnf .
let_in_ : LetBinds Exp -> NonWhnf .
_#_ : Exp Exp -> NonWhnf .
_=_ : Std Exp -> LetBind .
nil : -> LetBinds .
__ : LetBinds LetBinds -> LetBinds .
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Operational semantics

In this section we describe an operational semantics in the style of [1] which in turn is
based on Launchbury’s natural semantics for
lazy evaluation [8].
It is our purpose just to describe the structure of the semantics and to present the transition rules focusing on how they have been
implemented in Maude, but neither to explain
nor to justify the definition of each rule. For
this, the reader is referred to [10]; a version
extended with streams for communication, dynamic channels and nondeterminism can be
found in [5]. Correctness proofs, examples and
applications are gathered in [4].
4.1

A two-level transition system

A process is represented by a pair hp, Hi,
where p is a process identifier and H is
the heap collecting the variable-to-expression
bindings that model the closures corresponding to the process evaluation state. Each binding is considered a potential thread to be executed by the available processors, so that a laα
bel indicates the thread state: x 7→ E, where
α ::= I|A|B corresponds to Inactive (either
not yet demanded or already completely evaluated), Active (or demanded), and Blocked (demanded but waiting for the value of another
binding), respectively. Channel identifiers can
appear on either side of a binding. On the
left-hand side, a channel identifier represents
an outport of the corresponding process. A
channel identifier on the right-hand side denotes an inport of the process.
In the following, we will use x, y, z ∈ Var
for “ordinary variables”, c ∈ Chan for channels, θ ∈ Var ∪ Chan, and p and q for process
identifiers.
Our model of evaluation is represented by a
sequence of systems —a system is a set of parallel processes— regulated by the transition
rules. Some of the bindings in a heap are executed in parallel, sharing the data of the corresponding process; but bindings in different
processes can only share information through
process communication. Unlike to Launchbury’s semantics, ours needs small-step tran-

sitions to model parallelism in a synchronous
way, i.e. single reductions are local and independently carried out at each process and
then combined before proceeding to the next
step. Our semantics reflects the distinction
between the two sub-languages (computation
and coordination) that configure Eden, so that
it consists of a two-level transition system: the
lower level handles local effects within processes, while the upper level describes the effects global to the whole system, like process
creation and data communication.
4.2

Representing the transition system in
Maude

A thread is built with a variable, a thread state
(of sort TState) and an expression. A heap is
a set of threads: none represents the empty
heap, a thread represents a singleton heap,
subsort Thread < Heap, and the union _+_ of
heaps builds heaps. The union constructor is
declared to be associative, commutative, and
with the empty heap as the identity element;
pattern matching will take place modulo these
properties. Finally, the process constructor
has four arguments: a string corresponding to
the process identifier, a heap, and two counters, one represents the number of children
of this process and the other represents the
maximum number used to build new variables.
This last counter is incremented when renamings are needed because of the generation of
new variables.
sorts TState Thread Heap Process System .
subsort Thread < Heap .
subsort Process < System .
ops A I B : -> TState .
op _|-_->_ : Exp TState Exp -> Thread .
op none : -> Heap .
op _+_ : Heap Heap -> Heap .
op <_,_,_,_> : String Heap Nat Nat
-> Process .

We have defined several auxiliary operations
needed by the semantics: substitution, renaming of variables in a heap, normalization,
etc. They are structurally defined by means
of equations and using the owise (otherwise)
Maude attribute. For the complete Maude
code we refer the reader to [6].
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A

H + {x 7→ W , θ 7→ W }
AAB

(value)

B

H + {x 7−→ E, θ 7→ x}

(demand)

B

H + {x 7→ x}
AAB

(blackhole)
B

H + {x 7−→ E, θ 7→ x y}
I

(app-demand)

A

H + {x 7→ λz.E, θ 7→ E[y/z]}
I

H + {yi 7→

Ei σ}n
i=1

(β-reduction)

A

+ {θ 7→ σ(x)}

(let)

where fresh(yi ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and σ := [y1 /x1 , . . . , yn /xn ]
Figure 1: Local transition rules

4.3

Thus, an inference rule of the form

Local process evolution

Local transitions express the reduction of an
active thread in the context of a single process.
This internal activity affects only the corresponding heap. The evaluation of an expression terminates when it reaches a weak head
normal form (whnf) value (W ∈ Val ). Local
A

transitions take the form H : θ 7→ E −→ H 0 ,
which is read as “the evaluation of the active
A
A
thread θ 7→ E transforms the heap H + {θ 7→
0
E} into H ”. The rules given in Figure 1 accurately express how lazy evaluation progresses
under demand.
We avoid writing multiple similar transition
rules by allowing a binding to appear with several labels, corresponding to the different possibilities admitted by the rule. Thus, if for inIAB
stance x 7−→ E appears on the left-hand side
ABA
of a rule, and x 7−→ E 0 on the right-hand side,
this means that the thread corresponding to
the closure x 7→ E becomes active in the case
it was either inactive or blocked, while it becomes blocked if it was previously active.
In Maude we represent the semantic rules as
rewrite rules. There are several ways of mapping inference systems into rewriting logic [11].
In the structural operational semantics case,
judgements typically have the form of some
kind of transition P → Q between states, so
that it makes sense to map directly this transition relation between states to a rewriting relation between terms representing the states.

P1 → Q1 . . . Pn → Qn
P0 → Q0
becomes a conditional rewrite rule of the form
P0 −→ Q0 if

P1 −→ Q1 ∧ . . . ∧ Pn −→ Qn ,

where the condition includes rewrites. In this
way the semantic rules become (conditional)
rewrite rules, where the transition in the conclusion becomes the main rewrite of the rule,
and the transitions in the premises become
rewrite conditions [17].
We begin with the local transition rules.
They are translated quite literally from Figure 1. We introduce two new constructors for
representing heaps. The first one, _:_, is already used in the semantic rules in order to
separate the leading thread—that which is going to evolve—from the rest of the heap. The
second one, _&_, is used in the right-hand side
of the rewrite rules in order to separate the
modified threads from the unmodified ones.
Actually, the rule (demand)—and similarly
(app-demand)—puts together three transition rules, one for each possible state of the
thread consulted in the heap. The rewrite rule
demand given below represents the three semantic rules at the same time, by using a variable T of sort TState and auxiliary operations
for knowing if the thread is modified or not.
Notice how the variable NW of sort NonWhnf is
used to ensure the condition E 6∈ Val in the
semantic rule. The rule let also uses auxiliary
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A

{H (i,1) + H (i,2) : θi 7→ E i −→ H (i,1) + K (i,2)
A

A

| H = H (i,1) + H (i,2) + {θi 7→ E i } and θi 7→ E i ∈ ET (S) ∩ H}n
i=1
(local parallel)

par

(i,1) ) ∪ (∪n K (i,2) )
H −→S (∩n
i=1 H
i=1
where n = |ET (S) ∩ H|

Figure 2: Local parallelism rule

operations to build the new heap on the right.
This rule rewrites a process instead of only a
heap because, due to the renaming, the fourth
argument has to be incremented.
rl [value] :
H + X |- I -> W : Theta |- A -> X
=> H + X |- I -> W & Theta |- A -> W .
rl [demand] :
H + X |- T -> NW : Theta |- A -> X
=> H + nmd(X |- T -> NW)
& md(X |- T -> NW) + Theta |- B -> X .
rl [blackhole] :
H : X |- A -> X
=> H & X |- B -> X .
rl [app-demand] :
H + X |- T -> NW : Theta |- A -> X Y
=> H + nmd(X |- T -> NW)
& md(X |- T -> NW) + Theta |- B -> X Y .
rl [beta-reduction] :
H + X |- I -> \ Z . E : Theta |- A -> X Y
=> H + X |- I -> \ Z . E
& Theta |- A -> E [Y / Z] .
rl [let] :
< p, H : Theta |- A -> let LBS in X, N, M >
=> < p, H & letBindsToHeap(Theta, LBS, X,
newvars(p, M, numvars(LBS))),
N, M + numvars(LBS) > .
4.4

Local parallelism

Local evolutions—corresponding to the local
transition rules—are considered to occur simultaneously, entwined in a parallel step. The
rule given in Figure 2 expresses the evolution of parallel threads inside a process, where
ET (S) is the set of active threads in the system S that are allowed to evolve (as explained
in Section 4.6). H (i,1) is the part of H that remains unchanged during the application of the
corresponding local rule, while K (i,2) contains
the bindings from H (or more exactly, from

H (i,2) ) that have been modified. It is guaranteed that there is no interference among local transitions. There are several possibilities
for defining ET (S), depending on the number
of available processors, the allowed degree of
speculative computation, the priority given to
some threads, etc. This is a point where the
modularity of Maude is very useful to implement and then compare different scheduling
strategies (as we will see in Section 4.6).
The rule (local parallel) is quite “abstract.” First, it has a variable number of
premises, depending on the number of threads
returned by ET (S); and second, it makes separations of the heaps distinguishing between
modified and unmodified threads. For its implementation in Maude, we have solved the
second problem by modifying the right-hand
side of local rules with the _&_ operator. To
deal with the first problem we have devised
several approaches; we show here the one
which represents the resolution of premises,
and the calculation of intersections and unions
in the right-hand side of the conclusion step by
step, by means of rewrite rules. We have chosen this form because it is more like its mathematical presentation, it simplifies the strategies needed, and it is more efficient.
We conceive the following three rewrite rules
as the basic steps of an algorithm that implements the (local parallel) rule. The rule
extend adds to the process three arguments:
the first one is the set of variables associated
with threads that have to evolve (new variable
VS, explained below), the second represents
the (partial) evaluation of the intersection of
unmodified threads (initially the whole heap),
and the third represents the (partial) evaluation of the union of modified threads (initially
the empty heap). The rule parallel-step
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performs the main step of the algorithm, by
solving one premise each time. It is a conditional rewrite rule: the first two conditions
(which are matching equations) extract the
thread corresponding to the variable Theta
from the heap H, and the third (rewrite) condition represents the premise in (local parallel)
corresponding to the variable Theta. This last
condition has to be solved by using one of the
local transition rules. Notice that the heap H is
kept unmodified because it is used in the resolution of each premise, and the variable Theta
is removed from the set VS. Finally, the rule
contract removes the extra arguments from a
process, and performs a final union of heaps.
rl [extend] :
< p, H, N, M >
=> < p, H, VS, H, none, N, M > .
crl [parallel-step] :
< p, H, Theta . VS, H’, K, N, M >
=> < p, H, VS, int(H’,H1), K + K1, N’, M’ >
if Theta |- T -> E := lookUp(Theta, H) /\
H1-2 := filter(Theta, H) /\
< p, H1-2 : Theta |- T -> E, N, M >
=> < p, H1 & K1, N’, M’ > .
rl [contract] :
< p, H, mt, H’, K, N, M >
=> < p, H’ + K, N, M > .
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strategy, making it to traverse the set of evolvable variables and applying a local rule to each
of them (by means of other strategies). Although in this case the rule parallel-step
would be simplified, the approach presented
before has proved to be more efficient by doing the rewrite rules more powerful, and by
simplifying the strategies.
4.5

Global system evolution

At an upper level we define global transitions
between process systems represented by sets of
processes. A global transition takes the general form:


S =⇒ {hp, Hp0 i}hp,Hp i∈S ∪ S 0
where each heap Hp (associated to a process p
in the system S) is transformed to Hp0 , while
new processes (in S 0 ) may be created. The
diamond  is a place-holder for the name of
the rule.
Parallel Now we consider the parallel evolution of processes within a system S:
par

(parallel)

{Hp −→S Hp0 }hp,Hp i∈S
par

S =⇒ {hp, Hp0 i}hp,Hp i∈S

The application of these three rules has to
be controlled. First of all, the rule extend
is applied by providing the concrete value for
variable VS, namely the variables in ET (S) ∩
P , where P is the process being rewritten
and S is the whole system; then, the rule
parallel-step is applied so many times as
possible, i.e. once for each thread in ET (S)∩P ;
and finally, the rule contract has to be applied. The following strategy -par->, that
receives as argument a set of variables, corresponds to this concrete application of the
par
rules. It represents the relation −→S in the
semantics (defined in Figure 2).

The rule (parallel) also has a variable number of premises, one for each process in the system S. Each premise makes the corresponding process to evolve exactly once through the
par
transition −→S . We implement this rule by
means of the strategy =par=> that applies the
strategy -par-> (defined in the previous section) to each process in a system. This strategy is recursive and it terminates when the
rest of the system (represented by the variable S:System below) is empty. The strategy
=par=> receives as argument the set of variables corresponding to the threads returned by
the function ET applied to the whole system.

sop -par-> : VarSet .
seq -par->(ActVS:VarSet) =
extend[VS:VarSet <- ActVS:VarSet] ;
( parallel-step ! ) ;
contract .

sop =par=> : VarSet .
seq =par=>(VS:VarSet) =
if (match empty)
then idle
else (matchrew P:Process S:System by
P:Process using
-par->(inters(P:Process, VS:VarSet)),
S:System using =par=>(VS:VarSet) ) fi .

An alternative way of implementing the repar
lation −→S would put more control in the
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Multi-step rules After each process has internally evolved, the following tasks have to be
done at the system level: process creation, interprocess communication and state management (thread unblocking and deactivation).
In general, these tasks imply multiple single
steps, each involving at most two processes.
Let S be a process system, and  the name
of a rule ( 6= par ), for each single-step rule


S −→ S 0 we define a multi-step rule S =⇒ S 0
satisfying:
 ∗

1. S −→ S 0 and,


2. there is no S 00 such that S 0 −→ S 00 .
The application of a single-step rule  to some
binding in some process may enable the application of the same rule  to other bindings—
in the same or in other processes—but it can
never disable applications of rule  which were
enabled before the former application.
Single-step rules are implemented in Maude

as rewrite rules, while the relations =⇒ are
built by means of strategies. Afterwards, these
relations are combined through more strategies.
Process creation The initial heap of a child
process contains all the bindings that are
needed for the evaluation of the dependent
variables in the process body; these are copied
from the parent to the child heap by the function nh (needed heap): nh(x, H) collects all the
bindings in H that are reachable from x. A
renaming η with fresh variables is applied to
avoid name clashes. A process creation (see
pc
−→ rule in Figure 3) is blocked if there is some
dependency on values that have to be communicated. The function nf (needed free) collects
the dependencies derived from the free variables.
The following rewriting rule implements in
pc
Maude the −→ rule. It uses auxiliary functions to rename the heap copied into the child,
and to build new variables and channels.
crl [pc] :
< p, H + Theta |- T -> X # Y, N, M >
=> < p, H + Theta |- B -> c1 + c2 |- A -> Y,
N + 1, M + 1 >

< q, H’ + c1 |- A -> (searchVar(X,VVL) Z)
+ Z |- B -> c2, 0, M’ >
if nf(X, H + Theta |- T -> X # Y) = none /\
q := childName(p, N) /\
c2 := c(newvar(p, M)) /\
c1 := c(newvar(q, 0)) /\
Z := s(newvar(q, 1)) /\
< H’,VVL,M’ > := renH(nh(X,H),q,2) .

When designing Eden there was great discussion about how to distribute computation
between a process and its children. In the one
extreme the parent would advance as much
work as possible, so that every dependent variable of the instantiation body should be bound
to a whnf before creating the child process.
But this may lead to a poor parallelization,
where a process has to do too much computation before delegating work to a helping process. In the other —we could say the
“laziest”— extreme the parent would pass on
all the work to its offsprings, so that for a normalized expression x#y, the argument y would
be evaluated by the parent, while the body x
as well as the application, x y, would be evaluated by the newborn child. This may lead to
repeated calculations, because certain subexpressions may get evaluated independently by
several children of the same parent. But this
can be easily avoided by the programmer, by
forcing the evaluation in the parent of these
common subexpressions. The latter option
has been adopted for Eden and its actual implementation, and this has been reflected in
the operational semantics presented in [10].
In this regard, feasible combinations are gathered in Figure 4, where EC (evaluation before
copy) stands for the option of evaluating all
the bindings before being copied to the initial
heap of the newly created process (or the consumer in case of a communication); IC (instantiation copy) represents the copy of bindings
from one process to another corresponding to
process instantiations; and BIE (body instantiation evaluation) comprises the alternatives
for the evaluation of an instantiation body: either by the parent process, or by the child.
In Figure 4, the third row represents the
choice of the actual Eden implementation.
Nevertheless, we can represent the different
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A

B

(S, hp, H + {θ 7→ x#y}i) −→ (S, hp, H + {θ 7→ c1 , c2 7→ y}i, hq, η(nh(x, H)) + {c1 7→ η(x) z, z 7→ c2 }i)
α

if nf(x, H + {θ 7→ x#y}) = ∅
q, z, c1 , c2 are fresh identifiers and substitution η replaces all variables by fresh ones
Figure 3: Process creation rule

1
2
3
4
5
6

EC
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no

IC BIE
yes parent
no parent
yes child
no child
yes child
no child

Figure 4: Evaluation alternatives for defining nf

approaches in our semantics just by modifying
the definition of the function nf, and Maude
results very suitable for implementing this elegantly, and for analyzing all these combinations.
The creation of a process cannot disable the
creation of other processes. The correspondpc
ing multi-step rule =⇒, which carries out every possible process creation, does not impose
any order among them. However, this does
not introduce non-determinism into the computation.
pc
The relation =⇒ is implemented in Maude
as the following strategy, that iterates the application of the rule pc so many times as possible.
sop =pc=> .
seq =pc=> = pc ! .

Communication The rule for value communication can be easily understood by looking at its implementation in Maude:
crl [com] :
< p, Hp + ch |- T -> W, N, M >
< c, Hq + Theta |- B -> ch, N’, M’ >
=> < p, Hp, N, M > < c, Hq + H’ +
Theta |- A -> (msubs(W’,VVL)),N’,N2 >
if nf(W, Hp) = none /\
< H’,VVL,N1 > := renH(nh(W, Hp),c,M’) /\
< W’,N2 > := renL(W,c,N’) .

When the value to be communicated corresponds to an abstraction, it is mandatory to
copy —from the producer’s heap to the consumer’s heap— all the bindings needed for the
evaluation of the dependent variables in the
abstraction. Again, this copy can only take
place if the abstraction does not depend on
pending communications (the discussion corresponding to the first two columns in Figure 4
also applies in this case).
The order of communications in the correcom
sponding multi-step rule =⇒ carrying out every possible communication, is not relevant because variables that are already bound to values are not affected by communications.
Scheduling Once all the enabled process
creations and communications have been done,
the following tasks have to be achieved:
• Unblocking bindings depending on a variable bound to a whnf value meanwhile
(wUnbl ).
• Deactivating bindings to values in whnf
(deact).
• Blocking process creations that could not
be executed (bpc).
• Demanding bindings needed for pending
process creations and/or communications
(pcd and vComd ).
The corresponding rules are given in [5, 10]
and they are easily readable in the Maude implementation (we only show the first one):
crl [wUnbl] :
< p, H + X |- A -> W
+ Theta |- B -> E, N, M >
=> < p, H + X |- A -> W
+ Theta |- A -> E, N, M >
if X = blockedOn(E) .
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The iteration of these rules and their sequential composition produce a new global
unbl
rule =⇒ that is combined with the other two
explained before to obtain the global transisys
tion =⇒. The following Maude strategies define both relations:
sop =unbl=> .
seq =unbl=> = =wUnbl=> ; =deact=> ;
=bpc=> ; =pcd=> ; =vComd=> .
sop =sys=> .
seq =sys=> = =com=> ; =pc=> ; =unbl=> .

Transition system step Finally, each transition step of the system is defined as follows:
par
sys
=⇒ = =⇒ ; =⇒ .
The following strategy defines each transition step. It will be applied to the whole system S that is being evolved, and first it applies
strategy =par=> by passing as argument the
set of evolvable threads returned by ET (S).
sop ==> .
seq ==> = (matchrew S:System by
S:System using
=par=>(ET(S:System))
) ; =sys=> .
4.6

Speculative parallelism

In any concrete implementation the evaluation
of an Eden program may give rise to different
computations. The exact amount of speculative parallelism depends on the number of
available processors, the scheduler decisions
and the speed of basic instructions. Hence,
the execution of a program may range from reducing the speculation to the minimum—only
what is effectively demanded is computed—to
expanding it to the maximum—every speculative computation is carried out. While the
former would be equivalent to executing the
program on a single processor with the scheduler giving priority to the demand originated
by the main thread, the latter would correspond to having an unlimited set of processors
for evaluating the output of every generated
process. It is also possible to reflect in the semantics the distribution of a limited number of
processors among the active threads following
different rules, for instance: randomly among

the threads, or fairly distributing the processors among the threads, or even giving priority
to the demands of the main thread and distributing the rest of the processors among the
other threads.
Once again, the facilities and modularity of
Maude allows us to produce an implementation where to experiment different alternatives
by selecting the appropriate definition of the
functions nf and ET. These functions can be
defined in different ways, as explained in Section 3, thus obtaining different semantics for
Eden. In the present implementation we have
put each definition in a different Maude module. By combining one of these modules with
the rest of modules defining the semantics, we
obtain a complete specification of Eden. We
have implemented a prototype tool where this
combination of modules is hidden. The user
can select one of a set of definitions for nf
and ET by means of commands and test the
evaluation of the same expression in different
versions of the semantics.

5

Conclusions and future work

The conjugation of Eden operational semantics and Maude has proved to be fruitful because the characteristics of the latter meet
Eden semantics implementation needs very
faithfully. For instance, Maude rewrite rules
mechanism has been an excellent tool for implementing the reduction steps in Eden semantics.
Furthermore, Maude modularity has helped
to implement different language design decisions, such as the set of possibilities gathered
in Figure 4, or the scheduler options, which depend on the threads that are allowed to evolve
at each step. We have been able to implement
a prototype tool where the user can play with
different parameters of the semantics.
The next task is to introduce measures in
the computations, such as work done, degree
of parallelism, amount of communications and
so on; modularity is to be an useful instrument
because thanks to it the necessary changes do
not imply to modify the already implemented
semantic rules. The term being rewritten will
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be extended with the actual values of the measures, new rewrite rules will describe the modification of those measures, and new strategies
will combine them with the rules implementing the semantics.
Moreover, Maude high level of abstraction
has allowed us to obtain an implementation of
the rules very similar to the operational rules.
Consequently, the code is exceptionally readable, in fact, its reading is almost equal to
reading the original semantics.
Maude not only has been useful in the semantic aspects, but also at the syntactical
level: thanks to Maude operators we have defined the syntax in a very direct way. Besides,
the existence of subsorts has facilitated the
expression classification into variables, weak
head normal forms, and so on.
Once this implementation is stable, this versatile interpreter is to be used for analyzing
computations obtained by using different language design options. These analysis will be
based on the measures mentioned above and
on the computations themselves. The comparisons will focus on the efficiency, the duplication of work, the amount of speculation,
the termination of computations, etc. Afterwards, the language will be extended with
other features of Eden such as communication
via streams, and nondeterminism.
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Abstract

strategy annotations as replacement (or reduction) restrictions.

In this paper, we discuss syntactic annotations
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ous frameworks.

strictions have proved useful for making pro-

ment map

grams more ecient (by reducing the num-

1 Introduction
Computational

systems

ber of attempted matchings) and for dealing with innite data structures (by imposing
with

a

reduction-

based operational principle, such as rule-based
programming languages and equational theorem provers, typically incorporate a predened
evaluation strategy that cuts o the search
space but can also modify important program
properties such as termination, normalization,
and optimality.

Syntactic strategy annotations

are

com-

monly used to give the programmer some control over the considered strategy and proper-

some controlled laziness; for instance in languages such as Maude or CafeOBJ). They have
also turned essential as a tool for achieving
termination of programs [4, 16] and for coding
complex systems into rewrite rules [2].

Example 1

Consider

the

rewriting system (TRS)

following

term

R borrowed from [17]:

first(0,Z) → nil
first(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) → cons(Y,first(X,Z))
from(X) → cons(X,from(s(X)))

ties. Functional languages such as Clean [19],

In order to ensure the termination of the

Haskell [13], and Lisp [18] encode the strategy

rewriting relation for

as

reductions on the second argument of the list

strictness annotations

to become more ea-

R,

we have to restrict

to become more lazy, thus im-

cons. With µ(cons) = {1} and
µ(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} for all other symbols
f , we forbid replacements on the second argument of cons while reductions are still allowed

proving termination; and functional logic lan-

below the arguments of all other symbols (and

guages such as Curry [12] provide

also below the rst argument of

ger, thus more ecient; equational languages
such as Maude [2, 3], OBJ2 [7], OBJ3 [9], and
CafeOBJ [8] implement them as

restrictions
restrictions

replacement

instantiation

to control coroutine via logic vari-

stance, although

cons). For int1 = first(s(0),from(0))

has an innite reduction sequence by using or-

ables as in logic programming.

Context-sensitive rewriting (CSR)

constructor

[15, 17]

dinary rewriting

first(s(0),from(0))

provides a basic framework to reason about
∗
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1

→ first(s(0),cons(0,from(s(0))))
→ ···
it

is

possible

to

prove

that

CSR

for

1 We underline the subterm reduced at each rewrit-

ing step (the selected

redex).
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R

auto-

delayed until it is properly instantiated to en-

matic proof can be obtained with mu-term,

able a rewriting step. Function symbols with a

see

functional or equational meaning are typically

above

is

terminating

(e.g.,

an

http://www.dsic.upv.es/~slucas/csr/
termination/muterm).


Context-sensitive narrowing (CSN )

[15] is

CSN , the replacement map µ indi-

cates the arguments
function symbol

f

µ(f ) ⊆ {1, . . . , ar(f )}

of

on which narrowing steps

are allowed.

Example 2

Consider the program

µ of Example
= first(X,from(X)),

replacement map
term

t2

R and the

1.

For the

only

rigid

whereas function symbols

with an intended logic meaning are marked as

the lifting of context-sensitive rewriting to narrowing. In

annotated as

three

context-sensitive narrowing sequences can be
proved:

first(X,from(X))

;[X7→0] nil

first(X,from(X))

;id first(X,cons(X,from(s(X))))
;[X7→0] nil

exible.

Example 3

Consider again the program of

Example 1 and the following rules:

leqOne(0) → True
leqOne(s(0)) → True
Assume that

rigid,

first and from are
leqOne is marked

whereas

marked as
as

exible.

We also consider an auxiliary constructor sym-

2

and. Now, consider the term t3 =
and(leqOne(X),first(X,from(X))).
The
rst argument of first is a variable, X, thus
narrowing of the subterm first(X,from(X))
will be delayed until X is properly instantiated,
since first and from are marked as rigid. This
can be caused by the narrowing of leqOne(X),
bol

as shown in the two following sequences:

and(leqOne(X),first(X,from(X)))

;[X7→0] and(True,first(0,from(0)))
;id and(True,nil)

first(X,from(X))

;id first(X,cons(X,from(s(X))))
;[X7→s(X')] cons(s(X'),

On the other hand, in [11] Hanus proposed

and(leqOne(X),first(X,from(X)))
;[X7→s(0)] and(True,first(s(0),from(s(0))))
;id and(True,
first(s(0),
cons(s(0),from(s(s(0))))))
;id and(True,
cons(s(0),first(0,from(s(s(0))))))
;id and(True,cons(s(0),nil))

a

However, there are also some innite (unde-

logic languages that considers

sired) narrowing sequences from

some functional logic languages such as Escher

and(leqOne(X),first(X,from(X)))
;id and(leqOne(X),
first(X,cons(X,from(s(X)))))

first(X',from(s(s(X')))))

However,

t2

has an innite number of (pos-

sibly innite) ordinary narrowing sequences,
computing substitutions

[X 7→ s(s(0))],

etc.

[X 7→ 0], [X 7→ s(0)],


unied computational model for functional
instantiation restrictions in order to combine narrowing with
the so-called residuation principle [14] used by

t3 :

or Oz. In Hanus' terminology, this is expressed

;id · · ·

by means of

which are typically avoided by using a lazy

rigid or exible annotations which

can be given to the inductive positions of the

narrowing strategy, as in Curry. Lazy strate-

denitional trees which are used to guide the

gies are outside the scope of this paper; in-

program execution in this model. In the lan-

stead we consider syntactic strategy annota-

guage Curry

tions which are often simpler.

rigid

or

exible

annotations are



directly given to the dened function symbols

rigid

f

One important motivation for this paper is to

species that no instantiation for the variables

endow CafeOBJ or Maude with narrowing ca-

instead.

Informally, a

of a function call rooted by

annotation for

f

are allowed in a

reduction step, i.e., reduction of the term is

2 For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we restrict
ourselves to one-sorted signatures.
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account(N,XS)

pabilities controlled by syntactic annotations.

;[XS7→cons(dep(M),XS')] account(add(N,M),XS')
;[XS'7→cons(dep(M'),XS)]

The inclusion of narrowing in the computational model of Maude is one of the expected
forthcoming features of the language (see [2,
Table 1]).

27

account(add(add(N,M),M'),XS)

; ···

The previous examples illustrate

the usefulness of each annotation model (re-

Note that we are able to restrict instantiations

stricting subterm replacements or restricting

in a concrete argument of a particular symbol,

the instantiation of variables). The key idea of

rather than marking a plain function symbol

our approach is to formalize a unied frame-

as in Curry.

work which uses mappings

µ, ν ∈ F → P(N)

to specify the replacement or instantiation restrictions, respectively.
The impact of the instantiation restrictions
in the computational behaviour of functionallogic programs is illustrated in the following
example.

new

proaches,

model

including

subsumes

previous

ap-

and

the

CSR, CSN ,

rigid/exible annotations as implemented in
Curry.

We believe that this setting can be

specially well-suited for Maude, since it could
be smoothly integrated into the current operational scheme. On the other hand, the con-

Example 4

Consider the TRS

R of Example

1 together with the following rules describing
bank accounts. Accounts are simply modeled
by means of two simple operations
posit) and

The



wit

dep

(de-

(withdrawal):

account(N,nil) → N
account(N,cons(dep(M),XS))
→ account(add(N,M),XS)
account(N,cons(wit(M),XS))
→ account(sub(N,M),XS)
add(0,Y) → Y
add(s(X),Y) → s(add(X,Y))
sub(X,0) → X
sub(s(X),s(Y)) → sub(X,Y)
client1(cons(dep(50),
cons(wit(20), nil))) → True

current execution of objects, which is a strong
point of rewriting in Maude, can be supported
using a more general model of synchronization
by logical variables and narrowing, as illustrated by the example above.

2 Preliminaries
Throughout the paper,
set of variables and

X

F

denotes a countable

denotes a signature,

i.e., a set of function symbols, each having a
xed arity given by a mapping

ar : F → N.

Terms are viewed as labelled trees in the usual

µ of Example 1: µ(cons) = {1} and
µ(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} otherwise. Assume

The set of terms built from F and
T (F , X ). The set of terms built only
from F is T (F ). A substitution is a mapping σ : X → T (F , X ) for some variables
Dom(σ). A substitution is usually denoted
as [X1 7→ t1 , . . . , Xk 7→ tk ], and in such case
Dom(σ) = {X1 , . . . , Xk }, or the identity substitution id s.t. ∀X ∈ X : id(X) = X . A

also that instantiations are not allowed under

substitution is homomorphically extended to

the arguments of symbols

terms. A term is said to be linear if it has no

Consider

the

input

expression

and(account(0,XS),client1(XS))
we want to narrow,

ν(add) = ν(sub) = ∅,

way.

X

t4

=

which

and assume the map

add

and

sub,

i.e.,

since they play the role

of `built-in' arithmetic operations which re-

is

multiple occurrences of a single variable.
Positions

p, q, . . . of a term t are represented

quire completely evaluated arguments. Then,

by sequences of positive natural numbers used

it is very handy to have a mechanism to

to address subterms of

forbid instantiations on the second argument

tions of a term

of symbol

are the positions of non-variable symbols, and

since
ations

account, i.e., ν(account) = {1},
account typically relies on the opergenerated

by

the

clients;

this

is

a

PosX (t)

t. The set of posit is denoted by Pos(t), PosF (t)

are the positions of variables. We de-

note the root position (empty sequence) by Λ.

natural choice which avoids innite narrowing

Given positions

sequences like this one:

nation as

p.q .

p and q , we denote its concatep is a position, and Q is a set

If
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p.Q = {p.q | q ∈ Q}. The subp of t is denoted as t|p , and
t[s]p is the term t with the subterm at position
p replaced by s. The symbol labelling the root
of t is denoted as root(t).
A rewrite rule is an ordered pair (l, r), written l → r , with l, r ∈ T (F , X ), l 6∈ X and
Var(r) ⊆ Var(l). The left-hand side (lhs) of
the rule is l and r is its right-hand side (rhs).
A TRS is a pair R = (F , R) where R is a set
of rewrite rules. A TRS R is left-linear if for
all l → r ∈ R, l is a linear term. Given R =
(F , R), we consider F as the disjoint union
Σ = C]D of symbols c ∈ C , called constructors
and symbols f ∈ D , called functions, where
D = {root(l) | l → r ∈ R} and C = F − D.
Then, T (C, X ) (resp. is the set of constructor
terms. A TRS R = (C ] D, R) is a constructor
system (CS) if for all f (l1 , . . . , lk ) → r ∈ R,
li ∈ T (C, X ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
A term t ∈ T (F , X ) rewrites to s (at posip
tion p), written t →R s (t →R s or t → s),
if t|p = σ(l) and s = t[σ(r)]p , for some rule
l → r ∈ R, p ∈ PosF (t) and substitution σ .
A term t ∈ T (F , X ) narrows to s (at posiof positions,

term at position

[p,θ]

p with substitution θ), written t ; R s
p
(t ;R s, t ;θ s or t ;θ s), if θ(t|p ) = σ(l)
and s = θ(t)[σ(r)]p , for some (renamed apart)
rule l → r ∈ R, p ∈ PosF (t) and substitu∗
tions θ and σ . A narrowing derivation t ;θ s
is such that either t = s and θ = id or
t = t1 ;θ1 t2 ;θ2 · · · tn ;θn tn+1 = s
and θ = θn ◦ · · · ◦ θ1 .
tion

2.1 Context-sensitive rewriting (CSR)
µ : F → P(N) is a replaceF -map) if ∀f ∈ F , µ(f ) ⊆
{1, . . . , ar(f )} [15]. The set of µ-positions
Posµ (t) of t ∈ T (F , X ) is: Posµ (t) =
µ
{
SΛ}, if t ∈ X ,µ and Pos (t) = {Λ} ∪
i∈µ(root(t)) i.Pos (t|i ), if t 6∈ X .
A mapping

ment map

In

(or

context-sensitive rewriting (CSR [15]), we

(only) contract redexes at replacing positions:
p
p
t µ-rewrites to s, written t ,→µ s, if t →R s
µ
and p ∈ Pos (t), i.e., ,→µ ⊆→R . The ,→µ normal forms are called

µ-normal
forms of R.

that the
normal

µ-normal

forms. Note

forms strictly include all

The

canonical

replacement

map

µcan
R

is

the most restrictive replacement map ensuring that the non-variable subterms of the lefthand sides of the rules of R are replacing.
µcan
is easily obtained from R:
R
∀f ∈ F , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ar(f )}, i ∈ µcan
R (f ) i
∃l → r ∈ R, ∃p ∈ PosF (l) s.t. root(l|p ) = f
and p.i ∈ PosF (l). We say that the map µ
0
is less or equally restrictive than the map µ ,
0
0
denoted by µ v µ, if ∀f ∈ F , µ (f ) ⊆ µ(f ).
Note that

2.2 Context-sensitive narrowing (CSN )
The lifting of context-sensitive rewriting to
narrowing
steps.

In

allows

restrictions

on

narrowing

context-sensitive narrowing (CSN

[15]), we (only) narrow narroxes at replacing
[p,θ]
positions: t µ-narrows to s, written t ; µ s
[p,θ]
θ
µ
(or t ;µ s), if t ; R s and p ∈ Pos (t), i.e.,
;µ ⊆;R (similarly with ;∗µ ).
The canonical

evaluation

replacement map
B
denoted by µR , is a recan
v µB
placement map such that µR
R and for
B
all c ∈ B , µR (c) = {1, . . . , ar(c)}, i.e., it is a

for a subset

B ⊆ C,

canonical map that doesn't restrict construc-

ϑ ≤ θ for
Dom(θ) = Dom(ϑ)
0
if there exists substitution ϑ such that for all
0
X ∈ Dom(θ), ϑ (ϑ(X)) = θ(X). A normalized
substitution is a substitution θ such that θ(X)
is a →-normal form for any X ∈ Dom(θ). One
tor symbols in the set
substitutions

ϑ and θ

B.

We write

with

of the most important properties of

CSN

is the

following.
[15] Let R be
a left-linear CS and µ be such that µBR v µ for
some B ⊆ C . Let t ∈ T (F , X ), s ∈ T (B, X ),
and θ, ϑ be normalized substitutions. Then,
ϑ
t ;∗θ s i t ;∗µ s and ϑ ≤ θ.

Theorem 1 (Completeness)

3 The unied annotation model
We consider the combination of two maps

hµ, νi

which specify the reductions and in-

stantiations that can be done.
ping

µ : F → P(N)

whereas the mapping

The map-

is a replacement map

ν : F → P(N)

instantiation restriction map.

is an

In this uni-

ed model, we contract only redexes at

µ-

V Jornadas sobre Programación y Lenguajes, PROLE2005

positions and instantiate only variables that
occur at least in one

ν -position.

Moreover,

those variables can be only instantiated with
terms that fulll the

restrictions:
[p,θ]
; hµ,νi s, if

t hµ, νi[p,θ]
;R
µ

t
t
s
for some rule l → r ∈ R, p ∈ Pos (t),
and ∀x ∈ Dom(θ), ∃q ∈ Posx (t|p ) s.t.
p.q.PosF (θ(t)|p.q ) ⊆ Posν (θ(t)) ∩ p.q.PosF (l).
That is, ;hµ,νi ⊆;µ ⊆;. From now on, we
will write ;hµ,νi in the examples instead of
θ

narrows to

s,

ν

written

θ

3.1 Context-sensitive rewriting (CSR)
The rewrite relation

,→µ

can be easily simu-

;hµ,νi ,

by reusing

and xing

ν(f ) = ∅

lated in our new model by
the replacement map
for all

µ

f ∈ F.

3.2 Context-sensitive narrowing (CSN )
It

is

also

straightforward

to

simulate

context-sensitive narrowing relation

;µ

the

in the

;hµ,νi , by reusing the replaceµ and xing ν(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )}
f ∈ F.

new model by

;hµ,νi .
Example 5

29

ment map
Consider Example 4 and

t4 =

and(account(0,XS),client1(XS)).
Recall
the following maps µ, ν from Example 4:
µ(cons) = {1} and µ(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} otherwise; ν(add) = ν(sub) = ∅, ν(account) =
{1}, and ν(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} otherwise. We
can only prove the following hµ, νi-narrowing
step:

for all

3.3 Rigid/exible annotations
With respect to rigid/exible annotations as
implemented in Curry, the simulation within
the new model is not immediate, since an involved lazy narrowing strategy called

narrowing

and(account(0,XS),client1(XS))

needed

is used in [1] as the basic strat-

egy to which rigid/exible annotations are ap-

;hµ,νi [X7→cons(dep(50),cons(wit(20),nil))]

and(account(0,cons(dep(50),
cons(wit(20),nil))),True)

2 ∈ Posµ (t4 ), PosXS (t4 |2 ) = {1},
θ = [XS →
7 cons(dep(50),cons(wit(20),nil))],
and
2.1.PosF (θ(t4 )|2.1 )
⊆
Posν (θ(t4 )) ∩ 2.1.PosF (l) with l
=
client1(cons(dep(50),cons(wit(20),nil))). 

That is,

Not surprisingly, the completeness of the
new model can only be proven under conditions that are similar to Theorem 1.

plied.

However, if we consider the use of

rigid/exible

annotations on top of ordinary

;hµ,νi ,
µ(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} for all f ∈ F ,
ν(c) = {1, . . . , ar(c)} for all constructor symbols c ∈ C , ν(f ) = ∅ if f ∈ D is marked as
rigid, and ν(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} if f ∈ D is
narrowing, they can be simulated by

where

marked as

exible.

4 Conclusions
Clearly, more research has to be done in or-

Let R be a
left-linear CS and µ, ν be such that µBR v µ
and µBR v ν for some B ⊆ C . Let t ∈ T (F , X ),
s ∈ T (B, X ), and θ, ϑ be normalized substituϑ∗
tions. Then, t ;∗θ s i t ;
hµ,νi s and ϑ ≤ θ .

Theorem 2 (Completeness)

der to assess the properties and benets of our
model of syntactic annotations for narrowing
in practice. We (hopefully) expect to have motivated the advantages w.r.t. the state-of-theart models for syntactic annotations in real
programming.
An important open problem is termination

This means that the combined model should
be applied under the same conditions as

modes

of the

hµ, νi-narrowing

relation.

This is par-

ticularly interesting because classes of pro-

in the logic programming setting, see [6]. Nev-

grams where narrowing terminates are small

ertheless, it is still useful for real applications,

and rarely useful in practice.

and real programming languages, such as Pro-

mination of logic programs such as [6] could

log or Curry.

be revisited in the context of termination of

In the following, we show that previous approaches are subsumed by the new model.

Works on ter-

hµ, νi-narrowing

or combined with termina-

tion of

Moreover, termination of the

CSR [10].
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hµ, νi-narrowing relation can be very useful for
model checking, protocol verication, and theorem proving, since narrowing has proved to
be very useful as their basic mechanism [5].
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Abstract
This paper presents a parameterized schema
for interval constraint branching that (with
suitable instantiations of the parameters) can
solve interval constraint satisfaction problems
(CSPs) that are defined on any set of computation domains (finite or infinite) that are lattices. A formal specification of the schema and
a number of interesting properties, satisfied by
any instance of the schema, are presented. It
is also shown that the operational procedures
of many constraint systems (including cooperative systems) are instances of this branching
schema.
Keywords: interval constraints, constraint
solving, propagation, branching.

This paper proposes a branching schema
that is complementary to the constraint propagation schema described in [6]. The combination of these two schemas forms a complete1
interval constraint solving framework that can
be used on any set of domains which have lattice structure, independently of their nature
and, in particular, their cardinality. As a consequence it can be used for most existing constraint domains (finite or continuous) and, as
for the framework described in [6], is also applicable to multiple domains and cooperative
systems.
We also describe here some interesting properties that are satisfied by any instance of the
branching schema.

2
1

Introduction

In [6] we described a generic interval constraint
propagation schema to solve CSPs (i.e., a set
of interval constraints defined on a set of lattice structure computation domains). However, although our propagation schema guaranteed finding a most general solution to the
constraint store representing a CSP, it was not
complete in the sense that it may not determine which values in the domains (i.e., intervals) of the constrained variables are the correct answers to the problem.
∗
This author was partially supported by Spanish
MCyT under contracts TIC2002-04498-C05-02 and
TIN2004-7943-C04-01.

Preliminaries and Notation

In the following we introduce some concepts
and notations already described in [6]. If C
is a set, then #C denotes its cardinality, ℘(C)
its power set and ℘f (C) the set of all the finite
subsets of C.
The domain on which the values are actually computed, is called a computation domain. Throughout the paper, we let L denote a (possibly infinite) set of computation
domains, with lattice structure, containing at
least one element L. If it exists, ⊥L (resp. >L )
denotes the bottom element (resp. the top element) of L. With each computation domain
1
‘Complete’ in the sense that the correctness and
completeness of the branching schema can be guaranteed.
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L ∈ L, we associate a set of variable symbols
VL that is disjoint from VL0 for any L0 ∈ L
distinct of L. We define VL = ∪{VL |L ∈ L}.
It is assumed (without loss of generality) that
all L ∈ L are lifted lattices2 . X ∈ ℘f (VL )
denotes the set of constrained variables.
To allow for continuous and infinite domains, any underlying computation domain
L is first replaced by two extended forms of
the domain, a left and a right bounded computation domain. For it, we defined open and
closed bounds of the intervals; we first defined
the bracket domain B as a lattice containing
just ‘)’ and ‘]’ with ordering ‘)’ ≺B ‘]’. We
let ‘}’ denote any element of B. Then we
constructed the (right) simple bounded computation domain (for L) to be the lattice resulting from the lexicographic product (L, B)
and is denoted Ls . Throughout the paper,
an element t=(a,‘}’) ∈ Ls will be denoted indistinctly as ‘a}’ or a} . The mirror (of Ls )
(also called the left simple bounded computation domain) is the lexicographic product
(L̂, B) (where L̂ is the dual lattice of L) and
is denoted by Ls . The mirror of an element
t=(a,‘}’) ∈ Ls is the element (â, ‘}’) ∈ Ls and
is denoted indistinctly as t, ‘{a’, â} or simply
a} as it is evident that if t = â} then t = a} .
To enable user defined propagation and constraint cooperation we also extended the simple bounded computation domain (i.e., Ls ) to
include an additional construct called an indexical (i.e., functions that allowed to propagate the bounds of the interval associated to
constrained variables) to form a new domain
called the bounded computation domain Lb .
b
Then, the interval domain RL
over L is the
b
b
direct product hL , L i whereas the simple ins
terval domain RL
over L is the direct product
hLs , Ls i.
b
An element r ∈ RL
is called a range. If
s
r ∈ RL
, then we say it is simple. A simple
range r = hs, ti (also denoted indistinctly as
2
The lifted lattice of L is L ∪ {⊥L , >L } where, if
the greatest lower bound of L does not exist, ⊥L is
a new element not in L such that ∀a ∈ L, ⊥L ≺ a
and similarly, if the least upper bound of L does not
exist, >L is a new element not in L such that ∀a ∈
L, a ≺ >L .
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s, t) is consistent if3 s ¹Ls t and, if s = a)
and, for some b ∈ B, t = a0b , then a 6= a0 .
Let x ∈ VL . Then x v r is called an interval constraint for L with constrained variable
b
x if r ∈ RL
. Also, x v r is simple (consistent)
is r is simple (consistent), and non-simple (inconsistent) otherwise. If t ∈ L, then x = t
is a shorthand for x v [t, t]. The interval
constraints domain over X for L is the set of
all interval constraints for L with constrained
X
variables in X and is denoted by CL
. The
union
[
def
X
CX =
{CL
| L ∈ L}
is called the interval constraint domain over X
for L. The ordering for C X is inherited from
s
the ordering in RL
. We define c1 ¹C X c2 if
and only if, for some L ∈ L, c1 = x v r1 , c2 =
X
s r2 .
x v r2 ∈ CL
and r1 ¹RL
X
If S ∈ ℘f (C ), then S is a constraint store
for X. If S contains only simple constraints,
then it is simple. If S is simple, then it is
consistent if all its constraints are consistent.
The set of all simple constraint stores for X is
denoted by S X . A constraint store S is stable if there is exactly one simple constraint for
each x ∈ X in S. The set of all simple stable
constraint stores for X is denoted by SS X .
Let S, S 0 ∈ SS X where cx , c0x denote the
(simple) constraints for x ∈ X in S and S 0 ,
respectively. Then S ¹ S 0 if and only if, for
each x ∈ X, cx ¹ c0x . Let >SS X be the set
s | x ∈ X ∩ VL , L ∈ L}. Then, with
{x v ⊥RL
these definitions, SS X forms a lattice.
We defined a generic concept of constraint
precision. Let CC X
L be the set of all consistent (and thus simple) interval constraints for
L with constrained variables in X, x ∈ X ∩ VL
for any L ∈ L and <I denote the lexicographic
product (<+ , Integer ) where <+ is the (lifted)
domain of non-negative reals. Then we define
precision L :: CC X
L → <I
¡
¢ ¡
¢
precision L x v hab , cd i = â ¦L c, b ¦B d
¯
©
ª
where ¦L :: (â, c) ¯ a, c ∈ L, a ¹ c → <+
is a (system or user defined) strict monotonic
3
Despite that s and t belong to different domains,
s and t can be compared as, by applying the duality
principle of lattices [5], both s and t belong to Ls .
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function and ¦B :: B × B → {0, 1, 2} is the
strict monotonic function
def

‘]’ ¦B ‘)’ = 1

def

‘)’ ¦B ‘)’ = 0.

‘]’ ¦B ‘]’ = 2
‘)’ ¦B ‘]’ = 1

def

def

Observe that precision L is defined only on consistent constraints and thus the function ¦L
only needs to be defined when its first argument is less than or equal to the second. This
function must be defined for each computation
domain including any fictitious top or bottom
elements.
Example 1 Let Integer , < and Integer Set
and let also <2 = h<, <i. Suppose that
i1 , i2 ∈ Integer , r1 , r2 , w1 , w2 ∈ < and s1 , s2 ∈
Integer Set where i1 ¹ i2 , r1 ¹ r2 , w1 ¹ w2
and s1 ¹ s2 . Then, by using infix notation,
iˆ1 ¦Integer i2 = i2 − i1 ,
rˆ1 ¦< r2 = r2 − r1 ,
q
2
2
hr\
1 , w1 i¦<2 hr2 , w2 i = + (r2 − r1 ) +(w2 − w1 ) ,
sˆ1 ¦Integer Set s2 = #s2 − #s1 .

Assume that i ∈ VInteger , r ∈ V< , y ∈ V<2
and s ∈ VInteger Set . Then
precision Integer (i v h1] , 4] i) = (3.0, 2),
precision < (r v h3.5) , 5.7) i) = (2.2, 0),
precision <2 (y v h(2.0, 3.0)] , (3.4, 5.6)] i) = (2.95,2),
precision Integer Set (s v h{}] , {3, 4, 5}) i) = (3.0, 1).

We define the precision of the precision of a
consistent simple stable constraint store S ∈
SS X as the sum of the precisions of each of
its elements (i.e., constraints) and where the
sum in <I is defined as (a1 , a2 ) + (b1 , b2 ) =
(a1 + b1 , a2 + b2 ).

3

Branching concepts

In the following we introduce some concepts
that will be used in the rest of the paper. Also L< denotes any totally ordered
lattice in L, and if {c1 , . . . , cn } ∈ SS X and
i ∈ {1 . . . , n}, then {c1 , . . . , cn }[ci /c0 ] denotes
{c1 , . . . , ci−1 , c0 , ci+1 , . . . , cn }.
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Definition 1 (Divisibility) Let c = x v s, t be
X
a consistent interval constraint in CL
. Then, c
is divisible if s 6=Ls t and non-divisible otherwise. Let S ∈ SS X be a consistent constraint
store. Then S is divisible if there exists c ∈ S
such that c is divisible and non-divisible otherwise.
Basically a non-divisible constraint has the
form x v [a,a] that, as already said is a shorthand for x = a where x ∈ VL and a ∈ L for
some L ∈ L (i.e., a non-divisible constraint
may be viewed as an assignment of a constrained variable in a domain to a value belonging to that domain).
Proposition 1 Let X ∈ ℘f (VL ).
X
(1) Let also c, c0 ∈ CL
such that c ≺C X c0 .
L
Then, if c is consistent, c0 is divisible.

(2) Let also S, S 0 ∈ SS X such that S ≺s S 0 .
Then, if S is consistent, S 0 is divisible.
In [6][Definition 13] we defined the concept
of solution for a constraint store as a consistent stable store that produces no more constraint narrowing by constraint propagation.
Now we redefine this solution concept to capture the usual meaning of a solution as an assignment of values to variables that satisfies all
the constraints. So as to distinguish the previous concept defined in [6][Definition 13] from
the concept defined in this paper, we use the
term solution to refer the concept already defined and the term authentic solution to refer
the new concept defined in this paper.
Definition 2 (Authentic solution) Let C ∈
℘f (C X ) be a constraint store for X and R ∈
SS X . Then, R is an authentic solution for
C if R is both non-divisible and a solution for
C, and R0 ∈ SS X is a partial solution for C
if there exists an authentic solution R00 for C
such that R00 ≺s R0 . In this case we say that
R0 covers R00 .
The set of all authentic solutions for C is
denoted as Sol a (C).
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Definition 3 (Constraint store stack) Let
P = (S1 , . . . , S` ) be any (possibly empty) sequence where Si ∈ SS X for 1 ≤ i ≤ ` and
` ≥ 0. Then P is a constraint store stack for
X if the operation push/2 over P is defined
for any S ∈ SS X as follows
Precondition : { P = (S1 , . . . , S` ) }

When branching, some interval constraints
need to be partitioned, into two or more parts,
so as to introduce a choice point. We define
a splitting function which provides a heuristic
for value ordering.
Definition 5 (Splitting function) Let L ∈ L
and k > 1. Then

push(P, S)

X
X
X
split L :: CL
→ CL
× . . . × CL
|
{z
}

Postcondition : { P = (S1 , . . . , S` , S`+1 ),

k times

S`+1 = S and P ∈ Stack (X) }.
where Stack (X) is the set of all constraint
store stacks for X, and the operation top/1
over P is defined as:

is called a k-ary splitting function for L if, for
X
all c ∈ CL
, with c divisible, this function is
defined split L (c) = (c1 , . . . , ck ) such that the
following properties hold:

Precondition : {P = (S1 , . . . , S` ) and ` > 0}

Completeness : ∀c0 ≺C X c with c0 non-divisible,

top(P ) = S
Postcondition : {S = S` }.
Let P 0 = (S10 , . . . , S`0 0 } be another constraint
store stack for X. Then P ¹p P 0 if and only if
for all Si ∈ P (1 ≤ i ≤ `), there exists Sj0 ∈ P 0
(1 ≤ j ≤ `0 ) such that Si ¹s Sj0 . In this case
we say that P 0 covers P .

4

The Branching Process

Branching [1] often involves two steps of choice
usually called variable ordering and value ordering. The first step selects a constrained
variable and the second one splits the domain
associated to the selected variable in order to
introduce a choice point. In this section we explain these choice steps by describing the main
functions that define them.
4.1

Involved Functions

The selecting function provides a schematic
heuristic for variable ordering.
Definition 4 (Selecting function) Let S =
{c1 , . . . , cn } ∈ SS X . Then
choose :: {S ∈ SS X | S is divisible} → C X
is called a selecting function for X if
choose(S) = cj where 1 ≤ j ≤ n and cj is
divisible.

L

∃i ∈ {1, . . . , k} . c0 ¹CX ci .
L

Contractance : ci ≺CX c, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
L

Lemma 1 Let choose/1 be a selecting function for X, C ∈ ℘f (C X ), S = (c1 , . . . , cn ) ∈
SS X a divisible constraint store, cj =
X
choose(S), cj ∈ CL
for some L ∈ L,
split L /1 a k-ary splitting function for L and
(cj1 , . . . , cjk ) = split L (cj ). Then
(a) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} : S[cj /cji ] ≺s S;
(b) if S 0 ∈ Sol a (C) and S 0 ≺s S, then
∃i ∈ {1, . . . , k} : S 0 ¹s S[cj /cji ].
4.2

Precision Map: a Normalization Rule

The precision map described in Section 2 also
provides a way to normalize the selecting functions (i.e., the variable ordering) when the constraint system supports multiple domains.
Example 2 The well known first fail principle chooses the variable constrained with the
smallest domain. However, in systems supporting multiple domains it is not always clear
which is the smallest domain (particularly if
there are several infinite domains). In our
framework, one way to “measure” the size of
the domains is to use the precision map defined on each computation domain.
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For instance, suppose that X = {x1 , . . . , xn }
is a set of variables constrained, respectively,
in L1 , . . . , Ln ∈ L and that S = {c1 , . . . , cn } ∈
SS X is any divisible constraint store for X
where for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ci is the simple interval constraint in S with constrained
variable xi . Here the first fail principle can be
emulated by defining choose/1 to select the interval constraint with the smallest precision4 .
We denote this procedure by choose ff .
Precondition :
{S = {c1 , . . . , cn } ∈ SS X is divisible}
choose ff (S) = cj
Postcondition : {j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, cj is divisible
and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}\{j} : ci divisible =⇒
precision Lj (cj ) ≤<I precision Li (ci )}.
4.3

The Branching Operational Schema

In [6][Section 5], for some C ∈ ℘f (C X ) and
S ∈ SS X , we defined solve(C, S), a generic
operational schema for computing a solution
(if it exists) for C ∪ S (this solution is returned in S). We then proved the correctness of this schema. To guarantee termination, we extended the schema, and called this
extended schema solve ε /2, with a parameter
ε ∈ <+ (i.e., a non-negative real number) that
guaranteed termination. Now Figure 1 shows
a generic schema that secures completeness of
the interval constraint solving. This schema is
complementary to that described in [6].
The schema requires the following parameters: a finite set C ∈ ℘f (C X ) of interval
constraints to be solved, a constraint store
S ∈ SS X , a bound p ∈ <I and a non-negative
real bound α. In addition to those properties
of solve ε /2 already declared and proved in [6],
we state here some new properties:
Lemma 2 Let C ∈ ℘f (C X ), S, S f ∈ SS X
and ε ∈ <+ . Suppose that S f is the value
of the constraint store S after a terminating
execution of solve ε (C, S). Then,
4
It is straightforward to include more conditions
e.g., if ci , ck , cj have the same (minimum) precision, the “left-most” domain can be chosen i.e.,
cminimum(i,k,j) .
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(a) S f ¹s S;
(b) ∀R ∈ Sol a (C ∪ S) : R ¹s S f ;
(c) If Sol a (C ∪S) is not empty and S f is nondivisible then S f ∈ Sol a (C ∪ S);
(d) If ε = 0.0 and S f is non-divisible then
S f ∈ Sol a (C ∪ S).
Property (a) ensures that the propagation
procedure never gains values, property (b)
guarantees that no solution covered by a constraint store is lost in the propagation process
and properties (c) and (d) guarantee the computed answers are correct. There are a number
of values and subsidiary procedures that are
assumed to be defined externally to the main
branch procedure shown in Figure 1:
• a selecting function choose/1 for X;
• a k-ary splitting function split L for each
domain L ∈ L (for some integer k > 1);
• a precision map for each L ∈ L;
• a constraint store stack P for X.
It is assumed that the external procedures
have an implementation that terminates for all
possible values.
Theorem 1 (Properties of the branch α /3
schema) Let C ∈ ℘f (C X ), S ∈ SS X , ε, α ∈
<+ and p = ><I . Then, the following properties are guaranteed:
1. Termination: if α > 0.0 and the procedure
solve ε /2 terminates for all values5 then
branch α (C, S, p) terminates;
2. Completeness: if α = 0.0 and the execution of branch α (C, S, p) terminates, then
the final state for the stack P contains all
the authentic solutions for C ∪ S;
3. Approximate completeness: if the execution of branch α (C, S, p) terminates and
R ∈ Sola (C ∪ S), then the final state for
the stack P contains either R or a partial
solution R0 that covers R.
5
Observe that termination of this procedure is always guaranteed if ε > 0.0 -see Theorem 2 in [6].
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5

procedure branch α (C, S, p)
begin
solve ε (C, S);

(1)

if S is consistent then

(2)

if (S is non-divisible or

(3)

p < ><I and p − precision(S) ≤ (α, 0)) then
push(P, S);

(4)

else

(5)

cj ← choose(S);

(6)

(cj1 , . . . , cjk ) ← split Lj (cj ),

(7)

X
CL
j

%% where cj ∈
and Lj ∈ L;

branch α (C, S[cj /cj1 ], precision(S)) ∨ 
...
...
...
...
... ∨

branch α (C, S[cj /cjk ], precision(S));
(8)
endif
endif

Examples

To illustrate the branch α /3 schema presented
in the preceding section, several instances of
it are given for some well-known domains of
computation. In the following, branch L denotes an instance of the schema branch α /3 for
solving interval CSPs defined on L ⊆ L.
For simplicity, in all the examples we
assume as selecting function the function
choose ff as defined in Example 2. For each
instance branch L , we assume the definitions
for ¦L /2 shown in Example 1 so that the
precision map for L is then implicitly defined,
and indicate possible definitions for the
splitting function.
(1) branch Integer : the finite domain.

endprocedure

split Integer (x v {1 a1 , ak }2 )
Figure 1: Schema for interval constraint solving

4. Correctness: if α = 0.0 and ε = 0.0,
the stack P is initially empty and the
execution of branch α (C, S, p) terminates
with R in the final state of P , then R ∈
Sola (C ∪ S).
5. Approximate correctness or control on the
result precision: If Pα1 and Pα2 are nonempty constraint store stacks for X resulting from any terminating execution
of branch α (C, S, p) (where initially P is
empty) when α has the values α1 and α2 ,
respectively, and α1 < α2 then

= ( x v {1 a1 , a1 ], x v [a1 + 1, ak }2 ).

Observe that split Integer is defined as a
naive enumeration strategy in which values
are chosen from left to right.
(2) branch < : a continuous domain.
split < (x v {1 a, b}2 ) = (x v {1 a, c], x v (c, b}2 )

where a ¹< c ≺< b e.g., if c = b−a
we have a
2.0
usual real interval division at the mid point.
(2) branch Integer Set : finite Sets of integers.
split Integer

Observe that, just as for the bound ε in the
solve ε /2 procedure, the bound α also guarantees termination and allows the precision of
the results to be controlled. Note also that
this schema can be used for any set of computation domains for which a splitting function
and precision map are defined.

(x v [a, b]) =

(x v [a, b\{c}], x v [a ∪ {c}, b]), where c ∈ b\a.

Pα1 ¹p Pα2 .
(In other words, the set of (possibly partial) solutions in the final state of the
stack is dependent on the value of α in
the sense that lower α, better the set of
solutions.)

Set

The schema also supports cooperative instances that solve CSP’s defined on multiple
domains. This is done by mixing together several instances of the schema.

6

Solving Optimization Problems

The schema in Figure 1 can be adapted for
alternative objectives, e.g., solving constraint
optimization problem (COPs). This can be
done by means of three new subsidiary functions.
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Definition 6 (Subsidiary functions and values) Let L< ∈ L be a totally ordered domain6 .
Then we define
• a cost function, fcost :: SS X → L< ;
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authentic solution or even a partial solution
for the optimization problem. However, if the
cost function fcost/1 is monotonic, solutions
can be compared.

The
extended
branching
schema,
branch α+ /3, is obtained by replacing Line 4
in Figure 1 (i.e., push(P, S)) with:

Theorem 3 (Approximate soundness) Suppose that, for i ∈ {1, 2}, Pαi is the constraint store stack resulting from the execution
of branch αi + (C, S, p) where αi ∈ <+ ∪ {0.0}.
Then, if α1 < α2 the following property hold.
If Pα1 and Pα2 are not empty, and top(Pα2 )
is an authentic solution or covers a solution
for C ∪ S, then, if fcost/1 is monotonic and ¦
is < (i.e., a minimization problem),

if fcost(S) ¦ δ then

fcost(top(Pα1 )) ¹L< fcost(top(Pα2 )),

• an ordering relation,
¦ :: L< × L< ∈ {>, <, =};
• a cost bound, δ ∈ L< .

(4*)

δ ← fcost(S);
push(P, S);

and, if fcost/1 is anti-monotone and ¦ is > (i.e.,a
maximization problem),

endif

Theorem 2 (Properties of the branch α+ /3
schema) Let C ∈ ℘f (C X ), S ∈ SS X , ε, α ∈
<+ and p = ><I . Suppose that the procedure
solve ε /2 terminates for all values7 . Then, the
following properties are guaranteed:
1. Termination: if α > 0.0 then the execution of branch α+ (C, S, p) terminates;
2. If fcost is a constant function with value
δ and ¦ is =, then all properties shown
in Theorem 1 hold for the execution of
branch α+ (C, S, p).
3. Soundness on optimization: If at least
one authentic solution with a cost higher
than ⊥L< (resp. lower than >L< ) exists for C ∪ S , α = 0.0, ¦ is > (resp.
<), δ = ⊥L< (resp. >L< ), the stack
P is initially empty and the execution
of branch α+ (C, S, p) terminates with P
non-empty, then the element on the top
of P is the first authentic solution found
that maximizes (resp. minimizes) the cost
function.
Unfortunately, if α > 0.0, we cannot guarantee that the top of the stack contains an
6

Normally L< would be <.
Again note that termination of this procedure is
always guaranteed if ε > 0.0 -see Theorem 2 in [6].
7

fcost(top(Pα1 )) ºL< fcost(top(Pα2 )).

A direct consequence of this theorem is that
by using a(n) (anti-)monotone cost function,
lower α is, better the (probable) solution is.
Moreover, decreasing α is a means to discard
approximate solutions. For instance, in a minimization problem, if
fcost(top(Pα1 )) ÂL< fcost(top(Pα2 ))

with fcost/1 monotonic, then, by the approximate soundness property it is deduced that
top(Pα2 ) cannot be an authentic solution or
cover an authentic solution.
6.1

Different Ways to Solve the Instances

In this section, we explain how the choice
of the instantiation of the additional global
functions and parameters in the definition of
branch α+ /3 determines the method of solving
for a set of interval constraints i.e., the schema
branch α+ /3 allows a set of interval constraints
to be solved in many different ways, depending
on the values for fcost, δ and ¦.
Theorem 2(2) has shown that to solve classical CSPs, fcost should be defined as the constant function8 δ and the parameter ¦ should
have the value =. Moreover, Theorem 2(3)
has shown that a CSP is solved as a COP by
8

Usually δ ∈ <.
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instantiating ¦ as either > (for maximization
problems) or < (for minimization problems).
In all cases, the value δ should be instantiated
to the initial cost value from which an optimal solution must be found. Some possible instantiations are summarized in Table 1 where
Column 1 indicates the type of CSP, Column
2 gives any conditions on the cost function,
Column 3 gives the range of the cost function
(usually, this is <), Columns 4 gives the initial definition of the ¦ operator, and Columns
5 gives the initial value for δ.
CSP Type
Classical CSP
Minimization COP
Maximization COP
Max-Min COP

fcost
constant
any
any
any

L<
<
<
<
<×<

¦
=
<
>
<

δ
fcost(S)
><
⊥<
><×<

Table 1:

CSP solving dependency on parameter instantiation

In contrast to typical COPs that usually
maintain a fixed criteria (i.e., either maximization or minimization of the cost function) and
a single lower or upper bound, our schema also
permits a mix of the maximization and minimization criteria (or even to give priority to
some criteria over others). This is the case (see
Row 4 of Table 1) when L< is a compound domain and the ordering in L< determines how
the COP will be solved.
Example 3 Let C ∈ ℘f (C X ) be a set of interval constraints to be solved as a COP, L<
the domain <2 = < × < with ordering
(a, b) < (c, d) ⇐⇒ (a < c ∧ b ≥ d)∨
(a ≤ c ∧ b > d),
and fcost :: SS X → L< a cost function on <2
defined for any S ∈ SS X as
fcost(S) = (fcost 1 (S), fcost 2 (S))
where fcost 1 , fcost 2 :: SS X → < are cost functions defined on <. Then, if δ and ¦ are initialized respectively to < and ><2 (as shown in
Row 4 of Table 1), C is solved by minimizing
fcost 1 and maximizing fcost 2 .
On the other hand, if < is defined lexicographically on <2 , i.e.,
(a, b) < (c, d) ⇐⇒ a < c ∨ a = c ∧ b < d,

C is solved by giving priority to the minimization of fcost 1 over the minimization of fcost 2 .
For example,
suppose Sol a (C)
=
{S1 , S2 , S3 } and fcost(S1 ) = (1.0, 5.0),
fcost(S2 ) = (3.0, 1.0) and fcost(S3 ) =
(1.0, 8.0). Suppose also that these solutions
have been found by a terminating execution
of the branch α+ /3 schema where ¦ ≡< and
initially δ ≡ ><2 and that the sequence in
which the solutions are found in the search
tree is (S1 , S2 , S3 ).
Consider the first ordering defined above for
<2 . When S1 is found, line 4* of the schema
is executed with δ = (>< , ⊥< ) (i.e., with
δ = ><2 as shown in Row 4 of Table 1) and
as consequence S1 is pushed on the stack P .
Afterwards, S2 is found and line 4* is executed with δ = fcost(S1 ) = (1.0, 5.0). As
fcost(S2 ) 6< (1.0, 5.0), S2 is not pushed on the
stack. Next S3 is found and again line 4* is
executed with δ = fcost(S1 ) = (1.0, 5.0). As
fcost(S3 ) < (1.0, 5.0) then S3 is pushed on the
stack so that the top of the new stack contains
S3 . Note S3 minimizes the first component of
the cost and maximizes the second component.
Consider next the lexicographic ordering for
the domain <2 . When S1 is found, line 4*
is executed with δ = (>< , >< ) (i.e., with δ =
><2 as shown in Row 4 of Table 1) and as
consequence S1 is pushed on the stack P . Afterwards, S2 is found and line 4* is executed
with δ = fcost(S1 ) = (1.0, 5.0). As fcost(S2 ) 6<
(1.0, 5.0) then S2 is not pushed on the stack.
Finally S3 is found and again line 4* is executed with δ = fcost(S1 ) = (1.0, 5.0). As
fcost(S3 ) 6< (1.0, 5.0), S3 is not pushed on the
stack and the top of the stack contains S1 . In
this case, S1 minimizes the first component
and only if the values of the first components
are equal, minimizes the second component.

7

Related Work

Constraint solving algorithms have received
intense study from many researchers, although
the focus was on developing new and more efficient methods to solve classical CSPs [7, 23]
and partial CSPs [8, 14]. See [13, 19, 20, 22]
for more information on constraint solving algorithms and [12, 17] for selected comparisons.
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Most of the work existing in the literature
about the branching step is focused on the discrete domain and, in this case, branching is
usually called labeling [21]. Labeling consists
of assigning values (i.e., the instantiation) to
the constrained variables and, by a backtracking search, to find a solution (if it exists) for
the CSP. The order in which variables and values are instantiated will have a significant influence on the shape of the search tree and
thus the performance of the solution [1].

On infinite domains, labeling is rarely applied as for FD. Of course there are exceptions
such as that shown in [16, 15] that applied labeling to process the solutions on infinite and
continuous domains. Before applying labeling,
the only values a variable can take are roots of
an univariate polynomial so that in fact only
discrete and finite domains are considered.

Traditionally, on the continuous domain
(i.e., the real domain) the branching process
consists of splitting (usually in two parts) the
domain of some variable(s) so as to continue
with the search for a solution in each of the derived partitions. This is the process followed
in well known systems such as CLP(BNR) [18]
and CLIP [11]. These systems provide interval constraint solving on which a real variable has associated an interval (in the usual
meaning of set theory) and a classical strategy of “divide and conquer” in the solving of
problems involving real numbers is usually employed. When no more propagation is possible, the interval solver uses a sort of domain
splitting to return each answer. This method
is called split-and-solve [2]. The split-and-solve
method repeatedly selects a variable, splits its
associated interval into two or more parts and
uses backtracking to look for solutions in each
partition. Of course, there is the necessity
of a termination test that avoids the infinite
splitting of ranges (at least theoretically because in practice the real domain is finite since
the precision of a machine is finite). Particularly, CLP(BNR) extends this strategy to the
Boolean and integer domains.

8
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Concluding Remarks

This paper it is an attempt to find general
principles for the branching process in interval constraint solving. The branching schema
provided here is a generic schema for solving
sets of interval constraints on finite and continuous domains as well on multiple domains
and it is useful to prove and devise generic
properties of interval constraint solving.
Our branching schema generalizes the
well known split-and-solve method of the
CLP(BNR) system [2] to any domain with
lattice structure what means that it is valid
for both classical domains (i.e., real, integers,
Boolean and sets) and new (possibly combined) domains. In this generalization, we
propose an interval branching schema that
extends the generic and cooperative interval
propagation schema described in [6]. This extension provides a generic schema for interval constraint solving that allows problems defined on any set of lattices to be solved in terms
of interval constraints.
To achieve this, we have first defined the
concept of authentic solution as an assignment
of values to variables that satisfies all the constraints. Then, by using a schematic formulation for the branching process, we have indicated which properties of the main procedures
involved in branching are responsible for the
key properties of interval constraint solving.
Then we have extended the schema for optimization and have shown that, in some cases,
the methods for solving CSPs depend on the
ordering of the range of the cost functions.
We have also proved key properties such as
correctness and completeness and shown how
termination may be guaranteed by means of a
precision map similar to that defined for the
propagation schema described in [6]. Moreover, by means of an example, we have also
shown how the precision map is a means to
normalize the heuristic for variable ordering
on systems supporting multiple domains (e.g.,
cooperative systems).
Our branching schema can be used for most
existing constraint domains (finite or continuous) and, as for the propagation framework
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described in [6], is also applicable to multiple
domains and cooperative systems. Moreover,
our branching schema can explain the behavior of a number of existing interval constraint
systems such as such as clp(FD) [4], clp(B) and
clp(B/FD) [3], DecLic [10], CLIP [11], Conjunto [9] or CLP(BNR) [2];
An extended version of the paper with proofs of propositions, lemmas and theorems can be found in
http://www.lcc.uma.es/∼afdez/Papers/.
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Abstract
We have defined an interval constraint framework for constraint propagation on any domain that is a lattice. The approach is based
on the use of a single constraint similar to the
indexicals used in constraint logic programming (CLP) over the finite domains. In this
paper, we present this constraint solver within
the framework of chaotic iteration.

1

Introduction

During the last decade, constraint programming [4] has emerged an exciting field for program language development. Many constraint
languages are based on logic programming [6]
and these have been applied on domains such
as the integers, reals, sets or Booleans.
Most of these applications of CLP are independent in the sense that usually a different mechanism of constraint propagation is defined on each particular domain and no relation can be derived from them. Recently
several proposals for finding general principles for constraint propagation, independently
of the computation domain, have appeared in
the literature. One, found in [1], is based on
an idea originally used in numerical analysis
for computing limits of iterations of finite sets
of functions, and consists of a generic framework for constraint propagation that is based
∗
This author was partially supported by Spanish
MCyT under contracts TIC2002-04498-C05-02 and
TIN2004-7943-C04-01.

on chaotic iteration (CI) algorithms for partially ordered domains. The key idea is that
most constraint propagation algorithms presented in the literature can be expressed as
direct instances of these algorithms.
Also, [5] describes a theoretical setting to
propagate interval constraints on any domain
with lattice structure, independently from the
nature of the domain and its cardinality.
The frameworks described in [5] and [1] appear to have a number of analogies; in particular, both consider schemas for constraint
propagation procedures for partially ordered
domains, finite or infinite. The main contribution of this paper is to establish, in Sections 5 and 6, the relationship between these
approaches so that the properties of the algorithms shown in each of them can be generalized to the other.

2

Preliminaries

Suppose D1 , . . . , Dn are domains; the domain
D = D1 × · · · × Dn is their Cartesian product.
def
Then if d = (d1 , . . . , dn ) ∈ D, we define d[i] =
di , to be the i’th component of d.
If s is an infinite sequence, then s1 eventually stabilizes at d if, for some j ≥ 0, we have
di = d for all i ≥ j. A partial order satisfies
the finite chain property if every increasing sequence of its elements eventually stabilizes.
1
This is the same as the definition in [1] apart from
the fact that we do not require the sequence to be
increasing.
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Definition 1 (g-po) Let (D, ¹) a partial order. (D, ¹) is called a g-po if the least element
⊥ of D exists; for all a, b ∈ D the least upper
bound of {a, b} exists; and for every increasing
sequence hd0 , d1 , d2 . . .i of elements in D, the
least upper bound lub{dn | n ≥ 0 } exists.
Definition 2 (Functions on D) Let (D, ¹D )
be a partial order. A function is on D if it is a
self-map on D. A function f on D is extensive
if, for each d ∈ D, d ¹D f (d); monotonic if,
for each d1 , d2 ∈ D, whenever d1 ¹D d2 , we
have f (d1 ) ¹D f (d2 ); and idempotent if, for
each d ∈ D, f (f (d)) = f (d).
Definition 3 (run) A run on a (finite) sequence s is an infinite sequence of elements
of s. We denote the i’th element of a run r as
r[i]. A run is fair if each element of s appears
in it infinitely often.
Definition 4 Let C1 and C2 be ordered sets.
The direct product C = hC1 , C2 i (resp. lexicographic product C = (C1 , C2 )) is an ordered set with domain C1 × C2 and ordering hx1 , x2 i ¹C hy1 , y2 i
⇐⇒
x1 ¹C1
y1 and x2 ¹C2 y2 (resp.
(x1 , x2 ) ¹C
(y1 , y2 )
⇐⇒
x1 ≺C1 y1 or x1 =
y1 and x2 ¹C2 y2 ).
lub L (x , y) (resp. glb L (x , y)) denotes the
least upper bound (resp.
greatest lower
bound) of x, y ∈ L.

that it can be built on any computation domain provided it is a lattice. Throughout the
paper, we let L denote a (possibly infinite)
set of computation domains containing at least
one element L and let L̂ = {L̂ | L ∈ L}. With
each computation domain L ∈ L, we associate
a set of variable symbols VL that is disjoint
from VL0 for any L0 ∈ L distinct of L. We define VL = ∪{VL |L ∈ L}. It is assumed (without loss of generality) that all L ∈ L are lifted
lattices.
The domain that is actually used for constraint solving is a set of intervals on the computation domain and called the interval domain. We allow for the bounds of the interval
to be either open or closed and denote these
bounds with open and closed brackets, respectively. Thus, we first need to define an ordering between the open and closed right brackets
‘)’, ‘]’ so that the domain of right brackets is
itself a lattice.
Definition 6 The bracket domain B is the
lattice of two elements ‘)’ and ‘]’ with ordering
‘)’ ≺B ‘]’. Any element of B is denoted by ‘}’.
Definition 7 The simple bounded computation domain for L is the lattice resulting from
the lexicographic product (L, B) and denoted
by Ls . The mirror of Ls is the lexicographic
product (L̂, B) and is denoted by Ls . The mirror of an element t = (a, b) ∈ Ls is (â, b) ∈ Ls .
For clarity we write a} to express (a,‘}’) in
Ls and {a to express a} in Ls . E.g., for L =
Integer , Ls = (L, B), 4] ¹Ls 7], glbLs (3], 5]) =
3], ⊥sL = ⊥L ), >sL = >L ], 3] = [3, [5 ¹Ls
(3 ¹Ls [3 ¹Ls [2, and glbLs ([5, [7) = [7.

Definition 5 Let L be an ordered set. L is
a lattice if lub L (x , y) and glb L (x , y) exist for
any two elements x, y ∈ L. The dual of L, denoted as L̂, is a lattice that contains the same
elements as L and glbL̂ (a, b) = a if and only if
lubL (a, b) = a.

3.2

3

The bounded computation domains are extended to allow for operators.

Interval Constraints

This section describes, in a simplified form, the
setting presented in [5].
3.1

The Computation Domain

The domain on which the values are actually
computed, is called a computation domain.
The key aspect of this constraint system is

Interval Domain and Constraints

Definition 8 (Constraint operators) Suppose L ∈ L and L1 , . . . , Ln ∈ L ∪ L̂. Then
◦ is called a constraint operator for Ls if it is
defined as
◦ :: Ls1 × . . . × Lsn → Ls
◦(a1 b1 , . . . , an bn ) = ◦L (a1 , . . . , an )◦B (b1 , . . . , bn ).
(1)
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where ai ∈ Li and bi ∈ B, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
◦L and ◦B are monotonic functions
◦L :: L1 × . . . × Ln → L,
◦B :: B × . . . × B → B,
|
{z
}
n times

defined in the computation domain L and in
the bracket domain, respectively, in such a way
that, if ◦L is not a strict monotonic function
then ◦B is a constant function. The mirror ◦
of ◦ is then defined as
◦ :: Ls1 × . . . × Lsn → Ls
◦(t1 , . . . , ti , . . . , tn ) = ◦(t1 , . . . , ti , . . . , tn ).
(2)
If ◦ is a binary constraint operator, we often
use infix notation and write t1 ◦ t2 instead of
◦(t1 , t2 ).
The variables in VL are introduced into the
domain Ls and its mirror by means of indexicals. Let OL be a set of constraint operators
defined for Ls .
Definition 9 (Bounded computation domain) The bounded computation domain (for
L ∈ L) Lb and its mirror Lb are defined:
Lb = Ls ∪ {max (x ) | x ∈ VL } ∪ {val(x ) | x ∈ VL }
◦ :: L01 × . . . × L0n → Ls ∈ OL ,
∪{◦(t1 , . . . , tn )|
},
ti ∈ (L0i )b for (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
Lb = {t | t ∈ Lb }

where,
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (L0i )b = Lbi if L0i = Lsi and
(L0i )b = Lbi if L0i = Lsi ;
max (x ) = min(x ), min(x ) = max (x ) and
val(x) = val(x);
for each ◦ :: L01 × . . . × L0n → Ls ∈ OL ,
◦(t1 , . . . , ti , . . . , tn ) = ◦(t1 , . . . , ti , . . . , tn ).

The expressions max (x ), min(x ), val(x ) and
val(x) are called indexicals.
We define >Lb = >Ls and ⊥Lb = ⊥Ls and
the ordering of Lb to be inherited from that
of Ls . Thus Lb is also a lattice. Note that, if
t ∈ Lb , then t ∈ Lb and, if t ∈ Lb , then t ∈ Lb .
We now define the structure over which the
constraints were solved.
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Definition 10 (Interval domain) The interb
val domain RL
over the domain L is the direct
b
product hL , Lb i. The simple interval domain
s
RL
over L is the direct product hLs , Ls i.
b
s
RL
and RL
are lattices since they are constructed from the direct product of lattices.
b
Definition 11 (Range) An element r ∈ RL
s
is called a range. If r ∈ RL
, then we say it is
simple. A simple range r = hs, ti is consistent
if (1) s ¹ t and,(2) if s = a) and, for some
b ∈ B, t = a0b , then a 6= a0 . Note that (1)
implies that r is inconsistent if s 6∼Ls t.

For simplicity, hs, ti ∈ RLb is written as s, t.
Thus an element ha}, b}i
is written as {a, b}.
E.g., if L = <
then [2.3, 8.9) and [1.4, max(x) + 4.9] are
ranges, [3.0, 4.0) ¹RLs (1.8, 4.5], and also
glbRLs ([3.2, 6.7], (1.8, 4.5]) = [3.2, 4.5].
An interval constraint assigns an element in
RLb to a variable in VL .
Definition 12 (Interval constraint domain)
b
Suppose v:: VL × RL
. Then, for all x ∈ VL
b
and r ∈ RL
,
c=xvr
is called an interval constraint for L with constrained variable x. If r is simple (resp. consistent), then c is simple (resp. consistent). If
r = >Rb , then c is called a type constraint
L
for x. If t ∈ L, then x = t is a shorthand
for x v h[t, t]i. The interval constraints domain over X for L is the set of all interval
constraints for L with constrained variables in
X
X and is denoted by CL
. The union
def

CX =

[
X
{CL
| L ∈ L}

is called the interval constraint domain over X
for L.
The ordering for C X is inherited from the
b
ordering in RL
. We define c1 ¹ c2 if and only
if, for some L ∈ L, c1 = x v r1 , c2 = x v r2 ∈
X
CL
and r1 ¹ r2 .
Definition 13 (Intersection of simple interval constraints) Suppose x ∈ X. The intersection in a domain L ∈ L of two simple
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X
constraints c1 , c2 ∈ CL
where c1 = x v r1 ,
c2 = x v r2 and x ∈ VL is defined as follows:

Let s, t ∈ Lb . Then we further overload
eval /2 and define

c1 ∩L c2 = glb CX (c1 , c2 ) = x v glb Rs (r1 , r2 ).

eval (S , x v hs, ti) = x v heval (S , s), eval (S , t)i.

Definition 14 (Constraint store) If S ∈
℘(C X ), then S is a constraint store for X.
If S contains only simple constraints, then it
is simple. If S is simple, then it is consistent if all its constraints are consistent. The
set of all simple constraint stores for X is denoted by S X . A constraint store S is stable if
there is exactly one simple constraint for each
x ∈ X in S. The set of all simple stable constraint stores for X is denoted by SS X . Let
S, S 0 ∈ SS X where cx , c0x denote the (simple)
constraints for x ∈ X in S and S 0 , respectively.
Then S ¹ S 0 if and only if, for each x ∈ X,
cx ¹ c0x . Let >SS X be the set of type cons | x ∈
straints for X and ⊥SS X = {x v ⊥RL
X ∩ VL , L ∈ L}. Then, with these definitions,
SS X forms a lattice.

Indexicals provides a way of propagating the
bounds of ranges associated to the constrained
variables.

L

L

3.3

Operational Schema

A solution to a constraint store is obtained as a
combination of two processes: constraint propagation and constraint stabilization (i.e., constraint narrowing). Constraint propagation, is
defined by means of an evaluation function.
X

Definition 15 Let S ∈ SS , x ∈ X, and let
LX = ∪{LX |L ∈ L, LX = {t ∈ Lb | vars(t) ⊆ X}},

Definition 16 (Constraint
propagation)
X
Suppose S ∈ SS X . If c, c0 ∈ CL
and
0
eval (S , c) = c is simple, then we say that c is
propagated ( using S) to c0 and write c ;S c0 .
If C ⊆ C X and C 0 = {c0 | ∃c ∈ C . c ;S c0 }
then we say that C is propagated to C 0 ( using
S) and write C ;S C 0 .
Constraint stabilization, is based on the intersection of simple interval constraints.
Definition 17 (Stabilized store) Suppose S ∈
S X , S 0 ∈ SS X and, for each x ∈ X,TSx = {c ∈
S | c = x v r}. Then, if S 0 = { L Sx |L ∈
L, x ∈ X ∩VL }, we say that S 0 is the stabilized
store of S and write S 7→ S 0 .
A solution is a constraint store that cannot
be reduced by means of the propagation or
stabilization procedures.
Definition 18 (Solution) Let C ∈ ℘(C X ) be
a constraint store for X. A solution for C is
a consistent store R ∈ SS X where,
C ;R C 0

LX = ∪{LX | L ∈ L, LX = {t ∈ Lb | vars(t) ⊆ X}}

where vars(t) denotes the set of variables occurring in t. Then the (overloaded) evaluation
functions are defined:
eval :: SS X ×LX → LX ,
eval(S , t) = t

eval :: SS X ×LX → LX ,
if t ∈ Ls ∪ Ls , L ∈ L,

eval(S , max (x )) = t

where x v hs, ti ∈ S,

eval(S , min(x )) = s

where x v hs, ti ∈ S,

R ∪ C 0 7→ R.

Sol (C) denotes the set of all solutions for C.
We say that G = mgs(C) is a most general
solution for C if, for all R ∈ Sol (C), R ¹ G.
Let C, C 0 ∈ ℘(C X ) and S ∈ SS X . Below
we show a schema that is a simplified version
of the operational schema solve(C, S) for computing a solution (if it exists) for C ∪ S presented in [5].

eval(S , val(x )) = t

if x v ht, ti ∈ S,

eval(S , val(x )) = val(x )

if x v ht, ti 6∈ S,

eval(S , val(x )) = t

if x v ht, ti ∈ S,

C;

eval(S , val(x )) = val(x )

if x v ht, ti 6∈ S,

S := S;

eval(S , ◦(t1 , . . . , tn )) = ◦(eval(S , t1 ), . . . , eval(S , tn )),
eval(S , ◦(t1 , . . . , tn )) = ◦(eval(S , t1 ), . . . , eval(S , tn )).

0

while S is consistent and S 6= S do
S

0

C ; %% Constraint propagation

0

0

0

%% Store assignment

S ∪ C 7→ S;
endwhile

%% Store stabilization

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
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Theorem 1 (Correctness) Let C ∈ ℘(C X )
and S ∈ SS X . If at least one solution for
C ∪ S exists, then a terminating execution for
solve(C, S) returns mgs(C ∪ S) in S. Otherwise, a terminating execution for solve(C, S)
returns in S an inconsistent store.
New simple constraints, created by the
propagation step (2) are added to the set of
constraints before the stabilization step (4).
Thus, with infinite domains, the algorithm
may not terminate since the constraints could
be contracted indefinitely. To force termination, we introduced the notion of precision.
Definition 19 (Precision of a constraint) Let
CC X
L be the set of all consistent (and thus
simple) interval constraints for L with constrained variables in X, x ∈ X ∩ VL for any
L ∈ L and <I denote the lexicographic product
(<+ , Integer ) where <+ is the (lifted) domain
of non-negative reals. Then we define
precision L :: CC X
L → <I
precision L (x v hab , cd i) = (â ¦L c, b ¦B d)

where ¦L :: {(â, c) |a, c ∈ L, a ¹ c } → <+
is a (system or user defined) strict monotonic
function and ¦B :: B × B → {0, 1, 2} is the
strict monotonic function
def

‘]’ ¦B ‘)’ = 1

def

‘)’ ¦B ‘)’ = 0.

‘]’ ¦B ‘]’ = 2
‘)’ ¦B ‘]’ = 1
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We define a new operational schema
for solveε (C, S) which is the same as the
solve(C, S) schema but where step (1) is replaced by:
(5? ) while S is consistent and
¬no_difference (ε,0) (S 0 , S)
Theorem 2 (Termination) Let C ∈ ℘(C X )
and S ∈ SS X . If ε > 0.0 then the operational
schema for solveε (C, S) terminates.
We also defined the concept of approximate
solution and proved that if at least one solution R for C ∪ S exists, a terminating execution of the operational schema for solveε (C, S)
computes in S an approximate solution for
C ∪ S. In other words, by defining a computable2 bound δ ∈ <I (user or system defined), we can check if the precision of the simple constraints in a store S are reduced by a
significant amount in the stabilization process.
If the change is large enough then the propagation procedure continues. Otherwise the set of
simple constraints in the store S is considered
a “good enough” solution and the procedure
terminates. This “solution” is an approximation to the concept of solution.

def

def

Observe that precision L is defined only on
consistent constraints and thus the function ¦L
only needs to be defined when its first argument is less than or equal to the second. This
function must be defined for each computation
domain including any fictitious top or bottom
elements.
Definition 20 Let S, S 0 ∈ SS X be two consistent stores where cx , c0x denote the consistent constraints for x ∈ X in S and S 0 , respectively. Then, we define
no_difference δ (S 0 , S) ⇐⇒ ∀L ∈ L : ∀x ∈ X ∩ VL :
precision L (c0x ) − precision L (cx ) ¹ δ

where (a1 , a2 ) − (b1 , b2 ) = (a1 − b1 , a2 − b2 )
and, for L ∈ {Integer , <+ }, x − y is defined as
usual over any x, y ∈ L and also >L − x = >L
for any x ∈ L ∪ {⊥L } and >L − >L = 0.

4

Chaotic Iteration

In this section, we introduce a schema for iteration algorithms based on similar schemas defined in [1, 2, 3]. In fact, as we are concerned
with termination over infinite domains, we use
chaotic iterations, adapting the method given
in [1] so that we can apply it to our interval
constraints.
We need some extra concepts taken from [1].
Definition 21 Suppose that (D, ¹) is a g-po
and let F be a set of functions on D. By an
iteration of F associated with a run r on F and
starting with d we mean a sequence of values
hd0 , d1 , . . .i such that d0 = d and, for each j ≥
1, dj = r[j](dj−1 ). If the starting element is
not explicit, then it is assumed that it is ⊥D .
The iteration is chaotic if the associated run is
2
That is, representable in the machine which is
being used - the computation machine.
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fair. We define the lub of F to be the function
h : D → D which is defined for each d ∈ D:
def

following interaction schema for compound domains, called the CI algorithm, is used to compute the limit of the iterations of F .

h(d) = lub{f (d ) | f ∈ F }.
Next result is proved in [1, Theorem 7].
Theorem 3 Suppose that (D, ¹) is a g-po
and let F be a set of extensive and monotonic functions on D. Then the limit of every
chaotic iteration exists and coincides with

d := (⊥D1 , . . . , ⊥Dn );

(1)

G := F ;

(2)

while G 6= ∅ do

(3)

choose g ∈ G;

(4)

G := G \ {g};

(5)

d0 := g(d);

(6)

if d 6= d0 then

(7)

lub{h j (⊥D ) | j ≥ 0 }
where h is the least upper bound for F .

G := G ∪

Next result is also proven in [1, Corollary 8].

d := d0

Theorem 4 Suppose that (D, ¹) is a g-po
and let F be a set of extensive and monotonic functions on D and h the lub for F . If
some chaotic iteration of F eventually stabilizes, then every chaotic iteration of F eventually stabilizes at the least fixed point of h.
4.1

Chaotic Iteration for Compound Domains

The basic iteration schemas are given in [1, 2]
and we do not repeat them here. This is
because, we will need to have some knowledge concerning the structure of the domain
so as to apply the schema to our interval constraint solver. In particular, we need a copy
of the interval domain for each variable of interest. To accommodate this, we specialize
the algorithm for a domain that is a Cartesian product. Therefore we assume that there
are n g-po domains (Di , ¹i ) for i = 1, . . . ,
n and that (D, ¹) is the Cartesian product
(D1 , ¹1 ) × · · · × (Dn , ¹n ). It can be easily
shown that D is also a g-po. We will use the
following terminology.
Definition 22 Given a function f on D and
some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we say that f affects j
if, for some d ∈ D, f (d)[j] 6= d[j]. We say
that f depends on j if, for some d, d0 ∈ D,
f (d) 6= f (d0 ) and, for all i 6= j, d[i] = d0 [i].
Suppose that F is a set of functions that are
extensive and monotonic self-maps on D. The

(8)

{f ∈ F | ∃i . f depends on i and g affects i}
(9)

endif

(10)

endwhile

(11)

Suppose that h is the least fixed point function for F . Then:
Theorem 5 Every terminating execution of
the CI algorithm computes in d the least fixed
point of the function h.
Theorem 6 If all (Di , ¹i ), i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
satisfy the finite chain property, then every execution of the CI algorithm terminates.
Proofs can be found in [1, Theorem 11].

5

Chaotic Interval Constraint Solving

In this section we relate the interval constraints and the operational schema defined in
Section 3 to the CI algorithm defined above.
5.1

A modified iteration chaotic algorithm

Theorem 5 requires the domain (and hence, its
components) to satisfy the finite chain property. However, for our particular application,
we need to allow for any domain that is a lattice and adapt the CI algorithm to use an approximation function to ensure termination.
The adapted algorithm then only tests for
equality with respect to the approximate values.
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Suppose that there is an approximation
function αD : D → <N , where <N is the lexicographic product of < and N , such that, if
d ≺ d0 then αD (d0 ) <<N αD (d). We define
a bound ε ∈ <+ to ‘measure’ how much constraint propagation has been done and replace
the equality test in line 7 by the following.
0

0

if (trunc(δ/ε), φ) ><N (trunc(δ /ε), φ ) then
(7? )
where αD (d) = (δ, φ), αD (d0 ) = (δ 0 , φ0 ) and
trunc :: < → N returns the integer part of
its real argument. This procedure we call
the modified chaotic iteration algorithm (CIα ).
We have the following results.
Theorem 7 If the least fixed point of the
function h on D is d∗ and a terminating execution of the CIα algorithm, using bound ε, computes the value dε , then
lim αD (dε ) = αD (d∗ )

ε→0.0

The second result is a modified version of
the second part of Theorem 11 in [1].
Theorem 8 Every
execution
CIα algorithm terminates.

of

the
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. . . , n, c = vi v r is an interval constraint
V
where c ;SI c0 and glb(ci , c 0 ) = vi v ri0 .
Then, the iteration function for c is fc : I → I
where
fc (r1 , . . . , ri , . . . , rn ) = (r1 , . . . , ri0 , . . . , rn ).
If C is a constraint store for V , we define the
iteration function for C to be
FC = {fc | c ∈ C}.
The theory of chaotic iterations is based on
increasing sequences and the constraints are
defined on decreasing ranges. So in the chaotic
iteration algorithm, the domain D is replaced,
not by I but by its dual I. Then FC is a
set of extensive and monotonic functions on
I. Therefore the CIα algorithm can be used
directly.
To apply the CIα algorithm, we also need
the approximation function for the domain
I. First we show how the precision function
precision/1 with bound ε can be reformulated
as a function αI from the domain I to the domain <N . This translation is almost direct.
For each i = 1, . . . , n, and for each ri ∈ Ri .
we have
def

5.2

αI (>I ) = precision(>s )

From interval constraints to chaotic iterations

To apply the chaotic iteration theory and algorithm of Section 4 to the interval domain
and constraints defined in Section 3, we need
to relate the compound domain D to the interval domains and the extensive and monotonic
functions on D to the interval constraints.
In this subsection, L ⊆ L denotes a lattice which is the computation domain and, for
some n ∈ N0 , there is a given set of n variables
of interest V = {v1 , . . . , vn }. For each i = 1,
. . . , n, Li denotes a bounded computation domain for some L ⊆ L and Ri a simple interval
b
domain over L (i.e., Ri = RL
).
i
Definition 23 The iteration domain (I, ¹I )
is the direct product R1 × . . . × Rn .
Let SIV = {c1 , . . . , cn } be a simple stable
constraint store for V and, for each i = 1, . . . ,
n, let ci = vi v ri . Suppose, for some i = 1,

def

αI ((r1 , . . . , rn )) =

n
X

precision(ri ).

i=1

where >s is the top element of the lattice of
simple stable stores for V , that is, >s = {v1 v
>R1 , . . . , vn v >Rn }.
P
Since precision and
are monotonic, αI
is monotonic as well and hence αI is antimonotonic. Thus, αI can be used as the approximation function for the CIα algorithm.
Therefore with the domain I, the set of iteration functions FC for C and the approximation function αI , the CIα algorithm will terminate with a solution to the constraint store C
if one exists and will fail if C is inconsistent.
5.3

Example 1

Let R0 be the interval domain for the real
b
domain (i.e., R0 = R<
). Consider two constrained variables x and y and let c1 = x v
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[0.0, 9.4], c2 = y v (1.3, 10.2] and c3 = x v
min(y), max(y) be interval constraints defined
on the interval domain R0 . Let R = R0 × R0
be a complete lattice and hence (R, ºR ) is a
g-po. As shown in Section 5.2 we can define
a set of functions FC = {fc1 , fc2 , fc3 , } where
fc1 , fc2 and fc3 , are defined as follows:
fc1 ((rx , ry )) = (glbR0 (rx , [0.0, 9.4]), ry )
fc2 ((rx , ry )) = (rx , glbR0 (ry , (1.3, 10.2]))
fc3 ((rx , ry )) = (glbR0 (rx , ry ), ry )
It is straightforward to check that any
chaotic iteration of FC associated with the
run {1, 2, 3} on FC leads to the same solution
((1.3, 9.4], (1.3, 10.2]) (note that in this case
the value of ε is irrelevant) . For example:
fc1 ([−∞, ∞], [−∞, ∞]) = ([0.0, 9.4], [−∞, ∞])
fc2 ([0.0, 9.4], [−∞, ∞]) = ([0.0, 9.4], (1.3, 10.2])
fc3 ([0.0, 9.4], (1.3, 10.2]) = ((1.3, 9.4], (1.3, 10.2])
Note also that the starting element ⊥R is
([−∞, ∞], [−∞, ∞]).
5.4

Example 2

Let R0 be the interval domain for integers
b
(i.e., R0 = RInteger
) and let c1 = x v
[1, 4], c2 = y v [1, 4], c3 = z v [0, 10] and
c4 = z v min(x)+min(y), max(x) + max(y)
be interval constraints defined on the domain
R0 where + is defined as usual in the integer
domain and, in the bracket domain b1 +B b2 =
minimum(b1 , b2 ) for b1 , b2 ∈ B. Analogously
as shown in preceding subsection we can define a set of functions FC = {fc1 , fc2 , fc3 , fc4 }
where each function is defined as follows:
fc1 ((rx , ry , rz )) = (glbR0 (rx , [1, 4]), ry , rz )
fc2 ((rx , ry , rz )) = (rx , glbR0 (ry , [1, 4]), rz )
fc3 ((rx , ry , rz )) = (rx , ry , glbR0 (rz , [0, 10]))
0

fc4 ((rx , ry , rz )) = (rx , ry , glbR0 (rx + ry , rz ))
where +0 : R0 × R0 → R0 is defined as:
s1 , t1 +0 s2 , t2 = s1 +s2 , t1 + t2
It is straightforward to check that any chaotic
iteration of FC associated with the run

{1, 2, 3, 4} on FC leads to the same solution
([1, 4], [1, 4], [2, 8]) (note that in this case the
value of ε is irrelevant). For example:
fc1 ([0, ∞], [0, ∞], [0, ∞]) = ([1, 4], [0, ∞], [0, ∞])
fc2 ([1, 4], [0, ∞], [0, ∞]) = ([1, 4], [1, 4], [0, ∞])
fc3 ([1, 4], [1, 4], [0, ∞]) = ([1, 4], [1, 4], [0, 10])
fc4 ([1, 4], [1, 4], [0, 10]) = ([1, 4], [1, 4], [2, 8])
Note that the starting element ⊥R is
([0, ∞], [0, ∞], [0, ∞]).
5.5

Comparing
Algorithms

Constraint

Propagation

To compare the CIα algorithm with our operational schema we first reformulate the operational schema in a form which separates the
propagation for a set of constraints into one
that only deals with single constraints. Note
though that in practice, propagating one constraint at a time is expected to be less efficient.
Also, to compare both algorithms we adapt
our operational schema to the chaotic iteration approach by writing it in a similar way
to the CIα algorithm and maintain a similar
notation. To distinguish variables from our
schema operational and the CIα algorithm we
use a subscript c to denote ’referent to our constraint algorithm’. For example, the initial set
of interval constraints to be solved in our operational schema will be denoted by Fc whereas
in the CIα algorithm F denotes the original set
of monotonic and extensive functions used in
the chaotic iteration process; similarly in the
modified operational schema (see below) dc denotes a simple and stable constraint store and
gc and fc denotes interval constraints whereas
in the CIα algorithm d denotes an element of
D, and g and f functions in F .
Definition 24 Let c = x v r be an interval
constraint defined on the variable x. Then, we
say that c affects x. Also, we say that c depends on y if y ∈ V(r) where V(r) denotes the
set of free variables in r.
Let V = {x1 , . . . , xn } be a set of variables of
interest and Fc the set of interval constraints,
defined over V , to be solved. We assume that
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each variable xi ∈ V is constrained in the interval domain Ri . If dc is a simple stable constraint store for V , we denote dc [i] the simple
interval constraint xi v ri in dc where xi ∈ V
and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
The revised operational schema can be expressed in a chaotic form as follows:
dc := >s ;

(1)

Gc := Fc ;

(2)

while Gc 6= ∅ and dc is consistent do

(3)

choose gc ∈ Gc ;

(4)

Gc := Gc \{gc };

(5)

gc ;

dc

gˆc ;

(6)

if precision(dc [k]) − precision(gˆc ) > (ε, 0) then
(7)
Gc := Gc ∪ {fc ∈ Fc |

(8)

fc depends on xk and gc affects to xk };
dc ∪ {gˆc } 7→ dc

(9)

endif

(10)

endwhile

(11)

where >s is the top element of the lattice of
simple stable stores for V , that is, >s = {x1 v
>R1 , . . . , xn v >Rn } and, in step (4), assume
gc is a simple constraint affecting xk . On termination, the store dc will contain an (approximated) solution.
Note this algorithm and the CIα algorithm
are very similar and that several analogies are
noted as it is indicated below.
• Constraint Propagation vs.
evaluation

Function

Let c = x v s, t. By abusing the notation we write evals (c) to denote x v
evals (s), evals (t). We observe in the procedure shown above that gc ;dc gˆc .
Assuming that gc affects xi , by Definition 16 gˆc also affects xi and is equal to
evaldc (gc ).
Then, it is observed that the step of propagation gc ;dc gˆc evaluates the constraint gc (i.e. its range) on the store
dc . This means that there is a clear
analogy with the step d0 := g(d) in the
CIα algorithm (line 6) that evaluates the
function g on the element d.
• Constraint Stabilization vs Narrowing
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Certain analogies can also be observed between the stabilization step (line 9) in our
revised operational schema and the assignment step (line 9; also called narrowing’ step since d ¹D d0 after its execution)
in the CIα algorithm.
In the operational schema, d∗c ∪ {gˆc } 7→ dc
(stabilization step) where d∗c corresponds
to the store dc before executing this
sentence, and therefore by Definitions14
and 16, dc ¹s d∗c . Analogously in the
CIα algorithm, if d∗ denotes the element
d ∈ D before executing the loop iteration, the narrowing step d := d0 (line 9)
in the CIα algorithm is executed whenever
d 6= d0 (line 7). Then, before executing
the assignment of line 9, d0 is evaluated
as g(d∗ ) (line 6) and then d∗ vD d0 as
consequence of the fact that g is extensive. After executing the assignment of
line 9, d∗ ¹D d.
Thus there is an (reverse) analogy between the store ordering in our operational schema and the ordering in
the computational domain D in the
CIα algorithm.

More similarities can be found between our
interval lattice based constraint solving framework and the Apt’s chaotic iteration setting.
For example, whereas Apt requires the original
set of functions to be monotonic on D, we impose the monotonicity of constraints (which in
our setting are the equivalent to chaotic functions; see Subsection 5.2) by means of imposing the monotonicity of operators.
There are two main differences between the
CIα algorithm and this operational schema.
One is that the simple stable constraint store
dc is only updated if there is a change to
the approximate value of the simple constraint for xi . The other is that we have a
test for inconsistency of the constraint store.
Clearly neither of these differences would affect the termination and correctness results of
the CIα algorithm.
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Conclusions

This paper was motivated by our desire to see
how the indexical approach to constraints and
constraint solving could be expressed in the
framework presented in [1].
We have presented a modified version of the
chaotic iteration algorithm based on one presented in [1]. This modified algorithm relaxes
the requirement that domains satisfy the finite
chain property and can be used for any domain that is a lattice. Furthermore, we have
presented a new formalization for the indexical approach used in CLP(FD), generalized
for arbitrary lattices, and provided an operational schema for solving constraints using this
formalization. The chaotic iteration approach
of [1] is used to derive a constraint propagation algorithm from the interval-lattice based
constraint solving framework presented in [5].
By establishing the connection between these
two theories, we have been able to deduce correctness and termination results for algorithms
based on the operational schema directly from
the results about soundness and termination
for the chaotic iteration algorithm.
The main similarities between both approaches have been shown by identifying the
common elements in the algorithms described
in [1] and [5]. This shows that the process
of constraint propagation in the operational
schema can be viewed as a process of function
evaluation in the chaotic iteration algorithm.
There are two main differences between the
approach in [1] and its application to the interval constraints procedure presented in [5].
In [1], a formalism for solving a constraint
satisfaction problem is presented. It is then
shown how the chaotic iteration algorithm can
be applied to such a formalism. However, we
have used the chaotic iteration algorithm directly rather than via this formalism. The
reason was that our interval constraints do
not correspond to the constraints as defined
there. These represented sets of possible solutions whereas our interval constraints embody more; the intended dependence between
the variables for the constraint propagation.
Thus, our interval constraints correspond to
functions that are used in the chaotic iteration

algorithm. The second difference concerns the
chaotic iteration algorithm itself. Since our
domains (such as the reals) do not necessarily possess the finite chain property, to ensure
termination we have changed the main test in
the algorithm to a test where domain elements
are approximated.
There remain a number of related issues
that need to be explored. For example, in [2] it
is studied how the chaotic iteration algorithms
can be improved when the set of functions,
already required to be monotonic and extensive, satisfy further algebraic properties such
as commutativity or semi-commutativity. We
have shown in this paper how the monotonicity of constraints as well constraint operators
affect our framework. In this sense it would be
useful to study (and detect) additional properties of the interval constraints as well the
constraint operators and see if these affect the
execution of the operational schema. We require the computation domain to be a lattice.
Work should to be done to see how this requirement could be relaxed to semi-lattices or
other partially ordered structures.
Proofs of theorems and propositions are
available in an extended version of the paper
in http://www.lcc.uma.es/∼afdez/Papers/.
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Abstract
The need for processing biological information
is rapidly growing, owing to the masses of new
information in digital form being produced at
this time. Old methodologies for processing it
can no longer keep up with this rate of growth.
The methods of AI in general and of language
processing in particular can offer much towards solving this problem. However, interdisciplinary research between language processing and molecular biology is not yet widespread, partly because of the effort needed for
each specialist to understand the other one’s
jargon. We argue that by looking at the problems of molecular biology from a language
processing perspective, and using constraint
based logic methodologies we can shorten the
gap and make interdisciplinary collaborations
more effective. We shall discuss several sequence analysis problems in terms of constraint based formalisms such Concept Formation Rules, Constraint Handling Rules (CHR)
and their grammatical counterpart, CHRG.
We postulate that genetic structure analysis
can also benefit from these methods, for instance to reconstruct from a given RNA secondary structure, a nucleotide sequence that
folds into it. Our proposed methodologies lend
direct executability to high level descriptions
of the problems at hand and thus contribute
to rapid while efficient prototyping.
Keywords: protein structure, RNA secondary structure, gene prediction, concept formation, constraint handling rules, constraint
handling rule grammars

Simon Fraser University

1

Introduction

The application to molecular biology of AI
methods such as logic programming and constraint reasoning constitutes a fascinating interdisciplinary field which, despite being relatively new, has already proved quite fertile. For instance, our book Logic Grammars [1] was widely used to help discover
the human genome [2]. Our work on plant
pathogen identification for Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada [3] yielded spectacular
results: whereas with previous tools, the
processing time increases exponentially with
sequence length or number of sequences, we
provided a novel algorithm for which processing time increases linearly with the amount of
data to be analysed. Our methods can moreover be viewed as modules to be embedded
within higher level while still efficiently executable descriptions of other interesting molecular biology problems (LifeIntel ExplorerTM ).
Over the past decade there has been a dramatic increase of collection rates for biological data, making the need for resorting to AI
methods even more acute. Simultaneously, the
intersection between logic programming and
constraint reasoning has been maturing into
extremely interesting methodologies, most notably Constraint Handling Rules, or CHR [4].
Dahl has applied these methodologies first to
human language processing, through implementing Property Grammars [5, 6] (a linguistic formalism based on constraints between
sentence constituents rather than on the traditional notion of phrase structure) in CHR,
and through a parsing system for balanced
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parenthesis [7] and then to cognitive sciences,
through generalizing these results into a general cognitive theory of concept formation [8]
with applications to cancer diagnosis [9, 10],
to medical report interpretation [11] and to
concept extraction [12, 13]. We are presently
applying CHR methodologies to the problem
of genetic structure analysis, in particular, we
have obtained excellent results for reconstructing a nucleotide sequence which can fold into a
given RNA secondary structure: whereas previous approaches, while working well for short
sequences, are computationally hard for longer
ones (more than 500 nucleotides), our methodology by using heuristics obtains approximate
but useful results in O(n) time for such long
sequences.
In this tutorial paper we share the expertise
obtained in the course of this work in a pedagogical fashion. We first provide a short intuitive introduction to the main concepts involved in biological sequence analysis. Next
we survey the CHR formalism itself, as well as
its grammatical counterpart, CHRG [14], and
our own CF formalism, exemplifying each with
simplified subproblems within those we have
addressed in the literature above referenced.
We then discuss three major sequence processing problems (gene prediction, RNA secondary
structure and protein structure) and compare
the methods we advocate in this article with
previously used methods.

2

Biological Sequence Analysis

We are interested in the general problem of
protein generation from DNA. DNA consists
of a sequence of elements called nucleotides
or bases, which are usually identified as the
letters A(Adenine), C(Cytosine), G(guanine)
and T(Thymine). Four transformations are
needed to go from DNA to protein:
1. Transcription: DNA sequences are transcribed by a biological machine called RNA
polymerase into sequences called Pre-mRNA,
in which the nucleotide T has changed to
U(Uracil).
2. Splicing: Pre-MRNA is transformed into
mRNA by another biological machine called

spliceosome
3. Translation: another biological machine,
called ribosomes, reads the codons in mRNA
and generates amino acids in parallel.
4. Folding: Amino acids twist and fold to form
proteins.
Computational methods have been used in
each step of the transformation to simulate
the work of these machines. Here we only focus on the language of DNA which consists
of four words: A,C,T,G. As we mentioned,
nucleotide T would be transformed into nucleotide U in transcription step. The words of
this language group together to code for different amino acids. For instance, the sequence
U U U corresponds to the amino acid known as
phenylalanine. These triplets of nucleotides
which code for given amino acids are called
codons. A first programming problem could
be to implement in Prolog the translation of
codons into aminoacids- an easy enough task
for any of us, and while challenging for biologists, a good introduction to interdisciplinary
work. The core predicate contains table-like
information such as:
translate([u,u,g],tryptophan).
translate([u,u,a],leucine).
translate([u,u,c],leucine).
and we can conceive a logic grammar version
as well, containing such grammar rules as:
s[u,u,g] --> [tryptophan].
s[u,u,a] --> [leucine].
s[u,u,c] --> [leucine].
As we can observe from this example, we are
dealing with an ambiguous language: different
codons can code for a given amino acid.

3
3.1

Overview
of
methodologies

the

proposed

Assumption Grammars

Assumptions [15, 16] are basically backtrackable assertions which can serve among other
things to keep somewhat globally accessible
information (an assertion can be used, or consumed, at any point during the continuation
of the computation).
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Assumption Grammars are logic grammars
augmented with a) linear and intuitionistic implications scoped over the current continuation
and b) hidden multiple accumulators useful
in particular to make the input and output
strings invisible. Intuitionistic assumptions
*/1 adds temporarily a clause usable in later
proofs. Such a clause can be used an indefinite number of times like asserted clauses except that it vanishes on backtracking. Linear
assumptions +/1 adds temporarily a clause usable at most once in later proofs. For consuming these assumptions, one can use -/1.
Assumptions can be applicable in finding
some patterns in biological sequences such as
tandem repeats. Tandem repeat is a nucleotide
sequence that results from a class of mutation
event called tandem duplication which converts a stretch of DNA code (called the "pattern") into two or more copies, each following the preceding one in a contiguous fashion
[17]. One of the reasons for identifying tandom repeats is that according to Biology and
Genetics sciences, tandem repeat occurs frequently in genomic sequences and it can have
a potential role in gene regulation, including
development of immune system cells. Many
genetic diseases are also shown to be associated with uncontrolled expansions of tandem
repeat patterns such as Huntington’s disease
and Friedreich’s ataxia (FRDA).
Searls in [17] has introduced some grammar
rules for finding tandem repeats. These grammar rules can be represented in assumption
grammar as following:
tandem_repeat -->[X],{push(X)},
tandem_repeat.
tandemrepeat --> repeat.
repeat --> {-stack([])},[].
repeat --> {pop(X)}, repeat, [X].
push(X):- -stack(Y), +stack([X|Y]).
pop(X):- -stack([X|Y]), +stack(Y).
Here we make use of a global variable as a
stack, add on to it through assumption (noted
’+’) , and remove elements from it through
consumption (noted ’-’). Assumptions are
available in some logic programming environments such as BinProlog and CHRGs.
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Another example which is very similar to tandem repeat is inverted repeat. Inverted repeats
are also common features of nucleic acids,
which in the case of DNA result whenever a
substring on one strand is also found nearby
on the opposite strand [17]:
inverted_repeat --> [X],{push(X)},
inverted_repeat.
inverted_repeat --> repeat.
repeat --> {pop(X)},~[X],repeat.
repeat-->{-stack([])},[].
push(X):- -stack(Y),+stack([X|Y]).
pop(X):- -stack([X|Y]),+stack(Y).
3.2

Constraint Handling Rule, Constraint
Handling Rule Grammars

CHR works on constraint stores with its rules
interpreted as rewrite rules over such stores.
A string to be analyzed such as “leucine tryptophan phenylalanine” is entered as a sequence
of constraints
{token(0,1,leucine),
token(1,2,tryptophan),
token(2,3,phenylalanine)}
that comprise an initial constraint store. The
integer arguments represent word boundaries,
and a grammar for this intended language can
be expressed in CHR as follows.
token(X0,X1,tryptophan)==>
codon(X0,X1,[u,u,g]).
token(X0,X1,leucine)==>
codon(X0,X1,[u,u,a]).
token(X0,X1,leucine)==>
codon(X0,X1,[u,u,c]).
token(X0,X1,phenylalanine)==>
codon(X0,X1,[u,u,u]).
We say that ambiguity is inherently treated
because all possibilities will be expressed in
the constraint store resulting from an ambiguous input. In the above example, for instance,
both a codon [u,u,a] and a codon [u,u,c] will
be found between points 0 and 1.
CHR Grammars, or CHRGs for short, are
based on Constraint Handling Rules [18] and
were introduced in [19, 20] as a bottomup counterpart to definite clause grammars
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(DCGs) defined on top of CHR in exactly the
same ways as DCGs take their semantics from
and are implemented by a direct translation
into Prolog. CHRGs are executed as CHR
programs that provide robust parsing with an
inherent treatment of ambiguity.
The input and output arguments of the above
translation example can be spread if using
CHRG, which uses ::> for the rewrite symbol,
to the first rule; for instance, would :
token(tryptophan)::> codon([u,u,g])
We use the version of CHR that is an extension
of SICStus Prolog1 ,and notation with capital
letters for variables, etc., is as in Prolog. Here
we restrict ourselves to the subset of CHR consisting of propagation rules only, for which it
is easy to specify declarative and procedural
semantics. Other types of CHR rules are simplification rules, noted through the rewriting
symbol <=>, which remove from the store the
constraints used to match their left hand side;
and simpagation rules, which remove the constraints past a symbol in their right hand side.
A CHR program is a finite set of rules of the
form
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p==>p does not loop as it is not applied in a
state including p.
The CHRG notation makes the word boundary arguments implicit and, analogously to
DCGs, includes a syntax for using nongrammatical constraints. The corresponding
rewrite symbols for CHRG are <::> for simplification and simpagation rules and ::> for
propagation rules.
In Section 3.1, we introduced tandem repeats
and their importance and showed an implementation of them using Assumption Grammar. Here using CHRG we present another
implementation which is unlike the other implementation which was only capable of determining whether a sequence is a tandem repeat
or not, can identify a tandem repeat inside another sequence:
[X], string(Y) ::> string([X|Y]).
[X] ::>string([X]).
string(X),string(X)::>
tandem_repeat(X).
This implementation can also be extended to
identify any number of tandem repeats:

Head ==>Guard|body
where Head and Body are conjunctions of
atoms and Guard a test constructed from builtin predicates; the variables in Guard and Body
occurs also in Head; in case the Guard is the local constant “true”, it is omitted together with
the vertical bar. Its logical meaning is the formula ∀(Guard → (Head → Body)) and the
meaning of a program is given by conjunction.
A derivation starting from an initial state
called a query of ground constraints is defined
by applying rules as long as it adds new constraints to the store. A rule as above applies
if it has an instance H==>G|B with G satisfied and H in current store, and it does so by
adding B to the store.
It is to be noted that if the application of a rule
adds a constraint c to the store which already
is there, no additional rules are triggered, e.g.,
1
Sicstus Prolog Manual: http://www.sics.se/isl/
sicstuswww/site/ documentation.html

[X], string(Y) ::> string([X|Y]).
[X] ::>string([X]).
tandem_repeat(X,C),string(X) <:>
C1 is C+1 | tandem_repeat(X,C1).
string(X),string(X)::>
tandem_repeat(X,2).
3.3

Concept Formation Grammars

In [21], we introduced a cognitive model of
Concept Formation, which has been used for
oral cancer diagnosis [22] and specialized into
grammatical concept formation, with applications to property grammar parsing [12].
The grammatical counterpart of Concept Formation is an extension of CHRGs which dynamically handles properties between grammar constituents and their relaxation, as statically defined by the user.
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Let’s first exemplify within the traditional
framework of rewrite rules which implicitly define a parse tree. Whereas in CHRG we would
write the following toy grammar: 2
[a] ::> determiner(singular).
[boy] ::>noun(singular).
[boys] ::>noun(plural).
[laughs] ::>verb(singular).
determiner(Number),noun(Number),
v(Number)::>sentence(Number).
To parse correct sentences such as "a boy
laughs", in CFGs we can also allow incorrect
sentences to be generated, but ask the system
to point out to us which properties are violated
by such incorrect sentences. This requires the
following:
a) a definition of all properties in terms of a
system predicate prop/2.
b) a declaration of what properties can be
relaxed, done through the system’s (prolog)
predicate relax/1, and for properties to be
called through the system predicate acceptable/1.
For instance, an agreement property to check
that the number of a subject’s determiner
(NDet) coincides with that of the noun (Nn)
and with that of the main verb (Nv), and
which can be defined in Prolog as:
agreement(Ndet,Nn,Nv):- Ndet=Nn,
Nn=Nv.
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A property is then considered "acceptable" if
it either succeeds, or if it fails but has been
relaxed:
acceptable(prop(P,A)):-call(prop(P,A));
relax(P).
Therefore, properties must be tested through
the system predicate acceptable/1. For our
example, we would write:
determiner(Ndet), noun(Nn), v(Nv) ::>
acceptable(prop(agreement,[Ndet,Nn,Nv]))
| entence(Nv).
The system will now accept also sentences
which do not agree in number, while pointing
out the error in the list of violated properties,
as a side effect of the parse. In the case of
"a boy laughs", the agreement property will
appear in the list of violated properties automatically constructed as a result of the parse.
Degrees of acceptability can also be defined
using binary versions of "relax" and "acceptable", whose second argument evaluates to either true, false, or a degree of acceptability, according to whether (or how much of) the property is satisfied. This allows the user as well to
relax specific constraints rather than types of
constraints, by specifying right-hand side conditions on these binary counterparts. It would
be interesting to allow the user to rank constraints, but this facility is not included in our
current model. For full details, see [21].

must be expressed in terms of the system predicate prop/2 as follows, with all concerned arguments grouped into a list:
prop(agreement,[Ndet,Nn,Nv]):- Ndet=Nn,
Nn=Nv.
If we now want to relax this property, so that
number mismatches are detected but do not
block the parse, we can use the system predicate relax/1, as follows:
relax(agreement).
2
terminal symbols are noted between brackets as
in DCGs; the double colon arrow indicates CHR
grammar rules, as opposed to CHR proper.

Figure 1: A hairpin loop

Now that we have introduced this methodology, it is time to give some examples of its application in biological sequence analysis. It’s
been proved that in biology there are no rules
without exceptions [23]. For example, it was
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thought before that a gene can only be responsible for one protein, but now the recent
work has shown that a gene may generate several proteins. According to these, using concept formation rules features to the rules written for biological transformations might help
in making these rules closer to what happens
in real life. As an example we show how to
use concept formation rules in finding hairpin loops, one of the common patterns seen in
RNA structure. As shown in Figure 1, a hairpin loop consists of a stem which leads to a
loop at the end. According to the biochemical
laws the loop part should at least contain three
nucleotides, but in some rare RNA structures,
it might happen that a loop contains only two
nucleotides. A corresponding rule which also
considers these rare cases is:
stem(X1,Y1,X2,Y2),loop(X,Y)==>
X is X2+1,Y is Y2-1,
acceptable(prop(length,[X,Y]))|
hairpin(X,Y).

4

Gene prediction

The fundamental physical and functional unit
of heredity is called a gene. It is an ordered
sequence of nucleotides located in a particular position on a particular chromosome that
encodes a specific functional product (i.e., a
protein or RNA molecule). Genes determine
many aspects of anatomy and physiology by
controlling the production of proteins. Each
individual has a unique sequence of genes, or
genetic code. If you take a look at scientific
sections of the newspapers, magazines or internet, you will probably encounter such articles as: "Researchers find genes for depression", "Researchers find gene that causes liver
cancer in mice", "Two new lung cancer genes"
etc. Discovery of genes that influence disease
risk in human populations is of key importance to the pharmaceutical industry. This
is because identifying the gene automatically
identifies the protein in which alteration of
function causes disease. For the pharmaceutical industry, this protein, together with other
proteins that are part of the same physiolog-

ical pathway, becomes a potential drug target. Once a drug target has been identified,
modern techniques allow the pharmaceutical
industry to rapidly screen large numbers of
chemical compounds for action on this target.
It is expected that drugs acting directly on
the proteins, in which genetically determined
alteration of function causes disease, will be
highly effective in preventing or treating these
diseases. This is one of the reasons why researchers in various branches of science are
trying to identify genes. The problem of identifying genes responsible for certain diseases
or characteristics has many difficulties. One
of them is the fact that there are often several
genes that are responsible for certain diseases.
By studying the DNA of the individuals and
their families having rare diseases one may be
more successful in pinning down the main responsible genes[24].
The order in which the bases of DNA are
linked in a gene is called the sequence of a
gene. There exist two types of genes: RNA
genes and protein coding which is our focus
here. Stretches of DNA that code for proteins are called exons. In eukaryotes, cells with
membrane-bound nucleus, exons in a given
gene are generally separated from each other
by stretches of DNA that do not contain instructions for constructing proteins, they are
called introns.
There are various approaches for the problem
of gene finding but here our focus is on the
computational methods. Computational gene
finding is the process of identifying potential
coding regions in an uncharacterized region of
the genome. This area is still a subject of active research. There actually exist many different gene-finding software packages and no program is capable of finding everything. Common techniques include homology, combinatorial dynamic programming, probabilistic modeling especially Hidden Markov Models and
neural nets but here another approach in logic
programming is used.
Cohen has proposed a set of grammar rules for
finding genes [24] and here we have translated
the same grammar into CHRG. :
start_codon,gene_body,
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stop_codon ::> gene.
start_codon,stop_codon ::> gene.
[a,t,g] ::> start_codon.
[t,a,a]::>stop_codon.
[t,a,g]::>stop_codon.
[t,g,a]::>stop_codon.
exon_body,left::> gene_body.
exon_body ::>gene_body.
left::> gene_body.
[a,g],intron_body,right ::> right.
[a,g],exon_body,left ::> right.
[a,g],left ::> right.
[a,g],right ::> right.
[a,g],exon_body ::> right.
[a,g]::>right.
[g,t],intron_body,right ::> left.
[g,t],exon_body,left ::> left.
[g,t],exon_body::> left.
[g,t],left ::> left.
[g,t],right ::> left.
[g,t]::>left.
base::> intron_body.
base::> exon_body.
base,[a]::>base.
base,[c]::>base.
base,[g]::>base.
base,[t]::>base.
[a] ::> base.
[c]::> base.
[g]::> base.
[t]::> base.

5

RNA secondary structure

In biology there is an important relationship between the structure and the function.
The shape of the molecules usually determine
whether or not two compounds can interact
with each other [25]. Here we examine the
structure of RNA and how it can be represented and solved by means of constraint handling rules. As we mentioned in the introduction, RNA (ribonucleic acid) is a chemical found in cells which codes for amino acid
sequences. RNA molecules have two sets of
structural information: the primary and the
secondary structure. The linear arrangement
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of the four compounds (nucleotides A,C,G and
U) is known as the primary structure of RNA.
As we already mentioned the primary structure of RNA and DNA are very similar to each
other and the only difference is that instead
of nucleotide U in RNA , DNA contains nucleotide T. However, in the actual structure,
DNA is formed by a double helix while RNA
is typically single stranded. This strand of nucleotides is folded onto itself by pairings of the
nucleotide A with U and C with G which are
called Watson-Crick base pairs or canonical
base pairs. Pairing also might happen between
nucleotide G and nucleotide U but this is not
very frequent. The structure made by these
pairings is called RNA secondary structure .
Each base in the secondary structure can be
paired with at most one base. The tertiary
structure of RNA is the actual 3D structure of
RNA in nature.
The problem of RNA secondary structure
prediction consists of determining which secondary structure will be adopted by a given
sequence of nucleotides. Several methods have
tackled this problem so far, yet there are two
main approaches. The most common method
is finding minimum free energy [26] . In this
method we look for the structure out of all possible folds with the least free energy. There are
several factors which determine the free energy
of a fold, some of them are: the number of GC
pairs in comparison to AU and GU (the reason
is that the GC pairs form a more stable structure), number of base pairs in a double helix,
the number of bases which are not paired. The
second method of RNA secondary structure
prediction deals with sequence comparison. It
uses multiple sequence alignment, so for finding the secondary structure of a given RNA we
have to first align it with a couple of similar
sequences and from the homology, derive the
secondary structure.
5.1

RNA grammar

The formation of secondary structure of RNA
can be shown by a few grammar rules [27]:
S → cSg|gSc|aSu|uSa|gSu|uSg
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S → aS|gS|uS|cS
S → a|g|u|c
S → SS
The first rule pairs either a Watson-Crick base
pair or a GU pair. The second rule is used to
form the regions in which the bases are unpaired (such as loops). The third rule accepts
a sequence of the length of one nucleotide as
a valid RNA sequence and the last one can be
used to join two structures together. These
rules are relatively simple, but at the same
time ambiguous. The reason for ambiguity is
that there might be more than one derivation
for the same sequence, e.g. for the short sequence cccg, we have:
S ⇒ cS ⇒ ccSg ⇒ cccg
S ⇒ cSg ⇒ ccSg ⇒ cccg
In the following section we use CHRG to implement this grammar.
5.2

Using constraint handling rules grammar

The translation of the RNA grammar rules in
CHR format would be :
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

[c],s,[g] ::> s.
[a],s,[u] ::> s.
[g],s,[u] ::> s.
s,s ::> s.
[a] ::> s.
[g] ::> s
[c] ::> s.
[u] ::> s.

The first three rules should also be written for
GC, UA and UG base pairs as well. This piece
of code is very simple and it can be directly
executed on a Sicstus prolog engine (the code
needed for CHRG should be compiled firstly).
This program will try to find all the possible secondary structures for the sequence, but
it would probably take a long time to finish.
Other techniques of RNA secondary structure
prediction have some criteria for choosing the
best solution, e.g. the one with the minimum free energy. According to these, we have

to add some features to the existing rules to
somehow prioritize in selecting rules. For instance while parsing a sequence when it comes
up with a base C, it has to decide between
choosing rule (1) and rule (7) (current code accepts both of them and follows both branches
according to that). To give priority to the
rules, we have to find the probabilities that
govern on the known RNA secondary structures (which have been found by biological or
computational methods). Sakakibara et al.
have tried to solve this problem by using a
stochastic context free model [28]. We suggest
another method for finding these probabilities
by using constraint handling rules. For the input, we use a number of RNAs for which the
secondary structure is known and we give this
input to a program similar to the one written
in CHRG. This new program keeps track of
the number of times each of the rules has been
used (to make the input structure) and at the
end by running the program for each structure,
we would be able calculate the probability of
each rule according to those numbers and find
the average between all the input structures.
The reason why we used CHR here is that this
language gives us a bottom-up framework that
can be exploited to find the possible parse for
each structure.

6

Protein structure

Protein architecture could be analyzed in
three levels like RNA and DNA. Primary
structure would be the order of the amino
acids in the sequence which has been formed
by three codons translation.
Secondary
structure however represents how some of the
amino acids in the sequence form common
structures such as alpha helices,beta sheets,
etc. Alpha helices are common structures
of proteins, characterized by a single, spiral
chain of amino acids stabilized by hydrogen
bonds while Beta sheets consists of two or
more amino acid sequences within the same
protein that are arranged adjacently and in
parallel, but with alternating orientation such
that hydrogen bonds can form between the
two strands. Finally the tertiary structure
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would be the exact conformation of a whole
protein. Here we only discuss the problem
of protein secondary structure prediction.
What makes this problem rather difficult is
that identical short sequences of amino acids
can adopt different secondary structure in
different contexts [29]. Muggleton et al. have
tried to solve this problem by using Inductive
Logic Programming(ILP) [30, 31] . They have
applied an ILP program to learn secondary
structure prediction rules. The output of
their program is a small set of rules which can
predict which of the residues in the sequence
are part of the alpha helices. These set of
rules can also be translated into CHRG. A
sample rules in CHRG format is:

res(X1),res(_),res(X2),
res(X3).res(Y),res(X4),
res(X5),_,X6) ::>
not_aromatic(X1),not_k(X1),
hydrophobic(X2),
not_aromatic(X3),not_p(X3),
not_aromatic(Y),not_p(Y),
not_p(X4), not_k(X4),hydrophobic(X5),
less_hydro(X1,X5),
less_volume(X5,X3),not_aromatic(X6),
less_hydro(X6,X2)|alpha(Y) .
In this example, res represents a residue
and the predicates in the guard are the chemical characteristics that each residue should
have.

7

Conclusion

We have covered several high level methods for pattern description of biological sequences, and exemplified the advantages of
these methods for several concrete such problems. We have shown how to translate codons
to aminoacids using DCGs, how Assumption
grammars allow us to modularize stack manipulation in global terms, which we used for
implementing tandem and inverted repeats,
how constraint handling rules promote direct
bottom-up execution of the same problem, as
well as having a grammatical version which we
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used for more direct aminoacid string translations, and how Concept Formation Grammars
can in particular accomodate rules with exceptions.
We consider the main advantage of these
methods to be the coupling of direct executability with economy of expression within
high level specifications that are meaningful
for humans and thus can promote quick prototyping of specialized, interdisciplinary knowledge.
With this work we hope to stimulate further
interactions between molecular biology, logic
and A.I.
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Abstract
Bisimulation can be defined in a simple way
using coinductive methods, and has rather
pleasant properties. Ready similarity was proposed as a way to weaken the bisimulation
equivalence thus getting a semantics defined
in a similar way, but corresponding to more
reasonable observational properties. However,
ready similarity was not directly defined as an
equivalence relation but, as the nucleus of an
ordering relation, and this opens the question
whether it is also possible to define it as a symmetric bisimulation-like semantics.
Global bisimulations are defined as plain
bisimulations but allowing the use of new
moves, called global transitions, that can
change the processes not only locally in its
head but anywhere. In this paper we propose
a simple and elegant characterisation of ready
similarity as a global bisimulation semantics.
This provides a direct symmetric characterisation of ready similarity as an equivalence relation without using any ordering as intermediate concept.

1

Introduction

A cornerstone for the Theory of concurrent
processes is to determine whether two processes are equivalent, that is, whether the behaviour of two given processes is essentially
the same. There exist in the literature many
∗
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different proposals defining process equivalence. Park and Milner’s bisimulation equivalence [17, 16] has been recognised as a fundamental notion in the theory of concurrency
and has set up by itself a large and fertile
field. Bisimulation is a mathematically elegant
concept, it is recursively defined over the intensional definition of processes, and captures
some (relatively) natural logical properties of
the processes.
However, many objections have been made
to this equivalence relation on the grounds
of its excessive discriminatory power. Following similar formulations to that of bisimulation other weaker equivalences have been
proposed, amongst them 2-nested simulation
equivalence [11] and ready simulation equivalence [2], also called ready similarity and
that was, independently, presented in a different context with the name of 23 -bisimulation
in [15]
Ready simulation equivalence, enjoys many
interesting properties: it is the finest equivalence that is a congruence with respect to all
the languages defined in GSOS format; it has a
characterisation in terms of a modal logic; and,
it has a characterisation, in terms of testing or
button-pushing scenario, that is more reasonable than that of bisimulation equivalence.
One of the goals of our work is to define a
general framework based on bisimulation semantics where weaker equivalences (both intensionally and extensionally defined [6]) can
be defined preserving, at the same time, the
coinductive flavour of bisimulation, in order
to be able to use, as a tool for their study,
coalgebraic methods.
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In this paper we focus on ready simulation
equivalence as an illustrative case study. We
get a bisimulation-like presentation of this semantics that, instead of the original definition,
is based on a simulation ordering. To achieve
this we propose a generalisation of the idea of
bisimulation, that we call global bisimulation.
Global bisimulation is not a single notion but a
general scenario in which we can define several
concrete semantics. The key idea underlying
global bisimulation is the combination of two
kind of transitions when describing the evolution of a process. We will consider dynamic
transitions, which correspond to the execution
of visible actions, and also static transitions,
which have to do with the partial resolution
or delaying of non-determinism. Changing the
allowed static transitions we will define different notions of equivalence.
Global bisimulation ideas were introduced
in [9] in a slightly different context. In that
paper an equivalence coarser than the weak
timed bisimulation is proposed in which the
internal choice operator becomes associative.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definition of bisimulation
equivalence and introduce the main ideas of
global bisimulation in the framework of our research on comparative semantics. In Section 3
we face the problem of defining a global bisimulation equivalence relation with the same discriminatory power as ready simulation equivalence. We discuss the difficulties encountered
and the possibilities the global bisimulation offers to overcome them. In Section 4 we formally define a global bisimulation that induces
an equivalence relation equivalent to the ready
similarity, proving this result. Finally, in Section 5 we present some conclusions and directions for further work.

2

Bisimulation-Global Bisimulation

In this section we present motivations and
ideas dealing with the notion of global bisimulation
The behaviour of processes is usually described using the well-established formalism of
labelled transition systems [18] or lts for short.
Definition 1 A labelled transition system is
a structure (P, Act, →) where

• P is a set of process, agents or states,
• Act is a set of actions and
• →⊆ P × Act × P is a transition relation.
Act is the set of actions that processes can
perform and the relation → describes the process transitions after the execution of actions.
a
The triple hp, a, qi is represented by p −→ q,
indicating that process p performs action a
evolving into process q.
Some usual notation on lts is used. We write
a
p −→ if there exists a process q such that
a
a
p −→ q and, on the contrary, we write p 6−→
a
if there exists no process q such that p −→ q.
For a string of actions σ = a1 a2 · · · an , ai ∈
σ
Act, p −→ q means that there exist processes
a1
a2
a3
q1 −→
q2 −→
q1 . . . qn−1 , such that p −→
an
· · · qn−1 −→ q.
Labelled transition systems define the behaviour of processes in terms of the actions
they can perform, so it is natural to define a
process equivalence in terms of these action
transitions. That is precisely what bisimulation does: to inductively explore the intensionally defined behaviour of processes. Bisimulations can be defined as follows:
Definition 2 ([16]) A binary relation R is
called a (strong) bisimulation if for all p, q
processes such as p R q, and for all a ∈ Act
the following properties are satisfied:
a

• Whenever p −→ p0 there exists some q 0
a
such that q −→ q 0 and p0 R q 0 .
a

• Whenever q −→ q 0 there exists some p0
a
such that p −→ p0 and p0 R q 0 .
Two processes p and q are bisimilar, which we
denote by p =B q, if there exists a bisimulation
containing the pair hp, qi.
Strong bisimulation states that two processes, p and q, are equivalent if q can simulate p and conversely (thus the prefix bi) p
can simulate q, both at the same time. Process q can simulate p if whenever p performs an
action a and evolves into p0 then q is also able
to perform action a and reach some q 0 which is
equivalent to p0 . Let us note that the definition
imposes simultaneous simulations by means
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of a single symmetrical definition of bisimulations. If instead, separate simulations are considered, the induced simulation equivalence is
weaker than bisimulation equivalence (see for
instance [10] for more details).
This simple and elegant recursive definition
of bisimulations induces an equivalence between processes which has good properties: it
can be characterised by a simple and natural
logic, the Hennessy-Milner logic [13]; there exist efficient algorithms to decide it; and there
are several tools, that can effectively check
process bisimilarity.
Bisimulation equivalence can also be defined
in terms of a game (see for instance [19]). Trying to prove or disprove the bisimilarity of two
processes we consider two players: the one who
starts is the attacker and tries to prove nonbisimilarity; in front of him we have the defender, trying to prove bisimilarity. The board
of the game is formed by the processes transition diagrams, where the players have to move
by performing actions of the processes. The
attacker starts, chooses one of the processes
and performs and action. Then, the defender
has to match the same action on the other process trying to arrive to a state which is bisimilar to that reached by the attacker. An important fact related with the symmetry of the definition is that the attacker can make his moves
on either process transition diagram and the
defender has to find the right movement on
the other process. If the attacker is able to
arrive to a state in which he can make a move,
that is, to execute an action that the defender
cannot execute in its current state, then the
compared processes are not bisimilar. On the
other hand, if the defender can always simulate the attacker movements, then the two
compared processes are bisimilar. This presentation of bisimulation as a game will be very
useful to explain the main ideas of our global
bisimulation.
One of the main goals of our work is to provide a framework in which to define, study
and compare different equivalences on processes. The idea of starting from the definition of bisimulation is quite appellant due to
its good properties but, as we mentioned in
the introduction, bisimulation defines a quite
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narrow1 equivalence. Therefore, in order to
get a variety of equivalences from the definition of bisimulation it is necessary to relax in
some way the strong restrictions imposed in
that definition.
From the game-semantics point of view one
possibility is to give to the defender more
chances to simulate any movement of the opponent. But this is not an easy task if we want
a symmetric definition, that is, the same rules
for both players: whenever the board-game is
enlarged to allow more freedom to the defender
movements we also give new possibilities to the
attacker to use for his own profit!
Bisimulation is based on the execution of
(local) action transitions defining the process
behaviour. However, we think that, besides
action transitions, there is another fundamental concept into the definition of the behaviour
of processes which plays an essential role: nondeterminism. The key idea of our work is to
study the role of non-determinism in the definition of bisimulation. Our generalisation of
bisimulations, global bisimulations will transform the transition relation of processes in order to get essentially the same action transition but adding new transitions that introduce
additional control over the non-determinism of
processes.
More technically, given a labelled transition
system (P, Act, →) we will introduce a new
relation
which captures the desired way
to cope with non-determinism in processes.
e and an
Then, an extended set of states, P,
extended transition relation, ≈>= ∗ →, will
be considered, so that global bisimulation will
be just plain bisimulation over the extended
e Act, ≈>).
system (P,
A similar strategy has been followed in [5]
where the transformation of the original labelled transition system that models the given
processes is defined in such a way that the
testing relations [4, 14, 12] on the original systems can be checked using bisimulations on
the transformed system. However, this transformation is defined in a less operational way,
and it is difficult to establish a simple relation between the added transitions and the old
ones. Even more, it is not possible to distin1
For instance, none of the processes in Figure 1
are bisimulation equivalent.
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p0

p1

=T

a
6=F

b

b
c

p2

=F

a

d

ab(c + d)
=T Traces

c

p3

=RS

6=RS

b

b

c

d

a(bc + bd + b(d + c))
=F Failures

6=B
b

d

a

a

a
b

c

b

d

a(bc + bd)

=RS Ready similarity

c

b

b
d

c

a(bc + bd) + abc
=B Strong bisimulation

Figure 1: Examples/Counterexamples of Equivalence Relations over Processes.

guish these new transitions just by looking at
the transformed system. We could say that
these transformed systems are the values induced by a denotational semantics2 which defines a normal form for processes.
By contrast, in our approach we aim to preserve as much as possible the operational semantics of the processes, just adding the new
transitions that are needed to capture the semantics in which we are interested.
In this way, global bisimulation will establish a common framework in which the differences between several semantics can be expressed in terms of the different treatment of
non-determinism. In particular, when
is
empty, global bisimulation is just plain bisimulation and in this way our approach is conservative, in the sense that the original notion
of bisimulation is a particular case of global
bisimulation.

3

Ready Similarity
Bisimulation

and

Global

In this section we consider the problem of finding a global bisimulation being equivalent to
the ready similar equivalence relation. As explained before, given a lts L = (P, Act, →),
and the ready similarity relation =RS , we want
to find the proper definition of
so that the
2
Denotational semantics are defined in a compositional way, that is, following a procedure which makes
difficult to relate any specific part of the denotational
values with a simple point in the behaviour of the corresponding process.

e Act, ≈>)
extended transition system Le = (P,
is such that p =RS q in L if and only if p =B q
e First, in Section 3.1 we recall the defiin L.
nition of the ready simulation equivalence and
we highlight the differences between simulations and bisimulations. In Section 3.2 we discuss some representative examples trying to
synthesise the rules that generate the global
transitions needed to characterise the ready
similarity as a global bisimulation.
3.1

Ready Simulation Equivalence

Bloom, Istrail and Meyer were amongst the
first authors that discussed the adequacy of
bisimulation as a way to define the semantics of concurrent processes. They gave several arguments supporting their opinion along
an interesting collection of papers where they
thoroughly studied the discriminatory power
of bisimulation.
In [1] a quite general format of structured
rules for transitions among terms, the GSOS
format, is defined, proving that bisimulation
equivalence is not a congruence with respect
to the languages defined in such a format. The
finest equivalence that is a congruence with respect to all of these languages is called GSOS
trace congruence, and a characterisation in
terms of a modal logic for this equivalence
was given, comparing it with the HennessyMilner logic characterising bisimulation equivalence. In [3] it is argued that in a context of
testing or button-pushing scenario, the power
of bisimulation equivalence goes beyond what
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an external observer can really observe. Besides, the GSOS trace congruence equivalence
was proved to be the same as 32 -bisimulation,
previously defined in a probabilistic context
in [15]. In this way, GSOS trace congruence
could be defined in a bisimulation-like manner, but with a coarser distinction power, because the imposed conditions were not so restrictive as in the definition of bisimulation.
This equivalence was called ready similarity
or ready simulation equivalence.
Definition 3 ([2, 15]) A binary relation R
on processes is called a ready simulation if for
all p, q such as p R q, and for all a ∈ Act the
following properties are satisfied:
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L
L
a

−→

p

p

a
q
(a)

L

L0

p

p

P

P0
(b)

Figure 2: Dynamic and Static Transitions

a

• Whenever p −→ p0 there exists some q 0
a
such that q −→ q 0 and p0 R q 0 .
a

a

• Whenever q −→ then p −→ .
Two processes are ready similar, what we denote by p =RS q, if there exists a ready simulation R with p R q (p vR q) and also a ready
simulation S such that q S p (q vR p).
Let us note that this intensional definition is
mainly that of an asymmetric simulation. The
corresponding equivalence relation is obtained
by mutual ready simulation. So that it is defined in a similar way to simulation semantics,
but not in a direct symmetric way as in the
case of bisimulation. In terms of the gameapproach we proposed on Section 2, if we wish
to decide p vR q, the rules of the game change,
mainly because the attacker has to play always
on p and the defender on q. Therefore, it is
necessary to play the game twice, one for each
inequality, p vR q and q vR p, if we want
to check p =RS q. In this way we provide a
direct characterisation of the ready similarity
equivalence in terms of a global bisimulation
which now deserves to be called global ready
bisimulation.
3.2

Getting a Global Bisimulation

As we introduced in the previous sections,
global bisimulations are based not only on the
original transitions of the processes, that we
call dynamic since they correspond to the evolution of the systems by executing actions, but

also on the static transitions that we introduce
to control the resolution of non-determinism in
the behaviour of processes.
In this section we search for the static rules
that define the static transition needed to extend the given lts in such way that the ready
simulation equivalence becomes plain bisimulation equivalence in the extended system.
Next we will discuss the ideas and problems
found when looking for the desired definition of a global bisimulation characterising the
ready similarity. The formalisation of the corresponding definitions will be made in Section 4.
First we note that, without any loss of generality, we can consider that the labelled transition systems are forests,3 or just single trees,
if we fix an initial state.
In order to make easier the presentation of
our global bisimulation, both at the intuitive
and at the formal level, and the proof of the
characterisation we are looking for, we will restrict at the moment to finite tree systems, although at the end of the paper we will see how
the definitions and results can be extended to
infinite tree systems and therefore, to arbitrary systems, taking into account the comment above.
3
Any lts can be expanded into a forest just by unlimited unfolding of the subgraph of reachable states
from each state of the original system. The so obtained forest is equivalent to the unfolded system up
to the identity of states, in which we are not interested when defining the semantics of systems.
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L

L0

p

p

a
q

a
r

Q

R

a
q
Q

↓a
L

p
a
q
Q

a(bc + bd) =RS a(bc + bd) + abc.
1. a(bc + bd) vR a(bc + bd) + abc.
Obviously the second clause of the definition of ready simulations (Definition 3)
a
a
is satisfied: p2 −→ ⇐⇒ p3 −→. For
the first clause, when the attacker plays
a
on p2 , a(bc + bd) −→ bc + bd, then the
a
defender does a(bc + bd) + abc −→ bc + bd
4
and wins.
2. a(bc + bd) + abc vR a(bc + bd).
a
a
As in the case above, p3 −→ ⇐⇒ p2 −→.
For the first clause now the attacker has
two possible moves
a

Figure 3: Combining Dynamic and Static Transitions

To be able to compare processes, or states,
from different tree systems we represent them
by pairs (L, p). An action transition between
a
states, p and q of the system L, (L, p) −→
(L, q) is graphically represented in Figure 2(a).
Instead, the static transitions do not modify the states, but will change the behaviour of
the process by adding or removing some new
transitions that modify the whole system, as
it is illustrated in Figure 2(b), where P 0 is the
system obtained after the adequate modification of P .
As shown in Figure 3, if we consider together
both types of transitions, dynamic and static,
there are two dimensions on which the processes can evolve: They can perform (vertical) action transitions or can resolve some of
its non-determinism by means of the (horizontal) static transitions. Now, when playing the
bisimulation game in this new board, both the
attacker and the defender will be able to move
by combining both kind of transitions.
In Example 1 we present two processes that
are ready similar but not bisimilar.
Example 1 Let us consider the processes
p2 = a(bc + bd) and p3 = a(bc + bd) + abc in
Figure 1. They are ready similar, p2 =RS p3 ,
but not bisimilar, p2 6=B p3 ; we prove both,
playing the games characterising ready simulation and bisimulation equivalences: Game 1:

(a) if he plays a(bc + bd) + abc −→ bc +
bd, then the defender moves a(bc +
a
bd) −→ bc + bd and wins;
a

(b) if he chooses a(bc + bd) + abc −→
bc, then the defender executes a(bc +
a
bd) −→ bc + bd and wins, because
clearly bc vR bc + bd.
Game 2: a(bc + bd) 6=B a(bc + bd) + abc.
If the attacker starts playing at p3 by performa
ing the transition a(bc + bd) + abc −→ bc,
then the defender has to move on p2 , and
has only one way to simulate the a transition:
a
a(bc + bd) −→ bc + bd. But then, the attacker
can change to the other side of the board playb
ing bc + bd −→ d and the defender can only
b
execute bc −→ c, losing the game, since, obviously, c 6=B d.
Now, let us look for a modification of the rules
of the bisimulation game that would allow the
defender to win in Example 1. The defender
lost when he was obliged to reach the state
bc+bd after executing a. He is reaching a nondeterministic state whose too large offering is
then used by the attacker to win the game.
Therefore, the defender would win if he were
allowed to remove the offering of bd in advance,
that is, to move from a(bc + bd) to bc, when
performing the action a. This is possible if
he can perform an static move in which nondeterminism is partially solved.
4
Formally, the game should continue, but when
processes are equal the defender wins just mirroring
the moves of the attacker.
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then it follows
a(bc + bd)
p

p

r

r
a

R
S

a

R
T

a

T

Figure 4: Global Rule Gnd , Removing of Nondeterminism.

So, the general form of the global rule Gnd ,
G after global and nd after non-determinism,
is
ap + aq + r
aq + r
(Gnd )
graphically represented in Figure 4.
Sometimes we will need to apply the rule
Gnd really globally, that is, not only in the
head of processes but anywhere inside the processes, what is expressed in the graphical representation by the separation of the actual
state p and the state r below, where the reduction of non-determinism is done.
Let us consider again the processes p2 and
p3 in Figure 1 but where action a is refined into
a1 a2 , getting the processes p02 = a1 a2 (bc + bd)
and p03 = a1 a2 (bc + bd) + a1 a2 bc. Rephrasing the explanations in Example 1, if the attacker now starts on p3 by executing a1 , the
only possibility for the defender playing in p2
is to resolve in advance its non-determinism.
Now, if together with the transition relation
→, we take as the relation
as that defined
by rule Gnd , then we will denote by =Gnd to
the equivalence relation induced by the bisimulation equivalence over the lts including both
→ and .
But a new example points out that this rule
alone is not enough to achieve the discriminatory power of ready similarity.
Example 2 Let us consider the processes p =
d(abc + abd) + da(bc + bd) and q = da(bc + bd)
in Figure 5.
Ready similarity of p and q, p =RS q, can
easily be proved by using the axiomatisation for
the ready simulation equivalence in [10]): Applying the axiom a(x + y) =RS a(x + y) + ay,

=RS
=RS

a(bc + bd) + abc
a(bc + bd) + abc + abd

Therefore, for the process p, and the application of the previous equivalence to the underlined subprocess we get
p = d(abc + abd) + da(bc + bd) =RS
d(abc + abd) + d(a(bc + bd) + abc + abd)
If we continue applying the axiom in the opposite direction to the underbraced named subterms, we get
d(abc + abd) + d(a(bc + bd) + abc + abd) =RS
| {z }
| {z } | {z }
y

y

x

d(a(bc + bd) + abc + abd)
| {z } | {z }
x

y

And finally, the derived axiom a(bc + bd) =RS
a(bc + bd) + abc + abd applied to the underlined
subprocess produces the desired result
d(a(bc + bd) + abc + abd))

=RS
=RS

d(a(bc + bd))
q.

However p 6=Gnd q. Taking q 0 = a(bc + bd)
and p0 = abc + abd, if we play the global bisimulation game for
induced by the rule Gnd ,
then the attacker can start playing on p, perd
forming the move p −→ p0 , and then the defender has only three possible moves:
d

1. Either he plays action transition q −→ q 0 ,
and then he loses, since the attacker can
a
play on q 0 , q 0 −→ bc + bd and then the
a
defender can only choose between p0 −→
a
0
bc or p −→ bd, and obviously no one of
these processes is global bisimilar to bc +
bd;
2. Or he plays a combination of an action
d
transition and a static transition q −→
q0
abc, getting a process that is not
global bisimilar to p0 ;
3. Or, symmetrically, plays the action transition and the other possible static transid
tion q −→ q 0
abd, getting also a process
not global bisimilar to p0 .
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Figure 6: Global Rule Gdp , Duplication.

d

da(bc + bd)

Figure 5: p =RS q but p 6=G

P

nd

q.

This means that the defender loses and therefore the global bisimilarity between p and q is
disproved.
Let us study why processes p and q in Example 2 are ready similar, p =RS q, but not
p =Gnd q. The problem arises when q tries to
simulate p. In fact, the key point is how to
d
simulate the move p −→ p0 , as we have that
0
p vR q, since p vR q 0 . This can be proved
using the axiom ax vR ax + ay in the following way: From abc vR a(bc + bd) and abd vR
a(bc + bd) we obtain p0 = abc + abd vR q 0 + q 0
and because q 0 +q 0 =B q 0 we can conclude that
p0 vR q 0 + q 0 vR q 0 .
It is a bit surprising to find that the use
of the equivalence axiom q + q = q, which is
even satisfied by strong bisimulation equivalence, and therefore by any equivalence relation coarser than it, is crucial in that proof.
We conclude that adding a new rule we
could solve5 situations like that in the example above. This new rule Gdp , G after global
and dp after duplication, is given by

global bisimulation equivalence coincides with
ready similarity, thus getting the desired characterisation.
Therefore, we can conclude that to get
a global bisimulation equivalence with the
same discriminatory power as ready simulation equivalence we need mainly to be able to
remove non-determinism in an adequate way:
Either in a direct way, using the rule Gnd , or
in a, let us say, partial way, by applying Gnd
to remove non-determinism in different ways
from several copies of a process, first duplicated by using the rule Gdp .

4

Ready Similarity as a Global
Bisimulation

In order to formally define the global ready
bisimulation generating an equivalence relation ≈GR which coincides with the ready simulation equivalence, =RS , we recall Figure 3.
Both types of transitions can be put together by considering an extended lts whose
states are the pairs (L, p) and its transition
relation ≈> is defined6 as ≈>= ∗ →, where
∗
is the reflexive and
transitive closure of
a
∗
. That is, (L, p) ≈> (L0 , p0 ) iff (L, p)
a
0
0
0
(L , p) −→ (L , p ).

which is represented in our tree graphic style
in Figure 6.
As we will prove in the following section,
taking as global (static) transitions those defined by Gnd and Gdp , the corresponding

Definition 4 Given a lts L = (P, Act, →),
and G, a set of global rules defining a global
transition relation
, we define the global
e Act, ≈>)
labelled transition system Le = (P,
e is the set of states
where ≈>= ∗ → and P
reachable via ≈> starting from the initial syse
tem L. By putting together the systems L’s
corresponding to the trees L’s in a forest-like

5
The reader can easily check that applying Gdp
once, and then Gnd two times, the defender can turn
0
q into p0 , thus winning the game.

6
It is easy to see that for the ready simulation
equivalence
and → commute, so that it would be
equivalent to define ≈> as → ∗ or even as ∗ → ∗ .

p

p+p

(Gdp )
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system F we would obtain the corresponding
global lts Fe.
Let us note that every state in F, (L, p), is
e so
reachable, and therefore it is included in F,
that the following definition makes sense:
Definition 5 Given a lts, F = (P, Act, →
) and the corresponding global lts Fe =
e Act, ≈>), we define the global equiv(P,
alence relation ≈GB as follows: For all
(L, p), (L0 , p0 ) ∈ P, (L, p) ≈GB (L0 , p0 ) (in
F) iff the corresponding states (L, p) and
e are strongly bisimilar (in F),
e
(L0 , p0 ) ∈ P
(L, p) =B (L0 , p0 ).
Definition 6 If we consider the set of global
rules GR = {Gnd ,Gdp }, then the corresponding global equivalence defined by Definition 5
is called the global ready equivalence relation,
denoted by ≈GR .
In order to simplify the proof of Theorem 1
we introduce the following lemma.
Lemma 1 If p ∗ q then we have q vR p.
Proof: We only need to see that if p
q then
q vR p. Since vR is a precongruence we can
restrict ourselves to the cases in which we apply the transition at the root of the process p.
Then, we have two cases:
• Either we use the static rule Gnd , ap +
aq + r
aq + r, but then aq + r vR
ap + aq + r (see, for instance, [10] for an
axiomatisation of the preorder vR );
• Or we use the static rule Gdp , p
p + p,
but then p and p+p are bisimilar, p+p =B
p, and therefore p + p vR p.
Theorem 1 Given a lts L = (P, Act, →), we
have
p =RS q iff p ≈GR q.
Proof: The proof is done by proving the following three statements:
p =RS q

(1)

=⇒
(2)

=⇒
(3)

=⇒

(p

∗

q and q

∗

p)

p ≈ GR q
p =RS q

To make it more readable, along the proof we
will occasionally index the global transitions by
the name of the rule used to generate them.
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a

a

(2) If p ≈> pa then, by definition, p ∗ p0 −→
pa and, taking into account the premises,
a
a
q ∗ p ∗ p0 −→ pa thus getting q ≈>
pa .
(1) We use the axiomatisation for the ready
similarity in [10]. The axioms for the
equivalence =RS that we need are:
• p= p+p
• I(x) ⊆ I(y) ⇒ a(x + y) = a(x + y) +
a
ay, where I(p) = {a | p −→}
The proof is done by induction on the
derivation of p =RS q applying these axioms. We only have to see that if p = q is
an instance of any these axioms then we
have p ≈GB q and q ≈GB p.
• p

dp

p+p

∗
nd

p

• a(x + y) dp a(x + y) + a(x + y) nd
a(x + y) + ay since I(x) ⊆ I(y), and
we also have a(x+y)+ay nd a(x+
y)
a

(3) To prove that if p ≈GB q then p −→ p0a ⇒
a
q −→ qa0 with p0a vR qa0 we use induction
on the depth of the processes:
a
a
Since p ≈> p0a we have also q ≈> qa0 with
p0a ≈GB qa0 and then p0a vR qa0 by i.h., and
a
therefore we have q ∗ q 0 −→ qa0 .
∗
By definition of
it is clear that
a
and −→ commutes in the sense that there
a
0
exists some qa00 with q −→ qa00
dp qa .
But then, by applying Lemma 1 we obtain
qa0 vR qa00 and thus p0a vR qa00 as required
by Definition 3.

Let us now conclude commenting on the results for infinite tree systems. The essence of
global bisimulations is captured by the definitions and results for the finite case. They can
be extended to the infinite case without substantial changes, but some care is needed at
the technical level.
Let us motivate the changes needed in the
definition of global bisimulation by means of
a simple example. Consider the processes in
Figure 7. It is easy to check that p =RS q,
therefore we would like that also p ≈GR q. But
a
if the first player executes the move p −→ p0 ,
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a

a
c

b

c

d

b

b

b

a

b

d

c

b

q0

p0
c

follows as a consequence.

q

p

b

d

b

c

Figure 7: Infinite State Processes

The definition of global bisimulation can
also be extended to infinitary trees but in this
case we would need a generalised copy rule
making an arbitrary number of copies of a system, and it is possible that we will have to apply rule Gnd infinitely many times at the same
depth. This, together with the fact that finite
approximations of infinitary trees should grow
both in depth and width makes the proof of
continuity rather involved, but once proved,
we could also conclude as a consequence the
desired characterisation result.

5
then the defender should remove all the offerings of bd in the infinite copies of the state q 0 in
its completely unfolded presentation. Therefore, the defender needs to apply Gnd infinitely
many times, and not just a finite number of
times as in the finite case. So that we get as
∞
≈> the relation ≈>= ∞ →, where
= ∗
ω
∪
.
Fortunately the formal definition of ω , the
adequate denumerable iteration of , is simpler than could be expected, whenever we restrict ourselves to finitely branching trees. In
this case, any tree L can be finitely approximated by its finite cuts Lk , that are obtained
just cutting the tree at depth k. Then we can
formally define ω by L ω L0 if and only if
L0 is the infinite tree such that L0k is defined
∗
k
∗
k
k
0k
by Lk
where all
1 L1
2 L2 · · · L k = L
the global transitions in ∗l are applied only
to nodes at depth l, and for all k > l the sequence ∗l in the corresponding global computation is the same. Intuitively, this means that
each finite approximation L0k of L0 is obtained
after a finite number of applications of global
transitions, so that once fixed, the following
applications will continue the construction of
the following levels of L0 without changing its
finite cut L0k .
Theorem 2 Global ready bisimulation characterised ready simulation also for infinite finitary trees. Proof:[hint] We only have to prove
that both semantics are continuous with respect
to the approximation ordering of infinite finitary trees by their finite cuts. Then the result

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we explore one of the fundamental concepts that appears in the definition of the behaviour of processes: nondeterminism. Global transitions add the possibility of controlling non-determinism in the
processes. Global bisimulations are just plain
bisimulations that take into account these new
global transitions together with the original
action transitions.
We have found the global transitions needed
to define a global bisimulation that generates
an equivalence relation with the same discriminatory power as the ready similarity. This
global bisimulation is a direct symmetric characterisation of the ready similarity, which was
originally defined as the kernel of a ready simulation ordering. As a consequence, we have
now the possibility of proving ready similarity
of two processes in a direct way using coinductive methods.
Ready similarity was a good candidate when
looking for a semantics different to bisimulation to be characterised using global bisimulation, because it is quite close both in way it is
defined and in semantics to bisimulation and
global bisimulation. However, studying this
example we found that it was not necessary to
start from a simulation based semantics to get
an equivalent global bisimulation. The reason for this is that in order to define the adequate global bisimulation what has proved to
be very useful is the axiomatic characterisation of the original semantics. We have used
it both to define the global transitions and to
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prove the equivalence between the original semantics and the defined global bisimulation semantics. Following these ideas we obtained [7]
global bisimulations characterising other semantics such as refusals and traces, that are
quite different, in formulation and in discriminatory power, from bisimulation.
Therefore, we think that global bisimulations provide a general framework to relate
both intensional and extensional semantics.
The differences between semantics are expressed in terms of the transformations of nondeterminism expressed by the global rules.
Recently, in a slightly different approach,
more algebraic, we have found that it is indeed possible to systematically generate coalgebraic definitions, that we call bisimulations
up-to [8], for semantics of concurrent processes. To clearly determine the close link between bisimulations up-to and global bisimulations is one of our main concerns.
Non-determinism also appears when internal moves are allowed. Some relations between
global bisimulations and weak bisimulations
were already studied in [9] and now we plan
also to continue this research in a more systematic way taking advantage of the new ideas
that we have exposed in this paper.
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Abstra t

Current eort on distributed program simpli ation proofs, extending prior work and available results in the framework of imperative
notations with parallelism and syn hronous
ommuni ation statements, is overviewed: automati elimination of ommuni ations under
the s ope of sequential and parallel ompositions, elimination laws, and a novel equivalen e riterion. Progress work extending
these results to en ompass the elimination of
syn hronous ommuni ations embedded in sele tions is summarized. The approa h being followed is the appli ation of new formal
transformation laws, whi h redu e the proof
of the extended ases to various instan es of
the sele tion-free ase. State-ve tor redu tion
stands as one of the motivations for this stati
analysis approa h. A substantial state-ve tor
redu tion obtained via the simpli ation proof
of a pipelined pro essor model, yielding a redu tion fa tor of 2−607 for the upper-bound on
the number of states, is reported.
1

Introdu tion

Imperative languages with expli it parallelism
and syn hronous ommuni ation statements
provide an intuitive, expli it, and omplete
framework to express distributed programs
with perspe tive and larity. OCCAM [11,
12, 13℄, the simple programming language SPL
of Manna and Pnueli [15, 16℄, PROMELA of
the SPIN model he ker [10℄, and the shared∗

Work partially supported by the CICYT under
proje t TIC2003-09420-C02-02

variable language++ , SVL++ , in [7℄ are repre-

sentatives of these imperative notations.
Automati program veri ation approa hes
work on the transition system dening the semanti s of the distributed program. This transition system has often innitely many states,
and always a large size ompared to the size
of the program, whi h is always nite. In order to have a rough idea about the dieren e,
when the number of variables is n, ea h holding an integer of m bits, an upper bound on
the number of states may be of the order of
2n×m , whereas the size of the program may
be of an order lose to n only.
This suggests that stati automati veri ation approa hes, avoiding the transition system, working dire tly on the program would
have less omputational omplexity, in priniple. Following this motivation, some stati analysis methods have been proposed for
state redu tion. For instan e, as a prior step
to model he king [18, 14, 6℄. They redu e,
indire tly, its omplexity.
This ommuni ation overviews a dierent
line of work, but along the same broad dire tion. It turns around a stati analysis algorithm for formal simpli ation of a distributed program, eliminating its inner ommuni ations by automati appli ation of equivalen e laws. The simplied program is inner
ommuni ation-free, and is equivalent, in a
sense to be laried later, to the original distributed program. It an be further transformed, applying redu tion laws, into a sequential program with less variables than the
initial distributed program, but equivalent to
it. Altogether, this onstitutes a distributed
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program simpli ation (DPS) proof whi h of-

ten has an state-ve tor redu tion ee t. It an
be ombined with model he king or intera tive veri ation of the simplied program as a
su eeding step, redu ing overall proof omplexity. In many ases, only an equivalent
purely sequential program has to be veried.
Con erning the state of the art, no ommuni ation elimination algorithm has been proposed in the literature. This area has not been
studied, only some sets of laws have been proposed. A set of laws for OCCAM was given
in [17℄. Rather than ommuni ation elimination, the fo us there was to obtain normal
forms and to dene the semanti s of the notation. Communi ation losed layered systems
were introdu ed in [8℄, and some laws for them
are given in [7℄ in the framework of SVL++ .
The aim there is formal design by transformation. For instan e, sequential-parallelism and
iteration unfolding transformations. No ommuni ation elimination law is reported. Some
laws for SPL are given in [15℄, also overing
an SPL semanti s based on fair transition systems (FTS), but ommuni ation elimination
laws for SPL are not given.
The rst set of relations suitable for ommuni ation elimination was given and proved
sound in [3℄, showing the ne essity of avoiding
strong fairness. The notion of equivalen e was
assimilated to ongruen e, a very strong equivalen e. This had the drawba k that proper
ommuni ation elimination laws were unidire tional renements.
A weaker equivalen e, in whi h all the above
laws are equivalen es, was presented and studied in [4, 5℄. This made equivalen e reasoning about distributed programs possible. An
important and ne essary ingredient of equivalen e reasoning is the possibility of substituting pro edure referen e statements of two
equivalent pro edures. A result giving the onditions for the validity of su h substitutions,
and an outline of its proof was also given in
[4, 5℄, thus ompleting the base theory for
formal equivalen e reasoning with distributed
programs, and allowing proof de omposition
based on the pro edure stru ture of programs.
Some proofs using the ommuni ation eli-
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mination laws have been already reported in
[3, 1℄. Nevertheless, neither the mathemati al
justi ation of the laws in the weaker equivalen e, with their appli ability onditions, nor
that of the ommuni ation elimination algorithm have been published. This has been a omplished in [2℄, where the proper ommuni ation elimination laws are mathemati ally
justied in the new weaker equivalen e. In addition, a ommuni ation elimination redu tion
algorithm is proposed and justied. These results do not apply when the syn hronous ommuni ations to be eliminated are under the
s ope of sele tions. An approa h to handle
this ase is being explored.
This ommuni ation presents some results
of this work in progress. Notation, asso iated notions, auxiliary laws, interfa e equivalen e, and bounded ommuni ation statements (BCSs) are overviewed in next se tion.
A se tion reporting on laws and the algorithm
for ommuni ation elimination of sele tionfree BCSs follows. Then, unpublished results on state-spa e redu tion are reported.
Finally, unpublished grounding results for a
general ommuni ation elimination algorithm,
for BCSs with sele tions, are given. A se tion
on on lusions loses the paper.
2
2.1

Notation and basi

notions

Syntax and auxiliary laws

Programs are written in a redu ed version of
SPL, whi h is general enough to express any
pra ti al program. The basi statements are
skip, nil, stop, the assignment u:= e, send
α ⇐ e, and re eive α ⇒ u. The work is limited
to syn hronous hannels α, whi h will be referred to as hannels. In them both the sender
and the re eiver wait for ea h other before
ex hanging a value and ontinuing exe ution.
Communi ation statements will be referred to
more simply as ommuni ations.
Con atenation is n-ary:
[S1 ; · · · ; Sn ] .
The iterations are
[while c do S] ,
where c is a boolean expression, and
[loop forever do S] , whi h is dened as
[while true do S]. The ooperation statement is also n-ary: [S1 || · · · ||Sn ] . Its sub-
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statements Sj are the top parallel statements
of the ooperation statement, whi h is the least
ommon an estor (LCA) of them. It will be assumed throughout that the Sj 's are disjoint, in
the sense that they only share read variables,
and that they ommuni ate values through
syn hronous hannels only.
Two statements are ordered by the on atenation ordering if their LCA is a on atenation
statement. This orresponds to the exe ution
order.
The regular sele tion and the ommuni ation sele tion statements are nondeterministi
and
have,
respe tively,
[b1 , S1 or · · · or bn , Sn ]
and
the forms
[b1 , c1 , S1 or · · · or bn , cn , Sn ] , where the
bi 's are boolean expressions referred to as
boolean guards, and the ci 's are syn hronous
ommuni ation statements referred to as
ommuni ation guards.
Some intuitive auxiliary laws are available
in [3℄, where it is shown that many of them
do not hold when strong fairness is assumed.
These are needed to transform a statement
to a form where a proper ommuni ation elimination law an be applied. Some of them
are the ongruen es nil; S ≈ S , S|| nil ≈ S ,
S; skip ≈ S , S|| skip ≈ S . In addition, both
sequential and parallel omposition are assoiative. The latter is also ommutative.
2.2

Interfa e equivalen e

The proper ommuni ation elimination laws
do not hold for ongruen e. However, they
hold as equivalen es in a weaker equivalen e
whi h has been introdu ed in [4, 5℄. It is referred to here as interfa e equivalen e. A summary is given now.
We start with the semanti s of Manna and
Pnueli based on fair transition systems (FTS)
[15, 16℄. A statement S denotes a FTS with
states and transitions. A omputation is a sequen e of states of the transition system denoted by S , starting at an initial state with a
transition of the FTS taking any state to its
su essor. A redu ed behavior, with respe t to
a set of observed variables O is a omputation
whose omponents of variables outside this set
and whose stuttering steps are deleted.
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This semanti s has been extended in [4, 5℄
by adding to the set O an auxiliary variable,
hannel variable, for ea h external hannel, to
re ord the history of values traversing it. External hannels are used in S , but they are
not in I , the set of internal hannels. These
are hannels ommuni ating parallel substatements within S , and onsidered to be hidden
from the outside. The extended set O is referred to as interfa e set. When S is the body
of a pro edure, the internal hannels are not
de lared in its interfa e whereas the external
hannels are. Internal ommuni ation and external ommuni ation will mean ommuni ation substatements of S over internal and external hannels, respe tively.
An interfa e behavior is the extension of
the notion of redu ed behavior orresponding
to the extended set O. It re ords the history of values asso iated to both variables and
hannels of the interfa e. The order of value
hanges of dierent variables and hannels is
preserved in interfa e behaviors. However,
the weaker equivalen e whi h is needed an
negle t this order and still preserve the input/output relation. Then, instead of omparing whole behaviors, only omponents of
behaviors are ompared. Components are lists
of values, taken by a given variable, with independen e of the others, within the behavior.
Two interfa e behaviors are equivalent when
they share the same interfa e set, and for all
its variables the two omponents of both behaviors are equal.
The relative order of value hanges among
dierent omponents is thus lost in this equivalen e. Finally we dene the equivalen e used
throughout this work.
Two statements S1 and S2 are interfa e
equivalent with respe t to an interfa e set O,
written S1 =O S2 , when any interfa e behavior of any of them is equivalent to an interfa e
behavior of the other.
2.3

Bounded

ommuni ation statements

A statement S is said to be of bounded ommuni ation (BC) if: (a)- All its parallel substatements are disjoint. (b)- Any internal ommuni ation is outside iteration bodies.
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The ommuni ation front of S , written
ComFront(I,S), is the subset of minimal ele-

ments of the set of ommuni ation statements
in its on atenation ordering. Two internal
ommuni ations of S are said to form a mat hing ommuni ation pair if they are parallel,
one is an output and the other an input over
the same hannel. The set of ompeting pairs
of S , written CompPairs(I,S) is, by denition, the set of mat hing pairs (l, m) whi h
an be formed with the ommuni ations in
ComFront(I, S).
3

Elimination

from

sele tion-free

BCSs

A sele tion-free BCS is a BCS all of whose internal ommuni ations are outside the s ope of
both sele tions and ommuni ation sele tions.
For any ompeting pair (l, m) of S , Gl and
Gm are their orresponding embedding top
statements of their LCA parallelism.
A standard form for the top statements is
dened re ursively, for k = 1, . . . as Gxk =
x
x
x
, where Gx0 is either
Hk−1
; [Gxk−1 ||Pk−1
]; Tk−1
one of the ommuni ations α ⇐ e and α ⇒
u , belonging to the ommuni ation front of
S . x denotes either l or m. Gl and Gm an be
put in standard form with the insertion of nil
statements, via appli ation of auxiliary laws,
for some integer k = nl or k = nl , respe tively.
The Tkx s, Pkx s, and Hkx s are BCSs. The Hkx s
have no internal ommuni ations.
The simplest ase, and base ase, of elimination orresponds to [ α ⇐ e || α ⇒ u ] ≈
[u := e] , identied with [Gl0 ||Gr0 ] ≈ G0 . For
the more omplex forms the elimination law is
dened for an arbitrary k ≥ 0 as
2

3

2
3
l
r;
Hk
;
Hk
6
7
6
7
6h
i 7
6
7
 r
6
7
r  7
6 Glk || Pkl ;7 || 6
6 Gk || Pk ;7
6
7
4
5
4
5
Tkr
Tl
k

=O

2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

h
h
h

l
Hk

||

r
Hk

Gk || Pkl || Pkr
Tkl

||

i

Tkr

;

i 3
;
7
7
7
7
7
7
i 5

When this equivalen e is identied with
[ Glk+1 || Grk+1 ] =O Gk+1 , a re ursive denition of Glk , Grk , and Gk is obtained. The
law for k = k0 would be onstru ted re ursively, applying the same equivalen e to the
inner Gk , whi h stands for [Glk−1 ||Grk−1 ], for
k = k0 , k0 −1, · · · , 1. The last inner parallelism
[Gl0 ||Gr0 ] would be repla ed by G0 , the right
hand side of the basi ongruen e given earlier. There is a law for ea h integer k = 0, 1, · · ·
whi h may be applied as a redu tion from left
to right in order to eliminate a single ommuni ation pair. The detailed justi ation and
the appli ability onditions for this law are
given in [2℄. Assuming disjointness (no ommuni ation is shared) of all possible pairs, a
ommuni ation elimination algorithm, studied
and applied in [2℄, is
failure := F
while ¬failure ∧ { S has a ompeting pair p}
do (failure,S):= PElim(p, S ) od;
if ¬failure
then if ComFront(I, S )=∅
then terminate with su ess
else terminate with deadlo k
else terminate with failure
Pro edure PElim orresponds to a redu tion
applying the above law. When the boolean
result is false, appli ability onditions do not
hold and the elimination ould not be arried
out. When the loop terminates without failure
and there is still some ommuni ation left in
ComFront, this indi ates that no mat h an be
found for it and exe ution would wait forever.
4

State-ve tor redu tion example

The DPS equivalen e proof of a simple four
stage pipelined pro essor model [9℄, with only
register to register ALU instru tions, but with
forwarding ir uits and two levels of parallelism, arried out with the help of a tool embedding the ommuni ation elimination algorithm, is reported in [1, 2℄.
The tool, an intera tive equivalen e prover
developed by us, guarantees that the input
program is transformed only as a result of applying laws from a predened set. It makes
DPS proofs possible. Having in mind a nal
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goal form, the user has to guide it in order to
obtain the goal.
The simplied sequential program, onstru ted with the help of the tool for the
pipelined pro essor model, is thus impli itly
proven equivalent to it. It was the following
simple fet h-exe ute pro essor loop ree ting
very intuitively the fun tionality of the original pipelined model.
2
6
6
6
6
4

for2 k := 1..n do

3

3
7
ir := mem(pc);
7
6pc := pc + 1;
77
6
77
4reg(ir.rd) := alures(ir.f unc, reg(ir.rs1),55
reg(ir.rs2))

The state ve tor was redu ed from 1689, for
the parallel model, to 1082 bits, for the equivalent sequential model, a redu tion of 607 bits.
The bits ommon to both forms were distributed among the following variables: 32 general purpose registers reg(.) of 32 bits ea h
(32×32=1024), the program ounter p , 32
bits, and the instru tion register ir, 26 bits.
The op ode eld was not ne essary for the simplied model, the fun eld su ed. Thus,
the redu tion ratio of the upper bound on the
number of states was 2−607 . The best redu tion of the number of states reported in [18℄,
for other types of examples and for dierent
state-redu tion methods, was 0.033.
5

Extension to general BCSs

There are three possible lo ation ases for a
ommuni ation c of a pair p in CompPairs(I,S)
within the s ope of a sele tion onstru t: (a)
as a guard, (b) within an alternative A[c] of
a normal sele tion, and (c) within an alternative A[c] of a ommuni ations sele tion whose
ommuni ation guard is an external ommuniation ext. Corresponding to these situations,
the following relations an be onsidered.
S[ b, c, A or R ] ≈ [ bp(b, H), S[c, A] ] or [ true, S[R] ]
S[ b, A[c] or R ] ≈ [ bp(b, H), S[A[c]] ] or [ true, S[R] ]
S[ b, ext, A[c] or R ] ≈
[ bp(b, H), S[ext, A[c]] ] or [ true, S[R] ]

bp(b, H) denotes the ba kward propagation
of b within S , H standing for all the sequential
statements pre eding b. The rst relation may
seem not to be a ongruen e due to the fa t
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that the right side may deadlo k on c whereas
the left side does not, sin e the sele tion has
other alternatives R. But this is never the ase
sin e c belongs to a mat hing pair p.
Pair p is now within the rst alternative of
the sele tions at the right sides. Elimination
an be a omplished if its other ommuni ation is outside the s ope of a sele tion. Stru ture mat hing with the above elimination laws
be omes possible. If appli ability onditions
hold, and if Elim(p, A) denotes the statement
resulting from the elimination of p from A, the
following ongruen es are obtained
Elim(p, S[ b, c, A or R ]) ≈
[ bp(b, H), Elim(p, S[c, A]) ] or [true, S[R]]
Elim(p, S[ b, A[c] or R ]) ≈
[ bp(b, H), Elim(p, S[A[c]]) ] or [true, S[R]]
Elim(p, S[ b, ext, A[c] or R ]) ≈
[ bp(b, H), Elim(p, S[ext, A[c]]) ] or[ true, S[R] ]

When the other ommuni ation of p is
within the s ope of another sele tion, the same
relations have to be used again. This leads
to re ursive redu tion algorithms for general
BCSs. Extension to the non-BC ase would
be done as in prior works [4, 5℄.
6

Con lusions

The overviewed on-going work is based on
the following already published prior results
on ommuni ation elimination: justi ation
of auxiliary laws and of proper elimination
renement relations when strong fairness is
avoided, justi ation of a suitable equivalen e riterion, simpli ation proofs of onrete programs, equivalen e reasoning with
pro edure substitution allowing proof de omposition. The following work in progress has
been overviewed: justi ation of all the laws
in the new equivalen e riterion, thus avoiding
renement relations, justi ation of the ommuni ation elimination algorithm, grounding
results for the extension of the algorithm to
ommuni ations within sele tions. A general
algorithm for ommuni ation elimination and
distributed program simpli ation, and its appli ation to distributed algorithms of in reasing omplexity, is now envisageable.
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Abstract
The size and complexity of software systems
are continuously increasing, which makes them
difficult and labor-intensive to develop, test
and evolve. Since concurrent systems are
particularly hard to verify by hand, achieving effective, automated verification tools for
concurrent software has become an important topic of research. Model checking is
a popular automated verification technology
which allows us to determine the properties
of a software system and enables more thorough and less costly testing. In this work,
we improve the model-checking methodology
previously developed for the timed concurrent constraint programming language tccp so
that more sophisticated, quantitative properties can be verified by the model–checking
tools. First, we refine the notion of global
store and the entailment relation which are inherent to the concurrent constraint paradigm,
by formulating a notion of just entailed constraint. Then, we define a real-time extension
to the linear-time temporal logic that is used
to specify the software properties by annotating discrete-time marks to formulae. Finally,
we illustrate by means of one example the improved ability to check real–time properties,
which cannot be currently checked within previous model–checking frameworks for tccp.
∗
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1

Introduction

The ever-growing size and sophistication of
software systems requires more powerful, automated analysis and verification tools that
are able to improve the reliability of programs. When considering concurrent software,
the problem of verification becomes even more
acute, since correctness is more elusive to capture by any but very precise formal tools. Linear temporal logic, as it is used in model–
checking procedures [7, 9], has been proven to
be very appropriate for the verification of concurrent software. One of its attractive features
is the qualitative representation of time, which
is based more on the notion of precedence of
events than on metric description.
The main problem that model–checking
methodologies have to face is the traditional
state-explosion problem which makes them inapplicable to large size systems. In the concurrent constraint paradigm ccp [10], the notion
of store-as-valuation is substituted by the notion of store-as-constraint, so that very compact state representations are obtained. This
makes tccp (the timed concurrent constraint
programming language of [5] which extends
ccp with a discrete notion of time and a suitable mechanism to model timeouts and preemptions) especially appropriate for analyzing timing properties of concurrent systems by
model checking.
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Two important features of tccp are the
monotonicity of the store and the maximal
parallelism of processes in execution.
In
other words, the store expands monotonically
through time, and all parallel processes are run
concurrently at each time instant. The change
of state (the value of variables, in the imperative sense) can be modeled in tccp (as in other
declarative languages) by using streams. One
stream (implemented as a logical list) is associated to each single variable; then, each element of the list represents the value of the
variable at a given time instant.
In order to specify the desired properties
of the systems, both the tccp model–checking
framework defined in [8] and the symbolic and
abstract algorithms of [1] and [2, 3] rely on
the linear temporal logic LTL of [6], which is
especially tailored to reason with constraints.
The main limitation of this framework is
caused by the monotonicity inherent to tccp
stores. Roughly speaking, information is incrementally recorded in a disorder bag (the
store) so that the relative order in which two
pieces of information are stored is unavoidably
lost. Moreover, it is also difficult to recognize
whether two variables correspond to the same
incarnation of recursive procedure calls, unless some ad-hoc “packaging” predicates are
explicitly introduced in the tccp code, as in
[3]. As a consequence of these drawbacks of
the previous framework, it is very hard to deal
with quantitative temporal properties regarding the relative precedence among tccp events
such as: “from the time instant in which y = 2
on, x will be always positive”.
In this paper, we improve the existing
model–checking technology for tccp so that sophisticated timing properties regarding temporal ordering can be naturally verified. First,
we supply the global store with a suitable
structure which allows us to recognize the information that is added at each time instant.
A new notion of constraint entailment is also
provided for structured stores so that the resulting computational model is proven equivalent to the original one. In order to improve the computational power of the model,
we then introduce new temporal operators for
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the logic LTL that better exploit the structure
of stores. Differently to the the metric temporal logics of [4] that annotates next-state
and strong-until operators with nonnegative
integer time points, we introduce discrete-time
marks to formulae instead, which suffices to
model synchronous real-time systems. This
makes it also different from [4], which was devised to model dense time with discrete clocks.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly introduce the essentials of
model-checking methods for tccp, as defined
in [1, 2, 3, 8]. In Section 4, we formalize the
notion of structured store. In Section 5, we
extend the LTL logic of [6] so that the ability
to reason about temporal events is improved.

2

Model Checking for tccp

Model checking is an automatic technique for
verifying finite state concurrent systems [9]. It
consists of three main tasks:
1. Modeling the system to be analyzed using a modeling language.
Since the
model constructed represents a nondeterministic concurrent system, its execution will typically exhibit many different paths, which are usually formalized
using a trace-based operational semantics for the modeling language. The constructed model should be an abstraction
of the original system in order to diminish
its complexity while preserving the process interactions that are critical for the
proof of correctness.
2. Specifying the desirable properties that
the model must fulfill. Temporal logics
(TL) such as linear temporal logic (LTL) or
branching time logic (CTL) are frequently
used to express both safety and liveness
properties of concurrent systems.
3. Running an automatic verification technique to check the correctness of the
model w.r.t. a specific temporal property.
Model checking algorithms work by exhaustively inspecting the state space associated to the model, searching for traces
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that do not satisfy the desirable property.
If no trace is found, then it is proven that
the model satisfies the property; otherwise, the trace that is found is reported
as a counter-example.
The main limitation of model checking is
known as the state explosion problem, which
occurs when the model to be verified generates too many states to be recorded by the
model-checking tool. Using tccp as a modeling language partially mitigates this problem
since tccp permits very compact state representations thanks to the use of constraints.
On the other hand, the language introduces
time aspects within the Concurrent Constraint
paradigm, which makes it especially appropriate for analyzing timing properties of concurrent systems by model checking.

3

The modeling language tccp

In [5], the Timed Concurrent Constraint language (tccp for short) was defined as an extension of the Concurrent Constraint Programming language ccp [10]. In the cc paradigm,
the notion of store as valuation is replaced by
the notion of store as constraint. The computational model is based on a global store where
constraints are accumulated, and on a set of
agents that interact with the store. The model
is parametric w.r.t. a cylindric constraint system C that is defined as follows.
Definition 1 Let hC, ≤, t, true, falsei be a
complete algebraic lattice where t is the lub
operation, and true, false are the least and
the greatest elements of C, respectively. Assume that Var is a denumerable set of variables, and for each x ∈ Var , there exists a
function ∃x : C → C such that, for each u, v ∈ C:
1. u ` ∃x u
2. u ` v then ∃x u ` ∃x v
3. ∃x (u t ∃x v) = ∃x u t ∃x v
4. ∃x (∃y u) = ∃y (∃x u)
Then hC, ≤, t, true, false, Var , ∃i is a cylindric constraint system.
We will use the entailment relation ` instead
of its inverse relation ≤. Formally, given u, v ∈
C, u ≤ v ⇐⇒ v ` u.
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A set of diagonal elements for a cylindric
constraint system is a family {δxy ∈ C|x, y ∈
Var } such that
1. true ` δxx
2. If y 6= x, z then δxz = ∃x (δxy t δyz ).
3. If x 6= y then δxy t ∃x (v t δxy ) ` v.
Diagonal elements allow us to hide variables
that represent local variables, as well as to implement parameter passing among predicates.
Thus, quantifier ∃x and diagonal elements δxy
allow us to properly deal with variables in constraint systems.
In tccp,
a new conditional agent
(now c then A else A) is introduced (w.r.t.
ccp) which makes it possible to model behaviors where the absence of information
can cause the execution of a specific action.
Intuitively, the execution of a tccp program
evolves by asking and telling information to
the store. Let us briefly recall the syntax of
the language:
P
A ::= stop | tell(c) | n
i=1 ask(ci ) → Ai |
now c then A else A | A||A | ∃x A | p(x)
where c, ci are finite constraints (i.e., atomic
propositions) of C. A tccp process P is an
object of the form D.A, where D is a set of
procedure declarations of the form p(x) :−A,
and A is an agent.
Intuitively, the stop agent finishes the execution of the program, tell(c) adds the constraint
c to the store, whereas the choice agent
P
( n
ask(c
i ) → Ai ) consults the store and
i=1
non-deterministically executes the agent Ai in
the following time instant, provided the store
satisfies the condition ci ; otherwise the agent
suspends. The conditional agent (now c then
A else B) can detect negative information in
the sense that, if the store satisfies c, then the
agent A is executed; otherwise (even if ¬c does
not hold), B is executed. A1||A2 executes the
two agents A1 and A2 in parallel. The ∃x A
agent is used to hide the information regarding
x. Finally, p(x) is the procedure call agent.
The notion of time is introduced by defining
a global clock which synchronizes all agents.
In the semantics, the only agents which consume time are the tell, choice and procedure
call agents.
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Introducing Explicit Time in tccp

In this section, we define the new computational model of the language. First, we define
the new notion of store and entailment relation, and then we adapt the original operational semantics of the language to the new
formulation.
4.1

The Structured Store

The store used by tccp can be viewed as a
blackboard where information is continuously
written and never canceled. As we have shown
above, the problem is that we add information
without keeping track of the insertion order so
that we cannot recover the time instant when a
constraint has been added, which is primordial
to analyzing temporal properties.
The following definition provides a structure
to the notion of store by using time as a “state
counter”. Intuitively, a structured store consists of a timed sequence of stores. Each store
represents only the information added at a
given time instant by the different processes
that are run concurrently. Thus, we can observe and analyze the evolution of the structured store through time.
Definition 2 (Structured Store) We define a
structured store as an infinite indexed sequence of stores, i.e., an element of the domain Store = C ω = C × · · · . We denote the
ith component of a structured store st as st i .
Now, to work with the new structure, we
redefine the notion of entailment relation and
the least upper bound (lub) of constraints. Intuitively, the information stored up to a given
time instant t is the lub of all the stores sti in
the sequence 0 ≤ i ≤ t.
Definition 3 (Entailment relation) Given a
constraint c ∈ C and a structured store st ∈
Store, the new entailment relation `t is defined as
st `t c ⇔ (t0≤i≤t st i ) ` c
We also need to adapt the mechanism for
updating the store, since we want to add the
information into the right time instant.

Definition 4 (Update) Given a structured
store st and a constraint c ∈ C, the addition of
c to the store st at the time instant t, st tt c, is
the structured store st0 , where each component
st0i is defined as
½
st t t c if i = t
st 0i =
sti
otherwise
Intuitively, the updated structured store coincides with the old one in all the components
except for component t, where constraint c is
added. Moreover, we define the union of structured stores as (st t st 0 )i = st i t st 0i ∀i ≥ 0
4.2

Operational
with Time

Semantics

augmented

Now we adapt the original operational semantics of the language to the new notions of
Store and constraint entailment given in Definitions 2 and 3.
In Figure 1, we show the new transition relation −→ ∈ (A × Store × N)2 where A is the
set of tccp agents recalled in Section 3, and
N is the domain of naturals. We have augmented the configurations handled by the semantics with a parameter that represents the
current time instant. As it will become apparent later, the introduction of this parameter is possible because tccp agents are totally
synchronized. The idea is that, at each time
instant, we introduce the information generated by the agents into the right component of
the structured store. In particular, when a tell
agent adds a constraint to the store, we update
the structured store by introducing that information into the component that corresponds
to the subsequent time instant.1
Given a tccp program P , an agent A0 , and
an initial store st0 = st00 · trueω ∈ Store,2
the timed operational semantics of P w.r.t.
the initial configuration hA0 , st0 i, is
OT (P )[hA0 , st0 i] =
{st = st00 · st11 · · · · ∈ Store|
hAi , sti ii −→ hAi+1 , sti+1 ii+1 for i ≥ 0}
1
Note that, in the original semantics, the information added by the tell agent is also available only in
the subsequent time instant.
2
We have called the initial store st0 , thus st00 represents the first component of such store.
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Thus, for each structured store sti ∈ Store
incrementally built during the execution, the
operational semantics only records its ith component stii , which corresponds to the constraints added at the ith time instant. We
assume that each trace in OT (P )[hA0 , st0 i] is
infinite (the last configuration is repeated indefinitely if necessary).
Recall that the original tccp operational
semantics, which we denote as O, produces
monotonic sequences of stores, that is, traces
of the form s = s0 ·s1 · · · where each si ∈ C and
∀i ≥ 0.si+1 ` si . In contrast, the sequences of
stores produced by the refined operational semantics given in Figure 1 are non monotonic.
As commented above, the ith component just
contains the set of constraints added at the
time instant i.
Let us explain how to transform structured
stores into standard stores. Consider the
structured store st = st0 · st1 · · · · , then the
monotonic sequence of stores mon(st) = s0 ·
s1 · · · · , where s0 = st0 and si = tj≤i stj .
On the other hand, the sequence of monotonic
stores produced by the standard trace semantics of tccp can be considered as a structured
store in the obvious way.
The following theorem provides a soundness
and completeness result of the new operational
semantics with respect to the original one.
Theorem 1 Consider a tccp agent A and an
initial store s0 ∈ C. Let st0 = s0 · trueω . Then
1. If st ∈ O(P )T [hA, st0 i] then mon(st) ∈
O(P )[hA, s0 i].
2. If s ∈ O(P )[hA, s0 i] then ∃st ∈ OT
such that ∀i ≥ 0.si ` sti .

(P )[hA, st0 i]

Proof 1 Claim 1 follows trivially from the
definition of mon(s) given above. Since the
computation tree is finitely branching, Claim
2 is easily proven by structural induction on
the tccp program together with induction on
the length of the trace st.

5

Introducing Explicit Time in the
Logic LTL

The linear temporal logic defined in [6] uses
modalities for distinguishing between the in-
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formation assumed by agents prior to their execution (which is supposed to be produced by
the environment), and the information produced by the execution of agents (the known
information). However, when analyzing programs by model checking, it is usual to assume
that models are completely specified, i. e., the
environment is considered a part of the model
to be analyzed. Therefore, in this paper we
consider a simplified version of [6] where we
get rid of modalities.
Given a constraint system (C, `), the syntax
of the temporal formulae of [6] is
φ ::= c | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | ∃xφ | , φ | φ U φ
The rest of the standard propositional connectives and linear temporal operators are defined in terms of the above operators in the
usual way: φ1 ∨ φ2 = ¬(¬φ1 ∧ ¬φ2 ), φ → ψ =
¬φ ∨ ψ, ♦φ = true U φ and ¤φ = ¬♦¬φ.
Definition 5 Consider the constraint system
(C, `), and a sequence of stores s = s0 · s1 · · · .
The truth value of temporal formulae is
defined as follows, where si = si · si+1 · · · is
the suffix sequence of s starting at store si :
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

si
si
si
si

|= c
|= ¬φ
|= φ1 ∧ φ2
|= ∃xφ

(5) si |= ,φ
(6) si |= φ1 Uφ2

5.1

iff si ` c
iff si 6|= φ
iff si |= φ1 and si |= φ2
iff s0 |= φ, for some s0
such that ∃x si = ∃x s0
iff si+1 |= φ
iff ∃k ≥ i.sk |= φ2
and ∀i ≤ j < k, sj |= φ1

Refined LTL logic

In the following, we take advantage of structured stores to extend the expressiveness of
LTL when modeling tccp programs.
Definition 6 Consider the constraint system
(C ω , `t ) and a structured store st. Given t ∈
N, we define the timed satisfaction relation |=t
as follows:
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R1

htell(c), stit −→ hstop, st tt+1 cit+1
Pn
h i=0 ask(ci ) → Ai , stit −→ hAj , stit+1

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10

if 0 ≤ j ≤ n
and st `t cj

hA, stit −→ hA0 , st 0 it+1
if st `t c
hnow c then A else B, stit −→ hA0 , st 0 it+1
hB, stit −→ hB 0 , st 0 it+1
if st 6`t c
hnow c then A else B, stit −→ hB 0 , st 0 it+1
hA, stit 6−→
if st `t c
hnow c then A else B, stit −→ hA, stit+1
hA, stit 6−→
if st 6`t c
hnow c then A else B, stit −→ hB, stit+1
0
0
0
00
hA, stit −→ hA , st it+1 and hB, stit −→ hB , st it+1
hA||B, stit −→ hA0 ||B 0 , st 0 t st 00 it+1
hA, stit −→ hA0 , st 0 it+1 and hB, stit 6−→
hA||B, stit −→ hA0 ||B, st 0 it+1
hA, st 1 t ∃x st 2 it −→ hA0 , st 0 it+1
h∃st 1 x A, st 2 it −→ h∃st 0 x A0 , st 2 t ∃x st 0 it+1
hp(x), stit −→ hA, stit+1
if p(x) : −A ∈ D
Figure 1: Refined operational semantics of the language

(1’)
(2’)
(3’)
(4’)

st |=t
st |=t
st |=t
st |=t

c
¬φ
φ1 ∧ φ2
∃xφ

(5’) st |=t ,φ
(6’) st |=t φ1 U φ2

iff st `t c
iff st 6|=t φ
iff st |=t φ1 and st |=t φ2
iff st0 |=t φ, for some st0
such that ∃x st = ∃x st0
iff st |=t+1 φ
iff ∃i ≥ t.st |=i φ2
and ∀t ≤ j < i, st |=j φ1

Note that subindex t in |=t is variable; it
represents the time instant where the temporal formula is evaluated. In the original logic,
formulas are evaluated making a recursion on
stores. This is possible since traces contain
stores which grow monotonically. However, in
the new logic, we need all the stores in the sequence in order to retrieve the computed information. For this reason, we evaluate temporal
formulas making a recursion on time.
The following proposition proves that the
new satisfaction relation is equivalent to the
original one. However the relation |=t allows
us to easily introduce time in temporal formulas, as we will show later.

Proposition 1 Given a tccp sequence of
stores s = s0 · · · , a structured store st, i ∈ N
and a temporal formula φ, then
1. si |= φ ⇔ s |=i φ
2. st |=i φ ⇔ mon(st)i |= φ
The new satisfaction relation |=t will be
used for two main tasks: 1) to ask the accumulated store at a given time instant as seen
above; 2) to define more refined constraints
of the structured store as described in Section 5.3.
Let us illustrate the new satisfaction relation by means of an intuitive example. In
[2], LTL was used to describe properties by
using the constraints of the underlying constraint system as the atomic propositions for
the logic. Assume that Figure 2 shows a structured store that is produced by the execution
of a program that follows the new operational
semantics given in Figure 1. In the example,
streams X and Z range over N, and Y is a
natural variable. Moreover, 0 < n < m is the
range of indexes of the structured store.
Note that LTL reasons about computation
paths in terms of sequences of stores, which
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....
0

X=[-1|X’]

....

n
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X’=[1|X’’]
Y=2

X’’=[2|X’’’]
Z=[-2|Z’]

X’’’=[3|X’’’’]
Z’=[-3|Z’’]

m

m+1

m+2

Figure 2: A Structured Store

is a notion that (almost) coincides with the
notion of structured store. If we use the new
entailment relation (`t ) over structured stores,
the two notions actually do coincide. In other
words, the structured store, which is represented as an array, can be seen as a sequence
of stores representing a specific execution.
Given the original non-timed tccp semantics O and the property P which establishes:
“if Y = 2 then, from the next time instant
on, the value of X will always be positive”. P
holds for the structured store shown in the example. However, we have problems expressing
this property using temporal logic since X is a
stream and we cannot explicitly use the notion
of time. For instance, we could naively try to
write P as the formula F given by
((Y = 2) → ,¤(¬∃X 0 , N (X 0 = [N | ] ∧ N ≤ 0)))

However, this expression does not match the
intended property for two main reasons:
• F does not hold since there exists an old
value of X that is negative (specifically
the one given by X in the example). This
occurs because store evolves in a monotonic way; thus, the logic cannot distinguish if that instantiation occurred before
or after the time instant m (when Y = 2).
• In addition, formula F is too restrictive
since it imposes that the values of all
streams (including those modeling variables different from variable X) must be
positive from the time instant m+1. This
also makes F false since variable Z 0 in
time m + 1 has a negative value.
The new satisfaction relation |=t , that takes
time into account, allows us to improve how

logic handles streams in such a way that the
previous property P can be written simply as
Y = 2 → ,¤X > 0.
In tccp, the notion of stream allows us to
model imperative variables in the same way
as logical lists are used in concurrent logic languages. We need streams to model the change
of the value of variables through time because
tccp traces contain stores which grow monotonically; otherwise, we would only model
variables whose value remains unchanged. In
the following section, we introduce a mechanism to drastically simplify the handling of
streams. In particular, we show how to handle them as imperative variables, that is, the
current value is directly accessible from the
stream without recurring over the list.
5.2

Modeling Streams

Streams can be used to represent variables
whose values may change during the program
execution. Thus, at each time instant, the current value of a stream is the last value added
to its tail as formalized in the next definition.
Definition 7 (Current value of a variable)
Let X be a stream, st a structured store and
t ∈ N. Then, A is the value of X in st at instant t, denoted by st |=t X = [· · · A|Xs ] (or
simply X = A), iff ∃m ≥ 0 such that:
st |=t X = [A1 , · · · , Am , A|Xs ] and
st 6|=t ∃X 0 .Xs = [−|X 0 ]
We also need a measure for the length of
the streams: given a structured store st, the
length of stream X in st at time t is m, in
symbols length(X, stt ) = m iff st |=t X =
[A1 , · · · , Am−1 , A|Xs ] and st |=t X = A.
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For instance, if we call ‘st’ the trace shown
in Figure 2, then it holds that st |=m X = 1
and st |=m+1 Z = −2.
The following notation is helpful.
Definition 8 Assume that cons(X1 , · · · , Xn )
is a constraint regarding the current values
of streams X1 , · · · , Xn , and st a structured
store. Then, st satisfies cons(X1 , · · · , Xn )
in the time instant t, in symbols st |=t
cons(X1 , · · · , Xn ), iff st |=t X1 = A1 ∧ · · · ∧
Xn = An ∧ cons(A1 , · · · , An ).
For instance, considering the sequence of
stores in Figure 2, it holds that:
st |=m+1 X + Z = 0
st |=m+1 ,(X + Z) = 0
Note that, in the previous temporal formulae, we use the original names for streams
X and Z, that is, the variable identifiers
when variables were created. The auxiliary
names created during the execution are hidden, which clearly simplifies the representation
of the temporal formulas.
Now, considering the trace in Figure 2
again, it holds that st |=m Y = 2 → ,¤X >
0 and this formula represents the property P
described above in a very concise and exact
way.
5.3

Just Entailed Constraints

Unfortunately, with this new logic, we cannot yet distinguish whether a given property
is satisfied for the first time at a given time instant; i.e., whether or not it is a consequence
of the information added to the store at a previous time instant. This is a desirable feature to have since we sometimes want to detect whether a specific situation is true as a
consequence of an agent that has just been
executed. This may help us to prevent an invalid behavior of the system when this event
is detected in advance. On the other hand, by
recording the time instant when a constraint
has been added or entailed, we will be able
to verify real-time properties, as shown in the
next section.
The problem we face here is that although
we have structured the store in such a way

that the sequence of stores is not monotonic,
we are dealing with a notion of entailment (`t )
that makes the whole monotonic again. This
is because we accumulate all the information
collected up to a given instant of time.
In order to get rid of this monotonicity, we
define a more refined version of the simple constraints. These new constraints are, in some
sense, more demanding and more difficult to
fulfill than the usual constraints. Formally,
given a constraint c ∈ C, we introduce the new
constraint c, which represents that constraint
c is now true for the first time. Note that
when t = 0, all constraints are just entailed
constraints.
(1”) st |=t c iff st |=t c and st 6|=t−1 c
(1”’) st |=t cons(X1 , · · · , Xn ) iff
st |=t cons(X1 , · · · , Xn ) and ∃1 ≤ i ≤ n.
length(Xi , stt ) > length(Xi , stt−1 )

6

Towards a Real-Time Logic

In this section, we extend the previously outlined temporal logic of [6] by annotating discrete time marks to formulae. To do this, we
need some previous technical definitions.
Consider the timed cylindric constraint system hCT , ≤T , true, false, Var T , ∃i where CT is a
set of (unstructured) stores which introduces
a distinguished class of timing constraints that
consists of boolean expressions with the usual
arithmetic operators. Var T is an infinite set
of variables used only to record times, such
that Var ∩ Var T = ∅, Var being the set of
variables used in tccp programs. Let us denote with `T the corresponding entailment
relation. Roughly speaking, CT stores will
be constructed along the evaluation of temporal formulas to record the precise time instants where certain constraints of interest are
proven. They will typically include expressions of the form t = m, or t ≤ t0 + m where
t, t0 ∈ Var T and m ∈ N.
Definition 9 (Annotated Temporal Formulas) Let F be the set of temporal formulas constructed with the elements of C ∪ C, the usual
boolean connectives and the temporal operators. An annotated formula is an element of
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E = F × CT × Var T , where the first component
is a classic temporal logic formula, the second
one is a timing constraint, and the last one is
used to record the time instant when the temporal formula is proven.
The semantics of annotated temporal formulas is formalized as follows.
Consider
hst, τ i, where st is a structured store, τ ∈ CT ,
and hφ, r, ti ∈ E. Then,
hst, τ i|=m hφ, r, ti ⇐⇒
st |=m φ and τ t {t = m} `T r
hst, τ i |=m ¬hφ, r, ti ⇐⇒ hst, τ i 6|=m hφ, r, ti
hst, τ i |=m hφ1 , r1 , t1 i ∧ hφ2 , r2 , t2 i ⇐⇒
hst, τ i |=m hφ1 , r1 , t1 i and
hst, τ i |=m hφ2 , r2 , t2 i
hst, τ i |=m ∃xhφ, r, ti ⇐⇒
hst0 , τ i |=m hφ, r, ti
for some st0 such that ∃x st = ∃x st0 .
hst, τ i |=m ,hφ, r, ti ⇐⇒
hst, τ t {t = m}i |=m+1 hφ, r, t0 i
where t0 ∈ Var T is a fresh variable
hst, τ i |=m hφ, r, tm iU hφ0 , r 0 , t0 i ⇐⇒
∃k ≥ m.∀m ≤ j < k.
hst, τ tj−1
i=m (ti = i)i |=j hφ, r, tm i
0
0 0
hst, τ tk−1
i=m (ti = i) |=k hφ , r , t i

7

Case study: A railway crossing

We illustrate the real time logic presented
above by specifying some temporal properties
of the following tccp program that models the
railway crossing example [11]. The system
consists of three agents: train, gate and gate
controller. Each agent behaves as follows:
train Sends message near to the controller
when it is approaching the crossing. It
also sends the message out when it has
passed through the crossing.
controller When it receives the near message from the train, sends the message
down to the gate and expects the confirmation. Similarly, when it receives the
out message, sends the message up and
expects the confirmation again.
gate When it receives the down message from
the controller agent, it changes its state
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to down and responds properly. It behaves
similarly when it receives the message up.
train(toC,T) :- ∃ toC’,toC”, T’,T”(
ask(true) → train(toC,T) +
ask(true) →
tell(toC = [near|toC’])||
ask (true)300 →
tell(T = [enter|T’]) ||
ask (true)20 →
tell(T’ = [leave|T”]) ||
tell(toC’ = [out|toC”]) || train(toC”,T”))
controller(toC,toG,fromG) :- ∃ toC’, toG’,fromG’(
ask(toC=[near|-]) →
tell(toC=[near|toC’]) || tell(toG=[down|toG’]) ||
ask(fromG=[confirm|-]) →
tell(fromG=[confirm|fromG’]) ||
controller(toC’,toG’,fromG’)
+
ask(toC=[out|-]) →
tell(toC=[out|toC’]) || tell(toG=[up|toG’]) ||
ask(fromG=[confirm|-]) →
tell(fromG=[confirm|fromG’]) ||
controller(toC’,toG’,fromG’))
gate(fromG,toG,G):- ∃ fromG’,toG’,G’(
ask(toG = [down|-]) →
tell(toG=[down|toG’]) ||
ask (true)100 →
tell(G = [down|G’]) ||
tell(fromG=[confirm|fromG’]) ||
gate(fromG’,toG’,G’)
+
ask(toG = [up|-]) →
tell(toG=[up|toG’]) ||
ask (true)100 →
tell(G = [up|G’]) ||
tell(fromG=[confirm|fromG’]) ||
gate(fromG’,toG’,G’))
init:- ∃ toC,T,ToG,fromG,G (train(toC,T)||
controller(toC,toG,fromG)||
gate(fromG,toG,G))

Figure 3: tccp model for a railway crossing

This problem can be modeled in tccp as
shown in Figure 3. The timing information
encoded in the example is the following: a)
the train takes at least 300 seconds from triggering the near message to reach the crossing;
b) the train takes at least 20 seconds to get
across the crossing; and, c) the gate takes 100
seconds to get the gate into position following
an instruction.
Note that we have implemented this timing information using ask sentences. For instance, ask(true)100 represents a delay of 100
time units for the gate agent.
We can now specify different timed properties of the model by using the real-time logic
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outlined in Section 6. For instance:
Property 1: “When the train is near the
crossing, it takes less than 300 seconds to
have the gate down”.
¤htoC = near,true, ti →
,♦hG = down, t0 ≤ t + 300, t0 i

Property 2: “When the train enters the
crossing, the gate is down, and it remains
down at least 20 seconds”
¤(hT = enter, true, t0 i →
hG = down, true, t1 iU hG = up, t0 + 20 ≤ t2 , t2 i)

The way which these properties are verified
on tccp programs involves the construction of
appropriate model checking algorithms taking
into account how every layer of the structured
store represents a clock tick. It is mostly technical and not difficult to adapt the modelchecking methodology of [8] to deal with the
new tccp model and real-time formulas. Due
to lack of space, we do not include here the
details.

8

Conclusions

In this work, we have shown how to introduce explicit time in the timed concurrent
constraint programming language tccp. This
has allowed us to improve the model-checking
methodology previously developed for tccp so
that more sophisticated, quantitative properties can be verified by model–checking tools.
This was not immediate in the original framework mainly because tccp stores are unstructured. Hence, first we have structured the
store and consistently adapted the operational
semantics of the language as well as the logic
LTL to work with time instants. Then we have
presented a method to handle streams within
LTL formulae in a simpler way, and introduced
the notion of just entailed constraint in order
to know whether a constraint, which didn’t
hold in the previous time instant, now holds.
Finally, we have refined the LTL logic in order
to model real-time properties, and we have illustrated it by means of an example.
As future work, we plan to explore the possibility to deal also with past real-time formulas.
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Abstract
The Timed Concurrent Constraint programming language (tccp) introduces time aspects
into the Concurrent Constraint paradigm.
This makes tccp especially appropriate for analyzing timing properties of concurrent systems by model checking. However, even if
very compact state representations are obtained thanks to the use of constraints in tccp,
large state spaces can still be generated, which
may prevent model-checking tools from verifying tccp programs completely. In this work, we
introduce an abstract methodology which is
based on over- and under-approximating tccp
models and which mitigates the state explosion problem that is common to traditional
model-checking algorithms. We ascertain the
conditions for the correctness of the abstract
technique. We complete our methodology by
approximating the temporal properties that
must be verified.

1

Introduction

In the past few years, some extensions of the
concurrent constraint paradigm [3, 9] have
been defined in order to model reactive systems. All these extensions introduce a quantitative notion of time that makes it possible
to model the typical ingredients of these sys∗
This work has been partially supported by the
EU (FEDER) and the Spanish MEC under grant
TIN 2004-7943-C04, the Generalitat Valenciana under grant GV03/25, and the ICT for EU-India
Cross-Cultural Dissemination ALA/95/23/2003/077054 project.

tems, such as timeouts, preemptions, etc. In
this work, we develop a suitable approximation methodology that is based on abstract
interpretation (AI) [6] in order to drastically
reduce the state space of model checking tccp.
Applying abstract model checking involves
the abstraction of both the model to be analyzed and the properties to be checked within
the model. In the classic abstract modelchecking literature, the abstract model is an
over-approximation of the concrete model M .
However, due to the double, logical as well
as temporal dimension of tccp, inaccurate abstract models would be obtained in our context by simple over-approximation. In order
to achieve fine accuracy, in this paper we define abstract operations that over-approximate
the original ones (see [7]), and combine overand under-approximation in the abstraction of
tccp operators.
Applying AI in presence of quantifiable information such as time, raises other specific
problems which are related to the process synchronization. In tccp, processes are totally
synchronized meaning that, at each time instant, all enabled agents are simultaneously
carried out. Unfortunately, the loss of information caused by the abstraction affects the
suspension behavior of processes: the suspension of a process in the original model does
not generally imply that the process abstractly
suspends; hence synchronization in the abstract model might be damaged, and we have
to refine the abstract semantics in order to
overcome the suspension mismatch.
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We have developed in [1, 2] a complete
methodology for abstracting tccp programs.
Summarizing, in these works, 1) we propose
an abstract model-checking methodology that
mitigates the state explosion problem in tccp
model checking; 2) We present the first formal proof for the total correctness of a refined
abstract semantics which that models the suspension behavior of processes; 3) We develop
a source-to-source transformation for tccp programs that is the basis for a natural implementation of our method;and 4) we develop
an approximation technique for checking the
satisfiability of the temporal properties that
must be verified. For space reasons, we only
present here a selection of these contributions.

2

The tccp language

In [3], the Timed Concurrent Constraint language (tccp) was defined as an extension of
the Concurrent Constraint programming language ccp [8]. The computational model is
based on a global store where constraints are
accumulated and on a set of agents that interact with the store. The model is parametric w.r.t. cylindric constraint system C.
In tccp, a new (w.r.t. ccp) conditional agent
now c then A else B is introduced which makes
it possible to model situations where the absence of information can cause the execution
of a specific action.
In the full version of the paper we show the
definition of cylindric constraint system which
is a particular class of simple constraint system. In this summary we refer only to simple
constraint systems:
Definition 1 A simple constraint system is
a structure hC, `i where C is the set of atomic
constraints and relation `⊆ ℘(C) × C satisfies
C1. u ` C, for all C ∈ u.
C2. u ` C, if ∀C 0 ∈ v, u ` C 0 and v ` C.
Relation ` can be extended to `⊆ ℘(C) ×
℘(C) as u ` v ⇐⇒ ∀C ∈ v, u ` C which is
reflexive and transitive.
During tccp computations, stores are represented by elements of Θ = ℘(C). Let us recall
the tccp syntax for agents:

P

A ::= stop | tell(c) | n
i=0 ask(ci ) → Ai |
now c then A else A | A||A | ∃x A | p(x)

where c, ci is a finite set of constraints of C. A
tccp process P has the form D.A, where D is
a set of procedure declarations p(x):-B, and B
is an agent.

3

Abstract tccp programs

An abstract interpretation (an abstraction) of
the constraint system hC, `i is given by an upper closure operator (uco) ρ : ℘(Θ) → ℘(Θ).
The intuition of this definition is that each
st ∈ Θ is abstracted by its closure ρ({st}).
Using abstract interpretation terminology,
ρ({st}) is the most precise abstraction of the
store st∈Θ and, if ρ({st})⊆sst, then sst is also
an abstraction of st. Thus roughly speaking,
an abstract store is a set of concrete stores.
Definition 2 introduces two dual entailment
relations for abstracting constraint systems.
Definition 2 Let hC, `i be a simple constraint system and ρ be a constraint abstraction. Then, we define the over- and underapproximated constraint systems hΘ, `+
ρ i and
+
−
hΘ, `−
ρ i where `ρ , `ρ ⊆ ℘(Θ) × ℘(Θ), by:
sst1 `+
ρ sst2 ⇔ ∃u ∈ ρ(sst1 ), ∃v ∈ sst2 .u ` v
sst1 `−
ρ sst2 ⇔ ∀u ∈ ρ(sst1 ), ∃v ∈ sst2 .u ` v
The names given above are justified because
(1) If u ` v, then {u} `+
ρ {v}.
(2) If {u} `−
ρ {v}, then u ` v.
The abstract tccp semantics developed below makes use of the abstract union operator
tρ : ℘(Θ) → ℘(Θ) defined as sst1 tρ sst2 =
ρ({u ∪ v|u ∈ sst1 , v ∈ sst2 , u ∪ v 6` f alse}).
3.1

Abstract Semantics

As it is shown in [10], the ask-tell paradigm
introduces some problems when we deal with
abstraction. When dealing with tccp, abstraction is more difficult to apply due to the temporal dimension and the maximal parallelism.
In Figure 1 we formalize a preliminary abstract operational semantics of tccp programs.
A configuration is a pair hΓ, ssti where Γ is an
agent and sst ∈ ℘(Θ) is an abstract store. In
the following, we assume that an abstraction
operator ρ : ℘(Θ) → ℘(Θ) has been provided.
−
ρ
We drop the subindex ρ from `+
ρ , `ρ and t
in order to simplify the presentation.
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α

Stop agent. α(stop) = stopα .
Tell agent. α(tell(c))=tellα (c).
Choice agent. α( n
i=0 ask(ci ) → Ai ) =
n
α
i=0 ask (ci ) → α(Ai ).
Conditional agent. α(now c then A else B)=

α

(0)hstop , ssti −→α hstop , ssti
α
α
(1)htell (c), ssti −→α hstop , sst t {{c}}i
∃j.sst `+ {{cj }}
(2) n
h

X ask

α

i=0

(3)
h

X ask

α

P

(ci ) → Ai , ssti −→α hAj , ssti

Xask
n

(ci )→Ai , ssti−→αh

i=0

α

Parallel agent. α(A||B) = α(A)||α(B).
Hiding agent. α(∃x A) = ∃x α(A), where x is a
variable.
Procedure Call agent. α(p(x)) = p(x) where
x is a variable of the constraint system and
there exists a declaration p(x):-A.

(ci ) → Ai , ssti

i=0

∃j.sst `+ {{cj }}, hAj , ssti −→α hA0j , sst0 i
(4)
n
h

X ask!(c ) → A , ssti −→
i

i

0

α

0

hAj , sst i

i=0

hA, ssti −→α hA0 , sst0 i, sst `− c
(5)
hnowα c then A else B, ssti −→α hA0 , sst0 i
0

0

P

nowα c then α(A) else ask!(c) → α(A)
+ ask!(true) → α(B)

sst 6`− {{c0 }, · · · , {cn }}

n
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−

hB, ssti −→α hB , sst i, sst 6` c
(6)
hnowα c then A else B, ssti −→α hB 0 , sst0 i
hA, ssti−→αhA0 , sst01 i, hB, ssti−→α hB 0 , sst02 i
(7)
hA||B, ssti−→αhA0 ||B 0 , sst01 t sst02 i
hA, sst1 t ∃xsst2 i −→α hA0 , sst0 i
(8) sst
h∃ 1 xA, sst2 i −→α h∃sst0 xA0 , sst2 t ∃xsst0 i
(9)hp(x), ssti −→α hA, ssti if p(x):-A ∈ D

Figure 1: Correct abstract operational semantics

Let us explain the main differences w.r.t. the
concrete tccp semantics defined in [3]. First,
observe that in both semantics, each transition
consumes a time instant, and that all agents
are completely synchronized (rule (7) in Figure 1). The abstract version of agent A is denoted by Aα in this figure. The main points of
the abstract semantics are the new ask! agent
and the use of the two abstract entailment relations. There is one completely new rule (4),
which defines the semantics for the instantaneous choice agent (ask!), which is similar to
askα except for it does not consume time. The
new agent is used to correctly abstract agent
now as shown below in Figure 2. In addition, in order to simulate suspension in the
abstract semantics, when a configuration containing an ask agent suspends in the concrete
semantics, the corresponding abstract configuration is replicated in the new abstract semantics (rule (3)).
We give a first step towards a source-tosource transformation of tccp programs into
the corresponding abstract programs. For
each tccp agent A, we inductively construct
a corresponding abstract tccpα agent α(A) as
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: α-transformation for tccp programs
3.2

Correctness

Given a tccp program P = D.Γ0 , a trace t of P
starting at hΓ0 , st0 i is a sequence of configurations t = hΓ0 , st0 i −→ · · · which is built by applying the transition relation rules −→ defined
in [3]. Let O(P )(hΓ0 , st0 i) denote the corresponding standard operational semantics. We
say that a concrete trace t = hΓ0 , st0 i −→ · · ·∈
O(P )(hΓ0 , st0 i) is erroneous iff ∃i ≥ 0.sti is not
consistent, that is, iff ∃i ≥ 0.sti ` false.
Similarly, given an abstraction ρ, let
Aρ (P α )(hΓ0 , sst0 i) denote the set of abstract
traces generated by the abstract program P α
by using the abstract operational semantics
given by Figure 1.
Given a trace t = hΓ0 , st0 i −→ · · · ∈
O(P )(hΓ0 , st0 i), we denote with α(t) the abstract trace obtained by point-wise applying the transformation α presented previously
(Figure 2) to the agents in the configurations
of t, and abstracting the corresponding stores
using ρ; that is, α(t) = hα(Γ0 ), ρ({st0 })i −→α
· · · . Given two abstract traces of the form tα
1=
α
α
hΓα
0 , sst01 i −→α · · · and t2 = hΓ0 , sst02 i −→α
α
· · · , we write tα
1 v t2 whenever ssti1 ⊆ ssti2 ,
for all i ≥ 0.
Theorem 1 Given a tccp program P = D.Γ0 ,
and an abstraction ρ, for each non-erroneous
trace t ∈ O(P )(hΓ0 , st0 i), there exists an abstract trace tα ∈ Aρ (α(P ))(hα(Γ0 ), ρ({st0 }i)
such that α(t) v tα .

4

Abstracting properties

In order to check temporal properties in the
abstract model, we need to provide a suitable
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approximation for them.
The syntax of the temporal logic of [4] is
φ ::= c | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | ∃xφ | # φ | φ U φ
The truth value of temporal formulae is defined with respect to a sequence of constraints
s and the constraint system hC, `i. Each element in the sequence represents the store at a
time instant. Given a sequence s = c0 · c1 · · · ,
for all i ≥ 0, we define si = ci · ci+1 · · · . Following [4, 5], given temporal formulas φ, φ1
and φ2 , the satisfaction relation |= is defined
below where ∃x s means ∃x c0 · ∃x c1 · · · :
(1) si |= c
iff ci ` c
(2) si |= ¬φ
iff si 6|= φ
i
(3) s |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff si |= φ1 and s |= φ2
(4) si |= ∃xφ
iff s0 |= φ, for some s0
such that ∃x si = ∃x s0
(5) si |= #φ
iff si+1 |= φ
(6) si |= φ1 U φ2 iff for some k ≥ i . sk |= φ2
and for all i ≤ j < k . sj |= φ1
The temporal logic defined above is parameterized w.r.t. the underlying constraint system hC, `i. Given an abstraction ρ, and us−
ing the systems (Θ, `+
ρ ) and (Θ, `ρ ) given in
Section 3, we may also define two abstract re−
lations |=+
ρ and |=ρ which, respectively, overand under-approximate |=.
The main difficulty in abstracting the satisfiability relation |= is in dealing with the satisfiability of negated formulae (case (2) above).
In fact, we may prove the following result
which basically means that in order to check
a negated formula, we have to interchange the
abstract satisfaction relations:
sα |=+
⇐⇒ sα 6|=−
ρ ¬φ
ρ φ
sα |=−
¬φ
⇐⇒ sα 6|=+
ρ
ρ φ
Theorem 2 proves the preservation results
of our abstract model-checking methodology.
Theorem 2 Given a tccp program P = D.Γ0 ,
an abstraction ρ, and a temporal formula φ:
1. If α(P ) |=−
ρ φ then P |= φ.
2. If α(P ) 6|=+
ρ φ then P |= ¬φ.

5

Conclusions

For space reasons, in this work we have presented only some results of [1, 2]. In particular, we have shown the refined abstract modelchecking methodology that mitigates the state
explosion problem in tccp model checking. We

have proved its correctness and we have developed an approximation technique for checking the satisfiability of the temporal properties that must be verified, which completes our
methodology. As future work, an implementation of the framework proposed has already
started, and we expect to get some feedback
from the experiments that will enable further
improvements in our method.
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Resumen
El t rmino computaci n ubicua fue acuado
por M.Weiser a nales de los aos ochenta. Sin
embargo, an hoy la computacin ubicua dista
mucho de ser una realidad. Una de las causas
es la escasez de modelos formales ampliamente aceptados para la modelizacin y el anlisis
de la complejidad del nuevo paradigma. En
este trabajo, denimos un modelo de sistemas
ubicuos basado en redes de Petri, que permite representar dispositivos hardware y componentes software mediante redes de Petri coloreadas alojadas en localidades, que migran de
un lugar a otro demandando y/o suministrando servicios a las redes all situadas.

1 Introduccin
El t rmino computaci n ubicua fue adoptado
a nales de los aos ochenta por M.Weiser 7]
para describir entornos compuestos por dispositivos que realizan cmputos y se comunican
con el medio que les rodea, interactuando con
l de forma distribuida y transparente al usuario. Segn Weiser, la tecnolog a es un medio
que debe permanecer en un segundo plano para permitir al usuario concentrarse completamente en la tarea que est realizando, de modo que la consideracin del ordenador como
herramienta universal para la tecnolog a de la
informacin es equivocada, ya que su complejidad absorbe demasiada atencin al usuario.
Desde que Weiser public estas ideas en sus
primeros trabajos se han alcanzado numerosos objetivos gracias, en parte, al desarrollo
de la microelectrnica, que ha dado lugar a la
proliferacin de dispositivos cada vez ms pequeos y potentes, equipados con sensores y
capacidad de comunicacin inalmbrica. Sin
embargo, en otros aspectos la evolucin de la
computacin ubicua no ha sido tan rpida co-

mo cabr a esperar, ya que escasean los modelos formales que representan de modo adecuado los diferentes niveles de abstraccin de un
sistema ubicuo. En este sentido, R.Milner ha
enumerado en sus trabajos 4] los aspectos ms
importantes que debemos considerar en el estudio de dichos sistemas: computacin mvil
y distribuida, seguridad y privacidad, pol ticas
de conanza, sistemas h bridos y estocsticos,
y por ltimo, model checking. Muchos de estos conceptos han sido ampliamente tratados
durante la ltima d cada, deni ndose modelos formales para su estudio individual.
Sin embargo, la mayor a de estas herramientas no fueron concebidas en el seno de la computacin ubicua, de modo que importantes aspectos de estos sistemas, como la coordinaci n
o las redes ad-hoc, son representados de forma
poco natural. As , la coordinacin de dispositivos tiene especial relevancia si lo que se pretende es conseguir un espacio de interaccin
simple, escalable e integrado. Dicha coordinacin supone un conjunto de capacidades en los
dispositivos que incluye: la capacidad de anunciar su presencia en la red, el descubrimiento
automtico de dispositivos tanto prximos como remotos, la capacidad de describir sus capacidades de operacin as como consultar las
capacidades de operacin de otros, la autoconguracin sin intervencin administrativa, y
por ltimo, la interoperacin con otros dispositivos cuando sea necesario. En consecuencia,
las redes ad-hoc compuestas por estos elementos proporcionan los mismos servicios que las
redes de comunicacin tradicionales, pero sin
hacer uso de ninguna infraestructura, ya que
el sistema es capaz de operar en un entorno
dinmico distribuido en el que los dispositivos
forman dicha infraestructura.
En este trabajo presentamos un modelo basado en redes de Petri 1] que permite modelar
estos aspectos sin recurrir a t cnicas articio-
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sas. En l, tanto los dispositivos hardware como las componentes software se representan
mediante redes de Petri coloreadas 3] situadas en localidades. Esta situacin puede variar gracias al disparo de transiciones de movimiento, mientras que la concesin/peticin de
servicios se representa a trav s de la ejecucin
sincronizada de una transicin oferta, perteneciente a la red proveedor, y una transicin demanda, perteneciente a la red cliente. Ambas
componentes deben estar situadas en la misma localidad y, puesto que el modelo permite
abstraer ciertos detalles como los protocolos
de transporte, el criterio de sincronizacin es
meramente sintctico, basndose en la forma
de las etiquetas correspondientes.
Las deniciones y resultados formales pueden consultarse en los trabajos 2] y 5] de reciente publicacin. El primero de ellos 2] presenta una versin simplicada para sistemas
ubicuos de dos niveles, en los que un conjunto
de procesadores permanecen inmviles en sus
localidades respectivas, ofreciendo servicios a
una coleccin de procesos que se desplazan de
una localidad a otra solicitando la concesin de
dichos recursos. En 5] tal clasicacin desaparece, ya que las diferencias existentes entre
procesadores y procesos pueden ignorarse sin
p rdida de capacidad expresiva.

2 Sistemas de Sincronizacin Mvil
Como ya hemos comentado anteriormente, las
componentes de un sistema ubicuo son redes
de Petri coloreadas, llamadas de sincronizacin mvil. Una red de Petri de sincronizaci n
m vil es una red de Petri coloreada cuyas marcas estn etiquetadas con valores pertenecientes a dos colores: el primero est compuesto
por los nombres de las localidades del sistema,
mientras que el segundo posee un nico valor
que identica las marcas ordinarias. Las transiciones se clasican en tres grupos: transiciones aut nomas, transiciones de sincronizaci n
y transiciones de movimiento. Cada transicin
autnoma representa una accin independiente del sistema, cuya ejecucin sigue la regla de
disparo de las redes de Petri coloreadas ordinarias. El intercambio de servicios se modela
a trav s del disparo de pares de transiciones
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de sincronizacin de la forma ( i j ), donde i
y j tienen etiquetas conjugadas, reejando,
respectivamente, la oferta y la demanda del
mismo servicio. Ambas acciones, ejecutables
por separado, deben pertenecer a componentes distintas del sistema situadas en la misma
localidad. Por ltimo, las transiciones de movimiento son eventos cuya ejecucin modica
el lugar en el que se encuentra alojada la red
que las dispara. El nombre de dicha localidad
se extrae de una de las marcas localidad consumidas en el disparo, mientras que el propsito
de las marcas ordinarias es el habitual.
Suponemos denido el conjunto L de nombres de localidades de un sistema, de modo que
las marcas de una red de sincronizacin mvil estn anotadas con elementos de L fg,
donde  representa el valor de los tokens ordinarios. La manipulacin de estos colores se
realiza a trav s de los arcos de la red, etiquetados con variables del conjunto Var que incluye
el s mbolo especial 2 Var . Adems, denotaremos por A el conjunto de etiquetas de las
transiciones autnomas, entre las que se encuentra el elemento go 2 A que distingue las
transiciones de movimiento. Finalmente, suponemos denido un alfabeto (posiblemente)
innito y numerable de s mbolos de servicio
S , de modo que los conjuntos S = f ! j 2Sg
y S = f ? j 2Sg representan, respectivamente, las ofertas y demandas de dichos recursos.
La correspondencia entre ambos conjuntos se
dene a trav s de una funcin de conjugacin
 : (S S ) ! (S S ) que verica la propiedad
siguiente: ? = ! ^ ! = ? 8 2S .
De nicin 1 Una red de Petri de sincronizacin mvil es una red de Petri etiquetada y coloreada = (
), donde
y
son conjuntos de lugares y transiciones respectivamente, : (  ) (  ) ! Var es
la funci n parcial de etiquetado de los arcos,
:
! (A S S ) es la funci n de etiquetado de las transiciones y : ! fL fgg
es la funci n de coloreado de los lugares, que
satisface las condiciones siguientes:
 8( ) 2 Dom ( ) ( ) = fg, ( ) = ,
8( ) 2 Dom ( ) ( ) = fg, ( ) = ,
 8( ) 2 Dom ( ) ( ) 2A ( ) 2L )
9 2 ( ) 2L ^ ( ) = ( ),
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Cada estado de una red de sincronizacin mvil se representa por un marcado : !
Mf (L fg) que asocia a cada lugar 2 un
multiconjunto nito de marcas o tokens. La
distribucin de estas marcas debe ser coherente con la funcin de coloreado de la red, ya que
no est permitido que tokens ordinarios y marcas localidad compartan alojamiento. As , se
dice que un marcado de una red de sincronizacin mvil es legal si ( x ) Mf ( )
8 2fL fgg, donde x = f 2 j ( ) = g.
Las redes de sincronizacin mvil se agrupan
formando sistemas, cuyo estado describe tanto
la distribucin de los tokens como la situacin
actual de sus componentes.
De nicin 2 Un sistema de sincronizacin mvil es una colecci n N = f i gni de
redes de Petri disjuntas de sincronizaci n m vil i = ( i i i i i ). Un marcado de un
sistema de sincronizaci n m vil es cualquier
par ( loc ), donde = (
n ) es una
tupla de marcados de las redes i y loc : N !L
es una funci n que asocia a cada componente
del sistema su localizaci n actual.
La evolucin de un sistema de sincronizacin
mvil se produce por el disparo de sus transiciones. La ejecucin de las transiciones autnomas y de movimiento sigue la regla de disparo de las redes de Petri coloreadas ordinarias,
lo que introduce el concepto de modo de disparo. Un modo de disparo para una transicin
2 es una funcin que asocia valores a las variables que anotan sus arcos de entrada/salida,
siendo estos valores los correspondientes a las
marcas consumidas/producidas en el disparo
(por ejemplo, la variable 2 Var siempre adopta el valor , puesto que las marcas ordinarias
slo ocupan lugares ordinarios).
Por otra parte, las transiciones de sincronizacin se disparan en pares de la forma
( i j ) 2 i  j , donde i y j son compatibles,
esto es, las etiquetas correspondientes son conjugadas y toda variable que etiqueta un arco
de salida de f i j g anota tambi n algn arco
de entrada del mismo conjunto (las marcas localidad o bien se consumen o bien se desplazan
a causa de los disparos, pero en ningn caso
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pueden generarse partiendo de la nada). Formalmente, las condiciones de compatibilidad
son las siguientes: ( ) = ( ) ^
( ( )
( ))
( ( )
( )), donde ( ) =
f ( ) j 2 \ g, ( ) = f ( ) j 2 \ g.
La nocin de modo de disparo para pares
de transiciones compatibles procede de la extensin del mismo concepto para transiciones
individuales. Un modo de disparo para ( i j )
es una funcin : (Var ( ) Var ( )) ! (L fg)
que satisface la condicin ( ) =  , = ,
donde Var ( ) = ( ) ( ). Los valores asignados por esta funcin determinan el efecto de la
ejecucin del par ( i j ), equivalente al disparo
simultneo de ambas transiciones.
 t2
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3 Autenticacin
El modelo descrito en la seccin anterior no
permite tratar ciertos aspectos bsicos de seguridad como la autenticacin. Por ejemplo,
las redes denidas impiden controlar el nmero de veces que un servicio es ofertado a los
distintos procesos de un sistema o el orden en
el que stos adquieren los recursos.
Una primera aproximacin para resolver esta limitacin consiste en denir un mecanismo
de identicacin local que resulta suciente en
muchos casos y no es tan costoso como una infraestructura de autenticacin global, inviable
en bastantes ocasiones. En dicho mecanismo,
las marcas manipuladas por las redes son de
tres clases: marcas ordinarias, marcas localidad e identicadores de la forma ( ) con 2
y 2 N. Para evitar la falsicacin de stos,
asumimos que cada ndice 2 pertenece a
una nica componente del sistema y que cada
proceso slo puede generar identicadores con
el ndice que posee. Dicha generacin se realiza a trav s de transiciones etiquetadas con
( ) = succ , cuyo disparo consume un token de
la forma ( ) y genera tantas marcas ( +1)
como postcondiciones de este tipo existan.
Denotamos
L por Id el conjunto de identicadores N que puede generar un sistema de
i I
sincronizacin mvil. Sus marcas estn coloreadas con elementos de L fg Id , mientras
que las transiciones autnomas incorporan la
etiqueta succ 2A. El conjunto Var incluye los
i n
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s mbolos y , reservados a la generacin
de identicadores.
De nicin 3 Una red autenticable de sincronizacin mvil es una red de Petri etiquetada y coloreada = (
), donde
y son conjuntos de lugares y transiciones
respectivamente, : (  ) (  ) ! Var es
la funci n parcial de etiquetado de los arcos,
:
! (A S S ) es la funci n de etiquetado de las transiciones y : !fL fg Id g
es la funci n de coloreado de los lugares, que
satisface las condiciones siguientes:
 8( ) 2 Dom ( ) ( ) = fg, ( ) = ,
8( ) 2 Dom ( ) ( ) = fg, ( ) = ,
 8 2 ( ) 2A ) ( ) ( ),
8 2 ( ) = go 2A ) j \ j = 1,
 8 2 ( ) = succ 2A ) (j \ Id j = 1)^
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El comportamiento de los sistemas autenticables, compuestos por redes autenticables, es
similar al descrito en la seccin anterior, aunque stos incorporan el uso de identicadores
a trav s de las transiciones sucesor. En este
sentido, los modos de disparo aseguran que el
valor asociado a la variable es el sucesor del
correspondiente a la variable , reejando la
generacin de nuevos permisos a partir de los
ya obtenidos. As , un modo de disparo para
una transicin 2 , : Var ( ) ! (L fg Id ),
debe satisfacer lo siguiente: ( ( ) = , = )^
(f
g Var ( ) ) 9 2 N ( ) = ( )^
(
)=(
+1)).
Obs rvese que las nuevas variables anotan exclusivamente los arcos adyacentes a lugares coloreados con Id , de modo que gran parte de las
deniciones son comunes a ambos tipos de sistemas (ordinarios y autenticables).
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4 ltimas Consideraciones
Para nalizar este resumen, remitimos al lector al trabajo 5], en el que demostramos que
las redes de sincronizacin mvil sin identicadores pueden simularse mediante redes de
Petri ordinarias. Sin embargo, las redes obtenidas como resultado de la traduccin son,
en su mayor a, bastante complejas, lo que nos

permite armar que nuestras redes de sincronizacin mvil simplican la modelizacin de
sistemas ubicuos. La aparicin en escena de
los identicadores provoca que la simulacin
denida no sea posible, ya que sta se fundamenta en la nitud del conjunto de marcas no
ordinarias de un sistema. El lector encontrar
en 6] un estudio completo sobre la decibilidad de propiedades de las redes autenticables,
demostrando que su poder expresivo reside en
algn lugar entre las redes de Petri ordinarias
y las mquinas de Turing.
Como extensiones de las redes de sincronizacin mvil, en la actualidad estamos deniendo un sistema de tipado que permite calcular
el conjunto de servicios ofertados/demandados
en cada localidad del sistema, y un mecanismo
de inclusin de pol ticas de conanza. Nuestra
pretensin es etiquetar doblemente cada componente: primero con su pol tica asociada y
segundo con el estado de conanza en el que
se encuentra. Futuros pasos estarn encaminados hacia la incorporacin tanto de topolog as
no planas (a n de tratar redes ad-hoc) como
de informacin temporal y/o probabil stica.
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Abstract
NiMo (Nets in Motion) is a visual environment
aimed to support totally graphic programming in
Data Flow style, with a strong functional
inspiration. Solutions of growing complexity can
be built using a small set of graphic primitives,
which allows dealing with higher order, partial
application, laziness, polymorphism and type
inference. The net to be executed is exactly the
one drawn by the user. It evolves showing all
transformations of data and processes. The user
has direct control on the computation state and
can change data, processes and/or control at any
point of the execution. This is feasible because of
the combination of several peculiarities: the
source code is exactly the computation initial
state, activation state and evaluation degree are
explicit, execution can be done step-by-step, and
between steps the user can modify the net.
Therefore even incomplete programs can be run.

1. Introduction
During the last years the interest for visual
modeling and programming has resulted in a wide
variety of visual languages and environments, in
which the term “Visual” has different meanings
(system animation, graphic modeling, graphical
edition, visual representations of textual programs,
data structures animation, graphical display of the
internal representation, visualization of how some
part of it evolves during execution, etc). This
work shares certain characteristics with some of
them, but the specific objectives and their
implementation are fairly different. NiMo intends
to be a workbench for graphically editing,
debugging, executing and experimenting. The
language is based on the classical process network
representations for lazy functional programs. The
source code is a graph, which is directly

executable; it is not the graphic representation of a
textual program as Visual Haskell [4] is. Although
close enough to lazy functional languages NiMo
follows a functional-data-flow mixed model, and
there is no need for the user to write textual code
at all. On the other hand, though the graph could
be easily translated into a lazy functional language
this is not either the case. The interpreter acts
directly upon the source code, without any kind of
translation. The NiMo environment is based on a
graph transformation system; therefore even its
implementation is graphical. Execution can be
done in free mode or step-by-step, which allows
online debugging and experiments on the running
net like relaxing laziness for some processes,
bounding the execution to a particular subnet,
analyzing channel population, testing the need of
forcing synchronization, and even executing
incomplete programs. Several functional programs
tracers also share some functionalities with our
work. They transform the code to produce traces;
in some of them it is necessary to indicate the
functions to observe during the execution, while
in others everything can be observed, but after
finishing the execution. NiMo naturally acts as an
online tracer and as a truly online debugger
because, unlike them, code changes do not require
recompiling and starting the process all over. A
running prototype has been implemented using
AGG [1] as the graph transformation system. An
extended version of this paper is to appear in [3].

2. Outline of the NiMo Language
The language has been designed to support totally
graphic programming in Data Flow style, with a
strong functional inspiration. It is based on the
process network representations (as proposed by
Turner [5]), where data flow metaphor associates
functions to single output processes and channels
to (usually infinite) lists. The net architecture
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shows in a bi-dimensional way the chains of
function compositions and exhibits the implicit
parallelism. Back arrows give an insight of the
“recurrence laws”, i.e. how new results are
obtained from already calculated ones. The
paradigmatic example is the Fibonacci process
network. The graphic execution model suggested
by its possible animation was the start point for
the NiMo language design. Figure 1 shows the
Fibonacci NiMo net, which is equivalent to the
Haskell code
fibo = 0: rest where rest = 1: zipWith (+) fibo rest

Figure 1.

Fibonacci process network

Except for a few new graphic symbols the rest of
the elements and their correspondence to the
textual code are the usual ones: rectangles for
functions viewed as processes, circles (or ellipses
when necessary) for constant values, arrows for
function parameters and results, avoiding the use
of the identifiers needed in textual code (fibo and
rest in this example). Horizontal arrows represent
channels and black-dots channel duplicators
(double occurrence of an identifier in the textual
code definition).

Figure 2.

Graphical Syntax

Vertical arrows entering a process correspond to
parameters that are not channels in the data flow
sense of flowing data streams. The additional
symbols allow representing and handling
functional concepts like higher order, partial
application, laziness, polymorphism, and type
inference: diamonds carry information about
activation or evaluation state. A diamond with 0

precedes a non-activated process or a nonevaluated value. Values in a channel are always
preceded by a diamond with code 1. Hexagons
carry type information. Data are type-valueentities (tve), where values (evaluated or not) are
tied to its type (hexagon) through a diamond.
Code 2 in the diamond indicates that the value is
an atomic constant. Fully evaluated values (values
in normal form) are tve’s having only hexagons,
circles and diamonds. Non-fully evaluated values
are tve’s containing at least one rectangle (a nonevaluated function), as seen in figure 2. Formal
parameters are represented by incomplete tve’s;
i.e. having big arrows (as shown in figure 3). In
fact, big arrows represent incompleteness in a
more general sense. They are open connections
that can be bound later, and so, incomplete
programs can run and be completed by need.
NiMo allows complete higher order and
partial application. Process parameters can also be
parameterized; i.e. not only function names as +,
but also partially applied functions (a box with
big-arrows in some of its inputs) can be a valid
parameter for another process, as >= in figure 3.
Processes in NiMo can have multiple outputs, but
only single output processes can be a valid
parameter.
Atomic types are integers (I), reals (R),
booleans (B), strings (S). Circles of different
colors represent constant values of each type.
Structured types are lists (L), channels (C),
tuples(T), and functions(F) all being polymorphic.
Channels and lists are homogeneous and
unbounded. They correspond to the data flow and
functional view of lists and are mutually
convertible. In the current version user defined
types are not supported. Static type inference is
partial, which means that polymorphic processes
could be non-correctly instantiated and non-typesafe nets could be executed. Type inference and
checking at runtime is therefore needed. In the
NiMo next version (under preparation) full static
inference will be possible. The system provides a
repertory of powerful basic processes including
equivalent versions for most functions in Haskell
prelude, but processes in NiMo can have more
than one output, like the process splitCond in
figure 3. The language also offers additional basic
processes like a fixpoint, a generalized zipWithmerge, and a flip-flop-merge, helpful for the
process network programming style. The intensive
use of the higher-order basic processes promotes a
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static solution style, without explicit recursivity in
processes; recurrence is done on channels
(feedback arrows). The idea is that casuistry and
pattern decomposition are encapsulated within the
basic processes behavior, they are powerful
enough to handle stream processing in the data
flow sense; only the simplest user functions (i.e.
not involving control flow) should need
conditionals, and an if-then-else higher-order
process suffices for handling all the conditional
situations. However, explicit recursivity, and
therefore dynamic nets, can also be represented in
NiMo, and a specialized graphic syntax for
channel pattern conditional is provided (see figure
3). The user builds solutions combining processes
that can be basic or net themselves. Every new net
can be named to be used by another one, allowing
incremental net complexity up to any arbitrary
degree, and nets can also be parameterized. In
addition to basic processes some useful
parameterized nets are provided in a library that
can be extended with user-defined nets.

3. The Execution Model
NiMo follows a functional-data-flow mixed
model. In the basic data flow model, control is
data driven, i.e. processes act by data availability;
the precedence graph allows to fully exploit the
implicit parallelism. In lazy functional languages
functions produce results only when they are
required. To produce the result (w.h.n.f) only the
needed parameters are evaluated with the same
criterion. In the mixed model, laziness means that
processes only produce results under demand, i.e.
the control flow follows a demand-driven policy.
On the other hand, lazy languages have primitives
that annotate a sub expression to be eagerly
evaluated; it is the only way the user can explicitly
modify the control. In NiMo each subnet is
explicitly preceded by its evaluation state, and the
user can set an initial activation marking or
change the current activation state of any process
during execution. Nevertheless basic processes
have a lazy behavior; activation propagates by
need, and persists until a “sufficiently evaluated”
result is obtained. An activated process can
demand non-available values to its provider
processes, which are activated “in parallel” (all
those needed, not only the “leftmost one”, as in
sequential lazy languages) and, in turn, activate
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their own providers. Then, process activation can
propagate and therefore several processes could

Figure 3.

Running quickSort algorithm

work simultaneously in different regions of the
net. Besides, during execution the user can
activate/deactivate any process by simply
changing the code of its preceding diamond. This
facility opens a wide range of experimental
possibilities not present in the offline style
debuggers. Some regions of the net can be tested
in an isolated manner, and inactive subnets could
be activated for parallel execution.

4. The NiMo Environment
The environment is based on a graph transformation system. It has two kernel attributed
graph grammars: Construction Grammar (CGG),
and Execution Grammar (EGG). EGG is the
interpreter, and also gives the complete semantic
definition of the language, while CGG acts as an
interactive syntax directed editor that checks a
first level of type-consistency. Once a new net is
built, it can be directly executed or else be given a
name to be further used. This action generates two
new rules, an interface rule giving its type
declaration (input and output channels and
parameters types), and an expansion rule. The
interface rule is needed to construct other nets that
have it as a process. It is also used in execution to
allow higher order parameterization. The
expansion rule will be added to EGG to be used
while executing a net having a box with the same
name. When this process is activated, its whole
net replaces the box that already has the necessary
connections. According to the demand-driven
policy, the initial activation of the net is done by
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activating its output channels (although a different
initial marking could be set). If the first process in
a channel is not basic, it is expanded, and so on
until a basic process can act. Once activated it is
responsible for activating its provider processes.
The set of rules defining the basic processes
behavior is analogous to the equations defining a
function in Haskell. Different configurations in its
adjacent nodes give the patterns.

5. Current state and future work
A running prototype has been implemented using
AGG [1]. The system has been tested on classical
examples as Hamming numbers, prime numbers
in both static and dynamic versions, prefixes,
quicksort in different dynamic and static versions,
obtained by derivation from the classical one,
other sorting algorithms, and of course, Fibonacci.
Full higher order and partial application were
tested with a set of examples as the equivalent to
the following Haskell codes:
zipWith id (zipWith const(zipWith id
(repeat (+)) [1..]) [1..]) [1..]
zipWith id (map (zipWith (const id))
[[1],[2],[3,4]]) [[5],[6,7,8],[9],[ ]]

The work done shows the feasibility of the
approach and the experimental possibilities it
opens. However, although the main design and
implementation challenges have been overcome,
for the time being, the current state of the system
is far from being a final product. One of the main
drawbacks of the current version is, precisely, the
graphical interface. To be a really useful tool this
aspect should be heavily improved. As the net
grows, it is necessary to have control on the
scaling, zooming, scrolling and other facilities
allowing “pretty printing” of the net, not present
in the graphic interface of the current
transformation system. Nevertheless, the graph
transformation engine can be used isolated and be
combined
with
another
interface.
In
http://www.lsi.upc.edu/˜NiMo/Project/

executions of some of the examples tested in the
prototype are shown as they would look like with
an improved graphic interface. Regarding the
extension of the language itself, a more powerful
type inference system is under development. And,
in general, other Haskell features not having
equivalence in NiMo, should also be considered.
In particular, user defined types and therefore data

Resúmenes de trabajos
abstractions mechanisms, which are a key issue
for scalability [2]. On this regard, NiMo already
has a procedural abstraction mechanism to
represent a complex net by a single node,
therefore allowing to face more complex
problems. But, as in every visual language, as the
net grows the limited screen size is a problem that
the usual mechanisms (scrolling, zooming, etc.)
are not powerful enough to solve. There are
several possible ways to reduce the number of
visible nodes without losing understanding, for
instance optionally compressing basic type-values
and process parameters, displaying a graphic
shorthand for numeric lists and having channel
windows to scroll over its flowing values.
Besides, once expanded, a net process currently
remains so whether active or not. Another
possible approach for a better use of the screen
real estate would be to provide operations to
reverse the expansion, and in general to control
the visibility of the internal transformations of
subnets. Finally, translation from NiMo to Haskell
is almost direct. NiMo is specially suited for
debugging and experimentation, not for being the
final execution system. The last step of the
workbench should be to produce an equivalent but
efficiently executable textual version, ideally in a
parallel language.
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Abstract
This paper highlights the power of T OY(FD),
a functional logic language with support for finite domain constraints, and shows, by means
of examples, how combinatorial and optimization problems are easily coded and solved.
The paper also introduces a novel proposal,
in functional logic languages, to allow the recovering and management, at the user level,
of internal information about the constraint
solving process at runtime.
keywords: Functional Logic Programming,
Finite Domain Constraints.
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Introduction

In [1] we proposed the integration of finite
domain (FD) constraints into the functional
logic programming (FLP) language T OY [3]
and, as a result, we presented the language
T OY(F D) that integrates the best features of
existing functional and logic languages, and
FD constraint solving. Now, this paper illustrates, by means of examples, the features of
T OY(FD), and shows its flexibility to solve
combinatorial optimization problems.
The paper also presents a glass box mechanism provided in T OY(FD) that is a contribution to functional logic programming as it enables the user to recover, at runtime, internal
∗
This author was partially supported by Spanish
MCyT under contracts TIC2002-04498-C05-02 and
TIN2004-7943-C04-01.

information about the constraint solving process. This mechanism consists of a set of predefined functions, called reflection constraints,
that can be used, for instance, to define new
constraints or search methods at the user level.

2

An Overview of T OY(FD)

T OY(FD) programs
are
T OY programs
where FD constraints are defined as functions which are solved by an efficient
solver connected to T OY.
Basically,
T OY(FD) programs consist of datatypes,
type alias, infix operator definitions, and rules
(see below) for defining functions. The syntax
is mostly borrowed from Haskell with the
remarkable exception that variables begin
with upper-case letters whereas constructor
symbols use lower-case, as function symbols
do. In particular, functions are curried and
the usual conventions about associativity
of application hold. A T OY(FD) program
defines a set FS of functions. Each f ∈ FS
has an associated principal type of the form
τ1 → . . . → τm → τ (where τ does not contain
→). As usual in functional programming
(FP), types are inferred and, optionally, can
be declared in the program.
Basically, a T OY(FD) program P is a set
of defining rules for the function symbols in
its signature. Defining rules for a function f
have the basic form f t1 . . . tn = r ⇐ C.
Informally, the intended meaning of a pro-
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gram rule is that a call to f can be reduced to
r whenever the actual parameters match the
patterns ti , and the conditions in C are satisfied. Predicates are viewed as a particular kind
of functions, with type p :: τ1 → . . . → τn →
bool. As a syntactic facility, we can use
clauses as a shorthand for defining rules whose
right-hand side is true. This allows to write
Prolog-like predicate definitions; each clause
p t1 . . . tn : − C1 , . . . , Ck abbreviates a
defining rule of the form p t1 . . . tn = true ⇐
C1 , . . . , C k .
2.1

FD Constraints in T OY(F D)

An FD constraint in T OY(FD) is a primitive
function. Table 1 shows a small subset of
the FD constraints supported by T OY(FD) ,
where int is a predefined type for integers,
and [τ ] is the type ‘list of τ ’. The datatype
labelType is a predefined type which is used
to define the many search strategies for finite
domain labeling [2].
RELATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
(#>), (#<), (#>=), (#<=), (# =),
(#\ =) :: int → int → bool
ARITHMETICAL CONSTRAINT OPERATORS
(#∗),(#/),(#+),(#−) :: int → int → int
COMBINATORIAL CONSTRAINTS
assignment :: [int] → [int] → bool
all_different, all_distinct :: [int] → bool
ENUMERATION CONSTRAINTS
labeling :: [labelType] → [int]→ bool
MEMBERSHIP CONSTRAINTS
domain :: [int] → int → int → bool
PROPOSITIONAL CONSTRAINTS
#<=> :: bool → bool → bool

Table 1:

Some Predefined FD Constraints

T OY(FD) supports relational constraints
including equality and disequality, arithmetical constraints including all the classical
arithmetical operators, a wide set of wellknown global constraints (e.g., all_different/1, which ensures different values for the
elements in its list argument), a membership
constraint to restrict a list of variables to have
values in an interval of integers, propositional
constraints to define constraint reification, and
enumeration constraints 1 with a number of
1

options (including some for optimization). As
in other constraint languages, we explicitly
distinguish the relational operators which are
overloaded as constraints (in our case, with the
symbol #).
For reasons of space, we do neither mention
nor explain all the constraints in detail and encourage the interested reader to visit the link
proposed in [2] for a more detailed explanation. We emphasize that all the pieces of code
in this paper are executable in T OY(FD) and
the answers for example goals correspond to
actual executions of the programs.

In general, constraint propagation is not enough

2.2

A Simple Programming Example

Below, a T OY(FD) program to solve the classical N-queen problem is shown.
include "misc.toy"
include "cflpfd.toy"
queens :: [labelType] -> int -> [int]
queens Label N = L <== length L==N, domain L 1 N,
constrain_all L,labeling Label L
constrain_all :: [int] -> bool
constrain_all [] = true
constrain_all [X|Xs] = true <==
constrain_between X Xs 1, constrain_all Xs
constrain_between :: int -> [int] -> int -> bool
constrain_between X [] N = true
constrain_between X [Y|Ys] N = true <==
no_threat X Y N, N1 == N+1,
constrain_between X Ys N1
no_threat:: int -> int -> int -> bool
no_threat X Y I = true <== X #\= Y,
X #+ I #\= Y, X #- I #\= Y

The intended meaning of the functions
should be clear from their names and definitions, provided that length L returns the
length of the list L, domain L A B constrains
the domain of the elements in the list L to the
closed integer interval [A,B], and labeling S
L enumerates the variables in the list L following the search strategies specified in the list S.
to solve a constraint problem and, as a consequence,
it is very frequent to employ an additional strategy called labeling, enumeration or search to solve
it. Basically, labeling consists of selecting a variable,
when no more constraint propagation is possible, to
divide its domain and generate different computation branches in the search tree for further continuing with the propagation on each of the branches
independently.
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The first two lines are needed to include predefined functions in T OY(FD). Also, the first
line in a function definition shows the type of
its arguments followed by the type of its result, separated by ->. An example of solving
at the command prompt is shown below where
yes stands for a true result.
TOY(FD)> queens [ff] 15 == L
yes
L == [1,3,5,14,11,4,10,7,13,15,2,8,6,9,12]
Elapsed time: 0 ms.

3

Solving Constraint Problems

This section highlights the expressive power
of T OY(FD) by proposing very expressive solutions to a number of constraint satisfaction
problems. In general, all the examples described in this section show, among another
features (e.g., constraint optimization, constraint composition, or curried notation) the
combination of higher order (HO) applications
and (indeterministic) lazy generation of constraints.
3.1

Optimization: the Golomb Ruler

Golomb Rulers are a class of undirected graphs
that, unlike usual rulers, measure more discrete lengths than the number of marks it carries. Their particularity is that on any given
ruler, all differences between pairs of marks are
unique. This feature makes Golomb Rulers to
be really interesting for practical applications
such as radio astronomy, X-ray crystallography, circuit layout, geographical mapping, radio communications, and coding theory.
An Optimal Golomb Ruler (OGR) is defined as the shortest Golomb ruler for a number of marks, and the search for OGRs is a
task extremely difficult as this is a combinatorial problem whose bounds grow geometrically with respect to the solution size [4]. To
date, the highest Golomb ruler whose shortest length is known is the ruler with 23 marks
Solutions to OGRs with a number of marks between 10 and 19 were obtained by very specialized techniques, and best solutions for OGRs
between 20 and 23 marks were obtained by
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massive parallelism projects2 .
T OY(FD) enables the solving of optimization problems by using the function
labeling with the value toMinimize X
and/or toMaximize X (these values are intended for the minimization and maximization, respectively, of X). Below, we show a
T OY(FD) program to solve OGRs with N
marks3 and the solving of a goal for N = 12.
golomb :: int -> [int]
golomb N L = true <== length L == N,
NN == trunc(2^(N-1)) - 1, domain L 0 NN,
append [0|_] [Xn] == L, %Typical Append
distances L Diffs, domain Diffs 1 NN,
all_different Diffs, append [D1|_] [Dn] == Diffs,
D1 #< Dn, labeling [toMinimize Xn] L
distances :: [int] -> [int] -> bool
distances [] [] = true
distances [X|Ys] D0 = true <==
distancesB X Ys D0 D1,
distances Ys D1
distancesB
distancesB
distancesB
Diff #=

:: int -> [int] -> [int] -> [int] -> bool
_[] D D = true
X [Y|Ys] [Diff|D1] D0 = true <==
Y#-X, distancesB X Ys D1 D0

Toy(FD)> golomb 12 L
yes
L == [0,2,6,24,29,40,43,55,68,75,76,85]
Elapsed time: 10918040 ms.

3.2

Laziness: Process Network

Processes can be considered as functions consuming data (i.e., arguments) and producing
values for other functions. Processes are often suspended until the evaluation of certain
expression is required (by other process). In
these cases, lazy evaluation corresponds to
particular coroutines for the processes.
One interesting application is to solve the
communication between a client and a server
with the Input/Output model via Streams: if
2
http://www.distributed.net/ogr/.
These solutions took several months to be found.
3
We have proved that T OY(F D) solves 10-marks
OGRs in 17 seconds and 12-marks OGRs in 10,918
seconds (i.e., about three hours), in a Pentium 1.4
Ghz under Windows, that is a reasonable time. For
instance, the efficient constraint logic programming
(CLP) system ECLi PSe solves these instances in 287
and 75,300 seconds, respectively, although this of
course depends on the problem model and the computation machine. See http://www.icparc.ic.ac.uk/eclipse/examples/golomb.ecl.txt
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the client generates requests from one initial
requirement, the server will generate answers
that will be again processed by the client and
so on. For simplicity, we consider that requests
and answers are integer numbers. This process
network can be defined with recursive definitions as follows:
requests, answers :: [int]
requests = client initial answers
answers = server requests

Suppose now that the client returns the request and generates a new one (i.e., a next one)
from the first answer of the server and that
the server processes each request to generate
a new answer. This is defined in T OY(FD) as
follows:
client :: int -> [int] -> [int]
client Ini [R|Rs] = [Ini | client (next R) Rs]
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where head/1 and tail/1 returns the head
and tail of a list respectively. Below, we show
an example of solving that evaluates exactly
the first 15th requests.
TOY(FD)> requests 15 == L
yes
L == [4,7,10,13,16,19,22,25,28,31,34,37,40,43,46]
Elapsed time: 15 ms.

Observe that this example illustrates no
constraint feature of T OY(FD) but it has
been described to show the flexibility of the
language and introduce a more interesting example in the next section that make use of the
constraint facilities of the language.
3.3

Pipelines

The architecture is completed by defining
adequately the initial requirement, the processing function and the selection of the next
request. As an example, and for the sake of
simplicity, we can define them as follows:

Pipelines can be a powerful tool to solve heterogeneous constraint satisfaction problems,
and they are easily expressed at a high level
in T OY(FD) via applying HO constraints
and curried notation. For example, consider the OGR, N-queens and Client-Server
T OY(FD) programs shown in preceding sections. Then, the goal (for some natural N)

process :: int -> int
process = (+3)

map(map(queens [ff]))(map golomb (requests N))==L

server :: [int] -> [int]
server [P|Ps] = [process P | server Ps]

initial :: int
initial = 4
next :: int -> int
next = id
% Idempotence

However, this is not enough to produce an
exit as a goal requests goes into a non-ending
loop. However, the lazy evaluation mechanism
of T OY(FD) allows to evaluate a finite number (N) of requests; this can be done by redefining the functions client, server, answers
and requests as follows:
client :: int -> [int] -> [int]
client Ini Rs =
[Ini | client (next (head Rs)) (tail Rs)]
server :: [int] -> [int]
server [P|Ps] = [process P| server Ps]
answers :: int -> [int]
answers N = server (requests N)
requests :: int -> [int]
requests N = take N
(client initial (take N (answers N)))

corresponds directly to the scheme shown in
Figure 1 if we redefine the function process of
Section 3.2 as process = (+1). The solving of
this goal, as in the preceding example of clientserver architecture, generates N answers in the
form of an N-elements list A from an initial
request 4; each element ai ∈ A (i.e., each answer of the server with i ∈ {1,...,N} and ai
= Initial + i - 1) is used to solve the OGR
problem with ai marks, returning a new list S
containing N solutions for OGRs with marks
a1 ,...,aN . Finally, for each solution sai =
[o1 ,...,oai ] to the OGR with ai marks in
S, the first solution of the ok -queens problem
(with k ∈ {1,...,ai }) is calculated.
For example, the goal shown above (for
N = 2) first calculates the solutions for the
OGR with 4 and 5 marks (i.e., [0,1,4,6] and
[0,1,4,9,11]), and feeds the queens solver
with each mark returning the first solution for
0,1,4,6,0,1,4,9 and 11 queens.
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Figure 1: Pipeline with Client-Server Architecture

TOY(FD)> map (map (queens [ff]))
(map golomb (requests 2)) == L
yes
L==[[ [], [ 1 ], [ 2, 4, 1, 3 ],
[ 2, 4, 6, 1, 3, 5 ] ],
[ [], [ 1 ], [ 2, 4, 1, 3 ],
[ 1, 3, 6, 8, 2, 4, 9, 7, 5 ],
[ 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 ]]]
Elapsed time: 31 ms.

This example illustrates how easy and natural may be the combination of different problems in T OY(FD) 4 . This level of expressiveness cannot be reached in a CLP(FD) system.

4

constraint FLP language provides this capability.

Process

answers

[]
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Reflection Functions

T OY(F D) is a system that combines efficient
black box constraints (i.e., those already shown
that use specialized propagation mechanisms
for the FD constraints, leading thus to a major efficiency) and glass box constraints (i.e.,
those that allow the user to define new constraints in terms of primitive constraints). To
our knowledge, this is the first time that a pure
4
Note that no additional T OY(F D) code is required, except that formulating the solutions to the
N-queens and golomb ruler problems, and the goal
shown above completely captures the architecture depicted in Figure 1.

Recovering Internal Information at
Runtime

In T OY(FD) , the glass box approach is based
on a set of predefined functions called reflection constraints that allow, at runtime, to
recover internal information about the constraint solving process. These functions increase the flexibility of the language as they
allow the user to construct specific constraint
mechanisms such as new constraints or even
new search strategies. Below, we show part of
this set of reflection constraints [2]:
fd_var :: int -> bool
fd_min :: int -> int
fd_max :: int -> int
fd_size :: int -> int
fd_degree :: int -> int
fd_neighbors :: int -> [int]
empty_interval :: int -> int -> bool
fd_set :: int -> [fdset] -> bool
is_fdset :: [fdset] -> bool
empty_fdset :: [fdset] -> bool
fdset_size :: [fdset] -> int
fdset_min :: [fdset] -> int
fdset_add_element :: [fdset] -> int -> [fdset]
fdset_del_element :: [fdset] -> int -> [fdset]
fdset_intersection :: [fdset] -> [fdset] -> [fdset]
fdset_member :: int -> [fdset] -> bool
fdset_equal :: [fdset] -> [fdset]-> bool
fdset_subset :: [fdset] -> [fdset]-> bool
fdset_subtract :: [fdset] -> [fdset] -> [fdset]
fdset_union :: [fdset] -> [fdset] -> [fdset]
fdset_complement :: [fdset] -> [fdset]
fdset_belongs :: int -> int -> bool

fd_set is a built-in type that captures the
internal representation of a domain. There are
constraints that recover information about the
constrained variables. For instance, fd_min X
and fd_max X return, respectively, the minimum and maximum value in the domain associated to X; fd_size X is the cardinality of
the domain of variable X, and fd_neighbors
X calculates the list of variables related, directly or not, with X via some constraint.
Also fd_degree X returns the number of constraints involving variable X, and fd_var X is
true if X is a FD variable and its domain is not
a singleton value.
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Other constraints return specific information about the domains.
For instance,
empty_interval Min Max is true if the interval [Min,Max] is not empty and fd_set X Dom
is true if Dom unifies with the internal representation of the domain of variable X, and
fdset_size Set calculates the cardinality of
the domain represented internally by Set. The
meaning of the rest should be clear from their
names.
4.2

Programmable Search

As an example of using reflection functions,
here we program one of the most popular labeling strategies, the so-called first fail that
basically selects the variable with the least
number of values in its domain, and it is often supported by existing constraint systems5 .
See below a user defined T OY(FD) function
labelff/1 that implements it.
labelff :: [int] -> bool
labelff [] = true
labelff [X] = false <== fd_set X SX,
empty_fdset SX
labelff [X] = true <==
domain [X] (fd_min X) (fd_min X)
labelff [X] = true <== Next == (fd_min X) +1,
domain [X] Next (fd_max X),
labelff [X]
labelff [X,X1|Xs] = true <==
choose_min [X,X1|Xs] Y Ys,
labelff [Y],
labelff Ys
choose_min :: [int] -> int -> [int] -> bool
choose_min [X] X [] = true
choose_min [X,Y|Ys] M [Y|Rs] =
choose_min [X|Ys] M Rs <==
fd_set X SX,
fd_set Y SY,
fdset_size SX <= fdset_size SY
choose_min [X,Y|Ys] M [X|Rs] =
choose_min [Y|Ys] M Rs <==
fd_set X SX,
fd_set Y SY,
fdset_size SX > fdset_size SY

Observe that when there are several variables to label, this function selects the one
with the minimum domain cardinality (via the
function choose_min/3) by making use of information recovered by reflection constraints
5

T OY(F D) also provides it by making use of the
LabelType value ff in the labeling constraint for this
strategy as shown in the example of Section 2.2.

fd_set/2 and fdset_size/1). Also, when
there is just one variable X, it reactivates the
search process by dividing X’s domain by the
value (fd_min X).

5

Conclusions

This paper demonstrates, by examples, the potential of T OY(FD) , a functional logic language that integrates FD constraint solving,
lazy evaluation, higher order applications of
functions and constraints, polymorphism, type
checking, composition of functions (and, in
particular, constraints), combination of relational and functional notation, and a number
of other characteristics. In particular, these
features allow to write more concise programs,
therefore increasing the expressivity level.
We have also introduced the reflection constraints supported by T OY(FD), that are new
in the constraint functional logic programming
arena, and have shown by examples how it
is possible to construct new user-defined constraint constructs (e.g., labeling strategies) via
these constraints. T OY(FD) is freely available in [2].
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Abstract

logic programming (moreover, other important declarative programming styles, such as

This paper is devoted to outline the integra-

the pure functional one, has not been fuzzy-

tion of the declarative paradigms of functional

ed yet).

logic and fuzzy logic programming, in order

tant families of fuzzy variants of Prolog: the

to obtain a much more rich and expressive

rst one is based on weighted clauses (exe-

framework where mathematical functions co-

cuted with fuzzy SLD-resolution based on sin-

habit with fuzzy logic features. Starting with

tactic unication) [5], whereas a second ap-

two representative languages from both set-

proach basically consists in combining classical

However, there exists two impor-

tings, namely Curry and Likelog, we propose

Horn clauses with similarity relations (which

an hybrid dialect where a set of rewrite rules

play an important role at fuzzy unication

(associated to the functional logic dimension

time) [3, 10]. In this paper, we are mainly con-

of the language) are accompanied with a set

cerned with this second case, although for the

of similarity equations between symbols of the

future we also plan to investigate other ways

same nature and arity (which represents the

for introducing fuzzy features into functional-

fuzzy counterpart of the new environment).

logic programming, such us those based on

We show that, by manipulating at a very

weighted rules.

low cost the notion of strict equality typical

Similarity relation is a mathematical notion

of lazy functional logic languages, similarity

that provides a way to manage alternative in-

equations can be successfully treated in a very

stances of an entity that can be considered

natural, although rather limited form.

"equal" with a given degree [11].

In a

Similarity

second, more powerful alternative, we directly

relations are strictly related with equivalence

act inside the kernel of the operational mech-

relations and, then, to closure operators.

anism of the language, thus obtaining a fuzzy

^ in [0; 1] is a
^ : [0; 1]  [0; 1] ! [0; 1] as-

Let us recall that a T-norm

variant of needed narrowing which fully ex-

binary operation

ploits the similarity equations of a program.

sociative, commutative, nondecreasing in both
the variables, and such that

1

Fuzzy Logic Programming

Fuzzy Logic Programming amalgamates fuzzy
logic [9] and pure logic programming [6], in
order to provide these traditional languages
with techniques or constructs to deal with uncertainty and approximated reasoning. Maybe
due to its relative youth, there is no common
method for introducing fuzzy concepts into

1 This work is supported by EU (FEDER), and the
Spanish MEC under grant TIN 2004-07943-C04-03.

for any

x 2 [0; 1].

x^1 = 1^x = x

In order to simplify our de-

velopments, and similarly to other approaches
in fuzzy logic programming [10], in the sequel,
we assume that

x ^ y is the minimum between
x; y 2 [0; 1].

the two elements

A similarity relation < on a
U is a fuzzy subset < : U  U ! [0; 1]
of U  U such that, 8x; y; z 2 U , the following properties hold: reexivity <(x; x) = 1,
symmetry <(x; y ) = <(y; x) and transitivity
<(x; z)  <(x; y) ^ <(y; z).

Denition 1.1
domain
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A very simple, but eective way, to introduce

Functional

logic

ming, consists in modeling them by a set of

most

the so-called similarity equations of the form

paradigms, namely functional and logic pro-

bols of the same arity with a similarity degree

. This approach is followed, for instance, in

operational

languages

combine

eq(s1; s2) = , whith the intended meaning
that s1 and s2 are predicate/function sym-

the

programming

similarity relations into pure logic program-

important

principles

declarative

of

the

programming

gramming. Ecient demand-driven functional
computations are amalgamated with the exible use of logical variables providing for function inversion and search for solutions.

The

the fuzzy logic language Likelog [3], where a

operational semantics of integrated languages

set of usual Prolog clauses are accompanied

is usually based on narrowing, a combina-

by a set of similarity equations which play

tion of variable instantiation and reduction.

an important role at (fuzzy) unication time.

Needed narrowing is currently one of the most

For instance, given the Likelog program com-

modern strategies for rst-order, lazy func-

posed by the Prolog clause (fact)

tional logic languages such as Curry [2]. The

( )=
()
0:5

()

p a and the
0:5, then the

evaluation of goal

eq a; b
p X gives

answers:

with truth degree

similarity equation

X

X

7! a

7! b with truth degree

.

two computed

1

, and

Of course, the

considered set of similarity equations is as-

denition of needed narrowing uses the notion of a denitional tree [1], which renes
the standard matching trees of functional programming.
Roughly speaking, a denitional tree for a

f

sumed to be safe in the sense that each equa-

function symbol

tion connects two symbols of the same nature

tain all (and only) the rules used to dene

(both predicates or both constants) and the

and whose inner nodes contain information to

properties of Denition 1.1 are not violated,

guide the (optimal) pattern matching during

as occurs, for instance, with the wrong set

the evaluation of expressions. Each inner node

feq(a; b) = 0:5; eq(b; a) = 0:9g.
<

associated to a

R, is induced from the (safe)
set of similarity equations of R, verifying that
given program

the similarity degree of two symbols

s2

s1

 s2

f

contains a pattern and a variable position in

In the following, we assume that the intended similarity relation

is a tree whose leaves con-

s1

and

this pattern (the inductive position ) which is
further rened in the patterns of its immediate
children by using dierent constructor symbols. The pattern of the root node is simply

f (xn ), where xn are dierent variables.

A de-

or, otherwise, it is de-

ned function is called inductively sequential

ned recursively as the transitive closure of

if it has a denitional tree. A rewrite system

is 1 if

the equational set dened as:

S
Trt (R) =f =1:::1

Rf where Rf +1 = Rf t R, for a given T-norm
t. Moreover, it can be demonstrated that, if

R is called inductively sequential if all its dened functions are inductively sequential. An

inductively sequential TRS can be viewed as

the domain is a nite set with n elements, then

a set of denitional trees, each one dening a

only n-1 powers must be calculated. Finally,

function symbol.

by simply assuming that the set of similarity

Example 2.1

R is trivially extended by reex< = Tr (R) = R(n 1) [4].

equations in
ivity, then

2

Functional Logic Programming

Before proposing the combined use of similarity equations together with rewrite rules
(instead of Horn clauses) typically used in
pure functional (Haskell) and functional-logic
(Curry,Toy) languages, let us introduce some
basic notions of this last integrated paradigm.

It is often convenient and sim-

plies the understanding to provide a graphic
representation of denitional trees, where each
node is marked with a pattern, the inductive position in branches is surrounded by a
box, and the leaves contain the corresponding
rules.

For instance, given the following pro-

gram dening function  f:

R1 :
R2 :
R3 :

( ) ! a
(() ) ! b
( ( ) ( )) ! f(M; N)

f a; N
f s M ;a
f s M ;s N
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the denitional tree for

(

f X ;Y

f

1

child ; if it is already a constructor (BC

can be depicted as:

case),

we proceed with the corresponding child; if it

)

QQQ

QQ

f(a; Y)  [R ]
f(s(X0 ); Y )
QQQ


QQ

0
0
0

is a function (BF case), we evaluate it by recursively applying needed narrowing. Thus, the
strategy diers from lazy functional languages
only in the instantiation of free variables. In
contrast to more traditional narrowing strate-

1

( ( ); a)  [R ]

fsX
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2

gies, needed narrowing does not compute most

general uniers. In each recursive step during
the computation of

( ( ); s(Y ))  [R ]

fsX

3

,

we compose the cur-

rent substitution with the local substitution
of this step (which can be the identity).

As

in proof procedures for logic programming, we
For the denition of needed narrowing, we

t = f (sn ) is an operation-rooted

assume that denitional trees always contain

pattern(Pf ) =  such that   t. Hence,
when  is a leaf, i.e., Pf = f g, we have that
R :  ! r is a variant of a rewrite rule. On the
other hand, if  is a branch, we consider the
inductive position o of  and some child i =
[ci (xn )]o 2 Pf . Let Pfi = f0 2 Pf j i 
0 g be the denitional (sub-)tree of Pf where
all patterns are instances of i . We dene a
function  from terms and denitional trees to

step. To compute needed narrowing steps for

sets of tuples (position, rule, substitution) as

enables the following pair of narrowing steps :

assume that
term and

Pf

is a denitional tree with root

(t; Pf ) = f(; R; id)g
(BRANCH-VAR) CASE tjo = x 2 X
(t; Pf ) = f(p; R;    ) j  = fx 7!
ci (xn )g
(p; R; ) 2 ( (t); Pf )g
(BRANCH-CONS) CASE
tjo = ci (tn )
ci 2 C
(t; Pf ) =
f(p; R;   id) j (p; R; ) 2 (t; Pfi )g
(BRANCH-FUNC) CASE
tjo = g(tn )
g 2 F
(t; Pf ) =
f(o:p; R;   id) j (p; R; ) 2 (tjo ; Pg )g

LR (LEAF-RULE) CASE 

If

, then

and

BC

If

where

BF

,

, then we have

If

where

,

, then we have

When none of the previous cases is satised,
we assume that function
set

an operation-rooted term
tional tree
pute

Pf

For
rules

 returns the empty

?. Informally speaking, needed narrowing

directly applies a rule if the term is an instance

of some left-hand side (LR case), or checks the
subterm corresponding to the inductive posi-

tion of the branch: if it is a variable (BV case),
it is instantiated to the constructor of some

we take a deni-

f of t and comThen, for all (p; R;  ) 2 (t; P ),

(t; Pf ).
t0 is a needed narrowing step.

p;R


t

t,

for the root

instance,
for

f

in

if

we

consider

Example

2.1

again

the

together

with

R : g(a; N) ! N
R :
( ( ) ) ! s(g(0M; N))
(f(X; g(X; X)) =
f(2; R ; fX 7! s(X )g); (; R ; fX 7! ag)g 2
0
0
0
5
f(X; g(X; X)) f;R
X7!s X g f(s(X ); s(g(X ; s(X ))))
;R1
f(X; g(X; X)) 
fX7!ag a

rules

g s M ;N

and

4

5

, then

5

which

1

2

the least set satisfying the properties:

BV

new variables if they are used in a narrowing

(

0)

.

and

In the following section we focus in other

important element strongly related with the
operational semantics of lazy (pure functional
and) functional logic languages.

3

Strict versus Similar Equality

As said in Section 1,

it is usual in func-

tional logic programming to simulate typical
(crisp) predicates of pure logic programming
by means of boolean functions.

However,

a second much more interesting way to face

1 In [1], this case not only generates a binding of
the form x ci (xn ) but also the recursive
call to 
directly uses the corresponding sub-tree fi instead
of the whole tree f . However, in this paper we prefer
our equivalent but "slower" version (where always a
BV case is immediately followed by its corresponding
BC case) since, apart from producing the same set of
tuples, it can be more easily "fuzzyed" in Section 4.
2 For readability reasons, in our examples we underline the subterm exploited in each narrowing step.

f 7!

P

g

P
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% Strict equality %
c=:=c
c(x ; ::; xn )=:=c(y ; ::; yn )
success & success
% Similar equality %
c:=:d
c(x ; ::; xn ) :=: d(y ; ::; yn )
1

1

1

1

!
!
!

success
success
success

8c=0 2 C
( x1 =:=y1 & : : : & xn =:=yn 8c=n 2 C

! <(c; d)
! min(<(c; d); x1 :=:y1 ; : : : ; xn :=:yn )

8c=0; d=0 2 C
8c=n; d=n 2 C

Figure 1: Rewrite rules dening the semantics of =:= (strict equality) and :=: (similar equality)
this problem is by using constraints. An ele-

in Figure 1, dening the semantics of the prim-

mentary constraint is an equational constraint

itive relation symbols

e1

=:= e2

type).

between two expressions (of base

Then,

e1

=:=

e2

=:=

&
=:=

and

On the other hand, since

[8].
represents a

is satised if both

natural way to deal with strict equality and

sides are reducible to a same ground data

constraints simulating "crisp predicates", our

term.

next task consists in introducing a new oper-

This notion of equality, which is the

:=:

only sensible notion of equality in the presence

ator, say

of non-terminating functions [8] and also used

by means of the new notions of similar equal-

in (lazy) functional languages, is also called

ity and f-constraints.

:=: e2

, for modeling "fuzzy predicates"
Given an f-constraint

strict equality. As a consequence, if one side

e1

is undened (non-terminating), then the strict

pressions

equality does not hold (so it is not reex-

comparing the resulting data terms

ive). Equational constraints should be distin-

having into account the similarity relation

guished from standard boolean functions since

induced by the similarity equations of the pro-

constraints are checked for satisability.

gram (see Figure 1). Now, instead of

instance, the equational constraint
satisable if the variable
ever, the evaluation of

x is bound to 0.

[x] =:= 0

True

liver a boolean value

or

0.

is

How-

does not de-

False,

x to all

e1

and

e2

to ground values, and then

v1

and

v2 ,

<

success,

we are looking for a real number in the interval

[0; 1]

representing the similarity degree

between outputs

since the

latter value would require a binding of
values dierent from

For

[x] =:= 0

, the goal now is to reduce both ex-

v1

and

v2 .

Basically, the set of rewrite rules dening

"

:=:

" in Figure 1 proceeds as follows. The sim-

This is sucient since,

ilarity degree between two constructor sym-

similarly to logic programming, constraints are

bols of arity 0 is the one returned by the

only activated in conditions of equations which

induced similarity relation

must be checked for satisability.

hand, when comparing two data terms (ob-

e1
e2

Operationally,

=:=

e2

an

equational

constraint

e1

<.

On the other

tained after reducing the original parameters

and

of a f-constraint) with arguments, it is nec-

The equational

essary to recursively compute the similarity

constraint could also be solved in an incre-

degree between the corresponding pairs of ar-

mental way by an interleaved lazy evalua-

guments of the data terms,

tion of the expressions and binding of vari-

the similarity relation between the construc-

ables to constructor terms [7]. Constraints can

tor symbols heading each data term.

is solved by evaluating

to uniable data terms.

be also combined into a conjunction (which
can be interpreted concurrently), written as

&

c1 c2 .

This evaluation mechanism can be im-

Example 3.1

together with

Consider the following set of

: f(a) ! s(a) and R :
( ) ! r(b), together with the similarity equa-

rewrite rules

R1

2

plemented at a very high abstraction level by

ga

assuming that each program implicitly incor-

tions (relating the constructor symbols of ar-

porates the standard set of rewrite rules shown

ity 1

s

and

r,

as well as constants

a

and
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: ( )=
( ) :=: ( )

: ( )=

b) E1 eq a; b
0:6 and E2 eq r; s
0:9. If we plan to evaluate the f-constraint
fx
g x , then needed narrowing rstly
computes the binding x 7! a and applies it to

both sides of the f-constraint.
sion

()
()

f a is
rb.

comes

reduced to

From here, the nal value

0:6

is

obtained after applying the following pair of
"similar equality" rewrite rules (based on
and

E2 ): S1 :

S2 : s(x) :=: r(y)

a

:=: b

!

! 0:6

(

min 0:9; x

E1

:=: y)

( ) :=: g(x)

fx

7!a

x

2;R2

;S2

2;S1

( ) :=:
( ) :=:
(
(

()
()
:=: )
)

And the computed answer for the original goal

( ) and g(x)

fx

can be reduced to similar output values with
degree

0:6

when the input value for

x

is

a".

As we have seen, it is important to remark two
nice properties enjoyed by our technique:



It represents a very easy, low-cost way, for
introducing similarity relations in Curry
and it can be implemented at a very high
abstraction level, without manipulating
the core of needed narrowing (as also oc-

Moreover, it is quite eective:

similar-

ity relations between constructor symbols
of any arity (remember that other fuzzy
languages as Likelog, only deal with constants) are appropriately exploited when
comparing data terms obtained as the
output of more complex expressions.
On the other hand, we nd two limitations in
our approach.

In fact, apart that similarity

equations between dened function symbols
are never treated, no other kind of similarity
relation even between constructor symbols is
taken into account when computing bindings.
For instance, if in the previous example, we
consider that the lhs of rule

()
( ) :=: g(X)

ga
fX
of

R2 is g(b) instead

, then we can not nd any solution for
.

4

Extending Needed Narrowing
with Similarity Relations

For the denition of needed narrowing with
relations,

we

extend

the

notion

(apart for the classical components of substitution and value), a real number in the interval

[0; 1]

indicating the similarity degree

computed along the corresponding derivation.
Hence, we re-dene function

 from terms and

denitional trees to sets of tuples (position,

rule, substitution, similarity_degree). If t =
f (sn ) is the operation-rooted term we consider
for being processed, we perform the initial
call to an auxiliary function

0 which guarant itself ), rooted

tees that any term (including

f

with a symbol similar to
Then,

0 (t; Pf )

<(f; g) =

and

will be treated.

= f(p; R; ; min( ; )) j
(p; R; ; ) 2 (g(sn ); Pg g

and now, the extended denition for

 is:

,

LR (LEAF-RULE) CASE:

(t; Pf ) = f(;  ! r; id; 1)g

BV (BRANCH-VAR) CASE:

tjo = x, where x 2 X , then
(t; Pf ) = f(p; R;   ; ) j  = fx 7!
ci (xn )g and (p; R; ; ) 2 ( (t); Pf )g

if

curs with strict equality).



needed narrowing.

of computed answer for also reporting now

sa
ga
sa
rb
min 0:9; a
b
min 0:9; 0:6
0:6

can be interpreted as: "functions

deeper manipulation directly on the kernel of

similarity

So, the complete evaluation sequence is:
1;R1

The rest of the paper is devoted to overcome
both limitations, which implies to practice a

Next, expres-

( ) whereas g(a) be-

sa

125

BC (BRANCH-CONS) CASE:

if tjo = d(tn ), where d 2 C , then
(t; Pf ) = f(p; R; ; min( ; )) j
<(d; e) = and
(p; R; ; ) 2 filter(t[e(xn )]o ; Pf )g
where:
filter(t; Pf ) = f(p; R; ; ) j
d = ci and (p; R; ; ) 2 (t; Pfi )g

BF (BRANCH-FUNC) CASE:

if tjo = g (tn ), where g 2 F , then
(t; Pf ) = f(o:p; R; ; min( ; )j <(g; h)
= and (p; R; ; ) 2 (h(tn ); Ph g

As we can see,

LR

and

BV

cases are very simi-

lar to the corresponding ones presented in Section 2, but propagating now the corresponding
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similarity degrees. Moreover, in a similar way
to the initial call to

0
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Abstract

Functional-logic programming amalgamates
some of the main features of both functional
and logic styles into a single paradigm. Nevertheless, negation is a widely investigated feature in logic programming that has not received much attention in such programming
style. It is not dicult to incorporate some
kind of negation as nite failure for ground
goals, but we are interested in a constructive
version able to deal with non-ground goals.
With this aim we have built a formal framework for checking (nite) failure of reduction
in previous works. In this paper we adapt it
for implementing a prototype for a functionallogic language with constructive failure as the
natural counterpart to negation in logic programming.
1

Introduction

Functional-logic programming (FLP, for
short) tries to incorporate the most relevant features of both functional and logic
programming styles (FP and LP, for short)
such as lazy evaluation and non-deterministic
computations (see [9] for a survey). Negation
is an important feature that has been widely
studied from the beginning of LP [4], but it
has not received much attention in FLP with
the exception of [19], that does not consider
non-deterministic functions, an essential feature of modern FLP languages. Curry [3, 10]
∗
Work partially supported by the Spanish CICYT
(project TIC 2002-01167 'MELODIAS')

and the latest version of T OY [12] incorporate nite failure as a direct counterpart of
negation as failure used in Prolog. Such kind
of failure is easy to implement but, as in the
case of Prolog, it is not suitable for goals with
free variables, i.e., it is not constructive, using
a standard terminology of LP. Constructive
negation has also been studied in LP [6, 7]
and implemented [20, 1]. In the FLP setting,
constructive failure is a dicult issue due
to the combination of laziness, sharing and
non-determinism. The problem of binding
variables while evaluating functions which
collect values of a search space (an issue somehow related to our constructive failure) has
been addressed in [5]. But this work focuses
only on operational questions (sometimes
system dependant), while our approach also
provides a logical semantics that allows to
prove correctness and completeness results.
We address the problem from a general
point of view: the natural counterpart of logic
negation, in FLP is failure in reduction. Such
a notion can be expressed by means of a function fails with a clear meaning:

 true if e can not be reduced
to a head normal form
fails(e) =
 false otherwise

FLP follows a constructor discipline, and

therefore by head normal form we mean a variable or a constructor-rooted term. The important fact is that fails can not be dened
within the language, but it requires a theoretical framework in order to provide a formal semantics for it. We have investigated
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this construction in previos papers, taking the
well established framework CRWL [8, 21] as
starting point. Following it, this approach,
we have developed an specic framework for
dealing with failure: the rewriting logic is introduced in [13, 18] and transformed into a set
oriented logic in [14]; the narrowing relation is
presented in [15] and extended with built-in
equality in [16, 17]. In this paper, we incorporate a redex-selection mechanism to the narrowing relation and implement the prototype
OOPS based on such a relation.
OOPS is not intended to replace T OY or
Curry, but to motivate the introduction of constructive failure in such systems. It is designed as a research tool for studying failure
in FLP and incorporates an interesting tracing tool that generates a LATEX le with the detailed computation steps (formally justied by
the narrowing relation DDSNarr that we will
show). This prototype has been very useful
for developing the theoretical narrowing mechanism and for exploring the potential that failure can oer to FLP by means of simple but
not trivial running examples. Moreover, apart
from failure, the set-oriented view used in the
prototype is itself an interesting and clean way
for a better understanding of relevant features
of FLP such as non-determinism and sharing.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present an example motivating the
use of failure in FLP, Section 3 introduces the
set-oriented view. Section 4 briey presents
rewriting logic SRLF and the narrowing relation SNarr. The main contributions of this
work are Sections 5 and 6. In the rst we modify the relation SNarr to get a demand driven
mechanism for selecting redexes and show the
correctness and completeness results for it. In
the next Section we point out some implementation details of the system OOPS (available at http://babel.dacya.ucm.es/jaime/
systems.html) based on the new relation. Finally, Section 7 contains some conclusions.
2

Using Failure in

FLP

As a counterpart of negation in LP, failure in
FLP allows to use negative information within

programs in many situations. Moreover, there
are problems for which to use this kind of information is the natural way for solving them.
As an example, consider the problem of
searching paths in a graph. We assume the
nodes a, b, c and d, the non-deterministic function next to dene arcs and the function path
for deciding if there is a path between two
given nodes:
next(a) → b
next(b) → c
next(a) → c
next(b) → d
path(X, Y ) → if (X == Y ) then true
else path(next(X), Y )

Now we use failure to dene the function

safe, understanding that a node is safe if there
is not a path from it to the node d:

safe(X) = fails(path(X, d))

This simple function can not be programmed
in FLP without failure (of course it would be
possible by changing the full program, in particular the denition of next). We can evaluate
safe(a) to false and safe(c) to true.
This example could be programmed in
Curry or T OY , but they can not reduce a
non-ground expression like safe(X) for which
OOPS gets true with the substitution [X/c],
and false with [X/a], [X/b] and [X/d].
3

A Set-Oriented View of

FLP

In the following we will write CS (FS) for the
set of constructor (function) symbols of the
program. We assume a countable set of variables V = {X, Y, Z, . . .}. Exp is the set of expressions built over CS ∪ F S ∪ V and Term is
the set of terms built over CS ∪ V . Any object
of the form o denotes a sequence o1 , . . . , on .
In order to illustrate the set-oriented syntax, in this section we assume a program with
CS = {z, s} (for natural numbers), and F S =
{add , double, two, coin} dened as:
add (z, X) → X
add (s(X), Y ) → s(add (X, Y ))
double(X) → add (X, X)
two(s(s(z))) → s(s(z))

coin → z
coin → s(z)
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This program could be a functional one except for the non-deterministic function coin .
Such kind of functions are one of the nicest
features in FLP that allow to express search
problems in a direct way. But they also make
more dicult to deal with failure. The problem arises from the fact that proving failure in
the reduction (to head normal form) of an expression in a non-deterministic context means
to prove that any possible reduction to head
normal form fails. For example, the expression two(coin) fails: coin can be reduced to
z or s(z), and two is not dened for any of
these values. But none of the possible values
for coin in isolation produces the failure; we
must consider both reductions of coin simultaneously, i.e., to check that two fails for every
value of the set {z, s(z)}. This idea suggests to
use a set oriented semantics for collecting reductions of expressions. In fact, taking failure
apart, non-deterministic functions themselves
induce this kind of semantics.
In [18, 13] we formalize this idea with the
introduction of statements of the form coin /
{z, s(z)}, where {z, s(z)} is what we call a
Sucient Approximation Set (SAS) for coin
(Section 4 formalizes the notion of SAS). In
[15] the set avor was extended to expressions
and programs. For instance, the expression
double(add (s(z), coin)) is transformed into the
set-expression:
S
S
α∈
add(s(z),β) double(α)
β∈coin

Formally, a set-expression S ∈ SetExp is dened as:
S
S ::= {t} | f (t) | t == t0 | α∈S1 S2 | S1 ∪ S2
where t, t0 ∈ Term , t ∈ Term× . n. . ×Term ,
f ∈ F S n and S1 , S2 ∈ SetExp. Indexed variables like α are taken from a distinguished set
Γ and are called produced variables of the setexpression. The set of produced variables is
notated as P V (S) and the rest are free variables, notated as F V (S). We consider the set
Subst of substitutions for the free variables.
The notation used for set-expressions is
clearly inspired in the standard mathematical
one, and the formal semantics matches the intuitive meaning. But the relevant aspect is
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that it makes explicit sharing (by means of indexed variables like α) and non-deterministic
computations (by means of unions), and it facilitates to build the operational mechanism.
It is easy to transform any usual expression
e into its corresponding set-expression eb, using
(fresh) produced variables α1 , . . . , αn :
S
d =S
• c(e)
{c(α)}, ∀c ∈ CS n
α1∈c
e1 . . .
αn∈ec
n
S
S
• fd
(e) = α1∈c
f (α), ∀f ∈ F S n
e1 . . .
αn∈ec
n
b = {X}, ∀X ∈ V
• X

The transformation also introduces a new
constant symbol F to explicitly denote failure
of reduction. Programs are transformed into
set-programs in such a way that function rules
have a set-expression in the body. But the
transformation is deeper, obtaining the following unicity property: for any function call
f (t) where t are ground terms (without variables) with no occurrence of the constant F
there exists exactly one applicable rule in the
program; moreover, all the heads of the rules
of a function demand exactly the same positions (this is useful for the narrowing relation).
Here we use the standard notions of positions and demanded positions in the heads.
For example, the head f (s(s(z)), X, s(Y )) has
s at positions 1, 1.1 and 3, z at position 1.1.1,
X at position 2, and Y at position 3.1; and
this head demands the positions 1, 1.1 and 3,
i.e., those that contain constructor symbols.
To achieve this kind of (inductively sequential) rules, our algorithm performs a demand
analysis on the head of the rules (following
the ideas of denitional trees of [2, 11]) and
also completes the program introducing specic failure rules for those cases not dened
in the original program. The concrete algorithm and the correctness results can be found
in [22]. As an example of transformation, for
the program of graphs, we obtain the following
set-program:
next(a)  {b} ∪ {c}
next(c)  {F}
next(b)  {c} ∪ {d}
next(d)  {F}
safe(X)  fails(path(X, d))
path(X, Y ) 
S

α∈X==Y

S

S
β∈ γ∈next(X) path(γ,Y )

iTe(α, true, β)
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Cntx C [S]δ θ Cθ [S 0 ]δ 0
(1)

(2)

S / {⊥}

{X} / {X}

X ∈V

(3)

{t1 } / C1 ...{tn } / Cn
c ∈CS ∪{F}
0
0
{c(t1 ,..., tn )}/{c(t ) | t ∈C1×...×Cn}

(4)

Sθ / C
f (t)θ / C

(5)

t == t0/{true}

(7)

if C 6= {⊥}, (f (t)  S) ∈ P
and θ ∈ Subst⊥,F
if t↓t0

S1/C
S 1 S2[α/C1 ]/C
α∈S S2 / C
1

(9)

f (t) / {F}

(10)

(6)
(8)

t == t0/{false}

S1 /C1 S2 /C2
S 1 ∪ S2 / C1 ∪ C2

for all (f (s)  S 0 ) ∈ P ,
t and s have a CS ∪{F}-conict

t == t0 / {F}

if t 6↓ t0 y t 6↑ t0

S / {F}
(11)
fails(S) / {true}

(12)

S/C
fails(S) / {f alse}

if ∃t ∈ C − {⊥, F}

θ

S 0 δ 0

Nw1 f (t)δ θ |
Sθδ 0
var(t)
if (f (s)  S) ∈ P , θ ∈ SustF is a m.g.u. for
s, t with Dom(θ)∩Γ = ∅ and δ 0 ∈ solve(δθ)
Nw2 f (t)δ

if t↑t0

if Sδ



{F}δ

if for every rule (f (s)  S) ∈ P
s and t have a CS ∪ {F}-conict

Eq

t == sδ θ |var(t)∪var(s) {ω}δ 0
if t == s θ ω|δ00 and δ0 ∈ solve(δθ ∪ δ00 )

Fail1 fails(S)δ

if S ∗

{true}δ



= {F}

Fail2 fails(S)δ  {f alse}δ
if ∃t ∈ S ∗−{⊥, F}
S
S
S
Flat α∈S
S S3 δ 
β∈S
α∈S S3 δ
β∈S1

Dist

S

Bind

S

Elim

S

2

1

α∈S1∪S2 S3 δ
α∈{t}
α∈S 0

Sδ

Sδ






S

α∈S1 S3 ∪

S

2

α∈S2 S3 δ

S[α/t]δ
Sδ

if α 6∈ F V (S)

Table 1: Rewriting logic SRLF

Table 2: Rules for SNarr

Now, next collects all the possible reductions
for each argument in a single rule and it is
completed with failures for the cases c and d.
The equality function == (used in path ) is a
three-valued function that can produce true ,
false or F (iTe stands for if _ then _ else ).

out function symbols). Rules (7) and (8) are
inspired in usual set manipulations and rules
(11) and (12) dene the function fails (in rule
(12) t ∈ C − {⊥, F} stands for a head normal
form).
With the program of Section 2, this logic
can prove safe(a) / {false} or safe(c) / {true}.
But it has nothing to do with safe(X), as it
is designed as a rewriting logic and not as a
narrowing relation able to bind variables of expressions.
Then, as operational mechanism we dene
the narrowing relation SNarr. An step for this
relation has the form:

4

Rewriting Logic and Narrowing
Calculus

The rewriting logic SRLF of Table 1 provides
the semantics for any set-expression S with respect to a set-program P , i.e., it proves statements of the form S / C , where C is a SAS
for S . Here we only show a brief explanation of the rules (for a detailed discussion see
[14]). Rule (1) provides the trivial (totally undened) SAS for any set-expression allowing
lazy derivations. Rule (3) stands for term decomposition. Rule (4) uses an instance of a
rule of the program for evaluating a function
call; such instance is obtained by means of
θ ∈ Subst⊥,F , a substitution that includes the
undened value ⊥ and F in its range. Rule (9)
detects a failure in parameter passing. Rules
(5), (6) and (10) denes the function == be
means of the syntactic relations ↓, ↑, 6↓ and
6↑ that operate on constructed terms (with-

Sδ

θ

S 0 δ 0

where S, S 0 are set-expressions, θ is the answer
substitution, and δ, δ 0 are sets of disequalities
in solved form, i.e., disequalities for variables
(that may be introduced by reducing the function ==). Table 2 shows the rules for SNarr.
There are quite a lot technical subtlety in these
rules, but here we only point out the most relevant aspects (see [15, 16, 17] for details):
• in the rule Cntx, C denotes a context as
usual in FP and it allows to select any
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sub-set-expression as redex in order to apply some other rule;
• Nw1 performs narrowing in a proper
sense, unifying the arguments of the call
with those of a rule of the program. The
condition Dom(θ)∩Γ = ∅ ensures that the
produced variables are not aected by the
substitution and the function solve makes
the propagation of bindings to the disequality store;
• Nw2 checks a failure in reduction. Although the set-program satises the unicity property, if a call contains F at some
demanded position there is not any applicable rule of the program;
• Eq evaluates a call to the function ==
using the relation , that requires a non
trivial narrowing mechanism [16, 17]. It
calculates the appropriate substitution θ
and produces true if the terms unify, false
if there is a conict of constructors (or
a disequality is introduced in δ ), and F
otherwise (this case holds for example in
F == X );
• Fail1 and Fail2 evaluate fails(S) by analyzing the information set S ∗ of S , that
reects its constructed part. Formally S ∗
is dened as: ({t})∗ = {t}; (S1 ∪ S2 )∗ =
S1∗ ∪ S2∗ ; (fS
(t))∗ = (fails(S))∗ = (t ==
s) = {⊥}; ( α∈S 0 S)∗ = (S[α/⊥])∗
• nally, rules Flat, Dist, Bind and Elim
have a clear mathematical sense.

The aim of this relation is to narrow any set-expression to a normal form,
i.e., a set-expression of the form {t1 } ∪
. . . ∪ {tn } (that represents the collection
of terms {t1 , . . . , tn }). As usual we consider the transitive closure Sδ
Sδ

θ1

S1 δ1

θ2

...

θn

∗
θ

S 0 δ 0 :

S 0 δ 0 where θ =

θ1 θ2 . . . θn is the answer substitution of the
derivation.
Correctness and completeness results of the
relation SNarr with respect to SRLF have
been established in [15, 16, 17].

5
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A Demand Driven Narrowing Relation:

DDSNarr

The rule Cntx of SNarr allows to select any
possible sub-set-expression as redex. In this
Section we will show a modied version of this
rule that works only on the demanded sub-setexpressions following the philosophy of lazy
functional languages. First we introduce the
concept of demand in set-expressions.

Denition 1 (Demanded Variables)
Given a set-expression S , the set DV (S) ⊆ Γ
of its demanded variables is dened as:
• DV ({t}) = var(t) ∩ Γ
• DV (f (t)) = DVFun(f (t)) ∩ Γ, where
DVFun(f (t)) = {X ∈ var(t) | X appears
in a demanded position by f }
• DV (t == s) = var(t) ∪ var(s)

∗

 ∅ if S = {F} or
∃t ∈ (S ∗−{⊥, F})
• DV (fails(S)) =

 DV (S) otherwise

 DV (S1 )∪DV (S2 )
S
if α ∈ DV (S2 )
• DV ( α∈S1 S2 ) =

DV (S2 ) otherwise
• DV (S1 ∪ S2 ) = DV (S1 ) ∪ DV (S2 )

Using this notion we can now dene an special kind of contexts in such a way that the
set-expression of the argument is needed for
reduction, i.e., it is demanded. A context of
demand is dened as:
C ::= [ ] |Sfails(C 0 ) |SC 0 ∪ S | S ∪ C 0 |
0
α∈S C |
α∈C 0 S

where C 0 is a context of demand, S is a setexpression and α ∈ DV (S) in the last case.
We can now restrict the application of rule
Cntx in the following way:
DDCntx C [S]δ θ Cθ [S 0 ]δ 0 if C is a
context of demand and Sδ θ S 0 δ0

For example, if we consider the expression add(add(coin, X), add(Y, Z)) and its corresponding set-expression:
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S

S
α∈ β∈coin add(β,X)

S

γ∈add(Y,Z)

add(α, γ)

the demanded variables are α and β , and the
contexts of demand are those that have as
arguments the underlined set-expressions like
add(β, X) or coin (notice that add(Y, Z) does
not correspond to a context of demand).
The relation DDSNarr is the result of replacing the rule Cntx by the new rule DDCntx in SNarr. The correctness of DDSNarr
arises from the correctness of SNarr:

Theorem 1 (Correctness of DDSNarr)
Let S, S 0 be set-expressions, θ a substitution and δ and δ 0 sets of disequalities in
∗
solved form. If Sδ θ Sδ 0 is a DDSNarrderivation then for any σ ∈ Sol(δ) and
σ 0 ∈ Sol(δ 0 ) we have: Sσ / C ⇔ S 0 σ 0 / C .
Proof: trivial: any DDSNarr-derivation is a
SNarr-derivation, for which the result holds.
The completeness result requires rather
more elaboration. The proof is an extension
of the proof for the completeness result for
SNarr [15, 16, 17], but needs to show that each
derivation step with DDSNarr makes the setexpression to evolve to a normal form (if such
form exists for the set-expression). We dene
the complexity of a SRLF-proof S / C as the
number of SRLF-steps of such a proof. Given
a set-expression S with S / C , we will show
that we can derive S 0 by means of DDSNarr
with S 0 / C (this is only correctness), but in
such a way that the complexity of the proof
S 0 / C decreases (progress of DDSNarr). The
formal results that follow must also consider
the possible disequalities δ associated to the
set-expressions.
The rst result shows that for a setexpression (not in normal form) DDSNarr is
able to apply some rule that reduces complexity, except for the rules Flat and Dist, that
preserve this complexity.

Proposition 1 (Partial Progress) Let S
be a set-expression not in normal form such
that S / C with C 6= {⊥}. Then it is possible to
perform a derivation step S∅  S 0 ∅ with
DDSNarr such that S 0 / C and:

• if the step is performed by Flat or Dist
applied to S or to some sub-set-expression
of S by means of DDCntx, then the complexity of the proofs S / C and S 0 / C are

the same;

• otherwise the complexity of the proof for
S 0 / C is less than the one for S / C .

Proof sketch: we proceed by induction on
the structure of S (not in normal form) and
taking into account that C =
6 {⊥}, pointing
out the way in which complexity of the SRLFproofs is aected:
• if S = f (t) and there is a rule of the program for reducing it, then we can apply
Nw1 in such a way that S 0 is the body
of such rule and the complexity of the
SFRL-proof decreases (SRLF contains a
rule that replaces f (t) by the body of the
corresponding program rule). Otherwise,
if no rule of the program matches f (t)
then we can apply Nw2 to obtain {F};
• if S = t == s it is possible to use Eq
and nish the derivation. Notice that it
does not need to introduce any disequality because we have S / C (without any
restriction to the variables of S );
• if S = fails(S1 ) then if it is possible to
apply Fail1 or Fail2 the derivation nish.
Otherwise, by induction hypothesis some
rule will be applicable to S1 by means of
DDCntx reducing the complexity of the
SRLF-proof;
S
• if S = α∈S1 S2 there are three possibilities:

 if α 6∈ F V (S2 ) then Elim applies;
 if α ∈ F V (S2 ) − DV (S2 ), as α is not

demanded in S2 it does not block any
reduction in S2 and i.h. applies to S2
by means of DDCntx;

 otherwise α ∈ F V (S2 )∩DV (S2 ) and

the rule depends on the form of S1 :
if S1 =S {t} then Bind applies; if
S1 =
β∈S3 S4 or S1 = S3 ∪ S4
then Flat or Dist respectively can
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be applied and the complexity of the
SRLF-proofs do not change; otherwise i.h. applies to S1 by means of
DDCntx;
• if S = S1 ∪ S2 we can apply i.h. to both
set-expression by means of DDCntx.

Lemma 1 (Progress of DDSNarr) Let S ∈
SetExp not in normal form such that S /C with
C 6= {⊥}. Then it is possible to perform a ∗
nite number of derivation steps S∅  S 0 ∅
with DDSNarr such that there is a proof for
S 0 / C with less complexity than the one for
S / C.
Proof sketch: notice that rules Flat and
Dist can only be applied a nite number of
times over a set-expression; after that, the previous result ensures that some other rules will
be applicable reducing the complexity of the
proof.

In order to obtain the result of completeness
we need to prove that DDSNarr is able to nd
the appropriate values for variables. Moreover, the narrowing relation can provide a
more general substitution that the one used for
the SRLF-derivation: if Sθ / C then DDSnarr
can obtain the same information with an answer substitution θ0 more general than θ (i.e.
θ = θ0 µ for some µ, except for the new variables Π that can introduce the body of a rule
program by means of Narr1 ). The actual relevance of this result is to obtain the Theorem
2 and we skip other technical subtles.

Lemma 2 (Answer Substitutions) Given
Sδ and θ ∈ Sol(δ), if DDSNarr allows to
∗
derive Sθ∅  S 0 δ 0 , then it also allows to
derive Sδ θ0 S 00 δ 00 with new variables Π
such that for some substitution µ we have:
∗

0
0 ∗
00 ∗
0
0
θ = (θµ)|
V−Π ; (S ) ⊆ (S µ) ; Sol(δ ) ⊆ Sol(δ µ)

Proof sketch: this Lemma was proved for
SNarr [16, 17] by imitating the steps of the
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derivation for Sθ∅

∗


S 0 δ 0 in the deriva-

∗

tion for Sδ θ0 S 00 δ 00 . This proof is also
valid for the calculus DDSNarr.
Now, the result of completeness is obtained
by considering simultaneously the progress of
DDSNarr and its ability for nding answer
substitutions. Part ii) reects the fact that
DDSNarr is able to extract the values of the
semantics of a set-expression. The nal corollary has a more readable presentation, assuming termination and normal forms.

Theorem 2 (Completeness of DDSNarr)
Let S be a set-expression, δ a set of disequalities in solved form and θ ∈ Sol(δ).
If Sθ / C then there exists a DDSNarr∗
derivation Sδ θ0 S 0 δ 0 , with new variables
Π such that for some substitution µ we have:

i) θ = (θ0µ) |V−Π

ii) S 0µ/C

iii) µ ∈ Sol(δ 0 )

Proof sketch: It follows from Lemmas 1,2.
The next result claries the relevance of
the completeness result: DDSNarr allows to
obtain any SAS of the semantics of a setexpression as a normal form. Furthermore,
this relation allows to generalize any substitution used for obtaining such SAS, possibly
by introducing disequalities as a part of the
answer (for example, X == s(Y ) will produce the answer {true} with [X/s(Y )], and
{false} with the disequality X 6= s(Y ) instead
of innite answers for false using only substitutions).

Corollary 1 (Completeness of DDSNarr)
Let S ∈ SetExp and θ ∈ Subst (with
Dom(θ) ⊆ F V (S)) be such that Sθ /
{t1 , . . . , tn }. Then there exists a DDSNarr∗
derivation S∅ θ0 {t1 } ∪ . . . ∪ {tn }δ
such that for some substitution µ we have:

θ = θ0 µ, µ ∈ Sol(δ)
6

Implementation

OOPS, like Curry or T OY is implemented in
Prolog (SWI-Prolog) and users of these systems must be comfortable using it (type :h
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from the prompt of OOPS for a list of commands). Programs use the standard (curried
functional) syntax and the interpreter is analogous to T OY or Curry. The architecture of
the system is as follows:

setRule(function_name, list_of_arguments,
result, demanded_positions).

Program

PARSER

TRANSFORMATION
ALGORITHM

Set−Program

Set−Expression

Expression

nism for solving equalities use this representation for improving eciency avoiding multiple
decomposition of the same terms.
Program rules of the transformed program
are stored as Prolog facts of the form:

NARROWING
ENGINE (DDSNarr)

Answer

The Prolog term result represents a setexpression corresponding to the body of the
rule, and demanded_positions stores the positions demanded by the head of the rule (positions in the list_of_arguments that contain
constructor symbols). This information about
such positions is stored in order to improve the
eciency in the reduction engine.
6.1

The parser analyzes the source code of programs and produces a at representation as
Prolog facts, from which the transformation
algorithm generates the corresponding setprogram. This process is transparent for the
user, that does not have to know about the setview of the system. Expressions to be reduced
are processed in a similar way (the transformation algorithm includes the conversion of
expressions into set-expression) and they are
throwed into the narrowing engine that implements the relation DDSNarr. Of course, this
engine consults the set-program for evaluating
functions (the predened functions for equality and disequality are implemented as a subsidiary mechanism).
With respect to the Prolog representation,
for set-expressions we use Prolog terms trying to facilitate the work
S of the reduction engine. For example, α∈S1 S2 is represented
by a term of the form in(pv(A),tpS1 ,tpS2 ),
where tpS1 and tpS2 are the representations
of S1 and S2 resp. Produced variables are
clearly distinguished because they are represented as pv(. . .), while standard variables are
self-represented. This is useful because of the
dierent behavior of both types of variables in
the narrowing relation. An equality t == t0 is
represented as eq([(t,t')]). We use lists of
pairs that will be eventually produced by decomposition of compound terms. The mecha-

The Reduction Engine of OOPS

The relation DDSNarr reduces the amount of
non-determinism with respect to SNarr but
is not completely deterministic because there
may be more than one possible redex. For
example, for the set-expression:
S
S
S
α∈
add(β,X)
γ∈add(Y,Z) add(α, γ)
β∈coin

after some reduction steps (with Nw1 , Dist
and Bind) we obtain:
S
S
α∈add(z,X)
γ∈add(Y,Z) add(α, γ) ∪
S
S
γ∈add(Y,Z) add(α, γ)
α∈add(s(z),X)
Now there are two possible redexes. OOPS
performs a reduction over both of them. In
general, if there are several redexes, the system will use all of them for reduction. This
is a kind of width search that can improve
the completeness properties of the system in
some situations. Nevertheless OOPS allows to
change this mode of operation to depth search
(with the command :nw).
A reduction step in OOPS may be done
by application of several rules (at least
one) of the relation DDSNarr.
Given a
set-expression, OOPS analyzes recursively
the syntactic structure trying to evaluate the innermost sub-set-expressions. For
example, in the above set-expression it
rstly analyzes the left sub-set-expression
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(1)

safe(X) {}

(Nw1 )

(2)

fails(path(X, d)) {}

(Nw1 )

(3)

fails(

S

(4)

fails(

S

(5)

fails(...iTe(false, true, π2 )) {X 6= d}

π1 ∈==[(X,d)]
π1 ∈{false}

S

S

(Eq)

π2 ∈...

(Bind)

π2 ∈...

···

(Nw1 )

X =c

(15)fails(

S

F

π2 ∈{ } {π2 })

(Bind)

{}

(16)fails({F}) {}

(Fail1 )

(17){true} {}
Answer:

{true} {}

(with X

= c)

Table 3: Derivation example for safe(X)
S
S
(i)
An
α∈add(z,X)
γ∈add(Y,Z) add(α, γ).
step over it requires
an
step
over
the
subS
set-expression (ii) γ∈add(Y,Z) add(α, γ), that
requires an step over the innermost part
(iii) add(α, γ). This call demands the produced variable α, so no rule can be applied,
but α is stored as demanded variable. Then,
at the back of recursion we explore the indexed sub-set-expressions. In (ii) the subset-expression is indexed by γ that is not
demanded, so it remains identical. But in
(i) we nd α indexing the sub-set-expression
add(z, X) that can be reduced to {X} by the
rst rule of add.
Analogously, for the right part the redexSadd(s(z), X) is found and it is reduced
to π∈add(z,X) {s(π)}, so the complete setexpression is reduced to:
S
S
add(α, γ) ∪
α∈{X}
γ∈add(Y,Z)
S
S
S
α∈
{s(π)}
γ∈add(Y,Z) add(α, γ)
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the disequality X 6= d. In a further step the
disequality disappears by binding X = c. This
trace is automatically generated by OOPS in
a LATEX le and showed in postscript le by
activating the debug mode (command :d).
7

Conclusions and Future Work

We have connected our previous theoretical research about constructive failure in FLP with
an eective implementation of a functionallogic language providing such a resource.
In order to understand the implementation
we have sketched the set-oriented view from
which we study the failure and the way for
transforming the classic elements of FLP (expressions, programs) into this new formalism.
The resulting framework allows to introduce
failure and makes explicit some important aspects of FLP like non-determinism or sharing.
OOPS is closer enough to the formalism to
allow to reason about the formalism itself, but
also to explore the practical implications of integrating failure in FLP. We illustrate the last
point with an example in which failure has a
prominent role. As a tool for analyzing the
narrowing mechanism, OOPS includes an interesting option for showing the transformed
programs and for tracing computations, in
such a way that every step of the trace is formally justied by the theoretical relation.
As a general aim, we have tried to motivate
the use of constructive failure in FLP and its
incorporation into Curry or T OY . It is quite
easy for non-constructive failure (for ground
expressions), but requires additional eort for
the constructive version presented here.

π∈add(z,X)

This way of proceeding corresponds to evaluate outermost sub-expressions in an standard
expression, i.e., to lazy evaluation.
As an example of derivation Table 3 shows
a part of one of the possible evaluations for
the expression safe(X) using the set-program
of graphs (see Section 3). The (underlined) redexes are selected with the previous explained
mechanism. Notice that in step (3) the equality X == d is reduced to false by imposing
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Ë<]ÅK¦ n¼¤G|b]£¯KP¯¤Gk |]£¥t¨]I¼¨¶ ¢Ø Gbt¿
¼°¬kÈ|_v¿

t ∈ TΣ (X)k
[t] → [t]

É

Ì?K§] ¤KbGb
¼°kG¦]kb©Tb

r : [t(x)] → [t0 (x)]
[w1 ] → [w10 ] . . . [wn ] → [wn0 ]
[t(w/x)] → [t0 (w0 /x)]

Ë6]G_ |_v¿

[t] → [t0 ] [t0 ] → [t00 ]
[t] → [t00 ]

bb_¡Gb Kbt¿ E) |©Tb© Åk K|b®¤Gt¢
 |?G]|?§]¦]ª n®¤Gt(Σ,
 |?K±]£N£¥¤KGk |?G]©T¯K¤K|b
t &]¤K©TP¯ß ³Å&Ì¤K 6¼?k$t¬¯ß k¢
©T|¬ ¦K§ GP½bQPÉ P®¤¬ |?¬t3t |ÅG¤ bbÉ¦|¾?
 Àt¬¯  Ç  ]||P½P¯£´]y¯bb¦t |K§b¢
6]|»¾¦G¯K3t£P®¤¬t |]¬]KtÈ|?©TbÉ] Gt3½]¤G¦¯»Å
|] Kk°P]G]K¢Ø k ©T|¬ |G§b®¤Gt |?KbªËK
|G_ ¦]©À¯b¬t£y£¥¤KGk |]¬]©T¯K¤K¦ ¦N G¦K_¢
 ¦]N]|§?bÅ6¹t£ G» Kb]¿ T ªËKTbk|¡G
²¿6tÈt£nT¸I]¤¬¯±£¥¤KGk |]¬]5©T¯¤G|±|

,$'+- . *  +* *,0 & ,. *,.
0 *,0
/. 0  ª
½ G ¯Kbk¦t6t |?K°¦Kb|¤¬¯y Ky|©T]6t |]¹]£
£¥¤KGk |]¬]©T¯¤G|bbÉ]]PÉ?¤GÅGtn]G¯ ]k6t t
¯Kkb¦t6t |]GbÉ±½ G||²6t k©Tb ¦Kb|¤¬¯ P®¤Gt¢
 |?G]<]G¯©Tb© Åk G|tÈ|?©Tbª
Í 0 $ +-7bk|¡Gb¨ ½ | 7 Kb]¿Qª
ËG¨|G_ ¦]©T¯Kb]£3²¿K² k©Î©T¯K¤K| T | |
bbKb]³]|§?bÅ6]| 6]K_ ¦]4²¿² b©¹É ½ | 
?¯K¯K_ |?G]±]k6t |]GbÉ¨|Kb|¤¬¯K|K§$b®¤Kb ¦]
b]©T?_ ¦]T?k6t |]T£¥]¦]Åb||P¯6tG_ |?Gbª
ËG ¯Gt6T¦ G²6 b±]£n G²¿² b©   K ]¢
¦¯KP¯(Å¿ K»¤GG¯Kk _¿|G§¦K_ htN]|§?bÅ6 T ª
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f ∈ Σk1 ,...,kn ,k
ti , t0i ∈ TΣ (X)k
i ∈ [1 . . . n]
[t1 ] → [t01 ] . . . [tn ] → [t0n ]
[f (t1 , ..., tn )] → [f (t01 , ..., t0n )]
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±È k¬¯T G¨|§?Gt ¤  ½ _ I Gk½³k?K¢
²6] ⊥  bK kb |G§± G¤GG¯KΣk¡GGP¯]]|¤G?ªËK
kÈ bG¯KP¯Ç|§?¬ ¤K À| ¯KkGt P¯Å¿ Σ ª Exp
]G¯ CT erm ¯KkG] À kbk |Qb_¿ G »]£
ýe¬ ¦]hþkÈK k¦]G]G¯º K¹kÀ]£TýeGt ¦]hþ
k¢Ø k ©Tbª·t ¦]k¢Ø k ©T kK bk» GÀ k¤G_
]£ ¬t ¦]|_¿Æb]]|¤¬ P¯ÆkÈ b|?G n ¤GbÉ Kk¿
Pt¹Å±bbt°]KK PÈ|©Àt |?K   G±]]|¤G±]£
kÈK k¦]Gbª
Í°»¤G¤G]Gt6t |?½½ || ½ _ 
£¥t ? ¦]ÅG|bbÉ c, d £´] b?K² ¤G ] ²¿©»X,Å]Y,¦bÉZ,f,...g
£¥t7£¥¤GKk |?KbÉ e £´]kÈK k¦]Gt¬¯ s, t £¥]¢
 k ©Tbª C t|P]kbÉ<K |©Tb ý þ°]G¯(¤GÅK|¬¯¦kb
PtºÅ¤GP¯ ªÀ½ |¦¤GÀ Gk »]£°¤GÅK² |¢
 ¤K |]G CSubst = {θ : V → CT erm} ]G¯
ª»T¯KkG] 
CSubst = {θ : V → CT erm }
Å¿ eθ  G¨ b¤K_]£]GK_¿K|K§ θ   e ª
vT G|¬tk   
*
| 7¡GG_ 
kt£G k½ _  ¤K|b3]£G KN£¥K t © f (t P, ..., t ) → e
½ G  f ∈ F S É (t , ..., t ) |$³|¦KPtÆ ¤¢
G|Îýeb]6 ]t ¦tÅG||9_³bb¤K Â?K|¿ ?Gkþ
]£Tk¢Ø k ©TbÉ t¬¯ ¦ t kÈK b|]5ª °] |b
 ¬ e ©Àb¿Ib]6]|e(]t ¦]ÅK|b¨G]°bb¤ ¦K§|
ª
f (t , ..., t )
«K ]©Ãy§?|QkÀK ?§t6]© P É G K ]£5b]|b¤G|¤K
b]G¦¯K P¯| K¦½] ¾T£¥t  (| |©TG|_¢
¡¬bt |?]£ K t¦ ¼k½ _ »Ìt|b¤G|¤Gÿ 3]G¯
Ptß¯k |Q ,$ %0 & ,. 0 *,0 /.10 I]£  KÇ£¥] ©
Éy½ _ 
ª ËKÆ| b¬¯P¯
e → e
©TPtG|G§]£7¤G6e,1e²6t∈ b©TExp
k| Gt e PtÂÅ
 P¯¤Gbb¯$  e ª«GtT?¤TK¤K ?kt£¨Qk _£´¿|G§
K ]k |b ]£  (K ?§t6]©T½yt ±?G_¿|K¢
 k b² b¯y?y b¯K¤Kk |?G£h ?©2kÈK k|?G5  ]²¢
|ÅG_¿¬ ¦]5k¢Ø k ©T±ý e → tþª
ÂKbI7£¥¤KGk |] ¤K| | ]KG||P¯À ¯k |Q
²6t k©Tb bÉ5 G»P]|b¤K¦¤KR¤Kby GIP]||P¯
&). 0 *,. 7]£
Én¯Kk¡GGb¯Æ] [R] = {Rθ | θ ∈
R
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k¢u|G²6tGbk3]£t¦ Gn [P¤G|b]3t£K ?§t6]© P ª3·t¢
6]©T knG]|G§±¦ £¥¤KGk |?»P]||  kÈ bP¯
Å¿©TPtGNt£ Gbk¢u|G²6]Kbb|T G ]£5P]_¢
b¤K¦¤Kbª
Ë<]ÅG| ¨GP½ n GK ]£ P]|b¤K¦¤Kn£¥]  ª
T½ _  P ` ϕ £¥] kÈK b|G§¹ Gt7 G
²6t k©Tb ϕ |ºK ]]ÅK|Â£h ?©Á G1K ]§]6]©
½ _  bbk  Â G| P]|b¤K¦¤Kbª ËG|P]_¢
P
b¤K¦¤K¨  ¬kk 7K?¢C² |yb©À] |bbÉ5]||P½ ¦K§
G]K¢Ø k ©T|¬ |G§ K ?§t6]©TT ÆÅ©TP]K|G§t£¥¤Geª
ËGyb]¬¯| |]G|©T?P¯|I KTý þt¬¯ ý þ
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 ¤G|bN]G¯  G tÅGbKb t£Ïv?|¬tÅG||_v¿²6t b©Tk 
ý¥½ G|6Çt  K kb¨¦ K] |§?|G]NÌ¼5³¶ÆP]_¢
b¤G|¤K6þ<¦¬Ï²¤G² _¡GP¯ |ÿ  ?½ Kk  ¨¯  b ]£
P]|b¤K|¤G£´]  ¹|¤GP¯ É½ K||K QP¯ 
Å±P®¤G|]]|b| G°¡¬G] P¯K¤Kk |?K bb 
 G±Pt¦k¤G|¤Gk?G¦¯k P¯IKk ÿ Øª
Í ¯K|² |G§]¤G|GP¯1£¥P ¤K  ]£  Îýe¬ P¯
Å¿Tk?G k ¨²¿² b©TN||¾Q±Ì¤K¿Tt Ë5P¿¬þn| Gt
K ]§]6]©T±b] Å G]K¢ub] ¬¤KbPÉ¯k¡¬K|G§À ¤K
. ,.
/0
&). & 0 & /$. %0 & ,. ªÀÍ7C¿G|PtkÈ¢
]©TK¦]É k?G¦¯k¨ G ?§]6t©ýeb]||P¯ Coin £¥]
£¥¤ ¤K ¨ £¥k bKbb6þ|¹«|§Kª ]ÉG½ K¦6¹t¤G©Tb K
b?K² ¤Gk t  0 ]¬¯ s £¥t°¬ ¤K6]¤K©»Åk bª
¨] |b ¬ ,& .y|n°G]K¢C¯Kk  ©T¦K|² ¦N£´¤GKk¢
 |?5É3£¥t»½ K¦6Æ GÀK k|]¤G b]|b¤G|¤K»P]¯k¢
 |QÆ KÆ²6t b©Tk  coin → 0 ]G¯ coin →
ª ËG ¤K t£$k¢u|G²6tGkb³| ¤G|
s(0)
|G² P]¯Ã]£§]bGk6t¦K²6]Kbbb] b]¬¯(R) 
*,+)+ 0 &
,& /k©À] |b£¥tG?¢C¯Kk  ©À|K|©
ÿ  KÉ ´þª C GºkÈK]©TG|?É_$|Æ?|ÅK¦& 
ÅG¤K¦¦¯    ¢u t££´] double(coin) → 0
]G¯Æ]|£¥] double(coin) → s(s(0)) ÉÅK¤KK]
£¥] double(coin)
ª&Ì]|_¢Ø ¦©TK?|bI|
 b¦t P¯  * &). →]É(s(0)½k¦ ¾KP½ &]k6t |?G]
 b6GKh®¤Kb?Kh¯k P¯bb ¦]£´] G bk¢
 |QÂ|©TG|b©Tb6 |?]£(¦]Ê¿£¥¤KGk |?G]¦]K¢
§?¤G]§?k||¾Q ¨]¾Qb|eª È|² |G§Ç«3¶<·ß¦]G§]¤¬t§?b
|¦¾?ÇÌ¤K¿º]Ë5P¿Ä]|$¤KGt |G§$]G¯&Pt||¢
 |©TI6G?|b¹b©Àt |bbª1ËGtÅQ¯bk |ÅP¯
Åb¬P|?¤ £¥t G$ P¯¤Gk |] t£ double(coin)
b] k ]¬¯ÂkÈK]k _¿ ½ _ ½ GtÂ¬]KbGÄ|
 G]I²¿K² k©Tbª¼°¤KK¢Ø |©TÀK?|b]É]&]_ k ¬¢
 |Qnb©À] |b£¥]G]K¢C¯Kk  ©T¦K|©Â½ _ 7½ K¦6
b]Å P¯K¤KbP¯t|»  |¦¢
double(coin)
Qb² |§Q P¯£¥t K7«3¶5·& ¦K§|ÿ %us(0)
ª
«K ]©  K(]¦]£|k½9]£7Qk _£´¿|G§$ ?¢
k |b]£3«3¶<· ?§]6t©TbÉKK?¢v¯k k ©T|K¦©]¬¯
P]|_¢Ø |©ÀK?|bÇb©Àt ¦k¬PQ¹ G(¤KGK|P]²¢
]»b]GP®¤KbGkÀ ¬»P®¤¬ ¦]¬t P]]G|G§Ç|
Gt3]]|¦¯7£´]NÌ¼5Â¶¢uK ]§]6]©Tbª vy GN b¦]¤G
kÈK]©TK¦]É_£5 G ¤K|b£¥] coin ½k ¨¤G¬¯k ² ¯
]T K¹P®¤G]|_ ¦k = 0 ]¬¯ coin = s(0) É
 Gb ½Âb?¤Kh¯Ã¯Kcoin
P¯¤Gb
É½ K|Ã¦
Gt¹| k¬¯P¯ª Ì]|_¢Ø ¦©T 0 6G=]|bs(0)
|©TG||b Gt
Gt»?K_¿ÆP®¤¬ ¦]¬t Pt?K¦K§KÉNÅK¤K»t|Ç]6¯|¢
¬¿ k½ _ |G§À|°|]t¦¦¯¹|Kb?ÉG£´ ]©  Gy?|
]£»|k½ ]£  k½ _ |G§Éy GÇ ¤G| double(X) →
G?¤K¦¯ÄÅ(tGK¦|PtÅG|  *,. É ]G¯
X+X
Gt?G_¿º Æk¢Ø k ©Tbª ¨kGb?É½½?¤GX¦¯Ä¬P?
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ý Ë þ N] ?©
_£ e = f (e , . . . , e )
e→⊥
ýu¸ yþ¸I?Gt ?K¦k|C¿ e → e , ..., e → e
h(e , ..., e ) → h(e , ..., e )
ýe¼°«þ¼ ¬ÈK|_v¿
_£ e ¦ §] ]¤G¬¯
e→e
_£ l → r ∈ [P ]
ýe¼¨þ«K¤GKk |? P¯¤G ¦]
l→r
ýØË¼±þË56tG_ ||C¿ e → e e → e
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0+Y →Y
s(X) + Y → s(X + Y )
double(X) → X + X

coin → 0
coin → s(0)

|\ pP{?iCWx  I^vab`yXQz_WX?iCgPpPiCab`
É±t¬¯1£h ?©  K¦bÉ
]ª n]6ÇÌ¼5³¶K ?§t6]©9¯k¡GGb]¼°¶  G¢
double(coin) → coin + coin
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t n| k k² P¯y|ykÈK k¦K§ K ]k |b<t£6]K²¢
£¥t ©TP¯ Ì¼5³¶$ k ©T°½ 6]¾?»?ÅKk ]t |?K7]
?6t |?K7]£C¿ #$! ] #$#$! |£
 GyÌ¼5³¶Ç k ©Ã½±½] → »s]ÅGk ?y|→ ]s6t
 k ©¹ª ËGb$½K ¦¯KÀ Kb_Tt¦§]bÅK6t|¹b¢
_¡¬P |?5ª ËGÇ¯K¡¬G_ |?1]£7 K(?ÅKk ]t |?K
 P®¤G_ btºÈ kG|?]£ G¦§]¬ ¤K ]£ G
²¿² b© |Ä]6¯kÀ Æ¬P?(P]t¦¦tÅG| G¹?ÅKk¢
]t |?K±]G¯k ¬tG°?©T] ±]G¯(]¤ÈK||¦t¿
?6t |?Kn ¬Nt  b¦t P¯  ¨ G?ÅKk ]t |?K
ÅG¤±  Gt±Gt¨]£n K] |§]¦G] ?§t6]©¹ªÆ
¯KkG] ±Å¿ (Σ , E )  G±kÈ bG¯KP¯|§?Gt ¤ ?ª
«GtkÈKt©ÀK|?É  G K b|?¤K]ÅGk ] ¦]
]Å]¤KÀbQb&¤G© Åk »½ ||¨Å]Ä?k6 |?1]£
C¿K even : #(#$! → Bool ª9ËGkÈ bG¯KP¯
|§?Gt ¤K ¨|Gb|¤G¯Kb G°?ÅKk ]t |?ÉKÅK¤K| K|
Pt ½¯? nGbb¯  ykÈ bG¯ G¼¨¶|§?¬ ¤K 
½ _ G½2] bÉ|Kb7 KÌ¼5³¶] |§?|¬tK ]¢
§]6t©¯b]_ P?¯¿¹¯k¡¬K¨ G ,+- *,. (*+ $1 ª
ËG¨|]§?|±½°½ ¦| ¤G° kÈK b]¤K ?k¢
 |b7|7¡K ²t6¯Kkb®¤Gt |?G]n¦]§?|T½ _ Æ P¯K_¢
P b  Gt kÈK b b®¤KbGkb ]£ k½ _ bbª
+

+
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ϕ ::= true | t1 = t2 | s1 →i s2 | s1 → s2 |
ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ | ∀x : s.ϕ

½ G   t , t ∈ T (X) ÉN C½  ©T]£  G
 ]©TN]Q3 KkÈ bG¯KP¯y|§?Gt ¤K ]É s , s ∈
t v½y  ©Tnt£  K  t©T tQn G
T (X)
] |§]¦G]G¦§]¬ ¤K ?É  →   b bb n±k?||bk¢
 |?]£ÅG|Gt¿À?k6 ] bÉG]G¨£´] P]6I]¦ÅK|
 ÉQt¬¯
| G] #)!»t3 Gt #(#$! ª
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 n½ ||©Àt¾Q.(double(T
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Ï²¤KGk |]¹ý ∨þÉQ]G¯»|?§]|P]¬P®¤K¦]t¦kGbyý ≡∧þªËK
kÈ|² b ¦]®¤G] _¡¬k»|Àt|Æ¯K¡¬Gb¯$|º  ©T
]£Ç K4¤GK|Qk  t(®¤G] _¡¬kÄ]Ä¤G¤G]eª « b
]t ¦]ÅK|b b?K¦¯Kk b¯¤GK|Qk  t¦_¿®¤G] _¡¬P¯ É
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T
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0
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  ©T¨]£N])"!I©T¯K¤K|À K P®¤¬ |?G
| E ª
ËG £et©T¦_¿³t£²6t  6]K_ ¦]G|§]¦?b
•
Å¿T G ,. 0 %#"%$1/.10 & *+ # &)0 ±]£ K
 ½ |   Gbt¿K ª ¦?b2 k½ _  Gk]¿
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ª
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É
• [[obs(t)]] = I(obs)(t)
É
• [[f (t , . . . , t )]] = f ([[t ]] , . . . , [[t ]] )
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ª
Σ
½ Gk  t | ]£3]9 #$! ª
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 |? ²¿² b© K É?ÅG ? |? ¦  K k6 ¦] I
]G¯¦K_ ht<²6  e ¦
0 /$1kÉ
• K, I, e |=
É
• K, I, e |= t = t
[[t ]] = [[t ]]
]¬¯
• K, I, e |= s → s
 Kk t  s , . . . s ∈ T[s ] ]=G¯[e6]]K_¢
 |]G [s ] → [s ] ∈ K £´] i = 1 . . . n É
º G À| ?©T
• K, I, e |= s → s

¤G6 ¬ K, I, e |= s → s i ∈
³_T|TGt GP]I Gt
• K, I, e |= ¬ϕ
É
K, I, e |= ϕ
|©¢
• K, I, e |= ϕ ⇒ ϕ
K|¦k K, I, e |= ϕ É K, I, e |= ϕ
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(£¥t¨]|<¤KÅG² _ ¤K |]G
½ y¬PQ
½ G  t , t ∈ T ]G¯ s , . . . , s ∈ T ª
Í&£¥] © ¤G¦±|N]t¦¦¯|» G¦K_ ht¬©T¯Kb]£ G
kÈ bG¯KP¯Ç¦§]¬ ¤K T£¥tI§?|QkÆ¦K_ ht²6t À_£
 G»|G_ ¦]N©T¯Kk t |²¡¬k7 G £¥] © ¤G¦£¥t7 G
§?|Qk¹|K| ¦t<²6 ?ª
÷ø úNû?ü #  ù3ú vù5  ù ü ø
 ù  Q?ü 
Pt!¯K|² |G§?¤K|!Åv½bb C½ v¿b2]£
K ]k |bbÉn K? Gt ½ _ b¤G|G§(?K_¿
 GÂ¡K ²¢Ct6¯Kk&P®¤¬ ¦]¬t¹¬Ä]£( G³|?§?|
]G¯ G]  ¬7 »½ _ bÇ¤G|G§b bGkb±]£
 k½ _ |G§$¦]§?|?ª ËK¡K ²C¿K¹]£7 ?k |b
©Àb¿ ÅÀK ?P¯ ½ _ &¸¹t¤¬¯  C¬¯¤Gk |QTËG¢
] k©!· QIý ²Ë·NþTÿ ØÉ3 ¬» Qb7 Gbt b©T
]Å]¤KT GI|G_ ¦]°©T¯Kk ]£±£´¤GKk |?¬t±¸¹t¤¬¯
©T¯K¤K|bbªÃËK vË·Î|©ÀK|b©Tb $² ¤Gk ¤6]
|¬¯¤Gk |] t|G§©Tk G¯TÅ¬tP¯?À G°² ¤Gk¢
 ¤K ±t£3 K±²¿K² k©¹ª
 ??¤K¦K§±|¬¯¤Gk |]»?  G|bK§] »]£
 Gb?©TK¤K6t |] £¥] K |G§I KTbk?¬¯ C¿K
]£K ]k |bbªÀËG|G¯K¤G ¦?»K t£©Tk K¯(|
]£¥?||P½  (  Q ¬t GIK ]kv¿ (t →
|¨]]|¦¯(| GÈ k¬¯P¯¹|G_ ¦]3©T¯Kb
t)⇒ϕ
£¥t Ky|K| ¦t<²6  t || ¤ Tk¦k  K!½
|N]]|h¯»£´]]|¬?|ÅG|?G¢
• (t → t ) ⇒ ϕ
² bIP®¤Gb ¦]  k½ _ bbª
Í°¤K©T¦K§ (t → t ) ⇒ ϕ £¥t k ≤ n t¬¯
•
|]t¦¦¯ É]K ?n Gt
n≥1
| ]t¦¦¯À£¥t°t¦  ]|ÅG| n +(t 1→¢u² btP)®⇒¤Gbϕ¢
 ¦] k½ _ bbª
ËG»b] kk Gby]£ G»|G¯K¤Kk |Q»©T G¯(|
?Å6]|Gb¯7£´ ?©ß Kb©À] |b]£G K → k?KGbk¢
 |Qbbª
»|¦|¤K²6t » G»]GK||Pt |?t£ Gk»¦¯KPt
? G¨£´?||P½|G§ÀÈGt©TG|?ª


• K, I, e0 |= ∀x : s.ϕ
x ← t0
K, I, e0 |= ϕ[x ← t0 ]
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¨P½yÉ3½ Q GTK ] v¿ Å¿ ¦G¯K¤Kk |?Æ?
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Abstract
The ASIP+ITP tool is an experimental tool
for verifying imperative programs based on the
algebraic definition of the semantics of programs.

1

Introduction

Using the algebraic definition of the semantics of imperative programs as a formal foundation for software verification was throughly
discussed by J. Goguen and G. Malcolm in [7].
In this approach the semantics of imperative
programs is defined by specifying a class of abstract machines and giving equational axioms
which specify the effect of programs on such
machines.
The semantics of imperative programs is
specified in [7] in a formal, implemented notation: the language OBJ [5]. An OBJ ‘program’ (called a module) is an equational theory, and every OBJ computation proves some
theorem about such a theory. This means that
the OBJ module SEM used in [7] for defining the
semantics of programs already has a precise
mathematical meaning. Moreover, standard
techniques for mechanizing equational reasoning can be used for verifying the axioms in
SEM that describe the effect of imperative programs on abstract machines, and these axioms
can then be used in mechanical proofs of properties of programs.
OBJ was not originally designed as a theorem prover, but rather as a programming
and specification language. Despite this, in [6]
∗
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some techniques for proving theorems with
OBJ about OBJ modules are stated, justified,
and illustrated. However, as is also warned
in [6], “some things have to be done by hand
that would be done automatically in a fully
developed verification environment.” For that
reason, it is concluded in [6]: “it would be useful to construct a verification interface for OBJ
to generate proof scores that use only techniques already shown correct. For example, a
score for an inductive proof could be automatically generated from knowing the constructors, what to prove, and what variable to do
induction over. Such a system would guarantee the validity of any proof that it constructs,
and could also support incremental proof management.”
The techniques introduced in [6] are used
in [7] to prove the correctness of imperative
programs P in OBJ. The general methodology is as follows: to check a property φ about
a program P , we first formalize φ as a property about SEM and then we prove in OBJ that
φ holds in SEM using the techniques introduced
in [6]. However, the examples that illustrate
in [7] this methodology also show its limitations: the amount of interaction required to
complete a verification proof, and the expertise demanded to guarantee its validity, clearly
hindered its applicability.
The ITP tool [1, 3] is an experimental inductive theorem prover for proving properties of
Maude [2] ‘programs’. Like in OBJ, a Maude
(functional) ‘program’ (called a module) is an
equational theory, and every Maude computation proves some theorem about such a theory. In the ITP tool the user introduces commands which are interpreted as actions that
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may change the state of the proof: that is,
the set of goals that remains to be proved,
with each goal consisting of a property to be
proved and the Maude module about which
the property must be proved. The ITP is indeed a “verification interface” for Maude “to
generate proof scores that use only techniques
already shown correct,” in such a way that
it guarantees “the validity of any proof that
it constructs”, and also supports “incremental proof management.” The ASIP+ITP tool
is an extension of the ITP tool that makes
available the ITP “verification interface” to
prove properties about a specific Maude module, named ASIP, which algebraically defines
the semantics of programs in the spirit of
the OBJ module SEM. The ASIP+ITP tool
can be downloaded from the ITP tool’s home
page [1], and has been used in software verification courses taught in the Universidad Complutense (Spain) and in the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (USA).

2

The ITP Tool

The ITP [1, 3] tool is an experimental interactive tool for proving properties of Maude
(functional) modules, i.e., equational specifications with an initial algebra semantics. The
ITP tool has been written entirely in Maude,
and is in fact an executable specification of the
formal inference system that it implements.
The ITP inference system treats Maude modules as data — for example, one inference may
add to the module an induction hypothesis as
a new equational axiom. This makes a reflective design, in which Maude modules become
data at the metalevel, ideally suited for implementing the ITP. Using reflection to implement the ITP tool has one important additional advantage, namely, the ease to rapidly
extend it by adding to the tool new commands
and/or new inference rules, as is the case for
the ASIP+ITP tool.
In the ITP, the user introduces commands
which are interpreted as actions that may
change the state of the proof, specifically the
set of goals that remains to be proved, with
each goal consisting of a formula to be proved

and the Maude module in which the formula
must be proved. After executing the action
requested by the user, the tool reports the resulting state of the proof. The main module
implementing the ITP is the ITP-TOOL module. In this module, states of proofs, sets of
goals, goals, and formulas are represented by
terms of different sorts, and the actions interpreting the ITP commands are represented as
different, equationally defined functions over
those terms.
To give a taste of the ITP tool, consider the
following Maude module LIST which specifies
lists of integers. The attribute ctor is used to
declare sort constructors.
fmod LIST is
protecting INT .
sorts NeList List .
subsort NeList < List .
op [] : -> List [ctor] .
op _:_ : Int List -> NeList [ctor] .
op _++_ : List List -> List .
var I : Int .
vars L L’ : List .
--- concatenation
eq [] ++ L = L .
eq (I : L) ++ L’ = I : (L ++ L’) .
endfm

An obvious property that LIST should satisfy is that concatenation of lists (_++_) is associative. This property can be presented to
the ITP using the command goal:
> (goal list-assoc : LIST |A{L1:List ; L2:List ; L3:List}
(((L1:List ++ L2:List) ++ L3:List) =
(L1:List ++ (L2:List ++ L3:List))) .)

The ITP then outputs
=================================
label-sel: list-assoc@0
=================================
A{L1:List ; L2:List ; L3:List}
((L1:List ++ L2:List)++ L3:List =
L1:List ++(L2:List ++ L3:List))
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

indicating that the goal has been correctly
processed, has been internally labeled as
list-assoc$0 and is ready to be worked upon.
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Now we can try to prove the property by
structural induction on the first variable, using
the ind command.

> (auto .)

> (ind on L1:List .)

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

The ITP then generates a corresponding
subgoal for each operator with codomain List
that has been declared with the attribute ctor
(taking subsorts into account), and selects one
of them as the working subgoal; in this case
the first one, corresponding to the empty list
[], as it is indicated by tagging this goal with
label-sel:
=================================
label-sel: list-assoc@1.0
=================================
A{L2:List ; L3:List}
(([]++ L2:List)++ L3:List =
[]++(L2:List ++ L3:List))
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

At this point, we can try to automatically
prove the selected subgoal with the command
auto, that first transforms all variables into
fresh constants and then rewrites the terms in
both sides of the equality as much as possible by using the equations in the module as
rewrite rules.
> (auto .)

The command succeeds, the subgoal is discharged, and the ITP presents us with the remaining subgoal generated by the induction.
=================================
label-sel: list-assoc@2.0
=================================
A{V0#0:Int ; V0#1:List}
((A{L2:List ; L3:List}
((V0#1:List ++ L2:List)++ L3:List
= V0#1:List ++(L2:List ++ L3:List)))
==>
(A{L2:List ; L3:List}
(((V0#0:Int : V0#1:List)++ L2:List)++
L3:List
= (V0#0:Int : V0#1:List)++
(L2:List ++ L3:List))))
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

We can also try to prove this subgoal automatically and, again, the ITP succeeds and
this completes the proof.

q.e.d

3

The ASIP+ITP Tool

The ASIP+ITP tool is an extension of the
ITP tool that makes available the ITP “verification interface” to prove properties about a
specific Maude module, named ASIP, which algebraically defines the semantics of programs
in the spirit of the OBJ module SEM. In summary, the module ASIP introduces
• a sort Store to represent stores s, that
is, abstract entities which associate values
with program variables;
• a sort Pgm to represent programs P ; and
• an operation ; (s, P ) (also written as
s;P ) that returns the store that results
of executing a program P on a store s.
The ASIP+ITP tool is then based on the following theorem1 . Our notion of program correctness here, and in what follows, is that of
“partial correctness”, which is dependant on
the assumption of termination of programs.
Theorem 1 For all Hoare triples (|φ|) P (|ψ|),
`hoa (|φ|) P (|ψ|) ⇐⇒
|'asip ∀X∀{s}(φ(s) → ψ(s/s;P )) ,
where X is the set of specification constants 2 , s
is a variable of type Store, P is a term of sort
Pgm that represents the program P in ASIP,
1
The proof of this theorem has not been published
yet: essentially, the (⇒)-direction is proved by structural induction on the proof of (|φ|) P (|ψ|) in Hoare
logic, and the (⇐)-direction is proved by structural
induction on the construction of the term P in the
module ASIP.
2
In Hoare triples specification constants (also
called “ghost variables”) are variables that occurs
only in the logical formulas that constitute the precondition and postcondition: they do not occur in
the program to be verified. Stores associate values
with program variables, but not with specification
constants. In Hoare triples, specification constants
are read as being universally quantified.
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φ(s) and ψ(s) are first-order formulas over the
signature of ASIP, with free variable s, that
formalize the Hoare pre- and postconditions φ
and ψ, and, finally, ψ(s/s;P ) is the substitution of the variable s by the term s;P in the
formula ψ. The formal definitions of the representation functions for programs and pre- and
postconditions are given in Appendix A.
In the following subsections we gradually introduce the module ASIP, explaining how the
different, essential features of Pascal-like imperative programming languages can be equationally specified, and how the module ASIP
can then be used in mechanical proofs of properties of programs thanks to Theorem 1.
3.1

Stores, Variables, Values, and Assignment

The single feature that characterizes imperative programming languages, namely, the assignment of values to variables, is formulated
in the algebraic semantics approach using the
concept of a store: an abstract entity which associates integer values with the variables of the
programming language. The algebraic semantics of other features is based on the algebraic
semantics of assignment.
In the module ASIP we declare first the syntax of assignment as an operator := that
takes a program variable and an expression as
arguments, and it returns a program. We also
declare a boolean function equal that checks
whether two program variables are the same;
for the sake of space limitations, we omit here
the specification of this function. The attributes prec and gather introduce, respectively, precedence values and gathering patterns to reduce ambiguities in the parsing of
terms with mixfix syntax.

op _-’_ : Exp Exp -> Exp [prec 10] .
op -’_ : Exp -> Exp [prec 5] .
--- assignments
sort Pgm .
op _:=_ : PVar Exp -> Pgm [prec 20] .

Next, to give the semantics of assignment,
we define a function valExp that specifies how
the value of an expression depends on the values of the program variables that occur in
that expression, and how assignments modify the values that stores associate with variables. The store initial represents the initial
state of our abstract computing machine; we
arbitrarily specify that in this initial state the
value associated with each program variable is
0.
--- store
sort Store .
op initial : -> Store .
op _;_ : Store Pgm -> Store [gather(E e)].
--- valExp
op valExp : Store Exp -> Int .
eq valExp(S, I) = I .
eq valExp(S, (E1 +’ E2))
= valExp(S, E1) + valExp(S, E2) .
--- similarly for the remaining arithmetic
--operations
eq valExp(initial, X) = 0 .
ceq valExp((S ; X := E), Y)
= valExp(S, E) if equal(X, Y) = true .
ceq valExp((S ; X := E), Y)
= valExp(S, Y) if equal(X, Y) = false .
3.2

Sequential composition

To give the semantics of sequential composition of programs, we declare first in ASIP an
operator ; that takes two programs as arguments and returns a program.
op _;_ : Pgm Pgm -> Pgm [prec 45 assoc] .

--- program variables
sort PVar .
op v : Char -> PVar .
op equal : PVar PVar -> Bool .
--- expressions
sort Exp .
subsort PVar < Exp .
subsort Int < Exp .
op _+’_ : Exp Exp -> Exp [prec 10] .
op _*’_ : Exp Exp -> Exp [prec 8] .

Next, we define how the value of a store is
modified by programs that result from the sequential composition of two programs P1 and
P2 : namely, by letting first P1 modify the
store, and then letting P2 modify the resulting
store.
eq (S ; (P1 ; P2)) = ((S ; P1) ; P2) .
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3.3

Conditional

The syntax of conditional programs is defined
by extending the syntax of ASIP with an operator if then else endif that takes a test
and two programs as arguments, and returns
a program.
--- tests
sort Test .
subsort Bool < Tst .
op _and’_ : Tst Tst -> Tst .
op _or’_ : Tst Tst -> Tst .
op not’_ : Tst -> Tst .
op _<=’_ : Exp Exp -> Tst .
op _>=’_ : Exp Exp -> Tst .
op _>’_ : Exp Exp -> Tst .
op _<’_ : Exp Exp -> Tst .
op _=’_ : Exp Exp -> Tst .
--- conditional
op if_then_else_endif : Tst Pgm Pgm -> Pgm .

To give the semantics of conditional programs, we define first a function valTst that
specifies how the value of a test depends on
the values of the program variables that occur
in that test.
op valTst : Store Tst -> Bool .
--- conjunction
ceq valTst(S, (T1 and’ T2))
= true
if valTst(S, T1) = true
/\ valTst(S, T2) .
ceq valTst(S, (T1 and’ T2))
= false if valTst(S, T1) = false .
ceq valTst(S, (T1 and’ T2))
= false if valTst(S, T2) = false .
--- similarly for the remaining boolean
--connectives
--- relations
ceq valTst(S, (E1 =’ E2))
= true
if valExp(S, E1) <= valExp(S, E2)
= true
/\ valExp(S, E2) <= valExp(S, E1)
= true .
ceq valTst(S, (E1 =’ E2))
= false
if valExp(S, E1) < valExp(S, E2)
= true .
ceq valTst(S, (E1 =’ E2))
= false
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if valExp(S, E2) < valExp(S, E1)
= true .
eq valTst(S, (E1 <=’ E2))
= valExp(S, E1) <= valExp(S, E2) .
--- similarly for the remaining relations

Then, we define how the value of a store is
modified by conditional programs.
ceq (S ; if T then P1 else P2 endif)
= S ; P1 if valTst(S, T) = true .
ceq (S ; if T then P1 else P2 endif)
= S ; P2 if valTst(S, T) = false .
3.4

Iteration

The syntax of while-loop programs is defined
by extending the syntax of ASIP with an operator while do enddo that takes a test (its
guard ) and a program (its body) as arguments,
and returns a program.
op while_do_enddo : Tst Pgm -> Pgm .

The semantics of while-loop programs is
given by two conditional equations that specify that a while-loop program iterates its body
as long as its guard remains true.
ceq (S ; while T do P enddo)
= (S ; P ; while T do P enddo)
if valTst(S, T) = true .
ceq (S ; while T do P enddo)
= S
if valTst(S, T) = false .
3.5

Proving program correctness

We know by Theorem 1 that a program P is
correct with respect to a precondition φ and a
postcondition ψ if evaluation of the program in
a store that satisfies the precondition results in
a store that satisfies the postcondition.3 More
formally, a program P is correct with respect
to precondition φ and postcondition ψ, if and
only if the formula
∀X∀{s}(φ(s) → ψ(s/s;P )),

(1)

where X is the set of specification constants,
holds in the initial model of the module ASIP.
3
We are, again, assuming the case of a program
that starts with a given store and runs to completion.
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In what follows, we will refer to formulas of the
form (1) as program correctness goals. The following subsections explain how these formulas
can be introduced in the ITP tool using specific ASIP+ITP tool commands, and eventually proved using standard ITP commands.

& (valExp(S:Store, v("Y"))) = (M:Int))
--- program
swapxy
--- postcondition
((valExp(S:Store, v("X"))) = (M:Int)
& (valExp(S:Store, v("Y"))) = (N:Int))
.)

3.5.1

The ITP will then output the desired goal:

The command asip

The ASIP+ITP tool extends the ITP interface with a command asip that ease the task
of introducing program correctness goals in
the ITP tool. To illustrate the use of asip,
consider the program swap below, written in
a generic Pascal-like programming language,
that swaps the values of two program variables
x and y, assigning the value of x to y and the
value of y to x, by means of a third program
variable t.
VAR X, Y, T : int ;
BEGIN
T := X ; X := Y ; Y := T
END.

For this program to be correct, it must
satisfies the following specification in Hoare
logic: (|X = N ∧ Y = M |) swap (|X =
M ∧ Y = N |), where N and M are specification constants. Consider now the Maude
module SWAPXY-ASIP below that extends ASIP
with a constant swapxy that is equal to the
representation of the program swap.
fmod SWAPXY-ASIP is
including ASIP .
op swapxy : -> Pgm .
eq swapxy =
v("T") := v("X") ;
v("X") := v("Y") ;
v("Y") := v("T") .
endfm

To introduce in the ITP tool the formula
that, if proven, will guarantee the correctness
of swap, we can use the asip command as follows:
> (asip SWAPXY-ASIP :
--- specification constants
(N:Int ; M:Int)
--- precondition
((valExp(S:Store, v("X"))) = (N:Int)

=================================
label-sel: swapxy@0
=================================
A{S:Store ; N:Int ; M:Int}
(((valExp(S:Store,v("Y"))= M:Int)
&(valExp(S:Store,v("X"))= N:Int))
==>((valExp(S:Store ;
(v("T"):= v("X");
v("X"):= v("Y");
v("Y"):= v("T")), v("Y"))
= N:Int)
&(valExp(S:Store ;
(v("T"):= v("X");
v("X"):= v("Y");
v("Y"):= v("T")), v("X"))
= M:Int)))
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

The following sequence of ITP commands
automatically proves the goal. The ITP command cnj simply reduces the proof of a conjunction to the proofs of its conjuncts. We
omit here the ITP output for the sake of space
limitations.
> (auto .) (cnj .) (auto .) (auto .)

As another example to illustrate the use of
the asip command, consider the program abs
below that sets the program variable z to the
absolute value of the program variable x.
VAR X, Z : int;
BEGIN
if 0 <= X then Z := X else Z := - X
END.

For this program to be correct, it must satisfy the following specification in Hoare logic:
(|X = I|) abs (|Z = absValue(I)|), where I is
a specification constant and absValue is the
mathematical function which returns the absolute value of a given integer. Consider now the
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Maude module ABSX-ASIP that extends ASIP
with a constant absx that is equal to the representation of the program abs, and with an operator absValue that equationally defines the
mathematical function absValue. Note that
this function is only used to state the postcondition for abs, but not for representing the
program itself in ASIP.
fmod ABSX-ASIP is
including ASIP .
--- absValue
op absValue : Int -> Int .
var I : Int .
ceq absValue(I) = I if I >= 0 = true .
ceq absValue(I) = - I if I >= 0 = false .
--- absx
op absx : -> Pgm .
eq absx =
if 0 <=’ v("X")
then v("Z") := v("X")
else v("Z") := -’ v("X")
endif .
endfm

To introduce in the ITP tool the formula
that, if proven, will guarantee the correctness
of the program abs, we can use the asip command as follows:
> (asip ABSX-ASIP :
--- specification constants
(I:Int)
--- precondition
((valExp(S:Store, v("X"))) = (I:Int))
--- program
absx
--- postcondition
((valExp(S:Store, v("Z")))
= (absValue(I:Int)))
.)

The ITP will then output the desired goal:
=================================
label-sel: absx@0
=================================
A{S:Store ; I:Int}(
(valExp(S:Store,v("X"))= I:Int)
==>(valExp(S:Store ;
if 0 <=’ v("X")
then v("Z"):= v("X")
else v("Z"):= -’ v("X")
endif,v("Z"))
= absValue(I:Int)))
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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The following sequence of ITP commands
automatically proves the goal. The ITP command split on (term), where term is a term
of sort Bool, reduces the proof of a selected
goal to the prove of two goals: one corresponding to the case of term being equal to
true, and the other corresponding to the case
of term being equal to false.
> (auto .)
=================================
label-sel: absx@1.1.1.1.0
=================================
valExp(S*Store ;
if 0 <=’ v("X")
then v("Z"):= v("X")
else v("Z"):= -’ v("X")
endif, v("Z"))
= absValue(I*Int)
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The goal labeled absx@1.1.1.1.0
is not an identity

At this point, we need to consider two cases,
depending on whether the current value of the
program variable x is greater or equal than 0.
> (split on
(0 <= valExp(S*Store, v("X"))) .)
=================================
label-sel: absx@1.1.1.1.1.0
=================================
valExp(S*Store ;
if 0 <=’ v("X")
then v("Z"):= v("X")
else v("Z"):= -’ v("X")
endif, v("Z"))
= absValue(I*Int)
=================================
label: absx@1.1.1.1.2.0
=================================
valExp(S*Store ;
if 0 <=’ v("X")
then v("Z"):= v("X")
else v("Z"):= -’ v("X")
endif, v("Z"))
= absValue(I*Int)
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
> (auto .)
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=================================
label-sel: absx@1.1.1.1.2.0
=================================
valExp(S*Store ;
if 0 <=’ v("X")
then v("Z"):= v("X")
else v("Z"):= -’ v("X")
endif, v("Z"))
= absValue(I*Int)
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
> (auto .)
q.e.d
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

3.5.2

The command asip-inv

To prove properties of while-loop programs we
use invariants, which are properties that are
preserved by the body of a loop.
The sequential composition of a program C 0
and a while-loop program, with a guard B and
a body C, is correct with respect to precondition φ and postcondition ψ, if the precondition ensures that the program terminates, and
if there is a predicate η that satisfies the following three conditions:
• η holds initially, that is, (|φ|) C 0 (|η|).
• η and the negation of the guard imply the
postcondition, that is, (η ∧ ¬B) → ψ
• η is an invariant of the loop, that is, (|η ∧
B|) C (|η|)
The command asip-inv automatically generates the ITP goals corresponding to the
above three conditions. It has a syntax entirely similar to the syntax of the asip command, except for the fact that it takes an extra
argument (also enclosed in parentheses) which
holds the invariant to be used in the proof.
To illustrate the use of asip-inv consider the
program div2 below that computes the integer
division of the value of the variable program
variable x by 2.
VAR X, Y : int
BEGIN
Y := 0;

while 1 < X DO
BEGIN
X := X - 2 ; Y := Y + 1
END
END.

For this program to be correct for input
values greater or equal than 0, it must satisfy the following specification in Hoare logic:
(|X = N ∧ N ≥ 0|) div2 (|N = 2 × Y + X ∧ 0 ≤
X ∧ X ≤ 1|). Consider now the Maude module
DIV2-ASIP that extends ASIP with a constant
div2 that is equal to the representation of the
program div2 .
fmod DIV2-ASIP is
including ASIP .
op div2 : -> Pgm .
eq div2 =
v("Y") := 0 ;
while 1 <’ v("X") do
v("X") := v("X") -’ 2 ;
v("Y") := v("Y") +’ 1
enddo .
endfm

To introduce in the ITP tool the formulas
that, if proven, will guarantee the correctness
of div2, we can use the asip-inv command as
follows:
> (asip-inv DIV2-ASIP :
--- specification constants
(N:Int)
--- precondition
((valExp(S:Store, v("X"))) = (N:Int)
& (N:Int >= 0) = (true))
--- program
div2
--- postcondition
((2 * valExp(S:Store, v("Y"))
+ valExp(S:Store, v("X"))) = (N:Int)
& (1 >= valExp(S:Store, v("X"))) = (true)
& (valExp(S:Store, v("X")) >= 0)= (true))
--- invariant
((2 * valExp(S:Store, v("Y"))
+ valExp(S:Store, v("X"))) = (N:Int)
& (valExp(S:Store, v("X")) >= 0) = (true))
.)

The ITP will then output the desired three
goals, and the following sequence of ITP commands automatically proves them. We omit
here the ITP output for the sake of space limitations.
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--- the invariant holds initially
> (auto .) (cnj .) (auto .) (auto .)
--- the invariant and the
--- negation of the guard
--- imply the postcondition
(auto .) (cnj .) (cnj .) (auto .)
(auto .) (auto .)
--- the invariant is indeed an invariant
(auto .) (cnj .) (auto .) (auto .)

4

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the ASIP+ITP tool, an experimental tool for verifying imperative programs based on the algebraic definition of the
semantics of programs. The ASIP+ITP tool is
an extension of the ITP tool that ease the task
of proving properties about a specific Maude
module, named ASIP, which algebraically defines the semantics of programs in the spirit of
the OBJ module SEM, proposed for the same
purpose by Goguen and Malcolm in their seminal book [7].
The ASIP+ITP tool inherits from the ITPTOOL its “verification interface” for Maude
“to generate proof scores that use only techniques already shown correct,” in such a way
that it guarantees “the validity of any proof
that it constructs”, and also supports “incremental proof management.” In this regard,
the ASIP+ITP tool overcomes the difficulties
that hindered the applicability of the algebraic
semantics approach to software verification.
The ASIP+ITP tool also benefits from the
powerful integration of term rewriting and
decision procedures implemented in the ITP
tool. In particular, the current implementation of the ITP tool integrates, using the technique described in [4], a decision procedure introduced in [8] for an extension of quantifierfree Presburger arithmetic that permits arbitrary uninterpreted function symbols; this theory includes many of the formulas that one
tends to encounter in program verification.
We plan to extend the ASIP+ITP tool with
commands that allow to work with program
code interleaved with formulas, what we may
called midconditions, that should hold at the
point they are written, as it is typically done
in practical software verification. We also plan
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to endow the ASIP+ITP tool with a graphical interface that will spare the users from the
need to interact with Maude and to learn the
ASIP+ITP syntax, in the line of the graphical
interface already available for the ITP tool.
The latest version of the ASIP+ITP tool is
available at http://maude.sip.ucm.es/itp/
asip, along with a collection of examples.
Currently, formulas in the preconditions, postconditions and invariants can contain universal and existential quantifiers, and program
variables can be of two types: namely, integers
and arrays of integers. The examples available
in the ASIP+ITP’s home page include verification proofs of programs with nested loops;
the proof methodology used in those examples
can also be applied for handling procedures.
Finally, to prove termination of while-loops we
can use the same methodology as for proving
their invariants.
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Abstract

proof decisions.

The ITP tool is an experimental inductive theorem prover for proving properties of Maude
equational specifications, i.e., specifications in
membership equational logic with an initial algebra semantics. The ITP tool has been written entirely in Maude and is in fact an executable specification of the formal inference
system that it implements.

Rewriting based theorem provers like the
ITP use term rewriting as their basic proof
engine, and they are useful for proving properties of equational specifications. In this regard, a key feature of the ITP is its reflective
design [2], that exploits the reflective capabilities of Maude in order to efficiently automatize
equational simplification proofs and to cleanly
integrate them with proofs in the theory of
linear arithmetic with uninterpreted function
symbols. The former is accomplished by calling the underlying Maude’s default rewriting
engine, and the latter by equationally defining a rewriting strategy different from Maude’s
default one. Recently, a graphical interface
has been built on top of the ITP to spare the
user from the command-line shell required by
Maude.

1

Introduction

Rewriting logic [10, 1] is a flexible formalism for the specification of computational systems in which the dynamic aspects are captured by means of rewrite rules while the static
data structures are formalized in its underlying membership equational logic [11]. Maude
[3] is a specification language that implements
rewriting logic; in particular, it implements
membership equational logic through functional modules which can be executed very efficiently.
Mechanical reasoning about such functional
modules is supported by the ITP tool, an experimental, interactive, rewriting-based theorem prover written entirely in Maude. The
users must guide the ITP by assuming the
main decisions in the proof development:
namely, when and which a lemma is needed
or inductive reasoning is helpful. The ITP, in
its turn, assists the users by automatizing the
underlying equational and arithmetic reasoning, and by checking the correctness of their
∗
Research supported by the projects MELODIAS
TIC 2002-01167 and MIDAS TIC 2003–0100.

The ITP is being used in the development of
two related projects. The first one is the ASIP
project, which is based on J. Goguen’s seminal
work on algebraic semantics of imperative programs. It aims to provide a version of the ITP
that may be used to formally specify and verify software. The other project is the development of SCC, an experimental tool for checking the sufficient completeness (the property
that operations are defined on all valid inputs)
of partial specifications written in Maude.
The aim of this paper is to give a quick
overview of all these developments, as well as
to illustrate how to use the ITP, for which we
use several examples. Knowledge of Maude
is assumed, but the syntax should be selfexplanatory in most examples.
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Getting started

To run the current version of the ITP you
need to have installed the latest version of
the Maude system (version 2.1.1), which can
be downloaded from the Maude’s home page:
http://maude.cs.uiuc.edu.
The current version of the ITP is distributed
as the gzip-tar-file itp-tool-vxxx.tar.gz
(where xxx is the actual version identifier),
which is available at http://maude.sip.ucm.
es/itp. To untar this file, type tar xvfz
itp-tool-vxxx.tar.gz. This command will
create a directory itp-tool-vxxx with a subdirectory itp-src containing the ITP tool’s
source files:
bash>tar xvfz itp-tool-vxxx.tar.gz
itp-tool-vxxx/
itp-tool-vxxx/itp-src/
itp-tool-vxxx/itp-src/unification.maude
itp-tool-vxxx/itp-src/basic.maude
itp-tool-vxxx/itp-src/check.maude
itp-tool-vxxx/itp-src/ext-mod.maude
itp-tool-vxxx/itp-src/ext-term.maude
itp-tool-vxxx/itp-src/itp-tool.maude
bash>
2.1

A first proof

To give a taste of the tool, consider the following specification, that imports the predefined
INT module to build of lists of integers:
fmod LIST is
protecting INT .
sorts NeList List .
subsort NeList < List .
op [] : -> List [ctor] .
op _:_ : Int List -> NeList [ctor] .
op _++_ : List List -> List .
var I : Int .
vars L L’ : List .
eq [] ++ L = L .
eq (I : L) ++ L’ = I : (L ++ L’) .
endfm

Here, NeList is a subsort of List used to
represent the nonempty lists. An obvious

property that the specification should satisfy
is that concatenation of lists (_++_) is associative. To prove it, once the LIST module has been added to Maude’s database we
load the ITP with the Maude command in
itp-tool and initialize its own database with
loop init-itp. Then, the property can be
presented to the ITP using the ITP command
goal; all ITP commands have to be written
enclosed in brackets:1
(goal list-assoc : LIST |A{L1:List ; L2:List ; L3:List}
(((L1:List ++ L2:List) ++ L3:List) =
(L1:List ++ (L2:List ++ L3:List))) .)

Here, list-assoc is the name of the goal, LIST
is the module in which it is to be proved, and
the symbol A (representing ∀) precedes a list of
universally quantified variables which have to
be annotated with their sorts. Due to parsing
restrictions it is convenient to be generous in
the use of parentheses; in particular, note that
they are used to enclose the terms to be proved
equal.
The ITP then outputs
=================================
label-sel: list-assoc@0
=================================
A{L1:List ; L2:List ; L3:List}
((L1:List ++ L2:List)++ L3:List =
L1:List ++(L2:List ++ L3:List))
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

indicating that the goal has been correctly
processed, has been internally labelled as
list-assoc$0 and is ready to be worked upon.
Now we can try to prove the property by
structural induction on the first variable, using
the ind command.
(ind on L1:List .)

As will be further explained in Section 4,
the ITP then generates a corresponding subgoal for each operator with codomain List
that has been declared with the attribute ctor
(taking subsorts into account), and selects one
1
This is required by the LOOP-MODE module,
through which all user interfaces are implemented in
Maude [3, Chapter 11].
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of them as the working subgoal by tagging it
with label-sel; in this case the first one, corresponding to the empty list []:
=================================
label-sel: list-assoc@1.0
=================================
A{L2:List ; L3:List}
(([]++ L2:List)++ L3:List =
[]++(L2:List ++ L3:List))
=================================
label: list-assoc@2.0
=================================
A{V0#0:Int ; V0#1:List}
((A{L2:List ; L3:List}
((V0#1:List ++ L2:List)++ L3:List =
V0#1:List ++(L2:List ++ L3:List)))==>
(A{L2:List ; L3:List}
(((V0#0:Int : V0#1:List)++ L2:List)++
L3:List =
(V0#0:Int : V0#1:List)++
(L2:List ++ L3:List))))
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

The working subgoal can be explicitly selected using the ITP command sel; e.g.
(sel list-assoc@2.0 .)
Though the output for the second subgoal is all but clear, notice that the expression before the arrow ==> corresponds
to the induction hypothesis and how the
term V0#0:Int : V0#1:List is substituted for
V0#1:List in the subsequent expression.
At this point, we can try to automatically
prove the selected subgoal with the command
auto, that first transforms all variables into
fresh constants and then rewrites the terms in
both sides of the equality as much as possible by using the equations in the module as
rewrite rules.
(auto .)

The command succeeds, the subgoal is discharged, and the ITP presents us with the
remaining subgoal generated by the induction; note how label has been replaced by
label-sel.
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A{V0#0:Int ; V0#1:List}
((A{L2:List ; L3:List}
((V0#1:List ++ L2:List)++ L3:List =
V0#1:List ++(L2:List ++ L3:List)))==>
(A{L2:List ; L3:List}
(((V0#0:Int : V0#1:List)++ L2:List)++
L3:List =
(V0#0:Int : V0#1:List)++
(L2:List ++ L3:List))))
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

We can also try to prove this subgoal automatically with the auto command. Again, the
ITP succeeds and this completes the proof.
(auto .)
q.e.d
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

3

A script safari

The essentials of the ITP have already been
covered in the previous section: terms are
proved equal by reducing them to syntactically
equal terms and structural induction is based
on the constructor memberships. Here we continue exploring other ITP commands and illustrate how they are used in several scripts.
3.1

Another induction scheme: c-ind

In addition to the ind command to reason by
induction on the structure of terms, the ITP
also provides the c-ind command to reason
by induction over the natural numbers. This
command takes a term of sort Nat as argument
and generates two subgoals from the original
goal: one in which the term is assumed to be
equal to 0 and another one in which it states
that the goal holds for N assuming that it holds
for values less than N. To illustrate its use, let
us extend LIST with an operation to determine
the length of a list.
fmod LIST-LENGTH is
protecting LIST .
op length : List -> Nat .

=================================
label-sel: list-assoc@2.0
=================================

var I : Int .
var L : List .
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eq length([]) = 0 .
eq length(I : L) = 1 + length(L) .
endfm

Now, the associativity of the operator _++_
can alternatively be proved by using c-ind:
(goal list-assoc : LIST-LENGTH |A{L1:List ; L2:List ; L3:List}
(((L1:List ++ L2:List) ++ L3:List) =
(L1:List ++ (L2:List ++ L3:List))) .)
(c-ind on (length(L1:List)) .)
=================================
label-sel: list-assoc@1.0
=================================
A{L1:List ; L2:List ; L3:List}
((length(L1:List)= 0)==>
((L1:List ++ L2:List)++ L3:List =
L1:List ++(L2:List ++ L3:List)))
=================================
label: list-assoc@2.0
=================================
A{V0#0:Nat}
((A{L1:List ; L2:List ; L3:List}
((length(L1:List)< V0#0:Nat = true)==>
((L1:List ++ L2:List)++ L3:List =
L1:List ++(L2:List ++ L3:List))))==>
(A{L1:List ; L2:List ; L3:List}
((length(L1:List)= V0#0:Nat)==>
((L1:List ++ L2:List)++ L3:List =
L1:List ++(L2:List ++ L3:List)))))
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

The first (and selected) subgoal simply assumes that length(L1:List) is 0. Using auto
seems to have no effect except for the transformation of the variables into constants (the
second subgoal is not modified and we do not
show it).
(auto .)
=================================
label-sel: list-assoc@1.0
=================================
(L1*List ++ L2*List)++ L3*List =
L1*List ++(L2*List ++ L3*List)
=================================
label: list-assoc@2.0
...
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To try to understand what is going on we
can use the show-all command, which outputs the functional module the ITP is currently reasoning about.
(show-all .)

From its output—that we do not show—it
is apparent that the resulting module is identical to the original LIST-LENGTH except for
the additional declaration of the new constants
L1*List, L2*List, and L3*List, and the equation length(L1*) = 0. Obviously, this additional information is not enough to further reduce any of the terms in the goal.
To proceed with the proof we must supply
the ITP with additional guidelines to follow
and what turns out to be useful in this case
is to make a case analysis on the structure of
L1*List. For this we can use the command
ctor-split, which replaces the subgoal with
the following ones, corresponding to the constructors for List:
(ctor-split on L1*List .)
=================================
label-sel: list-assoc@1.1.1.1.1.1.0
=================================
(L1*List =[])==>
((L1*List ++ L2*List)++ L3*List =
L1*List ++(L2*List ++ L3*List))
=================================
label: list-assoc@1.1.1.1.1.2.0
=================================
A{V1#0:Int ; V1#1:List}
((L1*List = V1#0:Int : V1#1:List)==>
((L1*List ++ L2*List)++ L3*List =
L1*List ++(L2*List ++ L3*List)))

Now we can try to prove the selected subgoal, which assumes that L1*List is the empty
list, and auto easily succeeds.
(auto .)

The
other
subgoal
generated
by
ctor-split,
list-assoc@1.1.1.1.1.2.0,
deserves closer attention. The list L1*List
is now built using _:_ and is not clear at all
why the terms at both sides of the equality
symbol should reduce to a common one.
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But recall that this subgoal has arisen while
we are trying to prove the first subgoal
generated by c-ind, that is, the one in which
length(L1*List) is 0, and this is inconsistent
with L1*List being constructed with _:_. On
the one hand, by the induction hypothesis the
current module contains the equation
length(L1*List) = 0

On the other hand, if the auto command is
used to reduce the subgoal the following chain
of reductions is triggered:
length(L1*List)
= length(V1#0:Int : V1#1:List)
= 1 + length(V1#1:List)

At this point, the decision procedures for linear arithmetic that are interwoven in the ITP
rewrite strategy discover the inconsistency
0 = 1 + length(V1#1:List)

Thus, auto notices the inconsistency and automatically discharges the subgoal.
(auto .)

At this point we are left with the proof
of the second subgoal generated by c-ind,
list-assoc@2.0, which proceeds exactly like
that for the first one. After applying auto, it is
necessary to make a case analysis whose subcases can be discharged with auto. (This time,
it is the proof of the first case which succeeds
by inconsistency.)
(auto .)
(ctor-split on L1*List .)
(auto .)
(auto .)

In this example, the script produced by
c-ind is certainly more cumbersome than the
one for ind. However, there are proofs (e.g.,
in the mergesort algorithm) where c-ind gives
rise to proofs that cannot easily be done by
structural induction.

3.2
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Sorts

The key feature of membership equational
logic is its capability to define sorts by means
of membership axioms. This allows the specification of very precise types, like sorted lists,
and of operations that reflect that typing.
The ITP can also reason about sorts,
for which it provides the command
ctor-term-split which will be illustrated
below.
Reasoning about sorts is subtle;
ideally, operations should be defined at the
kind level and the operations’ sorts defined by
means of memberships. As of yet, however,
this is not fully supported by the ITP so that
in the example below we will make use of
supersorts instead of kinds.2
Also, this example is more involved than the
previous ones and, in addition to illustrate the
treatment of sorts, it will serve to introduce
two additional ITP commands: lem, to introduce auxiliary lemmas, and split for case
analysis.
Consider the following specification of
sorted lists.
fmod ORDERED-LIST is
protecting INT .
sort Int? OrdList OrdList? .
subsort Int < Int? .
subsort OrdList < OrdList? .
op
op
op
op

[] : -> OrdList? .
_:_ : Int? OrdList? -> OrdList? .
insert : Int? OrdList? -> OrdList? .
insertion-sort : OrdList? -> OrdList? .

vars E1 E2 I J : Int? .
vars OL OL1 OL2 : OrdList? .
mb [] : OrdList .
cmb (I : []) : OrdList if I : Int .
cmb (I : J : OL) : OrdList
if I : Int /\ J : Int
/\ I <= J = true
/\ (J : OL): OrdList .
eq insertion-sort([]) = [] .
eq insertion-sort(I : OL) =
insert(I, insertion-sort(OL)) .
2
Intuitively, kinds represent collections of sorts;
see [11] for a detailed discussion, but also Section 4.
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eq insert(I, []) = (I : []) .
ceq insert(I, (J : OL)) = I : J : OL
if I <= J .
ceq insert(I,(J : OL)) = J : insert(I,OL)
if I > J .
endfm

OrdList is intended to capture ordered lists
whereas its supersort OrdList? comprises arbitrary ones. Note that OrdList is directly
defined by membership assertions and not constructors; this will be explained in Section 4.
We want the list returned by a call to
insertion-sort to be actually ordered so that
insertion-sort(L) : OrdList for all lists
L, and we set ourselves to prove it. (For the
operation insertion-sort to be well-defined
it would also be necessary to prove that the
resulting list is a permutation of the original
one: we leave this proof as an exercise to the
reader.)
(goal sorted : ORDERED-LIST |A{L:OrdList?}
((insertion-sort(L:OrdList?)) : OrdList) .)

The proof proceeds by structural induction
on L; a case for each of the axioms that define
OrdList—since it is a subsort of OrdList?—
is generated. For the empty list and for a list
with a single element the result follows immediately using auto; in the inductive step, however, after applying auto we arrive to:
=================================
label-sel: sorted@3.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0
=================================
insert(V0#0*Int?,insert(V0#1*Int?,
insertion-sort(V0#2*OrdList?))): OrdList
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The goal labeled sorted@3.1.1.1.1.1.1.1...
is not an identity

At this point, the ITP can no longer reduce
the term and gets stuck.
Let us think about what remains to
be proved.
By the induction hypothesis,
the list insertion-sort(V0#2*OrdList?) is
sorted and, since we believe the equations for
insert are correct, we would expect
insert(V0#1*Int?,
insertion-sort(V0#2*OrdList))
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to be sorted as well, even though it can be reduced no further; the same argument would
apply to the insertion of V0#0*Int? as well.
What we need is precisely this, an auxiliary
result that states that inserting a new element
into an ordered list using insert results in another ordered list. Such a lemma can be introduced in the ITP with the lem command and
has to be proved for the reasoning to be sound.
(lem insert-orderedlist :
A{E:Int? ; OL:OrdList?}
((((E:Int?): Int) &
((OL:OrdList?): OrdList))
=>
((insert(E:Int?, OL:OrdList?)): OrdList))
.)
=================================
label-sel: insert-orderedlist@0
=================================
A{E:Int? ; OL:OrdList?}
(((OL:OrdList? : OrdList) &
(E:Int? : Int))==>
(insert(E:Int?,OL:OrdList?): OrdList))
=================================
label: sorted@3.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0
=================================
insert(V0#0*Int?,insert(V0#1*Int?,
insertion-sort(V0#2*OrdList?))): OrdList
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

The syntax for lemmas is the same as for goals,
except for the fact that no module is specified.
Note that the statement to be proved in this
case is not just an equality, but an implication
where the symbol & is used to separate conjunctions in the antecedent. Also, note that
the lemma has become the current goal. (From
now on we will only show the current subgoal.)
Again, we can think of proving the lemma
with the ind command and, as happened for
the main goal, auto discharges the case generated for the empty list. However, in the case
of the singleton list, it merely transforms the
goal into
=================================
label-sel: insert-orderedlist@2.1.1.1.1...
=================================
insert(E*Int?,V1#0*Int? :[]): OrdList
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If we take a look at the equations for
insert, the reason why this term cannot be
reduced becomes apparent: the two equations that might apply are conditional and
depend on whether E*Int <= V1#0*Int or
E*Int > V1#0*Int. Thus, to discharge this
subgoal it is necessary to reason by cases according to whether E*Int? <= V1#0*Int? is
true or not. For that, the ITP offers the command split:
(split on (E*Int? <= V1#0*Int?) .)

This prompts the ITP to replace the working
subgoal with the following ones:
=================================
label-sel:
insert-orderedlist@2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0
=================================
insert(E*Int?,V1#0*Int? :[]): OrdList
=================================
label:
insert-orderedlist@2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.2.0
=================================
insert(E*Int?,V1#0*Int? :[]): OrdList

Note that the goals themselves are the same;
the difference lies in the internal modules
these goals are about: for the first one, the
equation E*Int? <= V1#0*Int? = true has
been added—which can be checked using
show-all—while in the second the inequality
is false. Now, both subgoals can be automatically discharged with auto.
(auto .)
(auto .)

The situation for the inductive step is similar: after applying auto we are left with
=================================
label-sel: insert-orderedlist@3.1.1...
=================================
insert(E*Int?,V1#0*Int? : V1#1*Int? :
V1#2*OrdList?): OrdList
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This time, however, the second auto does not
discharge the goal but presents us with
=================================
label-sel: insert-orderedlist@3.1.1...
=================================
V1#0*Int? : insert(E*Int?,V1#1*Int? :
V1#2*OrdList?): OrdList

Under the current assumption that
E*Int? <= V1#0*Int?
is
false
and
the induction hypothesis that the list
insert(E*Int?,V1#1*Int? : V1#2*OrdList?)
is ordered, it is clear that the equality holds.
What we need is yet another lemma that
makes this observation a general and explicit
statement.
(lem insert-sortedlist-aux :
A{E1:Int? ; E2:Int? ; OL:OrdList?}
((((E1:Int?): Int) & ((E2:Int?): Int) &
((OL:OrdList?): OrdList) &
((E1:Int? <= E2:Int?) = (true)) &
((E1:Int? : OL:OrdList?): OrdList) =>
((E1:Int? : insert(E2:Int?, OL:OrdList?))
: OrdList))) .)

As usual, we prove it by induction on the
structure of the list. The case generated for
the empty list is trivially discharged with auto
whereas for the singleton list a case analysis is
needed (--- introduces a comment):
(ind on OL:OrdList? .)
--- case 1
(auto .)
------------- case 2
(auto .)
(split on (E2*Int? <= V2#0*Int?) .)
--- case true
(auto .)
--- case false
(auto .)

Unfortunately (and surprisingly!) the last
auto cannot discharge the corresponding subgoal, but presents us with

Again, we need to reason by cases.
(split on (E*Int? <= V1#0*Int?) .)
(auto .)
(auto .)

=================================
label-sel: insert-sortedlist-aux@2.1.1...
=================================
E1*Int? : V2#0*Int? : E2*Int? :[]: OrdList
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So what is going on? This step corresponds
to the case in which we have the singleton
list V2#0*Int? : []; by one of the hypothesis of the lemma, E1*Int? : V2#0*Int? is
sorted, and since this is the second branch of
the split, V2#0*Int? < E2*Int? is true. It
is then clear that the list
E1*Int? : V2#0*Int? : E2*Int? :[]

is sorted, so why can’t the ITP prove it? The
reason is that nowhere is explicitly stated that
E1*Int? <= V2#0*Int? is true; this information has to be extracted from the fact that
E1*Int? : V2#0*Int? is sorted, by using the
command ctor-term-split:
(ctor-term-split on
(E1*Int? : V2#0*Int? : []) .)

This prompts the ITP to make explicit all assumptions about the terms involved, based on
the membership axioms that define the sort
OrdList; the resulting subgoal can then be
easily proved with auto.
=================================
label-sel: insert-sortedlist-aux@2.1.1...
=================================
((((V2#0*Int? :[]: OrdList) &
(V2#0*Int? : Int)) &
(E1*Int? : Int)) &
(E1*Int? <= V2#0*Int? = true)) ==>
(E1*Int? : V2#0*Int? : E2*Int? :[]: OrdList)

The rest of the proof of the lemma proceeds
along lines that should be familiar by now; no
new auxiliary results are needed and we just
present the necessary commands: we encourage the reader to try to obtain them by himself.
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Once the last auto in the script above
has been executed, the ITP prompts us
with the goal at which point the proof
was interrupted to introduce the lemma
insert-sortedlist-aux; with this result
at our disposal we can discharge it with
auto.
This brings forward the goal
sorted@3.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0 and, similarly, the ITP can finally prove it with auto
by using insert-orderedlist and complete
the proof.
3.3

Quantifiers

Even though all the examples considered so
far have consisted of universally quantified formulas, the ITP can also deal with existential
quantifiers: we illustrate its use with an example borrowed from the PVS’s tutorial [5,
Section 4.3].
We wish to prove that any postage requirement of 8 cents or more can be met solely
with 3 and 5 cent stamps, i.e., is the sum of
some multiple of 3 and some multiple of 5. As
such, this is simply a property about natural
numbers and the corresponding specification is
trivial. (The module INT is imported instead
of NAT because the proof needs the subtraction
operator, which is not available in NAT.)
fmod STAMP is
protecting INT .
endfm

Using E as the existential quantifier, the
property is then stated as
(goal stamps : STAMP |- A{I:Nat}
(E{Three:Nat ; Five:Nat}
((I:Nat + 8) =
((3 * Three:Nat) + (5 * Five:Nat)))) .)

and the proof proceeds by induction on I:Nat:
--- case 3
(auto .)
(split on (E2*Int? <= V2#0*Int?) .)
--- case true
(auto .)
--- case false
(auto .)
(ctor-term-split on (E1*Int? : V2#0*Int? :
V2#1*Int? : V2#2*OrdList?) .)
(auto .)

(ind on I:Nat .)
=================================
label-sel: stamps@1.0
=================================
E{Three:Nat ; Five:Nat}
(0 + 8 = 3 * Three:Nat + 5 * Five:Nat)
=================================
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label: stamps@2.0
=================================
A{V0#0:Nat}(
(E{Three:Nat ; Five:Nat}
(V0#0:Nat + 8 =
3 * Three:Nat + 5 * Five:Nat))
==>
(E{Three:Nat ; Five:Nat}
(s V0#0:Nat + 8 =
3 * Three:Nat + 5 * Five:Nat)))

Clearly, letting Three:Nat and Five:Nat
both be 1 fulfills the base case; such instantiation is communicated to the ITP through
the e-inst command:
(e-inst with ((Three:Nat <- (1)) ;
(Five:Nat <- (1))) .)

This replaces the goal stamps@1.0 with the following three ones: while the first is but the instantiated goal, the two others make sure that
the terms used in the substitution have the
right sorts.
=================================
label: stamps@1.0
=================================
0 + 8 = 3 * 1 + 5 * 1
=================================
label-sel: stamps@1.1.0
=================================
1 : Nat
=================================
label: stamps@1.2.0
=================================
1 : Nat

All three cases are discharged with auto:
(auto .)
(auto .)
(auto .)

For the inductive step stamps@2.0, we need
to find Three:Nat and Five:Nat such that
s V0#0:Nat + 8= 3 * Three:Nat + 5 * Five:Nat

assuming that there exist natural numbers
T:Nat and F:Nat such that
V0#0:Nat + 8 = 3 * T:Nat + 5 * F:Nat
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Then, if F:Nat is 0 we can take Five:Nat to
be 2 and T:Nat to be equal to Three:Nat 3; otherwise, we obtain the result by making
Five:Nat equal to F:Nat - 1 and Three:Nat
to T:Nat + 1.
The ITP script mimics quite closely the
proof above. First, auto transforms the variable V0#0:Nat in stamsp@2 into a constant and
adds the induction hypothesis to the specification, removing it from the implication:
=================================
label-sel: stamps@2.0
=================================
E{Three:Nat ; Five:Nat}
(s V0#0*Nat + 8 = 3*Three:Nat + 5*Five:Nat)

Since the induction hypothesis is not a formula in membership equational logic, it cannot be added to the STAMP module and hence
does not show up in the show-all command.
However, the ITP internally keeps a link between the module and the formula which, at
present, can only be revealed with the Maude
command cont3 and that can be used in this
case to find out that the induction hypothesis has been labeled as hyp-0. We can now
use e-inst to remove the existential quantifier from it
(e-inst hyp-0 .)

which results in a new module that contains
the equation
V0#0*Nat + 8 =
3 * Three!hyp-0*Nat + 5 * Five!hyp-0*Nat

as can be checked with show-all.
The rest of the proof is straightforward: we
simply have to distinguish cases according to
whether Five!hyp-0*Nat is zero or not, and
instantiate Three:Nat and Five:Nat accordingly.
(split on ((Five!hyp-0*Nat) <= 0) .)
--- Five!hyp-0*Nat <= 0 = true (i.e it is 0)
(e-inst with
((Three:Nat <- (_-_(Three!hyp-0*Nat, 3))) ;
3
This command shows the term representing the
ITP’s internal state [3, Chapter 11]
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(Five:Nat <- (2))) .)
(auto .)
(auto .)
(auto .)

tor membership. In Maude, an operator declaration
op f : s1 · · · sn -> s0
is logically equivalent to a declaration

--- Five!hyp-0*Nat <= 0 = false
(e-inst with
((Three:Nat <- (_+_(Three!hyp-0*Nat, 2))) ;
(Five:Nat <- (_-_(Five!hyp-0*Nat, 1)))) .)
(auto .)
(auto .)
(auto .)

There is also a command a-inst for universal quantifiers: the examples we currently
have are more involved and can be found at
the ITP’s webpage.

4

Constructor and defined memberships and the ind command

The behavior of the ind command (and
for the same reasons the ctor-split and
ctor-term-split commands) deserves a
closer look: how does the ITP generate the
inductive subgoals? In the LIST module,
the operators [] and _:_ are declared to be
constructors of the sorts List and NeList,
respectively, by means of the attribute ctor;
since NeList is a subsort of List, this
automatically makes _:_ a constructor of
List as well. Then, when asked to prove a
goal by structural induction on a variable of
sort List, the ind command generates two
subgoals:
• The first one, that corresponds to the base
case, is obtained by replacing the variable
with the constant [] in the goal.
• The second one, which is somewhat more
obscure and corresponds to the inductive
step, is built as an implication where the
antecedent and the consequent arise from
the original goal by replacing the variable
with a fresh one in the first case, and with
a term constructed using _:_ in the second.
In general, the situation is a bit more complicated and requires the notion of a construc-

op f : [s1 ] · · · [sn ] -> [s0 ]
at the kind level ([si ] is the kind to which si
belongs), together with a membership axiom
mb f (x1 :s1 ,...,xn :sn ) : s0 .
The ITP, in addition, distinguishes those operator declarations that contain the ctor attribute from those that do not, and tags the
membership axioms associated to the latter
with the label metadata "dfn". Hence, the
LIST module is interpreted by the ITP as:
fmod LIST-MB is
protecting INT .
sorts NeList List .
subsort NeList < List .
op [] : -> [List] .
op _:_ : [Int] [List] -> [NeList] .
op _++_ : [List] [List] -> [List] .
var I : Int .
vars L L’ : List .
mb [] : List .
mb (I : L) : NeList .
mb (L ++ L’) : List [metadata "dfn"] .
eq [] ++ L = L .
eq (I : L) ++ L’ = I : (L ++ L’) .
endfm

The defined memberships of a functional
module are the memberships in the transformed module that are tagged with the label metadata "dfn"; the remaining ones are
called constructor memberships. When the
ind command is used to reason by structural
induction on a variable of sort s, it generates the goals that correspond to the inductive cases from the constructor memberships
associated to s and to all its subsorts.
The defined memberships in a specification
provide in a handy manner helpful information
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for the ITP to reason with, but in “good” specifications they should actually be redundant
and deducible from the rest of the specification
(for example, it is clear that the concatenation of two lists should also be a list). For this
situation to actually hold, the equations that
define the operations have to thoroughly consider all possibilities so that every term eventually reduces to a canonical form to which a
constructor membership applies. This is the
sufficient completeness problem that we illustrate in the next section; see also Section 7.
4.1

Defined memberships revisited

To stress how defined memberships are treated
by the ITP, let us extend the LIST-MB module
with an operator empty? that checks whether
a list is empty or not. Admittedly, since
we already have a sort NeList to distinguish
nonempty lists, the use of the operator empty?
in this example is a bit contrived; let us stick
with it for the sake of the argument.
fmod LIST-MB is
protecting INT .
sorts NeList List .
subsort NeList < List .
op
op
op
op

[] : -> [List] .
_:_ : [Int] [List] -> [NeList] .
_++_ : [List] [List] -> [List] .
empty? : List -> Bool .

var I : Int .
vars L L’ : List .
mb [] : List .
mb (I : L) : NeList .
mb (L ++ L’) : List [metadata "dfn"] .
eq [] ++ L = L .
eq (I : L) ++ L’ = I : (L ++ L’) .
eq empty?([]) = true .
eq empty?(I : L) = false .
endfm

We can now try to show that the term
empty?(L) is of sort Bool for every list L.
(goal empty-bool : LIST-MB |-
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A{L:List} ((empty?(L:List)) : Bool) .)

As expected, since the specification includes
the declaration
op empty? : List -> Bool .

the goal can be discharged by just using auto.
What would have happened, however, if we
had forgotten to add the equation
eq empty?([]) = true .

to the specification? Obviously, this would
have left undefined empty? over the empty
list with the undesired consequence that now
not all terms of the form empty?(L) are of
sort Bool. Nonetheless, the ITP would have
still proved it! This shows that even though
the defined memberships of a functional module are not used to generate inductive cases,
they are nevertheless applied whenever possible. And this is precisely the sufficient completeness problem: to guarantee that the equations for the defined operators in the specification consider all possible cases so that defined
memberships would become irrelevant from a
proof-theoretical point of view. In this situation, the defined membership
mb empty?(L) : Bool [metadata "dfn"] .

associated to the declaration of empty? is not
redundant and cannot be derived from the rest
of the specification.

5

A graphical interface for the ITP

Since the ITP is but a Maude specification, the
standard way of interacting with the tool is by
loading Maude in a shell and typing the commands to be executed. Currently, however,
the ITP is being endowed with a graphical interface that will spare the users from the need
to interact directly with Maude and to learn
the ITP syntax. Though not yet completed,4
we offer here a glimpse of what the interface
will look like.
Selection of the functional module to be
worked upon will be made through the use of
4

We expect to have it ready in the early future.
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Figure 1: Introducing a goal

Figure 2: Introducing a formula

Figure 3: Tree of pending goals

menus. Then, a series of pop-up windows like
the one shown in Figure 1 will guide the user to
introduce the goal to be proved. In particular,
Figure 2 shows how formulas will be entered
through a formula editor that will avoid the
error-prone process of typing them directly in
the shell.
Once the goal has been introduced, the flow
of the proof is controlled by a window like
that shown in Figure 3. There the user can
choose which ITP command to apply from the
middle combo box, with the resulting subgoals
building up the proof tree—through which the
user can navigate—in the center of the window. The current subgoal can be selected by
clicking over it and appears marked with a *;
pressing then the info button will open a window showing the concrete goal as well as the
functional module in which it has to be proved.

Goguen and Malcolm’s original work used
OBJ, but the fact that OBJ was not a theorem
prover and that some things had to be done
manually that should be done automatically
led Goguen to point out (in [6], a work upon
which [7] is based) that “it would be useful to
construct a verification interface for OBJ to
generate proof scores that use only techniques
already shown correct.” The ASIP+ITP tool
is an extension of the ITP in which such verification interface is made available; a detailed
presentation of the tool is provided in [4].

6

ASIP: algebraic semantics of imperative semantics

The ASIP project is based on Goguen and
Malcolm’ work on algebraic semantics of imperative programs [7]. It aims to provide a version of the ITP that may be used to formally
specify and verify software; in this approach,
the semantics of imperative semantics is defined by specifying a class of abstract machines
and giving equational axioms which specify
the effect of programs on such machines.

7

SCC: a sufficient completeness
checker

SCC [8] is an experimental tool for checking
the sufficient completeness of partial specifications written in Maude. Sufficient completeness is the property that operations are defined
on all valid inputs. It is an important property both for developers of specifications, to
check that they have not missed a case while
defining the operations, and to inductive theorem provers, to check the soundness of a proposed induction scheme. The SCC tool has
been written in Maude and relies on Maude’s
reflective capabilities and the ITP tool. The
SCC tool is included in the latest distribution of the ITP tool and can be executed both
in stand-alone mode and through appropriate
commands during an ITP session. When ap-
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plied to a module, it returns a set of equations
that, if valid, guarantee its sufficient completeness.
For example, for the version of the LIST-MB
module in Section 4 that contains the declaration of empty? at the sort level, but with
the equation empty?([]) = true missing, the
result would be:
(scc LIST-MB .)
=================================
CTOR-LIST-MB$1.0
=================================
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the tool and the reflective capabilities of the
Maude system. This fact has encouraged us
to plan to add other decision procedures to
our tool in the near future.
Finally, the graphical interface, currently
under construction, will definitely help the
already growing ITP’s user community as a
much needed help to embark on more complex
verification challenges.
Acknowledgments. We thank Marina
Egea for very detailed on a previous draft.
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A

ITP commands
• (goal Label : Entailment .).
This
command introduces a goal Label to be
proved with the ITP. The expression
Entailment has the form IdMod |- A{x1 :
s1, . . . , xn : sn } expression, with IdMod
the name of the module the goal is about,
x1 , . . . , xn variables, and expression a
Horn clause built with & and =>.
• (lem Label : LEntailment .).
This
command introduces a lemma, named
Label , to be proved with the ITP. The
expression LEntailment has the form
|- A{x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn } expression,
with x1 , . . . , xn variables and expression
a Horn clause built with & and =>.
• (auto .). It first transforms all the variables into fresh constants and then reduces the terms in the goal as much as
possible by using the equations in the
module as rewrite rules. When necessary,
decision procedures are applied to check
if the conditions of conditional equations
are satisfied.

• (c-ind on Nat-Term .). It generates
two subgoals from the current one. The
first one consists in the original goal assuming that the value of Nat-Term is 0.
The second subgoal states that if the original one holds when the value of NatTerm is less that N, then it also holds
when the value of Nat-Term is N.
• (ctor-split on Const .). The goals
are generated from the constructor memberships for the sort of Const and all its
subsorts, in the same way as for ind, but
no induction hypothesis is generated.
• (e-inst Label .). The existential formula Label , which is a hypothesis, is “instantiated” with values that satisfy it.
• (e-inst with Substitution .).
It instantiates the current existential goal
with the given Substitution.
• (ind on Var .). The goals are generated from the constructor memberships
for the sort of Var and all its subsorts.
Base cases correspond to unconditional
memberships of the form mb t : s ., and
give rise to new subgoals by replacing the
Var in the current goal with t. The inductive steps correspond to conditional memberships.
• (scc IdMod .). It first calls on the functional module named IdMod the function checkCompleteness, which implements the SCC’s sufficient completeness
analizer. Then, it converts the resulting
proof obligations into a set of goals, which
are all associated with the constructor
submodule of IdMod . Finally, it eliminates from the state of the proof those
goals that can be proved automatically
using the ITP’s auto command.
• (show-all .). It outputs the active module in the ITP’s module database.
• (split on (Bool-Term) .). It splits
the current goal in two: one in which
Bool-Term is assumed to be true and another one in which it is assumed to be
false.
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Resumen
Presentamos un compilador capaz de generar analizadores sintácticos a partir de esquemas de análisis sintáctico. Dichos esquemas
son representaciones de los analizadores en forma de sistemas deductivos, que abstraen los
detalles de implementación y permiten definir
y comparar fácilmente diferentes algoritmos.
Nuestro compilador es capaz de generar, a partir de uno de estos esquemas, el código de una
implementación del algoritmo correspondiente, incluyendo el código necesario para gestionar la indexación de resultados intermedios
para que dicha implementación sea eficiente.
El sistema acepta todo tipo de esquemas de
analizadores para gramáticas independientes
del contexto, y se puede generalizar fácilmente
a otros tipos de formalismos gramaticales.

1.

Introducción

El análisis sintáctico, que permite obtener
la estructura de una frase de acuerdo con una
descripción formal del lenguaje en forma de
gramática, es un paso de gran relevancia tanto en la compilación de programas como en
el procesamiento del lenguaje natural. Desde
los trabajos de Chomsky que formalizaron la
noción de gramática independiente del contexto en los años 50, se han ido desarrollando
diferentes algoritmos para llevar a cabo esta
tarea. Muchos de estos algoritmos difieren en
*
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y por la Xunta de Galicia (PGIDIT02PXIB30501PR,
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gran medida en la manera de acometer el análisis, utilizando aproximaciones distintas para
llegar a los mismos o parecidos resultados, y
cada uno se adapta más a un tipo de situación
concreta.
Los esquemas de análisis sintáctico, introducidos en [13], proporcionan una manera uniforme de describir, analizar y comparar diferentes algoritmos de análisis sintáctico. Para ello,
se basan en considerar dicho análisis como un
proceso de generación de resultados intermedios denominados ítems. La frase que se desea
analizar genera un conjunto inicial de ítems, y
el análisis consiste en la aplicación de una serie
de reglas que permiten generar nuevos ítems
que contienen información sobre la estructura de la frase, hasta que se llega a alguno que
contiene explícitamente el árbol sintáctico, o
bien garantiza su existencia y permite obtenerlo con facilidad.
Casi todos los analizadores conocidos se
pueden ver desde esta perspectiva (excluyendo los no constructivos, como los basados en
redes neuronales). Para ello, para cada algoritmo deberemos determinar qué tipos de ítems
existirán, qué reglas deductivas nos permitirán
generar nuevos ítems a partir de los iniciales, y
cuáles serán los ítems finales que determinan
que la frase ha sido analizada.
Así, por ejemplo, dada una gramática
independiente del contexto G = (N, Σ, P, S)1
en forma normal de Chomsky (es decir, con
todas sus reglas de la forma A → BC y
A → a), y una oración de longitud n que
1
Donde N denota el conjunto de símbolos no terminales, Σ el de símbolos terminales, P las producciones gramaticales y S el axioma.
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denotamos a1 a2 ... an 2 , un esquema para el
algoritmo de análisis no determinista CYK
[9, 14] sería el siguiente:
Conjunto de ítems:
I = {[A, i, j] | A ∈ N ∧ 0 ≤ i < j}
Ítems iniciales (hipótesis):
Ii = {[ai , i − 1, i] | 0 < i ≤ n}
Pasos deductivos:
[a, i − 1, i]
D(1) :

D(2) :

A→a∈P

[A, i − 1, i]
[B, i, j]
[C, j, k]
[A, i, k]

A → BC ∈ P

Ítems finales:
If = {[S, 0, n]}

mática. En este ejemplo, los pasos deductivos
D(1) y D(2) representan el proceso ascendente
que lleva a cabo el algoritmo CYK. Así, el paso D(1) permite aplicar una regla de la forma
A → a para construir un árbol de dos nodos
(una raíz no terminal y una hoja terminal). El
paso D(2) permite aplicar las reglas binarias
de la forma A → BC, uniendo dos árboles de
raíces B y C en un nuevo árbol cuya raíz es
A, y que abarca una porción de la frase unión
de las dos anteriores. Si la frase pertenece al
lenguaje generado por la gramática, mediante alguna secuencia de estas operaciones será
posible generar el ítem [S, 0, n], que denota la
existencia de un árbol que abarca toda la frase
y cuya raíz es el axioma de la gramática.

2.

Una explicación detallada y formal de los esquemas de análisis sintáctico se puede encontrar en [13]. Aquí, por motivos de economía,
nos limitaremos a una explicación informal basada en este ejemplo.
Los ítems en este algoritmo están compuestos por un símbolo, terminal o no, y dos números enteros que denotan posiciones de la cadena de entrada. El significado concreto de un
ítem [A, i, j] se puede interpretar como: “La
gramática permite construir un árbol de raíz
A que abarca la parte ai+1 . . . aj de la cadena
de entrada”. De acuerdo con esta interpretación, los ítems iniciales del algoritmo denotan
árboles triviales compuestos por un solo nodo,
que es un símbolo terminal de la frase.
η1 . . . ηm
Φ

Los pasos deductivos
ξ
permiten
deducir el ítem especificado en su consecuente
ξ a partir de los que aparecen en sus antecedentes η1 . . . ηm . Las condiciones laterales Φ
especifican qué valores pueden tomar las variables que aparecen en los antecedentes y consecuente, y hacen referencia a reglas de la gra2
De aquí en adelante se utilizará la convención
usual de denotar los símbolos no terminales de una
gramática mediante letras mayúsculas (A, B...), los
símbolos terminales mediante minúsculas (a, b...) y
las cadenas de símbolos, terminales y no terminales,
con letras griegas (α, β...).

Motivación

Como se puede apreciar, aunque un esquema de análisis sintáctico como éste permite
describir fácilmente un algoritmo, no es un algoritmo en sí mismo. El esquema especifica los
pasos que permiten obtener el análisis sintáctico; pero no el orden en que se deben ejecutar, ni las estructuras de datos a utilizar para
almacenar los ítems. Diferentes decisiones de
diseño en lo que respecta a estos dos puntos
darán lugar a distintos algoritmos que implementan el mismo esquema. Así pues, los esquemas de análisis sintáctico constituyen un
nivel de abstracción superior al de los algoritmos correspondientes, y esta abstracción resulta útil para describir, diseñar, comprender
y comparar entre sí los algoritmos.
Sin embargo, esa misma abstracción hace
que los esquemas no se puedan ejecutar directamente sobre una máquina. Un sistema capaz
de generar automáticamente una implementación algorítmica de un esquema de análisis sintáctico sería, pues, muy útil, al permitir comprobar inmediatamente en el computador el
funcionamiento de los esquemas, facilitando el
diseño y prototipado rápido de algoritmos.
El sistema que se describe en este trabajo
cubre esta necesidad, pues permite compilar
esquemas de análisis sintáctico, generando una
implementación del analizador correspondiente al esquema en lenguaje Java.
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La idea de proporcionar maneras más o menos directas de obtener implementaciones ejecutables a partir de esquemas de análisis u
otros formalismos similares no es nueva. En
[12] se propone una implementación en Prolog
de un motor deductivo para el análisis sintáctico que se basa en un formalismo de deducción conceptualmente análogo a los esquemas
de Sikkel. Esta implementación se compone de
una serie de predicados de Prolog comunes que
implementan el mecanismo general de deducción y otros que se deben crear específicamente
para cada algoritmo de análisis, y que vienen
a ser la transformación de los pasos de los esquemas en reglas Prolog, además de algún predicado auxiliar para manejar aspectos como la
indexación de ítems.
Si bien esta implementación es interesante,
tiene varios inconvenientes:
1. No es todo lo declarativa que cabría esperar, pues es preciso codificar los pasos
deductivos en lenguaje Prolog.
2. Es ineficiente, ya que la capacidad de indexación de ítems es muy limitada, como
queda patente en la sección de resultados
experimentales de [2].
Nuestro sistema parte de una filosofía diferente: en lugar de ejecutar directamente el esquema previamente codificado en un lenguaje
como Prolog, partimos de un esquema representado en una notación sencilla que el sistema
compila, generando código en Java, que tras
ser a su vez compilado permite obtener los bytecodes Java que ejecutan el algoritmo, incluyendo también aspectos como la indexación de
los ítems (que en el enfoque de [12] debía ser
programada por el usuario). Por ejemplo, el fichero de entrada para el esquema CYK sería:
@step D1
[ B , i , j ]
[ C , j , k ]
--------------------- A -> B C
[ A , i , k ]
@step D2
[ a , i , i+1 ]
--------------------- A -> a
[ A , i , i+1 ]

La filosofía y el modo de empleo del sistema
son, por lo tanto, similares a los de compila-
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dores de compiladores como yacc [7], bison [3]
o javacc [6].

3.

Esquema general del compilador

Nuestro compilador transformará los esquemas de análisis en una implementación ejecutable manteniendo la estructura subyacente al
esquema. Para ello, generará código en un lenguaje orientado a objetos (Java), y dicho código será el resultado de modelar como objetos los componentes del esquema, teniendo en
cuenta los siguientes principios:
• Cada uno de los pasos deductivos que componen el esquema dará lugar a una clase.
• Se creará un objeto de dicha clase por cada posible manera de satisfacer las condiciones
laterales.
3.1.

Aplicación de los pasos deductivos

La clase asociada a cada paso deductivo tendrá un método paso para tratar de aplicar dicho paso a un ítem determinado.
Si el antecedente del paso deductivo especifica un único ítem, entonces el método generado
comprobará si hay alguna manera de instanciar las variables del antecedente dándoles valores que lo hagan igual al ítem. En tal caso, se
genera un ítem consecuente que resulta de llevar a cabo esas mismas instanciaciones en las
variables del consecuente, y que es el resultado
que retorna el método.
Si el antecedente del paso especifica m ítems
(A1 , A2 , ..., Am ) entonces el método generado
se implementa mediante el seudocódigo de la
figura 1. Así pues, cuando tenemos m especificaciones de ítems en el antecedente, el ítem
dado como parámetro se debe intentar emparejar con cada una de ellas tal y como se describió en el caso de antecedente simple. Para cada
emparejamiento que tenga éxito hay que llevar
a cabo una búsqueda de ítems que se correspondan con los restantes m − 1 elementos. Dichas búsquedas dan lugar a un anidamiento de
m − 1 bucles, pues cada elemento del antecedente puede ajustarse a varios ítems, y cada
uno de ellos implicará una instanciación distinta de las variables, condicionando las bús-
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quedas posteriores. Esto implica que tras cada
búsqueda de ítems que se ajusten a una especificación dada habrá que iniciar un nuevo bucle
recorriendo los ítems encontrados, instanciando las variables a los valores obtenidos de esos
ítems y llevando a cabo la siguiente búsqueda
para cada una de esas instanciaciones. Si llegamos al bucle más interno, habremos encontrado ítems que emparejan con todas las especificaciones del antecedente, y todas las variables
del paso estarán instanciadas a valores concretos. El ítem obtenido como resultado será
entonces el consecuente con esos valores en sus
variables. El resultado final de este proceso es
independiente del orden en que se aniden los
m − 1 bucles, dado que lo que obtenemos es un
conjunto de instanciaciones de las variables del
antecedente que cumplen ciertas condiciones,
y el orden de los bucles sólo afecta al orden en
que se instancian las variables.
Las instanciaciones de variables que se llevan a cabo en el método paso se hacen en atributos del objeto paso deductivo. Se generará
uno de estos atributos por cada elemento atómico del paso que no sea constante (por ejemplo, A, B, C, i, j y k en el caso del algoritmo
CYK). Los atributos tomarán inicialmente valor nulo, al estar las variables sin instanciar.
El constructor del paso deductivo inicializará
aquéllos que se deriven de las condiciones laterales, y los restantes serán instanciados durante la ejecución del método paso, como hemos
visto en el seudocódigo. Estas últimas instanciaciones se desharán cada vez que dicho método genere resultados, para poder aplicar el
paso a nuevos ítems.3
3.2.

La máquina deductiva de análisis sintáctico

Además de las clases que representan los pasos deductivos, hará falta un código que coordine la ejecución de todos ellos, proporcionando un método que los utilice para implementar
completamente el algoritmo de análisis sintáctico correspondiente al esquema. Este código
3
En el seudocódigo se ha obviado la operación de
deshacer instanciaciones por motivos de claridad; pero dicha operación se ubicaría, para cada instanciación, inmediatamente antes de la llave que cierra el
bloque de código en que se encuentra.

es la implementación de una “máquina deductiva de análisis sintáctico”, y es un algoritmo
genérico que no depende del esquema concreto
que se esté compilando; sino que puede trabajar con cualquier conjunto de pasos deductivos instanciados de acuerdo con los principios
mencionados anteriormente:
pasos = {pasos deductivos instanciados};
ítems = {ítems asociados a la frase};
agenda = [ítems asociados a la frase];
Para cada paso deductivo de antecedente
vacío (p) en pasos {
resultados = p.paso(ítem vacío);
ítems.añadir(resultados);
agenda.añadirAlFinal(resultados);
pasos.quitar(p);
}
Mientras agenda no vacía {
ÍtemActual = agenda.quitarPrimero();
Para cada paso deductivo aplicable a
ÍtemActual (p) en pasos {
resultados = p.paso(ÍtemActual);
ítems.añadir(resultados);
agenda.añadirAlFinal(resultados);
}
}
Devolver ítems;

El funcionamiento de este algoritmo se basa
en conocer en todo momento los ítems disponibles, ya sea como hipótesis iniciales del algoritmo de análisis sintáctico o como deducciones obtenidas tras la ejecución de pasos. Asimismo, es necesaria una agenda (implementada como una cola) para almacenar los ítems
mientras no los hayamos utilizado para intentar ejecutar pasos deductivos.
La corrección y completitud del algoritmo
se puede demostrar fácilmente por inducción.

4.

Indexación

El algoritmo anterior, junto con el código
asociado a los pasos deductivos, es suficiente
para analizar frases de acuerdo con un esquema de análisis sintáctico; pero sólo será eficiente si el acceso a los ítems y a los pasos
deductivos lo es. Cuando ejecutamos el código correspondiente a un paso, a menudo tenemos que buscar en el conjunto de ítems todos
aquéllos que cumplan una especificación dada.
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paso ( item ) {
resultado = [ ] ;
f o r i = 1 . .m {
i f ( item empareja con Ai ) {
i n s t a n c i a r v a r i a b l e s de Ai h a c i e n d o Ai=item ;
items1 = b u s c a r i t e m s que emparejan con A1 ;
para cada item en items1 {
i n s t a n c i a r v a r i a b l e s de A1 h a c i e n d o A1=item ;
items2 = b u s c a r i t e m s que emparejan con A2 ;
para cada item en items2 { // ( . . . )
i n s t a n c i a r v a r i a b l e s de Ai−2 h a c i e n d o Ai−2=item ;
itemsi−1 = b u s c a r i t e m s que emparejan con Ai−1 ;
para cada item en itemsi−1 {
i n s t a n c i a r v a r i a b l e s de Ai−1 h a c i e n d o Ai−1=item ;
itemsi+1 = b u s c a r i t e m s que emparejan con Ai+1 ;
para cada item en itemsi+1 { // ( . . . )
i n s t a n c i a r v a r i a b l e s de Am−1 h a c i e n d o Am−1=item ;
itemsm = b u s c a r i t e m s que emparejan con Am ;
para cada item en itemsm {
i n s t a n c i a r v a r i a b l e s de Am h a c i e n d o Am=item ;
resultado = resultado + estado actual del consecuente ;
} // para cada item en itemsm
( . . . ) // c i e r r e s de l l a v e s
} // para cada item en i t e m s ( 1 )
} // i f
} // f o r i = 1 . .m
return r e s u l t a d o ;
} // paso
Figura 1: Código asociado a un paso deductivo de antecedente compuesto.

Estudiando casos como los algoritmos CYK o
Earley [4], podemos comprobar que una implementación ineficiente de esta búsqueda (por
ejemplo, ir tomando secuencialmente los ítems
del conjunto y comprobar si cumplen la especificación) daría lugar a una implementación
del algoritmo de análisis con una complejidad
computacional más alta que la establecida teóricamente. Algo similar sucede con la operación que determina si un ítem ya existe en un
conjunto, que no se menciona explícitamente
en el seudocódigo pero deberá usarse cada vez
que añadamos un ítem para evitar duplicados.
Por ejemplo, en el caso del algoritmo CYK,
el paso deductivo D(2) se ejecuta O(n3 ) veces para generar ítems (contando la generación
de ítems repetidos), siendo n la longitud de la
frase. Este paso, según lo que se explicó con
anterioridad, dará lugar a este código:

paso(ítem) {
result=[]
if ( ∃ _i,_j | ítem = [B,_i,_j] ) {
i=_i; j=_j;
lista1 = buscarÍtems( [C,j,*] );
para cada ítem [C,j,_k] en lista1 {
k=_k;
result = result ∪ [A,i,k];
}
}
if ( ∃ _j,_k | ítem = [C,_j,_k] ) {
j=_j; k=_k;
lista2 = buscarÍtems( [B,*,j] );
para cada ítem [B,_i,j] en lista2 {
i=_i;
result = result ∪ [A,i,k];
}
}
devolver result;
}
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Si suponemos que el método buscarÍtems
y la comprobación de elementos repetidos que
se producirá cuando añadamos los resultados
al conjunto de ítems se ejecutan en tiempo
constante, entonces cada ejecución del método
paso es O(n) y genera O(n) ítems. Por lo tanto, la generación de un ítem (o ejecución elemental de un paso, que no coincide con la ejecución del método anterior que puede generar
varios ítems) es en tiempo amortizado constante. Sin embargo, si el método buscarÍtems
fuese una búsqueda secuencial, y teniendo en
cuenta que la cantidad de ítems presentes en
el conjunto para este algoritmo es O(n2 ), el
método paso sería a su vez O(n2 ), con lo cual
la implementación generada para el algoritmo
sería O(n4 ).
Esto nos lleva a la necesidad de que las operaciones de acceso a ítems se lleven a cabo
siempre en tiempo constante si queremos mantener la complejidad teórica de los algoritmos
en las implementaciones que generemos. Para ello, además de las clases ya mencionadas,
generaremos una clase que se encargará de gestionar los ítems, indexándolos de manera eficiente.
4.1.

Gestión de los ítems

La generación de esta clase no es una tarea
trivial pues, al contrario que en el caso de la
máquina deductiva, un mismo código no podrá
servir para cualquier algoritmo de análisis sintáctico. Por ejemplo, en el seudocódigo anterior podemos ver que para la implementación
del CYK es necesario llevar a cabo dos tipos diferentes de búsquedas de ítems: una que busca
los ítems con primera y segunda componente
dadas (ítems de la forma [C, j, ∗], donde ∗ podría tomar cualquier valor) y otra que busca
los ítems con primera y tercera componente
dadas (ítems de la forma [B, ∗, j]). Así pues,
para conseguir que la búsqueda de un ítem se
ejecute en tiempo constante, necesitaremos tener al menos dos índices, uno según la primera
y segunda componente y otro según la primera y tercera. En la práctica, un solo índice por
la primera componente basta para obtener resultados aceptables; pero en el caso general no
será así.

En cada esquema de análisis sintáctico será
necesario una indexación diferente, y lo normal
en esquemas más complejos es que los tipos
de búsqueda necesarios difieran tanto entre sí
que hagan necesario tener los ítems indexados
de varias maneras distintas. Este control de la
indexación no se puede conseguir fácilmente
desde la perspectiva de la programación lógica
[12]; pero sí es factible en nuestro compilador.
Dado que nos interesa contar con un esquema de indexación genérico y adaptable a cualquier algoritmo, el interfaz de la clase responsable de la gestión de ítems será también genérico. La clase tendrá que proporcionar principalmente tres métodos: agregar un ítem al conjunto, introduciéndolo en los índices donde sea
necesario, decir si un ítem determinado existe
o no, y devolver todos los ítems que cumplan
ciertas características. Tanto el segundo como
el tercer método necesitarán técnicas de indexación para funcionar de manera eficiente.
Para llamar al tercer método necesitaremos
una manera de especificar restricciones sobre
ítems: a la hora de hacer búsquedas, necesitaremos pasarle un objeto de algún tipo que
permita representar conceptos como “los ítems
de la forma [C, j, ∗]”, o “los ítems del algoritmo
de Earley que tengan un símbolo S después del
punto”. Por simplicidad y eficiencia, se ha optado por representar estos criterios de búsqueda igual que los ítems normales; pero usando
nulos para representar los elementos no restringidos. Así, para preguntar por los ítems
de la forma [A, i, ∗], el algoritmo CYK pasará a la clase gestora de ítems la especificación
[A, i, null], y dicha clase deberá devolver los
ítems correspondientes, para lo cual utilizará
el índice más adecuado de entre los que disponga, o una búsqueda secuencial si no hay
ningún índice adecuado a la especificación.
4.2.

Generación de índices para búsqueda

Para saber cuáles son los índices que conviene tener disponibles para un algoritmo dado,
utilizamos una aproximación basada en recopilar información durante la generación del código de los pasos deductivos.
Como se vio anteriormente, el código del
método que aplica un paso deductivo dado ha-
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ce y deshace instanciaciones de variables, y llama a la operación de búsqueda de ítems. Cada
llamada a la operación de búsqueda se hace
para encontrar los ítems que se correspondan
con una de las especificaciones del antecedente,
partiendo de las instanciaciones que ya se han
hecho y que, como comentábamos, se guardan
en atributos del paso deductivo.
Si bien en el momento en que generamos el
código nos es imposible saber a qué valores van
a estar instanciadas las variables cuando se ejecute una búsqueda, pues dichos valores cambiarán en cada ejecución concreta del paso; sí
que tenemos información suficiente para saber
con certeza qué variables van a estar instanciadas y cuáles no en cada llamada a la búsqueda:
estarán instanciadas sólo aquellas variables del
paso que aparezcan en las condiciones laterales o en los elementos del antecedente que ya
se han considerado en el momento en que se
llama a la búsqueda. Así, por ejemplo, en el
código asociado al paso deductivo
A1 : [B, i, j]
A2 : [C, j, k]
D(2) :

A → BC

B : [A, i, k]
sabemos que habrá dos operaciones de búsqueda:
• La búsqueda de ítems que se ajusten a A2
cuando el ítem con el que se ha ejecutado el
paso se ha emparejado con A1. En este caso,
estarán instanciadas A, B y C (por el constructor) e i, j (por el emparejamiento con A1).
Por lo tanto, esta búsqueda preguntará por los
ítems de la forma [C, j, null], dado que k es la
única variable no instanciada que aparece en
A2.
• La búsqueda de ítems que se ajusten a A1
cuando el ítem con el que se ha ejecutado el
paso se ha emparejado con A2. En este caso,
estarán instanciadas A, B y C (por el constructor) y j, k (por el emparejamiento con A2).
Por lo tanto, esta búsqueda preguntará por los
ítems de la forma [C, null, j], dado que i es la
única variable no instanciada que aparece en
A1.
Durante la generación del código del método paso, se llevará cuenta de qué variables
están instanciadas en cada momento y cuáles no, y al generar una llamada a una operación de búsqueda se almacenará un des-
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criptor del tipo de búsqueda que se ha llevado a cabo. Este descriptor reflejará la estructura de los ítems que se buscan, y las
clases de los elementos instanciados que aparecen en la búsqueda. Por ejemplo, los descriptores de las dos búsquedas anteriormente descritas serían [Symbol, P osition, null] y
[Symbol, null, P osition]. El primero de ellos
se podría leer como: “búsqueda de todos los
ítems compuestos por tres elementos donde el
primero es un símbolo dado y el segundo es
una posición dada de la cadena de entrada”.
El descriptor no contiene información sobre
la clase del tercer elemento, aunque al generar la búsqueda sabemos que nos interesa que
sea una posición de cadena de entrada, porque
esta información no es relevante de cara a la
construcción de un índice.
Una vez que tengamos los descriptores de
todas las búsquedas que realizan los pasos deductivos del algoritmo, podremos tomar la decisión sobre qué índices crear. Nos interesará
generar índices sobre aquellos componentes de
los descriptores de búsqueda que no sean nulos y que se presten a indexación. La manera
más sencilla es crear un índice por cada descriptor de búsqueda, indexando por todos los
componentes que cumplan estas condiciones:
así, en este caso tendríamos un índice por la
primera y la segunda componente y otro por
la primera y tercera, que es lo que anteriormente comentamos que era lo óptimo para el
algoritmo CYK. Con esta estrategia siempre
obtendremos los índices necesarios para todas
las búsquedas de ítems que se van a realizar;
pero puede suceder que obtengamos índices redundantes. Así pues, tendremos que comparar
los índices que vayamos obteniendo entre sí para eliminar duplicados.
La salida del método que toma la decisión
sobre qué índices crear será un conjunto de especificaciones de índice, conteniendo toda la
información necesaria para generar el código
que manejará dichos índices. Dicha información consistirá en una lista con tantos elementos como componentes por las que se quiere indexar, de manera que en cada elemento
se especificará la posición de la componente
correspondiente y el tipo de indexación que
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se utilizará para esa componente. La posición
se especifica mediante un sencillo esquema de
direccionamiento de los nodos del ítem, considerado como un árbol (en el algoritmo CYK
los ítems son ternas de componentes atómicos;
pero en otros las componentes pueden tener a
su vez estructura). El tipo de índice se refiere
a la estructura de datos que se utilizará, y el
compilador escogerá una u otra dependiendo
de las características del tipo de elemento por
el que se indexa.
4.3.

Generación de índices de existencia

Anteriormente mencionamos que además de
los índices para búsquedas, en los que hemos
centrado la explicación, también necesitaríamos utilizar indexación para el método que
determina la existencia o no de un ítem en el
conjunto de ítems. Estos índices se generan de
manera análoga, para lo cual crearemos una
especificación de búsqueda a partir del consecuente de cada paso deductivo. Análogamente
al caso anterior, dicha especificación reflejará
la estructura del consecuente y las clases de
los elementos que aparecen en él y que están
instanciados en el momento en que se lleva a
cabo la llamada al método de existencia. En
este caso todos los elementos del consecuente estarán instanciados, dado que para que un
paso deductivo genere un ítem (situación en la
cual es necesario comprobar su existencia en
el conjunto de ítems) es necesario que se haya
procesado todo el antecedente y todas las variables tengan un valor concreto. Por lo demás,
la generación de estos índices de existencia seguirá el mismo camino que la generación de
los índices para las búsquedas.
4.4.

Generación de índices de pasos deductivos

Además de los índices sobre ítems ya comentados, se generará otro tipo de índices que contribuirán también a la eficiencia del algoritmo:
son los índices de pasos deductivos, que utilizaremos para decidir rápidamente qué pasos
resultarán útiles en cada momento del análisis.
La necesidad de este tipo de índice surge del

hecho de que el código generado crea una instancia de cada clase paso deductivo por cada
manera que haya de satisfacer las condiciones
laterales. Las condiciones laterales de nuestros
pasos son descripciones de reglas de la gramática, que pueden ser satisfechas por multitud
de reglas: por ejemplo, la del paso D(2) es válida para cualquier regla de la forma A → BC,
con lo cual se creará una instancia del paso
por cada regla de esta forma que exista en la
gramática.
La creación de todos esos pasos deductivos
supone que en el bucle “Para cada paso deductivo aplicable a ÍtemActual (p) en pasos” (sección 3.2) tengamos que intentar aplicar muchos pasos, la mayoría de los cuales no producirán ningún resultado útil para el análisis
al no tener éxito los emparejamientos con el
antecedente que se hacen en el método paso.
De cara a la eficiencia, es interesante reducir el
conjunto de pasos que se intenta aplicar. Esto
no nos permitirá reducir más la complejidad
computacional del algoritmo en términos de
tamaño de la cadena de entrada; pero sí reducirá el impacto del tamaño de la gramática en
el rendimiento.
Para tratar de aproximar lo máximo posible nuestro conjunto de pasos deductivos aplicables a aquéllos que realmente van a formar
parte del análisis, indexaremos los pasos deductivos en función de los elementos del antecedente que son constantes (están instanciados) tras la construcción de los pasos, es decir,
aquellos elementos que aparecen en las condiciones laterales (o bien son directamente constantes en el propio paso) para cada una de las
especificaciones de ítems del antecedente.
Así, por ejemplo, en el paso D(2) el antecedente tiene dos especificaciones de ítems:
A1 = [B, i, j] y A2 = [C, j, k]. Considerando que sólo los símbolos B y C estarán instanciados tras la construcción de cada instancia del paso, procediendo de manera análoga a lo visto en los índices de búsqueda se
crearán dos descriptores de búsqueda idénticos
[Symbol, null, null], dando lugar a un índice
de los pasos deductivos por la primera componente de los ítems del antecedente. A la hora
de introducir una instancia de un paso deduc-
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tivo en el índice se tendrán en cuenta todas las
especificaciones de ítems que aparezcan en el
antecedente, es decir, la instancia concreta
[N P, i, j]
[V P, j, k]
[S, i, k]
(que se ha instanciado a partir de la regla S →
N P V P ) se introducirá en el índice dos veces,
tomando como claves NP y VP, de manera que
pueda ser localizada por cualquiera de ellos.
Este índice será el que se utilice cada vez que
queremos saber qué pasos deductivos concretos (instancias) son aplicables a un ítem dado.

5.

Otros elementos en los esquemas

Aparte de los elementos presentes en el esquema CYK tomado como ejemplo, en otros
esquemas pueden aparecer otros tipos de elementos. Sin embargo, su tratamiento es siempre similar, ajustándose a alguno de estos cuatro tipos:
• Simples: son elementos que pueden estar
instanciados o no, y cuando lo están toman
un valor, posiblemente convertible a una clave
para indexar. Ejemplos: símbolos gramaticales, posiciones de cadena de entrada, números
enteros o probabilidades.
• Expresiones: representan expresiones sobre elementos simples, por ejemplo i+1 (sobre
posiciones de cadena de entrada) o tree[A, B]
(sobre símbolos). Se considerarán constantes
cuando todos los elementos raíz de la expresión
lo sean, y en tal caso se tratarán de manera
análoga a los elementos simples. Las expresiones tendrán asociada una expresión Java para
obtener el resultado a partir de los operandos
(por ejemplo, la suma de posiciones de la cadena de entrada estará asociada a una suma
en Java).
• Compuestos: representan una secuencia de
elementos de longitud finita y conocida. Los
ítems del CYK son un elemento compuesto
con tres componentes. Los ítems del algoritmo de Earley [A → α.Bβ, i, j] son elementos
compuestos cuya primera componente es un
elemento compuesto. De cara a la indexación,
como ya veíamos, considerábamos los ítems
como estructuras arborescentes.
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• Secuencias: representan una secuencia de
elementos de un mismo tipo, de longitud finita
pero desconocida mientras el elemento no esté
instanciado. Por ejemplo, en el esquema para
el algoritmo de Earley aparecen reglas como
A → α.Bβ, y aquí α y β pueden corresponderse con cualquier número de símbolos. Este
hecho deberá tenerse en cuenta a la hora de
llevar a cabo los emparejamientos.
Todos los tipos de elementos concretos que
manejará nuestro compilador deberán ser subclases de uno de estos cuatro tipos, y su manejo dependerá sólo de a cuál de ellos pertenecen, y no de su subclase concreta. Esto facilita la extensibilidad del sistema: dado que cada esquema de análisis sintáctico puede definir
sus propios formatos de ítems, y los elementos
notacionales de un esquema pueden hacer referencia a cualquier tipo de objeto matemático,
no se puede esperar que el sistema sea capaz
de compilar cualquier esquema posible. Optamos, pues, por proporcionar una serie de clases
de elementos predeterminadas y dar la posibilidad al usuario de definir nuevos tipos de
elemento mediante herencia, extendiendo uno
de estos cuatro tipos. Si el usuario implementa
correctamente el interfaz definido para uno de
ellos y además define con una expresión regular la notación que se utilizará en el esquema
para su nuevo tipo de elemento, el compilador
será capaz de manejarlo sin problemas y generar el código adecuado. Esto proporciona un
grado de extensibilidad muy grande, dado que
lo normal es que cualquier tipo de elemento
que aparezca en un esquema se pueda encuadrar de modo natural en uno de los tipos.

6.

Conclusiones y trabajo futuro

En este trabajo se ha presentado un compilador que permite transformar esquemas de
análisis sintáctico en una implementación, en
forma de código Java directamente compilable,
del algoritmo descrito por cada esquema.
El sistema implementado se ha probado
con los esquemas correspondientes a los más
conocidos algoritmos de análisis para gramáticas independientes del contexto, como CYK
[9, 14], Earley [4] y Left-Corner [11], produ-
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ciendo como salida implementaciones funcionales y eficientes de los mismos. En [5] se muestran resultados experimentales de todos ellos,
incluyendo su aplicación a gramáticas cíclicas
y ambiguas.
Este compilador proporciona la posibilidad
de prototipar y validar rápidamente algoritmos de análisis sintáctico, dado que mediante
un único comando podemos pasar de una representación del esquema prácticamente coincidente con la notación estándar a una implementación completa y autocontenida, directamente convertible en código ejecutable. Esto hace muy sencillo probar diferentes variantes de analizadores sintácticos y comprobar el
efecto de los cambios, y proporciona un cómodo vínculo entre la teoría de los esquemas y su
implementación.
Como trabajo futuro, queda pendiente generalizar el sistema a otros formalismos gramaticales más adecuados para el análisis de
lenguajes de programación (como las gramáticas de atributos [10]) o lenguajes naturales
(como las gramáticas de adjunción de árboles
[8]); así como probarlo con algoritmos de análisis LR, que también se pueden expresar en
términos de esquemas [1].
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Resumen
La programación generativa y el desarrollo
dirigido por modelos consideran que el aumento
de la productividad en la realización de software
pasa por elevar el nivel de abstracción de los
lenguajes de programación mediante el uso de
especificaciones o modelos. Un factor clave para
el éxito de estos paradigmas es la traducción
automática de los modelos a código ejecutable.
Para que la traducción automática sea viable, el
dominio de aplicación de los modelos debe
reducirse hasta que la variabilidad entre los
productos
que
puedan
generarse
sea
significativamente inferior a los aspectos
comunes. La estrategia más extendida para las
traducciones consiste en sintetizar productos a
partir de la especificación. Otro enfoque es aplicar
transformaciones sobre la especificación. Aunque
existen lenguajes específicos para la expresión de
transformaciones, exigen superar una curva de
aprendizaje notable y carecen de algunas
prestaciones típicas de los lenguajes de
programación. En este artículo, con el propósito
de aprovechar la proximidad entre los productos
que pueden generarse dentro de un dominio,
proponemos que la aplicación de transformaciones
no se realice sobre la especificación, sino sobre
alguno de los productos. Es decir, el traductor se
define como un programa que toma un producto
previamente desarrollado del dominio, al que
llamaremos ejemplar, y lo transforma para
adecuarlo a una especificación. En lugar de
plantear un lenguaje específico, hemos
incorporado al lenguaje de programación Ruby
una librería con las abstracciones necesarias para
la construcción de transformadores.
Palabras clave: programación generativa,
transformación de programas, línea de productos.

1. Introducción
Los términos línea de productos y familia de
sistemas hacen referencia a dos formas diferentes
de percibir un dominio. Desde un punto de vista
orientado al problema, una línea de productos se
define como un conjunto de sistemas que
satisfacen alguna necesidad del mercado. Desde
una perspectiva orientada a la solución, una
familia de sistemas es un conjunto de sistemas
software muy similares entre sí. La Ingeniería de
Líneas de Productos Software (Product Line
Software Engineering) propone sacar partido de la
coincidencia que generalmente se da entre estos
dos conjuntos, de manera que los productos que
conforman una línea no se construyan uno a uno
de forma aislada, sino colectivamente haciendo
uso intensivo de la reutilización [13].
Por otro lado, la Programación Generativa
(Generative Programming) [5] y el Desarrollo
Dirigido por Modelos, cuyo máximo exponente es
la Arquitectura Dirigida por Modelos (Model
Driven Architecture) de OMG (Object
Management Group) [9], consideran que el
aumento de la productividad en la realización de
software pasa por elevar el nivel de abstracción de
los lenguajes de programación mediante la
utilización de especificaciones o modelos. Como
se señala en [21], un factor clave para el éxito de
estos paradigmas es la traducción automática de
los modelos a código ejecutable. Para que esto sea
viable, el dominio debe restringirse lo suficiente
como para que las coincidencias entre los sistemas
que integran una familia sean notablemente
superiores a las discrepancias [3].
La estrategia más común para las traducciones
consiste en sintetizar productos a partir de una
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especificación [20]. Otro enfoque es aplicar
transformaciones sobre la especificación [16].
Existen algunos lenguajes y herramientas
específicos para la expresión de transformaciones
[1], [2] y [4]. La debilidad de estos lenguajes es su
especificidad: exigen superar una curva de
aprendizaje notable, carecen de funcionalidades
(contenedores e iteradores…) y facilidades para
organizar y reutilizar código (clases, módulos o
paquetes…) propias de los lenguajes de
programación de propósito general actuales…
En este artículo, con el objetivo de aprovechar
la proximidad entre los productos que pueden
generarse dentro de un dominio, proponemos que
las transformaciones no se apliquen sobre la
especificación, sino sobre alguno de los
productos. Es decir, el traductor se define como
un programa que toma un producto previamente
desarrollado del dominio, al que nos referiremos
como ejemplar, y lo transforma para adecuarlo a
una especificación. En [12] se propone una
estrategia similar para el mantenimiento de
software que utiliza varios lenguajes específicos
para distintos propósitos. Nosotros, en lugar de
plantear un lenguaje específico aislado, hemos
incorporado al lenguaje de programación Ruby
[18] una librería con las abstracciones necesarias
para facilitar la construcción de transformadores.
Hemos elegido Ruby porque
• Es totalmente Orientado a Objetos (OO).
• Su sintaxis es sorprendentemente concisa.
• Tiene una gran capacidad para el tratamiento
de textos y ficheros. De hecho, incorpora las
expresiones regulares [10] como tipo básico
del lenguaje.
• Ofrece potentes contenedores (listas y tablas)
e iteradores.
• Existen implementaciones del intérprete de
Ruby para distintos sistemas operativos, lo
que asegura un alto grado de portabilidad.
El resto del artículo se estructura como sigue:
en la sección 2, se resume un ejemplo propuesto
en [6] donde se generaliza un programa con
técnicas OO. Este ejemplo servirá para
caracterizar las dificultades de la OO para
construir líneas de productos. En la sección 3, se
plantea la resolución del ejemplo anterior con
nuestro enfoque. En la sección 4, se muestran las
operaciones disponibles para que los traductores
efectúen sus transformaciones. En la sección 5, se
introducen los operadores propuestos para
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coordinar un grupo de traductores y detectar las
colisiones que puedan producirse entre ellos.
Finalmente, en la sección 6 se presentan las
conclusiones y trabajo futuro.

2. Ejemplo de creación de una línea de
productos con técnicas OO
En [6] se propone un programa que emula el
reciclaje de basura. El programa recibe un cubo
con basura mezclada (papel y aluminio) y un par
de cubos donde deberá separarla.
Por limitaciones de espacio, sólo se incluye el
diagrama de clases del programa escrito en Java
(Figura 1). El código fuente de los ejemplos y de
la librería escrita en Ruby para la creación de
transformadores
está
disponible
en
www.issi.uned.es/miembros/pagpers
onales/ruben_heradio/prole05.zip

Figura 1. Programa de reciclaje inicial

A continuación, en [6] se aborda la
fabricación de la línea de productos “reciclaje de
cualquier tipo de basura” mediante la
generalización del programa anterior.
En las llamadas a métodos, Java (al igual que
C++ y Smalltalk) sólo soporta polimorfismo sobre
un parámetro: el receptor de la llamada (single
dispatching) [8]. Sin embargo, la generalización
del programa exige la aplicación de polimorfismo
sobre dos parámetros: el tipo de basura y el tipo
de cubo donde se depositará. En [6] se propone
obtener esta prestación con el encadenamiento de
dos llamadas a métodos.
Como puede apreciarse en la Figura 2, la
generalización del programa inicial supone un
esfuerzo de reestructuración importante.
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Figura 2. Programa de reciclaje generalizado

Esta solución presenta el inconveniente de que
la especificación de un producto de la línea se
realiza en el mismo lenguaje de programación con
que se codificó. En este caso, no sólo el nivel de
abstracción que ofrece Java está lejos del dominio,
sino que al usuario de la línea se le impone
conocer algunos detalles de implementación.
Concretamente, la especificación de un sistema
que contemple la separación de cristal implica la
adición de las clases Glass (Figura 3) y GlassBin
(Figura 4), y de un método en la clase TypedBin
(Figura 5).

boolean add(Glass a) {
return false;
}
Figura 5. Especificación en Java del tipo de basura
cristal (III)

3. Desarrollo de una línea de productos
mediante la transformación de un
ejemplar

class Glass extends Trash {
static double val = 0.23f;
Glass(double wt) { super(wt); }
double getValue() { return val; }
static void setValue(double nval)
{
val = nval;
}
boolean addToBin(TypedBin[] tb) {
for (int i=0; i<tb.length; i++)
if (tb[i].add(this))
return true;
return false;
}
}

En el problema anterior, se puede elevar el nivel
de abstracción de las especificaciones y ocultar los
detalles de implementación si se utiliza un
enfoque generativo como el de la Figura 6.

Figura 3. Especificación en Java del tipo de basura
cristal (I)

Figura 6. Resolución de la línea de productos “reciclaje
de cualquier tipo de basura” desde un enfoque
generativo

class GlassBin extends TypedBin {
boolean add(Glass a) {
return addIt(a);
}
}

Para determinar la variabilidad entre los
sistemas de una familia existen varias
metodologías de análisis de dominio [17]. La
aplicación de cualquiera de ellas al dominio que
nos ocupa, revelará que la variabilidad se reduce a
los tipos de basura que es capaz de clasificar un

Figura 4. Especificación en Java del tipo de basura
cristal (II)

Especificación

Traductor

Código final

Generador
Transformaciones
Ejemplar
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programa de reciclaje. Hecho esto, se puede
construir un lenguaje con el que especificar un
producto. Para ello, se puede utilizar algún
metalenguaje como XML (eXtensible Markup
Language) [7] o alguna herramienta de
metamodelado como GME (Generic Modeling
Environment) [15]. Conviene que los “meta”
permitan expresar restricciones que faciliten la
detección de errores en las especificaciones.
Mientras que los esquemas (Schemas) de XML
permiten expresar pocas restricciones, GME
ofrece el potente lenguaje OCL (Object
Constraint Language) de UML (Unified Modeling
Language) [19]. Por simplicidad, en este artículo
se utilizará XML. La Figura 7 es la especificación
de un programa de reciclaje de los tipos de basura
papel, aluminio y cristal en un lenguaje XML.
<specification>
<outDir value="generation"/>
<trash name="Paper"
value="0.97"/>
<trash name="Aluminum"
value="1.67"/>
<trash name="Glass"
value="0.23"/>
</specification>
Figura 7. Especificación XML de un programa de
reciclaje de papel, aluminio y cristal

Para aprovechar la similitud entre los
programas de reciclaje que se pueden generar,
construiremos el traductor de la Figura 6 partiendo
de uno de ellos al que llamaremos ejemplar.
Concretamente, nuestro ejemplar será el programa
planteado inicialmente en [6] (Figura 1). Un
generador se encargará de interpretar la
especificación y aplicar al ejemplar las
transformaciones oportunas.

4. Operaciones propuestas para la
transformación de un ejemplar
Para la transformación de un ejemplar, los
generadores cuentan con tres operaciones:
1. Sustitución. Expresa el intercambio de un
fragmento de texto por otro. Nuestra
implementación en Ruby ofrece dos métodos:
• sub(regExp, text, name)
• gsub(regExp, text, name)
El parámetro regExp es una expresión regular
que selecciona el fragmento de texto que se
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desea sustituir; text es el nuevo texto; name
es un parámetro opcional que sirve para
nombrar la sustitución. Mientras gsub indica la
sustitución de todos los fragmentos de texto que
encajen con regExp, sub sólo actúa sobre la
primera ocurrencia.
2. Producción. Una sustitución puede aplicarse
sobre varios ficheros del ejemplar y sobre un
fichero del ejemplar pueden aplicarse varias
sustituciones. Una producción expresa un
fichero del ejemplar, el grupo de sustituciones
que se aplicará sobre él y el fichero que se
generará
como
resultado.
Nuestra
implementación proporciona el método:
• prod(iFile, oFile, subList,
name)
El parámetro iFile es un fichero del ejemplar;
oFile es el fichero que se generará tras la
aplicación de la lista subList de
sustituciones; subList es opcional y si no se
explicita, sobre iFile se aplicarán todas las
sustituciones previamente definidas; name
también es opcional y sirve para nombrar la
producción.
3. Generación. Expresa la ejecución de un
conjunto
de
producciones.
Nuestra
implementación ofrece el método:
• gen(prodList)
El parámetro prodList es opcional y sirve
para indicar la lista de producciones que se
desea ejecutar. Si no se explicita, se ejecutarán
todas las producciones previamente definidas.
Con nuestra librería, un generador se construye
heredando de la clase Generator (en Ruby, la
herencia se expresa con el símbolo <). La Figura
8 es el generador que transforma el ejemplar de la
Figura 1 siguiendo una especificación como la de
la Figura 7.
class RecycleGen < Generator
def initialize(out_dir, trashes)
#Copying Trash
prod(EXEMPLAR_DIR+'\Trash.java',
out_dir+'\Trash.java', [])
#Generating kind of trashes
trashes.each { |kind, price|
gsub(/Paper/, kind, kind)
sub(/\d+.\d\d/, price,
"#{kind}_price")
prod("#{EXEMPLAR_DIR}"+
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"\\Paper.java",
"#{out_dir}\\#{kind}.java",
[kind, "#{kind}_price"])
}
#Generating Recycle
sub(/ArrayList .+
Bin(,ArrayList .+Bin)*/x,
trashes.keys.collect {
|kind|
"ArrayList "+kind+"Bin"
}.join(','),
'argRecycle')
sub(/(if.+;\s*)+/,
trashes.keys.collect {|kind|
"if(t instanceof #{kind}) " +
"#{kind}Bin.add(t);\n"
}.join,
'ifRecycle')
prod("#{EXEMPLAR_DIR}"+
"\\Recycle.java",
"#{out_dir}\\Recycle.java",
['argRecycle', 'ifRecycle'])
end
end #RecycleGen
Figura 8. Generador de la línea de productos “reciclaje
de cualquier tipo de basura”

2. Adición. Se obtiene un nuevo generador
cuyas sustituciones y producciones son la
suma de las sustituciones y producciones de
otros generadores. Nuestra implementación
ofrece dos métodos equivalentes: + aprovecha
la sobrecarga de operadores soportada por
Ruby (Figura 10) y add mantiene la notación
convencional para la invocación a métodos.
(generador_1 +
generador_2 +
...
generador_n).gen
Figura 10. Suma y ejecución de generadores

3. Superposición.
Las
sustituciones
y
producciones de un generador se actualizan
con las de otro que se superpone. Es decir, las
que
tienen el
mismo
nombre
se
“sobrescriben”, y las que no, se añaden.
Nuestra implementación dispone de dos
métodos equivalentes: el sobrecarcargado <<
(Figura 11) y sup! (en Ruby, se suele utilizar
el sufijo ! para nombrar los métodos que
modifican el receptor de la llamada).

Si se compara esta solución con la de la
Figura 2, nuestra línea de productos no sólo es
más usable (especificaciones más próximas al
dominio), sino más fácil de construir (exige
menos esfuerzo de diseño y codificación).

5. Coordinación de un grupo de
generadores y detección de colisiones
Cuando la variabilidad de una familia de sistemas
es compleja, conviene dividirla y encapsularla en
distintos generadores. En general, estas divisiones
no estarán confinadas en un solo fichero del
ejemplar, sino dispersas en varios ficheros. Por
eso, un generador puede actuar sobre más de un
fichero del ejemplar y sobre un fichero del
ejemplar puede actuar más de un generador.
La coordinación de un grupo de generadores
puede ser:
1. Secuencial. Se ejecuta un generador tras otro
(Figura 9).
generador_1.gen
generador_2.gen
...
generador_n.gen
Figura 9. Ejecución secuencial de generadores
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(generador_1 <<
generador_2 <<
...
generador_n).gen
Figura 11. Superposición y ejecución de generadores

Una manera de asegurar la calidad de los
productos generados consiste en generar también
juegos
de
prueba
que
verifiquen
su
funcionamiento [22]. Para incorporar esta
prestación a la línea de productos “reciclaje de
cualquier tipo de basura”, añadiremos al ejemplar
la clase RecycleTest, que se sirve del marco
de trabajo JUnit [11]. Después, se desarrollará el
generador TestGen que a partir de una
especificación como la de la Figura 7 generará el
juego de pruebas correspondiente mediante la
transformación de RecycleTest. La Figura 12
incluye la suma y ejecución de dos instancias de
los generadores RecycleGen y TestGen.
(
RecycleGen.new(out_dir,

trashes)

+
TestGen.new(out_dir, trashes)
).gen
Figura 12. Generación de un programa de reciclaje de
basura y el juego de pruebas que lo verifica
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Si varios generadores actúan sobre la misma
área de texto de un fichero del ejemplar para
generar un mismo fichero de salida, se producirá
una colisión. De igual modo, también pueden
producirse colisiones entre las producciones de un
generador. Para la detección de colisiones, nuestra
implementación proporciona los siguientes
métodos que comprueban si la operación
interrogada puede realizarse sin que se den
colisiones:
• prod?(iFile, oFile, subList)
• gen?(prodList)
• add?(generator)
• sup?(generator)

6. Conclusiones y trabajo futuro
A través de un ejemplo, en este artículo se han
contrastado dos enfoques distintos para el
desarrollo de una línea de productos: la OO y la
programación generativa. El enfoque generativo
separa la implementación del uso de la línea,
facilitando la utilización de lenguajes de
especificación próximos al dominio. Un factor
clave para el éxito de este enfoque es la traducción
automática de una especificación a código
ejecutable.
Para el desarrollo de traductores se ha
presentado una aproximación basada en la
transformación de un ejemplar de la línea de
productos. Es decir, los productos no se sintetizan
a partir de una especificación, sino que se generan
mediante la transformación de otro producto
previamente desarrollado. Aunque existen
lenguajes específicos para la expresión de
transformaciones, exigen superar una curva de
aprendizaje considerable y carecen de algunas
prestaciones típicas de los lenguajes de
programación. Por esta razón, hemos preferido
desarrollar en Ruby una librería para la
construcción de transformadores y aprovechar así
toda la potencia de un lenguaje de programación
OO.
Nuestra librería permite dividir y encapsular la
gestión de la variabilidad en varios generadores.
El carácter disperso de la variabilidad nos ha
llevado a adoptar un enfoque similar al de algunas
propuestas
de
orientación
a
aspectos.
Concretamente, las operaciones de sustitución y
producción presentadas en la sección 4 poseen
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cierta analogía con los pointcuts y advices de
AspectJ [14].
Además de la expresión de transformaciones,
nuestra librería facilita la coordinación de un
grupo de generadores y la detección de las
colisiones que se puedan producir.
El ámbito de aplicación de la librería
propuesta no se reduce a la generación de código
Java (como se ha mostrado en este artículo) sino
que se extiende a cualquier lenguaje. De hecho, en
otros trabajos la hemos aplicado para generar
código de lenguajes tan dispares como Perl,
Modula-2, SQL y HTML.
Como trabajo futuro nos planteamos:
• Estudiar nuevos problemas de aplicación.
• Enriquecer nuestra librería con descendientes
de la clase padre Generator especializados
en la generación de código de algún tipo. En
este
sentido,
estamos
desarrollando
descendientes que incorporan expresiones
regulares específicas para el tratamiento de
código de distintos lenguajes.
• Dotar a la librería presentada de la capacidad
de producir documentación sobre el proceso
de generación que facilite la depuración de las
transformaciones.
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Abstract

We introduce Generalised Object Normal
Form (GONF), a syntax formalism that enables language designers to dene concrete
syntax in a form that also naturally denes
the data structure of the abstract syntax tree.
More precisely, GONF's grammatical productions specify simultaneously and without annotations (1) concrete syntax (a language and
its parser) and (2) the collection of languageindependent data type denitions representing the abstract syntax tree accurately and
concisely. These types can be materialised
in languages supporting inheritance or algebraic types, and preferably parametric polymorphism. We also describe MTP, an available GONF-based tool.
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1

Motivation

Writing a language processor from scratch is
a daunting task. The current interest in generative approaches, where (parts of) language
processors are generated automatically from
formal specications of the language, comes as
no surprise. Early examples are parser generators like Yacc [8], which generate parsers from
grammars restricted by the parsing method
and cluttered up with semantic actions that
hardwire the rest of the processor and make
specications dicult to manage and maintain.

Context-free grammars can only account for
syntax. The ability to generate language processors from syntax as well as semantics and
pragmatics specications is still under research
and we may have to wait before a formalism
becomes widespread and accompanied by a
running tool.
On the other hand, abstract syntax provides
a clear boundary between the front-end and
the back-end phases of a language processor.
Abstract syntax provides a purely structural
description of a language which can be represented by a collection of types dened in an
implementation language, with abstract syntax
tree (AST) nodes being values of such types.
ASTs are supposed to contain only the essential syntactic information needed after parsing. It takes less eort to traverse the AST and
produce intermediate code that can be fed to
a back-end tool (e.g., retargetable optimiser)
than to write the whole back-end from scratch.
The separation at the AST point makes language processors easier to write, understand,
and maintain.
Most modern tools follow this approach.
They generate parsers, AST denitions, and
traversal skeletons (e.g., abstract classes) automatically from their syntax formalisms, with
AST nodes being created during parsing.
However, the quality of the obtained tree is
determined by the expressibility of the syntax formalism. For example, antlr [14] can
build ASTs automatically but grammatical
productions must be labelled with build-up
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information. Java Tree Builder1 generates
parse trees from unannotated EBNF grammars. JJForester [12] generates ASTs from
grammars annotated with cons attributes that
specify AST construction, and so on.
Grammars are meant for parsing, not for expressing type denitions, so annotations are
required in order to create ASTs of good quality, i.e., where the generated data type represents the abstract structure accurately, and
concisely (with only the necessary types). Ideally, one would like to make the most of the implementation language's features (e.g., parametric polymorphism if available). The quality of the generated types aects the quality
of the generated traversal denition.
We introduce Generalised Object Normal
Form, a syntax formalism where grammatical productions simultaneously specify
parseable concrete syntax (i.e., a language
and its parser) and the collection of languageindependent data type denitions that represent the AST, which can be materialised
(alongside their traversal denitions) without
annotations in languages supporting inheritance or algebraic types and, desirably, polymorphism (e.g., Java, C++, Haskell, SML,
etc). In other words, GONF enables language
designers to dene concrete syntax in a form
that also naturally denes the data structure
of the AST. GONF specications are therefore
abstract concrete syntax and demand thinking about the abstract structure of the grammar from the start. We also present MTP
(More Than Parsing), an available GONFbased tool.

Paper organisation. Section 2 reviews the
notion of abstracting concrete syntax, introduces ONF and motivates its extension. Section 3 presents GONF in detail. Section 4 describes MTP. Section 5 discusses related work.
Section 6 concludes and discusses future work.
Notation:

Non-terminals appear in lowercase slanted (e.g., expr); terminals with variable lexeme in uppercase slanted (e.g., ID);
terminals with constant lexeme in doublequoted courier (e.g., ";"). We write x ? , x ∗ ,
1 http://www.cs.purdue.edu/jtb
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and x + for zero-or-one x, zero-or-more x, and
one-or-more x respectively. Parenthesis are
used for grouping, e.g., ( x y ) ∗
2

Abstracting concrete syntax

The idea that abstract syntax can be obtained from concrete syntax is not new [19].
A context-free grammar for a language is written with parsing in mind but its `information'
(i.e., abstract syntax useful after parsing) can
be distilled, with help from the language designer, into a generated data type representing
the AST. Backus-Naur Form (BNF), for example, lets us dene alternatives a → α1 |. . .|αn
and composites b → β , where a, b are nonterminals, there is only one such production
for a and b, and αi , β are sequences of terminals and/or non-terminals. Grammatical
symbols without information, such as disposable lexical content like punctuation tokens,
must be specied or assumed by convention.
Symbols with information like non-terminals
dene AST nodes (e.g., classes), with productions specifying their relationships (e.g., subclass, aggregation, etc.).
Unfortunately, alternatives and composites
cannot be mapped directly to their counterparts in type denitions: the generated types
may not reect the abstract structure naturally. For instance, some Java-based tools
interpret alternatives as denitions of inheritance hierarchies, where every αi is represented by a subclass of the class that represents a. But αi is an arbitrary sequence of terminals and non-terminals, not a non-terminal.
A possible solution is to generate new wrapper non-terminals ai for each alternative
compare this solution with JTB's approach
(Section 5):
a → a1 | . . . |an
ai → αi

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

Now every class representing a symbol with information in αi is an attribute of ai 's class. (A
similar problem occurs when mapping alternatives to disjoint sums.) However, the name
chosen for ai is articial and seldom indicative of the language concept behind αi , if it
has any.
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2.1

Object-Oriented Normal Form (ONF)

ONF [11, 21] is a syntax formalism that restricts BNF productions to be either classications of the form:
a → a1 | a2 | . . . |an

with n > 1, ai and a all non-terminals; or
structures of the form:
b → x1 x2 . . . xm

with m > 0, xi a terminal or non-terminal,
and b non-terminal with only one such production.
ONF reduces the syntactic distance between
grammar descriptions and data types: classications dene inheritance (is-a ) relationships
and structures dene composite (has-a ) relationships. The language designer is forced by
the formalism to provide names for alternatives, and consequently for AST nodes, which
make the subclass interpretation more natural.
For instance, instead of:
stmt → var_name ":=" expr
|
fun_name "(" arg_list " ) "
he must write, say:
stmt
→ assign | fun_call
assign
→ var_name ":=" expr
fun_call → fun_name "(" arg_list " ) "
From which the following Java types can be
generated:
abstract class Stmt { }
class Assign extends Stmt {
public VarName varName;
public Expr expr;
...
}
class FunCall extends Stmt {
public FunName funName;
public ArgList argList;
...
}

Yet with the naming problem solved, generated types may still be structurally unnatural.
For example, in the following ONF grammar:
program → "begin" stmt_list "end"
stmt_list → stmt_list_branch | stmt
stmt_list_branch → stmt_list stmt
the last two productions establish that
stmt_list_branch and stmt are both lists of
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statements, and that a stmt_list_branch is a
composite of a list of statements and a statement. These relationships are contrived, for
an assignment statement, say, is not a statement list.
ONF's authors were interested in parse
trees and attribute grammars and tackled the
problem by requiring the designer to dene
the AST explicitly by means of class assignments [20]. Perhaps this accounts for the lack
of iteratives and optionals in their formalism.
2.2

Iteratives and optionals are containers

EBNF modestly extends BNF by adding iteratives and optional constructs which abstract slightly from parsing while upholding
parseability. Extending ONF with such constructs partially overcomes the problems described above with the bonus that they can be
materialised as container types. With iteratives, the troublesome production for stmt_list
in Section 2.1 can be rewritten as follows:
stmt_list → stmt+
which denes stmt_lists's type as a composite
of a non-empty sequence of elements of stmt's
type. For instance, in Java 1.5:
class StmtList {
public NESeq<Stmt> stmtSeq1;
...
}

Here, NESeq is a predened, ordered, parametrically polymorphic container representing
non-empty sequences.
2.3

Subclassing vs Disjoint Sums

ONF assumes an inheritance-based interpretation of alternatives. We aim for languageindependent interpretations. For example,
productions can be interpreted as dening algebraic data types supported by functional languages. This interpretation is even more natural. Notice that the is-a relation in alternatives is often spurious. For example:
type_expr → simple_name | qualied_name
fun_call → simple_name "(" arg_list ")"
simple_name → ID
the rst production says that classes representing simple_name and qualified_name are
subclasses of the class representing type_expr,
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but it is not the case that a function name is-a
type expression. This problem can be solved
at the conceptual level (e.g. UML) using roles
to indicate that certain instances can behave
in dierent ways. Roles can be `simulated' by
new wrapper classes:
type_expr → simple_type_name
|
qualied_name
simple_type_name → simple_name

Following the desing pattern Visitor [6], a
dynamically-dispatched visit method invoked
for a SimpleName instance representing sentences of simple_name might need to know
if what was invoked statically was a visit to
a Pattern or to a TypeExpr. Introducing different non-terminals for name complicates the
design in many real situations. In contrast, the
generated Haskell types are unproblematic:

The class for simple_type_name wraps the
representation of a simple_name sentence, but
conceptually, it performs the role of a value
constructor in a disjoint sum. Every alternative is discriminated by a dierent value constructor, i.e., a special function that provides
the mapping into the dened type. For example, these Haskell type denitions can be
generated from the original productions:

data TypeExpr =
NameToTypeExpr Name | ...
data Pattern =
NameToPattern Name | ...
data Name =
SimpleNameToName SimpleName
| QualifiedNameToName QualifiedName

data TypeExpr =
SimpleNameToTypeExpr SimpleName
| QualifiedNameToTypeExpr QualifiedName
data FunCall = FunCall SimpleName ArgList

Here, TypeExpr, SimpleName, QualifiedName,
FunCall, and ArgList are types; the following
are value constructors and their type signatures:
SimpleNameToTypeExpr
:: SimpleName -> TypeExpr
QualifiedNameToTypeExpr
:: QualifiedName -> TypeExpr
FunCall
:: SimpleName -> ArgList -> FunCall

Although automatically generated, value constructor names are meaningful. The last value
constructor has the same name as the type.
This is legal, for they are distinguishable in
any context: one is a type and the other is a
function (value).
In the subclass approach, multiple inheritance arises when the same non-terminal appears as an alternative in dierent productions. The implementation language must
support some form of multiple inheritance
which, among other things, has implications
on the traversal, especially in a `cross-roads'
situation like the following:
type_expr → name | ...
pattern → name | ...
name
→ simple_name | qualied_name

Although unsupported by most popular
object-oriented languages, disjoint sums can
be simulated in many ways (e.g., wrapper
classes), probably the most elegant is through
the application of the design pattern State [6].
3

Generalised ONF (GONF)

Extending ONF with optional and iterative
constructs produces a formalism for deriving
ASTs from the description of the concrete syntax. But let us inspect its expressiveness in
detail. Take for example the following production for Pascal records:
record →
"RECORD" (var_id ":" type ";")+ "END"
The iterative could be represented by an (instantiated) ordered containerthe order of
appearance of the symbols is always assumed
relevant. In statically-typed languages the
contents of a container must either have the
same type or be a subtype of a common type.
If the implementation language has nameless composite types (e.g., tuples, anonymous
classes) then the iterative can be represented
by a container of such types (e.g., of type
VarId×Type). However, nameless composites
can get out of hand with nested constructs
such as (x (y z)* w)+.
By default designers should be forced by the
formalism to give names to concepts, as happens in classications. For this reason, GONF
restricts iteratives and optionals semantically :
only one element with information (i.e., a type
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is generated for it) can appear within an iterative/optional. This is formalised in Section 3.1. Basically, it forces giving names to
contents. In our record example:
record → "RECORD" eld+ "END"
eld → var_id ":" type_id ";"
which generates the Java classes:
class Record
{ NESeq<Field> fieldSeq1; }
class Field
{ VarId varId; TypeId typeId; }

Optionals can either be represented by parameterised containers (e.g., so there is always an object that responds to a message like
isEmpty) or by possibly empty (e.g. null) attributes.
The notion of a container type suggests
a proper extension beyond particular builtin containers: designer-dened containers expressed as parameterised non-terminals which
lead to more concise, reusable grammars and
better AST denitions (e.g., parametrically
polymorphic types). The semantic restriction
applies to each of their actual arguments (Section 3.1). Some examples:
list ( x,t ) → x ( t x ) ∗
arg_list → list ( arg, ",")
stmt_list → list ( stmt,";")
At the AST level, parameterised nonterminals dene parameterised containers;
their instantiations, container instantiations.
These are possible C++ types generated from
the above productions:
template<typename X>
class List { X x; Seq<X> xSeq; };
typedef List<Arg> ArgList;
typedef List<Stmt> StmtList;

Notice that in all instantiations the terminal
argument has no information and can be discarded. At the grammatical level not much
has changed and instantiations can be interpreted as macros:
arg_list → arg ( ";" arg ) ∗
Parameterised non-terminals can be (mutually) recursive. For example:
tree ( a,b ) → leaf ( a ) | node ( a,b )
leaf ( a )
→ a
node ( a,b ) → tree ( a,b ) b tree ( a,b )
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exp
→ tree ( pexp,op )
pexp
→ ID | NUM | ...
op
→ PLUS | MINUS | ...
Neat parametrically polymorphic types can be
generated from this grammar (Section 4.2).
Macro-substitution of recursive instantiations
works from right to left to avoid looping:
exp ⇒ tree(pexp,op)
⇒ leaf(pexp ) | node ( pexp,op )
⇒ pexp | tree ( exp,op ) op tree ( exp,op )
→ pexp | exp op exp
3.1

Formalisation of GONF
2

The following grammar
parlist ( x,t ) → " ( " x ( t x ) ∗ " ) "
grammar → production+
production → nonterm "→" rhs ";"
nonterm → NONTERM formals?
formals
→ parlist ( VAR,",")
rhs
→ classif | struct
classif
→ nonterm (" | " nonterm) +
struct
→ lab_constr+
lab_constr → ( LAB ":")? constr
constr → terminal
|
non_terminal
|
sugared
|
var
terminal
→ TERM
non_terminal → NONTERM actual?
actuals → parlist ( actual, ",")
actual → constr +
sugared → " ( " constr + " ) " post
post
→ opt | seq0 | seq1
opt
→ "? "
seq0
→ "∗ "
seq1
→ "+ "
var
→ VAR
GONF productions terminate with semicolon
but we omit them for readability. Symbols
in structures (constr) can be labelled; labels
let designers specify their own names for composite components (Section 4). Iteratives and
optionals are thought of as syntactic sugar for
built-in parameterised non-terminals. Contextual analysis restricts the use of every actual
parameter to a sequence of constructs where
at most one element has information. Formally, for every actual parameter α of a pa2 In GONF! For EBNF, expand the parameterised
non-terminal. The result is a restricted form of
EBNF.
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rameterised non-terminal:

3.3

1. Every constr sentence in α must be a
terminal sentence or a non-parametric
non_terminal sentence (instantiations
of parametric non-terminals are nonparametric).
2. I(αi ) ≤ 1, where:3
I(c1 c2 . . . cn )

=

Iconstr (c) + I(c2 . . . cn )

I()

=

0

and Iconstr (c) = 0 if c is a terminal sentence where the terminal symbol has a
constant lexeme, Iconstr (c) = 1 if c is a
terminal sentence where the terminal symbol has a variable lexeme, a non_terminal
sentence or a sugared sentence.
3.2

AST from GONF

It should be clear from the examples how AST
type generation takes place: classications dene abstract classes and their subclasses, or
algebraic sums, etc. Structures dene classes
and their attributes, or records, or algebraic
products, etc. Iteratives, optionals, and parameterised non-terminals dene parametrically polymorphic types. Section 4 illustrates
object-oriented generation in MTP. Here we
outline algebraic type generation in Haskell.
Our aim is to illustrate the idea, not to discuss hairy details, nor generation in all possible implementation languages. Classications
generate new types:
data A = A1 ToA A1 |... |An ToA An

with newly generated value constructors
Ai ToA::Ai ->A, and Ai the data type generated for each ai from its associated production. Structure productions generate types
data B = B X1 . . .Xk where k ≤ n (types are
generated for xi with information). This
scheme can be optimised (Section 4.2). Optionals are represented as type synonyms of
the Maybe built-in type and iteratives by the
built-in list type.
3  represents the empty sentence,
constr sentence.

c

represents a

Traversals

GONF grammars dene types for which
traversal denitions can be generated with no
surprises and with the added bonus of parametric polymorphism, which enables the use
of generic traversals. In a subclass approach,
Visitor skeletons and Iterators [6] can be generated for generated classes and containers respectively in the style of the C++ Standard
Template Library. In an algebraic approach,
folds and maps can be generated for arbitrary
algebraic data types [3, 16] and there is much
research in generic functional traversals [7, 13].
3.4

Parsing GONF

We can either build GONF parsers from
scratch or transform GONF specications to
those understood by existing parsing generators. These vary in their input formalism and
parsing power. The more powerful the parsing method the better, e.g. [18]. A discussion
of all the possibilities is out of the scope of
this paper. We discuss parsing generation for
our tool in Section 4. Notice however that
ONF productions are parseable [20] (it is a
restricted BNF). Iteratives and optionals are
parseable (EBNF can be translated to BNF).
To our knowledge, the only available theory for
directly parsing parameterised non-terminals
has been developed in [17] in the context of LR
parsing with macro semantics. We have also
chosen to view parameterised non-terminals
as macros which are substituted before parser
generation on a GONF grammar for which the
semantic restrictions hold.
Precedence and associativity are tied to the
parsing method and we consider them an aspect of implementation (tool) rather than of
the formalism. Most tools resolve these issues by letting designers annotate productions
which are then ordered by precedence in a conict resolution set that is inspected during ambiguous parsings. GONF tools need not dier
in this respect, with perhaps the caveat that
non-terminals providing precedence may need
to be expanded so as to associate the precedence to the productions containing them. For
example,
bexp → exp op exp
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op → plus | minus | ...
the precedence would be associated to the operator, not the binary expression. However,
op can be expanded and the precedence associated to the generated EBNF production:
bexp → exp plus exp | exp minus exp | ...
4

MTP: a GONF-based Tool

MTP4 is a GONF-based tool that also deals
with various practical issues such as lexical
analysis. The current version (0.1) generates
AST representations in Java and a JavaCC
parser that builds AST nodes from parsed sentences. Parameterised non-terminals are not
included yet except in the form of predened
(sugared) syntax for optionals and iteratives.
In MTP specications, there is no lexical dierence between terminals and nonterminals: all grammatical symbols are identiers enclosed between < and >. MTP is case
sensitive and permissive about the characters
that can make up an identier. Here we follow
this convention: terminals with constant lexeme appear in uppercase and all other symbols
follow the capitalised lowercase convention of
Java classes.
Lexical information is specied under a
SIGNATURE clause. We omit examples for reasons of space. Which terminals have constant
or variable lexeme is determined automatically
after static analysis from the cardinality C of
the set dened by their regular expressions
(C = 1 if constant lexeme, C > 1 if variable lexeme). Terminals are represented in
the AST as instances of the class Terminal
which encapsulates the lexeme and layout information (line, column, previous token, previous blanks and previous comment) essential
for unparsing features such as pretty printing
and for accurate error reporting.
The AXIOM clause species the axiom of the
grammar. Productions come after the keyword GRAMMAR. Labels (Section 3.1) are used
for specifying eld names in classes and for creating AST nodes for terminals with constant
lexeme, which by default are never part of the
4 http://babel.ls.fi.upm.es/research/mtp/
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AST. An excerpt for Tiger [1]5 follows:
AXIOM <Program>;
GRAMMAR
<Program> ::= (<Exp> <SEMICOLON>)+;
<Exp> ::= <Value> | <LValue>
| <FunctionCall> | <Operation>
| <Assignment> | <Control>;
<Value> ::= <LiteralValue>
| <ArrayValue> | <RecordValue>;
<FunctionCall> ::= <VarId>
<LPAR> (<FunctionArgs>)? <RPAR>;
<FunctionArgs> ::= <Exp> (<COMMA> <Exp>)*;
<Assignment> ::= <LValue> <ASSIGN> <Exp>;
<Control> ::= <If> | ... | <Let>;
<If> ::= <IF> cond:<Exp> <THEN>
tExp:<Exp> eExp:(<ELSE> <Exp>)?;
<LiteralValue> ::=
<Nil> | <Integer> | <String>;
<Nil> ::= <NIL>;
<Integer> ::= <INTEGER>;
<String> ::= <STRING>;
4.1

AST Generation

We illustrate the translation through some signicant Tiger productions.
Object constructors are omitted for space reasons but
they are interesting because preconditions are
checked during AST construction (e.g., objects
not null, iteratives have right number of elements) which make construction of invalid
ASTs impossible. In the following examples,
AST nodes are tagged final to make them
read-only (we assume traversals store stateful
information about the AST in symbol tables).
• Classications: left-hand-side nonterminals generate abstract classes:
public abstract class Exp {...}
public abstract class LiteralValue
implements Value {...}

• Plain structures: an <Assignment> sentence is a composite of <LValue> and
<Exp>:
public class Assignment
implements Exp {
public final LValue lvalue;
public final Exp exp;
... }
5 Tiger includes most typical constructs found in
imperative, functional, and object-oriented languages
and is thus a good test on GONF's expressiveness.
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<ASSIGN> is a terminal with constant lexeme and does not generate an AST node.

• Wrapper structures: <Nil>, <Integer>
and <String> are terminal wrappers:
they encapsulate terminals with variable
lexeme:
public class Nil
implements LiteralValue {...}
public class Integer
implements LiteralValue {
public final Terminal terminal;
... }
public class String
implements LiteralValue {
public final Terminal terminal;
... }

• Structures with optionals: currently optionals are represented by Java arrays of
length < 2.
public class FunctionCall
implements Exp {
public final VarId varid;
public final
FunctionArgs[] functionargsOpt;
... }

• Structures with iteratives: currently iteratives are represented by Java arrays:
public class FunctionArgs
implements Node {
public final Exp exp;
public final Exp[] expSeq0;
... }
4.2

Directives: override and collapse

There are two optimisation directives that improve type generation for specic implementation languages, which we call override and
collapse. The former toggles o the semantic restriction for the indicated productions
when the implementation language supports
nameless composites, for instance, the cartesian product type constructor.6 The latter improves algebraic data type generation. It applies to classication productions which have
all alternatives dened by structure productions. Only one type denition is generated,
6 Override should be used sparingly and could be
restricted to a xed nesting depth.

with value constructors taking the name of
each alternative. For example:
COLLAPSE <Exp>
<Exp> ::= <AndExp> | <NegExp>
| <ParExp> | <LitExp>
<AndExp> ::= <Exp> <AND> <Exp>
<NegExp> ::= <NEG> <Exp>
<ParExp> ::= <LPAR> <Exp> <RPAR>
<LitExp> ::= <Number>

generates the type:
data Exp = AndExp Exp Exp | NegExp Exp
| ParExp Exp | LitExp Number

By transitivity, COLLAPSE can be used to atten hierarchies of classication productions
when alternatives that are also dened by classication have been collapsed. Parameterised
non-terminals are collapsable.
Collapsing
<Tree(a,b)> (parameterised symbol adapted
to MTP from the non-terminal tree ( a,b ) in
Section 3) would produce the following Haskell
types:
data Tree a b
= Leaf a |Node (Tree a b) b (Tree a b)
type Exp = Tree PExp Op

Let us insist that directives are optimisation
devices, not annotations: good enough types
are generated automatically without them in
any language, better types with them in specic languages.
4.3

Parser Generation

MTP generates a JavaCC grammar le so,
at the moment, the GONF grammar is restricted to be LL(k). The tool emits appropriate error messages when the grammar is
not LL(k), calculates lookahead depth for every non-terminal symbol and annotates the
JavaCC input with sematic actions for constructing AST nodes. One of the most interesting features is the use of optionals and iteratives to introduce automatic error recovery
actions based on well-known patterns [15].
4.4

Traversals

MTP generates a Java Visitor interface [6]
with a visit method for each AST class (which
has a method to accept a visitor). Although
not yet implemented, a naive pretty printer
and a translator into XML can be automati-
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cally synthesised for any grammar.
5

Related Work

Many syntax formalisms support productions
with regular expressions, some are even similar
to ONF but, to our knowledge, none has been
extended and used as a formalism for abstract
and concrete syntax.
A theory for parsing parameterised nonterminals in LR grammars has been developed
in [17].
antlr [14] can build ASTs automatically
during parsing, but productions must be annotated with build-up information.
Java Tree Builder takes a JavaCC grammar and generates a syntax tree class structure, a JavaCC parser that builds the tree,
and various Visitors. The focus is on parse
trees that reect the EBNF structure, e.g.,
a NodeChoice represents an alternative A|B .
The type stored in NodeChoice is determined
after parsing and accessible through a eld,
with downcasting necessary to access the eld.
Iteration and optionality are modelled by parameterised nodes.
JJForester [12] is a parser and visitor generator for Java that deploys Generalised LR
parsing. Its input formalism is sdf, a formalism for dening lexical and unrestricted
CFGs (without parameterised non-terminals)
in a modular fashion. Grammars are annotated with cons attributes for AST construction. All visitor schemes generated by JJForester can be generated from GONF, parameterised containers requiring iterators. At the
moment, GONF lacks modularity.
The SableCC framework [5] also follows
an object-oriented interpretation of grammars
and builds ASTs and Visitors through extra
annotations that remind us of ONF's class assignements.
There is considerable research in generating
compilers from semantic specications. Attribute Grammars [9, 11] and Action Semantics7 are conspicuous examples. GONF only
aims at producing front-end components, leaving the remaining phases to the designer implementing the traversal. Traversal denitions
7 http://www.brics.dk/Projects/AS
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and instantiations could perhaps be generated
from a semantic specication using the GONF
grammar as a contract between the parser and
the semantic tool [2].
6

Conclusions and Future Work

GONF is a formalism for specifying both concrete and structured abstract syntax. Syntactic and semantic restrictions and parameterised non-terminals impose the abstraction process at the design level making
GONF specications language-independent
denitions of data types (composition, alternatives, and parameterised containers) as reected in the grammar, which can be materialised in class hierarchies or algebraic types.
The formalism is minimal and suits a variety
of generation schema and implementation languages. Two directives optimise type generation for particular classes of languages.
MTP is at an early stage; this is a
list of future work: include parameterised
non-terminals; include denitions of container equivalences, AST translation into
Haskell, apply refactoring [4] in order to
suggest parameterised non-terminals and idioms to the designer; support for customisation of generated parsers (e.g., format of error messages); introduce modularity; implement AST-preserving grammar transformations [10], native parser generation without
resorting to existing tools (deploying Generalised LR).
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Abstract
Propositional Horn⊃ clauses are a class of
boolean formulas extending the propositional
Horn clauses by adding intuitionistic implication in goals and clause bodies. Our aim is to
study the learnability of this class. In this paper we show some given steps which yield to
set the problem of learning Horn⊃ clauses between learning boolean formulas and learning
boolean circuits. However our intention is to
know whether these problems are equivalent
or not.

1

Marisa Navarro

Introduction

The problem of learning efficiently an unknown boolean formula under some determined protocols has been widely studied, and
it is well known that the problem is hard [2] in
the usual learning models. Consequently, researchers have attempted to learn subclasses
of boolean formulas.
For instance, a positive result was obtained in [3] for propositional Horn clauses:
there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that
uses equivalence and membership queries for
learning conjunctions of propositional Horn
clauses. In this field we can also find negative results showing that there are not efficient learning algorithms for a given class.
Even there exist relative results which, without solving the problem, give evidence to the
∗
This work has been partially supported by
MCYT-project TIN2004-07925-C03-03

effect that some class is not learnable. This
kind of relative result is based on the concept
of prediction-preserving reduction [16, 2]. A
reduction provides a powerful method for relating the difficulties of distinct problems.
On the other hand, from the point of view
of logic programming, there are different approaches for extending Horn clauses by incorporating into the language a new implication
symbol ⊃, with the aim of structuring programs with local clauses [4, 5, 9, 12, 13, 14].
We consider here a particular extension
named Horn⊃ . This programming language
has been formally studied in [4, 9, 10, 15].
In [4] a natural extension of classical first order logic F O with the intuitionistic implication (⊃), named F O⊃ , was presented as the
underlying logic of the programming language
Horn⊃ . It was also proved that the “good
properties” that verify Horn clauses (as a programming language) with respect to its underlying logic F O are conserved by Horn⊃ with
respect to F O⊃ . In concrete, general models can be restricted to Herbrand-like models,
each program has a canonical model and the
operational semantics is an effective subcalculus of a complete calculus for F O⊃ (see also
[11]).
Our aim is to study the learnability of the
class of propositional Horn⊃ clauses. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 some
preliminary notions in the area of learning are
given. In Section 3 the programming language
Horn⊃ restricted to the propositional case is
introduced. In Sections 4 and 5 we present two
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results which allow us to ensure that boolean
formulas are reducible to Horn⊃ clauses, and
these ones are reducible to boolean circuits.
Finally, we show an open problem we are working on.

2

Learning preliminaries

Most of the terminology used in this section is
borrowed from [2, 6]. Let S be a fixed domain
and let S ∗ be the set of strings over S. |w|
denotes the length of the string w. Strings in
S ∗ will represent both examples and concept
names. A representation of concepts (or representation class) C is any subset of S ∗ × S ∗ .
We interpret an element hu, xi of S ∗ × S ∗ as
consisting of a concept name u and an example x. Define the concept represented by u as
KC (u) = {x | hu, xi ∈ C}.
For instance, the representation class CBF
contains pairs hu, xi where u is a boolean formula and x is any interpretation satisfying
such formula. Similarly, in the representation
class CBC , u is a boolean circuit and x is any
interpretation satisfying such circuit. In both
classes, the concept represented by u is the set
of interpretations satisfying u.
We use two models of learning, both of
them fairly standard: Angluin’s model of exact learning with queries [1] and the model of
prediction with membership queries as defined
by Angluin and Kharitonov [2].
2.1

The exact query learning model

Let C be a representation class. An exact
learning algorithm with queries is an algorithm
A that takes as input a bound s on the size
of the target concept representation. It may
make any number of queries or requests, the
responses to which are determined by the unknown target concept c. The algorithm A
must eventually halt with an output concept
name v. The concept KC (v) is interpreted as
a A’s guess of the target concept. The most
common kinds of queries are membership and
equivalence queries. A membership query takes
a string x in S ∗ as input and returns 1 if x ∈ c
and 0 otherwise. An equivalence query takes

a concept name h as input and returns 1 if
KC (h) = c and a counterexample, in the symmetric difference of c and KC (h), otherwise.
For instance, in the representation class CBF
(respectively in CBC ), the string x is an interpretation and the concept name h is a formula
(respectively a circuit).
The algorithm A runs in polynomial time if
its running time (counting one step for each
query) is bounded by a polynomial in s and
the length of the largest counterexample. We
say that A exactly learns a representation of
concepts C, if and only if for all positive integer
s, for all concept name u with |u| ≤ s, when
A runs with input s and a target concept c =
KC (u), A outputs a concept name v such that
c = KC (v).
A representation of concepts C is polynomially learnable if there is a learning algorithm
A that runs in polynomial time and exactly
learns C.
2.2

The prediction model with membership queries

A prediction with membership algorithm, or
pwm-algorithm is a possible randomized algorithm A that takes as input a bound s as
above, a bound n on the length of examples,
and an accuracy bound . It may make three
different kinds of queries or requests, the responses to which are determined by the unknown target concept c and an unknown probability distribution D on S n , as follows:
– A membership query takes a string x in S ∗ as
input and returns 1 if x ∈ c and 0 otherwise.
– A request for a random classified example
takes no input and return a pair hx, bi, where
x is a string chosen independently according
to D and b = 1 if x ∈ c and b = 0 otherwise.
– A request for an element to predict takes no
input and returns a string y chosen independently according to D.
The algorithm A may make any number of
membership queries or requests for random
classified examples. However, A must eventually make one and only one request for an
element to predict and eventually halt with
an output 1 or 0 without making any further
query or request. The output is interpreted as
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A’s guess of how the target concept classifies
the element y.
Note that again the strings x and y are interpretations when the representation class is
CBF or CBC .
The algorithm A runs in polynomial time if
its running time (counting one step for each
query or request) is bounded by a polynomial
in s, n, and 1 . We say that A predicts a representation of concepts C if and only if for all
positive integers s and n, for all positive rational , for all concept name u ∈ S ∗ with |u| ≤ s,
when A runs with inputs s, n, and , and a target concept c = KC (u) and D, A asks queries
or requests and the probability that the output
of A is not equal to the correct classification
of y by c is at most .
A representation of concepts C is polynomially predictable with membership queries if and
only if there is an algorithm A that runs in
polynomial time and predicts C.
Lemma 2.1 [2] If a representation of concepts is polynomially learnable, then it is polynomially predictable with membership queries.
2.3

Reducibility among prediction problems

To compare the difficulty of learning problems in the prediction model we use pwmreducibility [2].
Definition 2.1 Let C and C 0 be representations of concepts. Let > and ⊥ be two different symbols not occurring in S. Then C is
pwm-reducible to C 0 , denoted C ≤pwm C 0 , if
and only if there exist three mappings g, f and
h with the following properties:
1. For every concept name u in C, g(u) is a
concept name u0 in C 0 of length at most polynomial in the size of u.
2. For every concept name u and for every
example x, in C, f (x) is an example x0 in C 0
and x ∈ KC (u) if and only if x0 ∈ KC0 (g(u)).
3. For every concept name u in C, and for
every example x0 in C 0 , h(x0 ) is either >, ⊥
or an example x in C. If h(x0 ) = > then x0 ∈
KC0 (g(u)); if h(x0 ) = ⊥ then x0 6∈ KC0 (g(u));
and otherwise x0 ∈ KC0 (g(u)) if and only if
x ∈ KC (u). Moreover, h is computable in time
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bounded by a polynomial in the sizes of x0 and
u.
In the property (2), and independently, in the
property (3), the expression “x ∈ KC (u)” can
be replaced with “x 6∈ KC (u)”, as discussed in
[2]. We denote these options by properties (2)’
and (3)’ respectively.
Lemma 2.2 [2] The pwm-reduction is transitive, i.e., let C, C 0 , and C 00 be representations of concepts, if C ≤pwm C 0 ≤pwm C 00 then
C ≤pwm C 00 .
Lemma 2.3 [2] Let C and C 0 be representations of concepts. If C ≤pwm C 0 and C 0 is polynomially predictable with membership queries,
then C is also polynomially predictable with
membership queries.

3

The
programming
Horn⊃

language

In this section we introduce the programming
language Horn⊃ by showing its syntax and its
model semantics. Although the language is in
general a first order language (see [4, 9]), in
this paper we shall restrict our presentation
only to its propositional setting.
3.1

The syntax

The syntax is an extension of the (propositional) Horn clause language by adding the
intuitionistic implication ⊃ in goals and clause
bodies. Let Σ be a set of propositional variables (or signature). The clauses, named D,
and the goals, named G, are recursively defined as follows (where v stands for any propositional variable in Σ):
G ::= v | G1 ∧ G2 | D ⊃ G
D ::= v | G → v | D1 ∧ D2
A Horn⊃ program is a finite set (or conjunction) of clauses. The main difference with respect to Horn clauses is the use of a “local”
clause set D in goals of the kind D ⊃ G (and
therefore also in clause bodies).
Example 3.1 Let us consider the formula
((a ∧ c) → b) ⊃ (c ∧ b). This formula is a
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goal of the form D ⊃ G for G = c ∧ b and
D = (a ∧ c) → b. In this case the goal contains only one local clause. However, in general a goal may contain a set (or conjunction)
D of local clauses. Moreover, nested sets of local clauses can also appear, as in the following
goal: (a ∧ (b → c)) ⊃ ((a → d) ⊃ a).
3.2

The model semantics

Model semantics for the programming language Horn⊃ is based on Kripke structures
consisting of a non-empty partially ordered set
of worlds with (1) Herbrand interpretations associated to their worlds, (2) a unique minimal
world and (3) closed with respect to superset
(see [4]). Then each Herbrand interpretation
I univocally determines a Kripke structure,
formed with all the supersets of I, and, conversely, each Kripke structure satisfying conditions (1), (2) and (3) is univocally determined
by its minimal world.
Definition 3.1 Given a signature Σ, the
model semantics for the propositional Horn⊃
language is given by the set of all Σinterpretations Mod(Σ) = {I | I ⊆ Σ}.
In the underlying logic of propositional Horn⊃
language, well-formed formulas are built from
propositional variables in Σ, using constants
(T rue and F alse), classical connectives (¬, ∧,
∨, and →) and the intuitionistic implication
(⊃). The satisfaction relation (or forcing relation) `Σ (or simply ` if there is no confusion
about the signature) between an interpretation I and a formula ϕ in the underlying logic
is given below. Clauses and goals are included
as particular formulas in this logic.

I ` ϕ ∧ ψ iff I ` ϕ and I ` ψ
I ` ϕ ∨ ψ iff I ` ϕ or I ` ψ
I ` ϕ → ψ iff if I ` ϕ then I ` ψ
I ` ϕ ⊃ ψ iff for all J ⊆ Σ such that
I ⊆ J : if J ` ϕ then J ` ψ
Note that the satisfaction of a formula ϕ ⊃ ψ
in an interpretation I depends on the satisfaction of ψ in all the interpretations J containing
I that satisfy ϕ.
An important fact is that any goal G is a
persistent formula, that is, for each interpretation I, if I ` G then for any J such that
I ⊆ J also holds J ` G (see [4, 9]).
Note also that if a formula does not contain
the connective ⊃, then the usual satisfaction
relation in classical logic, denoted |=, coincides
with `.
Example 3.2 Let us consider Σ = {a, b, c}
and let ϕ be the goal ((a ∧ c) → b) ⊃ (c ∧ b)
seen in the previous example. Then I ` ϕ for
I = {a, b, c}, I = {a, c} and I = {b, c}. On
the other hand, I 6` ϕ for I = {a, b}, I = {a},
I = {b}, I = {c} and I = ∅.

4

Reducing Boolean Formulas to
Horn⊃ Clauses

Definition 3.2 Let I ∈ Mod(Σ) and ϕ a formula. We say that

In this section we show that the representation
class CBF of boolean formulas can be reduced
to the class of Horn⊃ clauses, in the model of
prediction with membership queries [7]. Such
reduction is divided in three stages.
Let GHorn⊃ (respectively DHorn⊃) be the
representation class whose elements are hu, xi,
where x is an interpretation and u is a goal
G (respectively a clause D). The first stage
is given by a pwm-reduction from GHorn⊃ to
DHorn⊃ .

(a) I is a model of ϕ if I ` ϕ

Lemma 4.1 GHorn⊃ ≤pwm DHorn⊃

(b) The binary forcing relation ` is inductively defined as follows:
I 6` F alse
I ` v iff v ∈ I
I ` ¬ϕ iff I 6` ϕ

for v ∈ Σ

In order to prove this lemma consider the representation class GHorn⊃ over a fixed signature Σ and DHorn⊃ over signature Σ ∪ {b}
where b is a fixed variable that is not in Σ.
For each Σ-goal G, G → b is a Σ ∪ {b}clause. For any Σ-interpretation I it holds
that I `Σ G ⇐⇒ I 6`Σ∪{b} (G → b).
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Now we define the mappings g, f , and h for
this pwm-reduction. For every Σ-goal G, define g(G) = G → b. For every Σ-interpretation
I, define f (I) = I and for every Σ ∪ {b}- interpretation J define h(J ) = > if b ∈ J or
h(J ) = J if b 6∈ J . These functions preserve conditions (1), (2)’ and (3)’ in Definition
2.1.
The second stage is based on the fact that
monotone boolean circuits are as hard to predict as general boolean circuits [6]. An exhaustive analysis of its proof allows us to ensure that monotone boolean formulas, denoted
CM BF , are as hard to predict as general ones:
Theorem 4.1 [6] CBF ≤pwm CM BF
The third stage is to reduce the class of monotone boolean formulas to GHorn⊃ .
⊃

Theorem 4.2 CM BF ≤pwm GHorn

In order to prove this theorem, for each monotone boolean formula C over signature Σ we
construct, by induction, a goal C 0 in GHorn⊃
over signature Σ∪{b}, where b 6∈ Σ, as follows:
• If C is a variable v, then C 0 is v.
• If C is C1 ∧. . .∧Ck , then C 0 is C10 ∧. . .∧Ck0 .
• If C is C1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ck , then C 0 is
((C10 → b) ∧ . . . ∧ (Ck0 → b)) ⊃ b.
The following proposition is necessary: for all
Σ-interpretation I, I `Σ C ⇐⇒ I `Σ∪{b} C 0 .
The proof of this proposition is done by induction on C. Let us see the nontrivial case, when
C = C1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ck .
6 Σ∪{b} ((C10
`

→ b) ∧ . . . ∧
(=⇒) Suppose I
(Ck0 → b)) ⊃ b. There must exist J
such that: I ⊆ J ; for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
J `Σ∪{b} Ci0 → b; and J 6`Σ∪{b} b. Then,
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, J 6`Σ∪{b} Ci0 . By
persistence of goals, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
I 6`Σ∪{b} Ci0 . Hence, by hypothesis of induction, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, I 6`Σ Ci .
Thus, I 6`Σ C1 ∨ . . . ∨ Ck .
(⇐=) Suppose I 6`Σ C1 ∨. . .∨Ck . That is, for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, I 6`Σ Ci . By hypothesis of induction, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
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I`
6 Σ∪{b} Ci0 . Hence, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
I `Σ∪{b} Ci0 → b. Since b 6∈ I then
I 6`Σ∪{b} ((C10 → b) ∧ . . . ∧ (Ck0 → b)) ⊃ b.
Now for every monotone boolean formula C
over Σ, we define g(C) = C 0 and define mappings f and h as in Lemma 4.1. These functions preserve conditions (1), (2) and (3) in
Definition 2.1.
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, it is obtained that
CBF ≤pwm DHorn⊃ and, by Lemmas 2.3, 2.1,
if DHorn⊃ is polynomially learnable, then
CBF is polynomially predictable with membership queries. However, a well-known Angluin
and Kharitonov’s result (see [2]) ensures us
that predicting CBF in polynomial time and
using membership queries is a hard problem.

5

Reducing Horn⊃
Boolean Circuits

Clauses

to

In this section we give a correct and efficient
translation from Horn⊃ goals to monotone
boolean circuits ([8]). Then, as a consequence,
we establish that Horn⊃ clauses are pwmreducible to boolean circuits.
Given two circuits C1 and C2 over the same
signature Σ, and given v ∈ Σ, the new circuit
2
C1 |C
v is obtained by changing v for C2 in C1 .
A goal G can be transformed into a monotone
boolean circuit t(G) by means of the following
function t:
• If G = v then t(G) = v
• If G = G1 ∧ G2 then t(G) = t(G1 ) ∧ t(G2)
• If G = v ⊃ G2 then t(G) = t(G2 )|Tv rue
• If G = (G1 → v) ⊃ G2 then
t(G )∨v
t(G) = t(G2 )|v 1
• If G = (v ∧ D) ⊃ G2 then
t(G) = t(D ⊃ G2 )|Tv rue
• If G = ((G1 → v) ∧ D) ⊃ G2 then
t(D⊃G1 )∨v
t(G) = t(D ⊃ G2 )|v
The translation t is correct (for all I ⊆ Σ : I `
G ⇐⇒ I |= t(G)) and efficient (it obtains a
circuit whose size is linear with respect to the
goal). A proof of these two results is in [8].
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Theorem 5.1 DHorn⊃ ≤pwm CBC
The translation t can be used to reduce the
class of Horn⊃ clauses to the class of (non necessary monotone) boolean circuits, by defining
the functions g, f and h as follows:
g(D) =

(

v
¬t(G) ∨ v
g(D1 ) ∧ g(D2 )

if D = v
if D = G → v
if D = D1 ∧ D2

and, for every Σ-interpretation I, f (I) = I and
h(I) = I. These functions preserve conditions
(1), (2) and (3) in Definition 2.1.

6

Open problems

We have obtained that the problem of learning propositional Horn⊃ clauses yields between learning boolean formulas and learning
boolean circuits. That is,
⊃

CBF ≤pwm DHorn ≤pwm CBC
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Extensiones de la programación lógica
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9M;=;=O> \ 9M;=;=>=K=`B MOC \ N boOT bhab  1   ^_b Og b G ^WTf
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KMP?KMQ?aC \ T bx =g gOy b I I^_b
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DOJMK?LM;?EO\dNObx k7g g=yOb ^Lb
KMP?KMQ?aC \ T bx =g gOy b I I^_b
EC=^MP?C?_O\ThabxTrg g=yOb I ^Lb
BCD?OE \  bdOg b ^bc
BC=D?E\ u     {  I   bxTd_bmd:yObed^ c
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9M=z ;z;?z=><z=@_z=z=\ 9<z;=z=;?z=><z=@:z=KzB`z=Mz=COzz\dNzz=bjzMz=x z=ycz^_zbdzgOz=bezMdz=^Rzz=ezMf z=z=zMz
9V <>=:9M;=;=><_@ \ 9M;;?><@:KM`B <aC \ON bjx cy ^_bdgObed^_b
9<;=;?O> \ N bx h7g gOy b ^bc
9M;;?O> \ 9M;;?>=K=`B <aC \ N boOT bhab[G x Z=cy ^Lb Og b G ^ Tf
9V <>=:9M;=;=O> \ 9M;=;=>=K=`B WaC \dON boOT bihab[x Z=ly ^_b gOb G ^_b
D?JK?LM;?E \ ON box k7g g=Oy b ^_b
K<POKMQ?aC \dOT bx =g g=Oy b I I^Lb
EMC?^MP?C?_\ohabxerg g=yOb I ^_b
BMC=D?OE \ Z b Og b ^ c
EC=^MP?C?_O\dEC?^MP?C=_=K=B<CO\ NNI b TObMx yl^_bgOb I ^OTf
9V <>=OEC?^<P?C?O_ \ EMC?^MP?C_=K`B WaC \dN bdOT b<x cy ^Lbdg b I ^_b
JU<Q?DO9MCMQ?C=ha\ NbxonNg g=yb p_^_b
C:7V \ OT bx q=g g=Oy bopc^bc
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EC=^MP?C?_O\dEC?^MP?C=_=KB`WCa\dNbMx y_^_b gb I ^Lmf
4V <>=OEC=^MP?C?O_ \dEC?^MP?C_=K=B MCO\ NNbx yl^Lb gOb I ^Lb
Ca7V \ ON bMx q=g g=y bos^bc
Ca=V \dCaV<K=B MaC \ ON bdOT bMx _y ^_bdg bTs^YTf
4V <>=?Ca=V \dCaV<K=B MaC \ ON bOT bxdcy ^Lb Ng bosc^Lb
J=U<Q?DO9<CQ?C=ah \dON bx k7g g=Oy b ^Lb
-. / 02143 157-Ca7V 0\ :OT b)x .g g=Oy bc^bc
Bz=CzD?z=EOz=z=\z= GzH=z=H=z=Iz=z=zb z=zxTz=d_zMb z=zd:zyzb z=I zM^Lz=Tz=f.zzV4z<>z==OzMBz=CzD?z=EOzM\z  GH=H=I bjxTdLb dOyOb I ^bc
DOJMK?LM;?OE \ N?9<POKMCO9<;OJRQ  bjTx dLbid_b d:y b I ^LTf
V4<>=?DOJMK?LM;?EO\ N?9<POK<CO9M;=J<QbjxTdLb dLbid:yb I ^bc
c=cc
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DOJK=LM;?EO\dN?9<POKC?9M;?J<QbjxTd_b d_b d:yOb I ^bc
DOJK=LM;?OE \dT?J=UMCaVRDOU bjx G b dLbid:yb I ^bc
DOJK=LM;?OE \X:J<Y=P:J bjx I b d_b d:yOb I ^ c
DOJK=LM;?EO\dT?J=UMCaVRDOUbjxTdLb G bid:yb I ^bc
4 '4$"q<' rM'4647<' }~+.-0/ 1.("23&#)'w647
8OEC<@aJ<QOKMA
8?DOJK?L<;?EMAON?9WPOKCO9M;=J<Q8S=DOJ<K?LM;=E<A
8?DOJK?L<;?EMAOT?JUMCaVWDOUR8=S=D?JMK?LW;?EMA
8?DOJK?L<;?EMA=X:JWY=P:J<8=SDOJMK=L<;?EWA
8?DOJK?L<;?EMAOT?JUMCaVWDOUR8=S=D?JMK?LW;?EMA
8=SOEMCM@aJ<QOK<A
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V4<>=OEMC?^MP?C?_ \ ON b x Z=g g=yb I ^ ef
4V <4=:9M;=;?> \ 9M;=;?>K=`B <OC \ b jab NOb)x k?yc^Lb gOb G ^
V4<>=OK<POKMQ?aC \dON bx =Z g g=Oy b I ^RTf
4V <4=:9M;=;?> \ 9M;=;?>K=`B <OC \ boNObjab)x k?yc^Lb gOb G ^
V4<>=OBMC=D?OE \ N b Og b I ^YTf
V4<4=:9M;=;?>\ 9M;=;?>K=B`<CO\ Zb Objab)x N=yc^Lb gOb G ^
V4<>=:JU<Q?DO9MCMQ?C=ah \ NN bTx n7g g=Ny b pl^Lef
4V <4=OEC?^MP=C?O_ \ EC=^MP?C=_K=B MC \ N bdT bxdcy ^_bdg b I ^c
V4<>=?C:7V \ OT bx q=g g=Oy bTpc^aef
4V <4=OEC?^MP=C?O_ \ EC=^MP?C=_K=B MC \ N bdT bxdcy ^_bdg b I ^c
V4<>=?C:7V \ ON bx q=g g=Oy bes^aef
4V <4=OEC?^MP=C?O_ \ EC=^MP?C=_K=B MC \ N bMx cy ^ab Og b I ^ c
V4<>=:JU<Q?DO9MCMQ?C=ah \ NN box k=g g=Ny bc^Lef
4V <4=?Ca7V \dC:V<K=`B MOC \ ON bdT bx cy ^ab g bTsc^bc
V4<>=?C:7V \ OT bx =g g=y b^LTf
4V <4=?Ca7V \dC:V<K=`B MOC \ ON bdT bx cy ^ab g bTsc^bc
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mg . book(X, Y, Z, 2)

DOJK?L<;?EO\ N=9<POKCO9W;OJWQ bjxTd_b d_b d:yOb I ^bc
DOJK?L<;?OE \ T=J=UMCaVWD=U  bjx G b dLbid:yb I ^bc
DOJK?L<;?OE \XOJ<Y=P:J bjx I b d_b d:yOb I ^bc
KMPOKMQ=aC \ ZD=KD;?U]K?L<Co
\MCO9 bx pb dLbid:yb ^bc
J=U<Q?D?9MCQ?C=Oh \ N bjTx dLbsOb dLbid:y b pl^bc I
Ca7V \d`MP:UMC  bx bisab d_b d:Oy bpc^ c
J=U<Q?D?9MCQ?C=Oh \ 9M;=G ;>4c  b x I bisabidLb dOOy bpc^bc
BC=D?E\ G=H=HI b xTd_b d:yOb I ^bc
DOJK?L<;?OE \ T=J=UMCaVWD=U  bjTx dLb bid:y b ^bc
KMPOKMQ=Ca\ e=fgP:UX=Y?;=KMQ?DOUMhGbx G b IG bid:yb I ^bc
J=U<Q?D?9MCQ?C=Oh \ i?LMC bjTx d_b d_b I b G b d:Oy b^bc
CaV7\ 9MCM@:K bx b d_b b b d:yOb^bc
J=U<Q?D?9MCQ?C=Oh \dC?^G CE4k  b I x I G b d_b I b G bid:y b c^bc
BC=D?E\ G=H=HG b x G b d:yOb I ^bc
qM' 6"s 'b t q<7' 65s ' 97 85$|' t      : 6 '    a>v   ; u u  v<
qM'6"s 'b t q<'765s ' 7985$|' t  = ("(!>    : 6"'    a4v   ;  u u  v<
qM' 6"s 'b t q<7' 65s ' 97 85$|' t '4#o97 85$|' t  ? p '    = ' r=7    av4  av>
   { u   v <
qM' 6"s 'b t q<7' 65s ' 97 85$|' t '4#o97 85$|' t  7' 6w'q @    = 'r=7    a4v   av>
   { u   v <
'4# t '4#o97 8&$|' t  ? p"'    = ' r7    a>v   u    { u  ; v <
'4# t '4#o97 8&$|' t  ' 6w' q @    = ' r7    a>v   u    { u  ; v <
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Abstract

ever, even in this case, NPE may still terminate when the original program is

Narrowing-driven partial evaluation (NPE) is
a powerful technique for the specialization of
rewrite systems.

Although it gives good re-

terminating

quasi-

[8] w.r.t. the considered narrow-

ing strategy, i.e., when only nitely many different terms (modulo variable renaming) are

sults on small programs, it does not scale up

computed.

well to realistic problems (e.g., interpreter spe-

sentation of the innite computations can be

cialization).

The reason is that a nite repre-

In this work, we introduce a

built by replacing repeated terms by implicit

faster partial evaluation scheme by ensuring

calls to the previously encountered variants (a

the termination of the process

technique known as

oine.

For

this purpose, we rst characterize a class of
rewrite systems which are

quasi-terminating,

i.e., the computations performed with needed
narrowing (the symbolic computation mechanism of NPE) only contain nitely many different terms (and, thus, partial evaluation terminates). Since this class is quite restrictive,
we introduce an annotation algorithm for a
broader class of systems so that they behave
like quasi-terminating rewrite systems w.r.t. a
proposed extension of needed narrowing.

1 Introduction
Narrowing-driven

partial

tion

specialization-point inser-

in the partial evaluation literature).

Partial evaluators fall in two main categories,

online

and

oine,

according to the

time when termination issues are addressed.
Online partial evaluators are usually more precise. However, this extra precision comes at a
cost: ensuring termination online is very expensive and, thus, it does not scale up well
to realistic problems like interpreter specialization [11].
In this work,

we propose a faster NPE

scheme by ensuring termination

oine.

Of-

ine partial evaluators proceed in two stages:
the rst stage returns a program that includes
evaluation

(NPE)

annotations to guide the partial computations

is a powerful transformation technique for

(e.g., to identify those function calls that can

rewrite systems [2], i.e., for the rst-order com-

be safely unfolded);

ponent of many functional (logic) languages

proper partial evaluation) only needs to obey

like Haskell or Curry. In general, the narrow-

the annotations and, thus, it is generally much

ing space of a term may be innite.

faster than online partial evaluation.

How-

∗
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the second stage (the

We identify a class of quasi-terminating
rewrite systems, called

nonincreasing,

by pro-

viding a sucient condition. This is an interesting result on its own since no previous characterization appears in the literature. Unfortunately, this class is too restrictive and, thus,
we also sketch an algorithm that takes an

in-
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ductively sequential

system (a much broader

class) and returns an

annotated

system. Then,

t[σ(r)]p .

The instantiated left-hand side

is called a

redex.

σ(l)

To evaluate terms contain-

by using a slightly extended needed narrowing

ing variables, narrowing nondeterministically

relation over annotated programs, we get an

instantiates the variables such that a rewrite
0
step is possible [9]. Formally, t ;p,R,σ t is a

appropriate basis for ensuring termination of
NPE oine.
An extended version of this paper (including
the proof of Theorem 5) can be found in [15].

2 Preliminaries
We assume familiarity with term rewriting
(see, e.g., [6]).
(TRS)
bols

D

R

For a term rewriting system

over a signature

F,

the dened sym-

are the root symbols of the left-hand

sides of the rules and the constructors are

C = F \ D.

We restrict ourselves to nite sig-

natures and TRSs.

R

is a

constructor system

if the left-hand sides of its rules have the form

f (s1 , . . . , sn ) where si are constructor terms
(i.e., si ∈ T (C, V), where V is a set variables
with F ∩ V = ∅). The set of variables appearing in a term t is denoted by Var(t). A term t
is linear if every variable of V occurs at most
once in t. R is left-linear (resp. right-linear)
if l (resp. r ) is linear for all rule l → r ∈ R.
The denition of f in R is the set of rules in R
whose root symbol in the left-hand side is f . A
function f ∈ D is left-linear (resp. right-linear)
if the rules in its denition are left-linear (resp.

narrowing step i p is a nonvariable position
0
of t and σ(t) →p,R t (we sometimes omit p,
R and/or σ when they are clear from the context). σ is usually the most general unier of
t|p and the left-hand side of R, restricting its
domain to Var(t). As in proof procedures for
logic programming, we assume that the rules
of the TRS always contain fresh variables if
they are used in a narrowing step. We denote
∗
by t0 ;σ tn a sequence of narrowing steps

t0 ;σ1 . . . ;σn tn with σ = σn ◦ · · · ◦ σ1
n = 0 then σ = id).

(if

Narrowing derivations can be represented

tree.
R and an operationnarrowing tree for t in R is

by a (possibly innite) nitely branching
Formally, given a TRS
rooted term

t,

a

a tree satisfying the following conditions: (a)
each node of the tree is a term, (b) the root
node is t, and (c) if

s is a node of the tree then,
0
for each narrowing step s ;p,R,σ s , the node
0
has a child s and the corresponding arc in the
tree is labeled with

(p, R, σ).

3 Quasi-terminating TRSs

right-linear).

The most recent instance of the NPE scheme

t is denoted
by root(t).
A term t is operation-rooted
(resp. constructor-rooted ) if root(t) ∈ D (resp.
root(t) ∈ C ). t|p denotes the subterm of t at
position p (represented by a sequence of natural numbers, where  is the root position), and
t[s]p denotes the result of replacing the subterm t|p by the term s. We write on for the
sequence of objects o1 , . . . , on . A substitution
σ is a mapping from variables to terms such
that its domain Dom(σ) = {x ∈ V | x 6= σ(x)}

[2] is based on needed narrowing (see [3]).

is nite. The identity substitution is denoted

grams written in, e.g., Haskell, ML or Curry,

The root symbol of a term

unier of two terms s and t is a
substitution σ with σ(s) = σ(t).
A rewrite step is an application of a rewrite
rule to a term, i.e., t →p,R s if there exists
a position p in t, a rewrite rule R = (l → r)
and a substitution σ with t|p = σ(l) and s =

by

id.

A

Needed narrowing [5]
sequential TRSs [4],
constructor TRSs.

ductively sequential

is dened on

inductively

a subclass of left-linear

Essentially, a TRS is

in-

when all its operations are

dened by rewrite rules that, recursively, make
on their arguments a case distinction analogous to a data type (or structural) induction.
Inductive sequentiality is not a limiting condition for programming. In fact, the rst-order
components of many functional (logic) proare inductively sequential.

s ;p,R,σ t is a needed narrowσ(s) →p,R t is a needed rewrite step

We say that

ing step

i

in the sense of Huet and Lévy [10], i.e., in every computation from
either

σ(s)|p

σ(s) to a normal form,
descendants must be

or one of its
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reduced. Here, we are interested in a particular needed narrowing strategy, denoted by

λ
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is shown below. Thus, functions f, g and i are
noncyclic, while h is cyclic.

89:;
?>=<
f

in [5, Def. 13], which is based on the notion of
a

denitional tree

[4] (a hierarchical structure

?>=<
/ 89:;
g

?>=<
/ 89:;
h

?89:;
/ >=<
i

containing the rules of a function denition,
which is used to guide the needed narrowing
steps).
to

This strategy is basically equivalent

lazy narrowing

[14] where narrowing steps

are applied to the outermost function, if possible, and inner functions are only narrowed
if their evaluation is

demanded

by a construc-

tor symbol in the left-hand side of some rule
(i.e., a typical outermost strategy). The main
dierence is that needed narrowing does not
compute the

most general unier

between the

selected redex and the left-hand side of the
rule but only a unier. The additional bind-

Noncyclic functions cannot introduce nonterminating (nor non-quasi-terminating) computations.

Therefore, we turn our attention to

cyclic functions. Following [7], the

variable x in a constructor term t,
dv(t, x), is dened as follows:

depth of a

in symbols

dv(c(tn ), x) =

1+max(dv(tn , x))
if x ∈ Var(c(tn )), n > 0
dv(c(tn ), x) = −1, if x 6∈ Var(c(tn )), n > 0
dv(y, x) = 0, if x = y and y ∈ V
dv(y, x) = −1, if x 6= y and y ∈ V

ings are required to ensure that only needed

c ∈ C.

computations are performed (see, e.g., [5]). In

where

the following, we use

Denition 3 (nonincreasing function)

to the particular

needed narrowing to refer
strategy λ in [5, Def. 13].

Since the termination of NPE is ensured
when the (possibly partial) computations are
quasi-terminating, we introduce a sucient
condition for quasi-termination.

First,

we

need the following preparatory denitions:

Denition 1 (functional dependencies)

Given a TRS R, its graph of functional
dependencies, in symbols G(R), contains
nodes labeled with the function symbols in D
and there is an arrow from node f to node g
i there is a call to g from the right-hand side
of some rule in the denition of f .

Denition 2 (cyclic, noncyclic function)

Let R be a TRS. A function f ∈ D is cyclic
if node f belongs to a cycle in G(R) and it is
noncyclic otherwise.

Example 1

Consider the following TRS R:

f (s(x), y)
g(x, s(y))
h(0, y)
h(s(x), y)
i(x)

→
→
→
→
→

g(x, y)
h(x, y)
y
c(i(x), h(x, y))
x

where f, g, h, i ∈ D and 0, s, c ∈ C . The associated graph of functional dependencies, G(R),

Let R be a left-linear, constructor TRS. A
function f ∈ D is nonincreasing i each rule
f (sn ) → r in the denition of f fullls the
following conditions:
1. the right-hand side does not contain
nested dened function symbols, and
2. dv(si , x) > dv(tj , x) for all operationrooted subterms g(tm ) in r, where i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, x ∈ Var(si ), and j ∈
{1, . . . , m}.
Informally speaking, a nonincreasing function
must always

consume

its parameters or leave

them unchanged:

Example 2

A function dened by the rule
f (x, y, s(z)) → c(g(x), h(z)), with s, c ∈ C and
f, g, h ∈ D, is nonincreasing since the following relations hold:
dv(x, x) = 0
dv(y, y) = 0
dv(s(z), z) = 1
dv(x, x) = 0
dv(y, y) = 0
dv(s(z), z) = 1

>
>
>
>
>
>

0 = dv(x, x)
−1 = dv(x, y)
−1 = dv(x, z)
−1 = dv(z, x)
−1 = dv(z, y)
0 = dv(z, z)

i.e., variable x is just copied, variable y vanishes, and (the depth of ) variable z decreases.
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A computation is quasi-terminating when it

(noncyclic)

All occurrences of the same vari-

only contains nitely many dierent terms

able but one (e.g., the leftmost one) are

(modulo variable renaming).

annotated.

Analogously to

quasi-terminating
for a set of terms T w.r.t. needed narrowing i all needed narrowing derivations issuing from the terms in T are quasi-terminating.
[8], we say that a TRS is

(cyclic)

Nested function calls as well as those

terms that break the nonincreasing property are also annotated.

Now, we give a sucient condition for quasiFor instance, the following inductively sequen-

termination:

Denition 4 (nonincreasing TRS)

Let R
be an inductively sequential TRS. R is nonincreasing i all functions f ∈ D are right-linear
and either noncyclic or nonincreasing.

tial system

R:
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

main(x)
pow(x, 0)
pow(x, s(n))
0×m
s(n) × m
0+m
s(n) + m

The restriction to right-linear functions is not
only necessary to guarantee quasi-termination
but also for ensuring that no repeated compu-

pow(x, s(s(0)))
s(0)
x × pow(x, n)
0
m + (n × m)
m
s(n + m)

tations are introduced by function unfolding.

Theorem 5

If R is a nonincreasing TRS,
then R is quasi-terminating for any linear
term w.r.t. needed narrowing.

contains two cyclic functions with nested function calls which are annotated:

4 An oine NPE scheme
The current formulation of the NPE scheme
ensures termination

online

(see, e.g., [1, 2]),

i.e., appropriate termination tests and generalization operators are used during partial evaluation to guarantee that only a nite number
of distinct terms (modulo variable renaming)
are computed.

This scheme achieves signi-

cant optimizations but it is also very expensive
and, thus, it does not scale up well to realistic problems.

In order to remedy this situa-

tion, a faster oine NPE method can be in-

→
→
→
→
→
→
→

main(x)
pow(x, 0)
pow(x, s(n))
0×m
s(n) × m
0+m
s(n) + m

pow(x, s(s(0)))
s(0)
x × •(pow(x, n))
0
m + •(n × m)
m
s(n + m)

Observe that it is not necessary to annotate
variables

x and m (rules 3 and 5) because both

the context and the annotated subterms are
linear.

Partial evaluation stage.

Since

computations

in

are

performed

partial

the

NPE

troduced by including a pre-processing stage
which

annotates

scheme by means of needed narrowing, an extension of this relation is required in order

cause

the

the expressions that may

non-quasi-termination

of

needed

to generalize annotated subterms.

We call

generalizing needed narrowing.

narrowing computations. Our method ensures

this extension

quasi-termination for the class of programs for

Roughly speaking, it proceeds as follows:

which NPE is originally dened: inductively
sequential systems. It proceeds in two steps:

Pre-processing stage.
term

t

Generalization :
a

Given a TRS

is annotated by replacing

t

by

R, a
•(t).

Right-hand sides of functions are annotated
depending on whether they are cyclic or noncyclic, as follows:

1.

sequence

obtained
terms

by

with

of

For

annotated

non-annotated

replacing
fresh

terms,

terms

annotated

variables.

For

is

subin-

g(x, •(f (x, •(s(y))))) is generalized to g(x, w1 ), f (x, w2 ), and s(y), where
w1 and w2 are fresh variables.

stance,

V Jornadas sobre Programación y Lenguajes, PROLE2005

results from

main(x)




main(x)
pow(x, s(s(0)))
pow(x, s(0))
pow(x, 0)

x × •(pow(x, s(0)))

OOO•
OO'

oo
wooo

x × w?1

??{x7→s(w2 )}

0 w1 + •(w2 × w1 )
??•
• 
?

w1 + w
w
3
2 × w1
?? {w1 7→s(w4 )}
{w1 7→0} 

?





{x7→0}

w3

s(w4 + w3 )

pow(x, s(0))

w4 + w3

and  +.

id

x × •(pow(x, 0))




x × w5

??•
?

main(x)
pow2 (x)
pow1 (x)
pow0 (x)

pow(x, 0)
id

s(0)

decomposition :

Each

constructor-rooted term with no annota-

Narrowing :

For operation-rooted terms

narrowing step is applied.

not be renamed.

Also, these four rules can

easily be simplied by using a standard postunfolding

transition compression

[13] to

This example also shows that, despite the annotation of some subterms, the specialization
power of NPE is not lost.

As it is common in partial evaluation, derivations are stopped whenever a constructor term
or a variant of a previously encountered function call is reached.

5 Related work and conclusion
One of the most recent approaches to ensure

For example, we consider the specialization
of the program above w.r.t.

main(x),

i.e., our

aim is to produce a specialized version of func-

pow

pow2 (x)
x × pow1 (x)
x × pow0 (x)
s(0)

main(x) → x × (x × s(0))

with no annotations a proper needed-

tion

→
→
→
→

The original denitions of  × and  + need

tions is reduced to its arguments.
3.

Finally, the rules of residual pro-

naming (see [3]). In our example, we get



Figure 1: Generalizing needed narrowing tree

Constructor

pow(x, s(s(0)))
x × pow(x, s(0))
x × pow(x, 0)
s(0)

grams usually require a post-processing of re-



2.

→
→
→
→

together with the original denitions of  ×

•

C

by deleting annotations.

the tree of Fig. 1 are as follows:

pow(x, s(s(0)))

•

t

For instance, the resultants associated to

id

id
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with a xed exponent of two. Gen-

the termination of partial evaluation is based
on

size-change graphs

[12]. However, similarly

to traditional binding-time analyses, it relies
on a clear distinction between

static

and

dy-

eralizing needed narrowing constructs the tree

namic

shown in Fig. 1. Here, generalization steps are

NPE scheme. The closest characterizations to

→• , narrowing steps by →σ , where

ours have been presented by Wadler [16] and

denoted by

σ

is the computed substitution, and decom-

position steps by

→C .

The quasi-termination

data, which is hardly present in our

Chin and Khoo [7].
notion of

treeless

Wadler introduced the

functions in order to ensure

deforestation

of generalizing narrowing is ensured for anno-

the termination of

tated programs [15], which guarantees the ter-

the other hand, introduced the class of

increasing consumers

mination of the partial evaluation process.
In order to construct the residual (specialized) program, we extract the so-called

re-

sultants. Intuitively, we extract a resultant
σ(s) → t0 for each proper needed narrowing
0
step s ;σ t in the considered tree, where t

[16].

[7], on

non-

and proved that any set

of mutually recursive functions that are nonincreasing consumers can be transformed into
an equivalent set of treeless functions, so that
deforestation can be applied. This characterization diers from ours mainly because they
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do not accept nested function calls in the righthand side of any program rule. In contrast, we
accept arbitrary terms in the right-hand sides
of noncyclic functions, which allows us to cope
with a broader range of functions.
In summary, we introduced a novel characterization for TRSs that ensures the quasitermination of needed narrowing computations.

This

is

a

dicult

problem

of

in-

[7] W.N.

Chin

and

S.C.

Khoo.

Journal of Functional and Logic Programming, 1996(4), 1996.
[8] N. Dershowitz.

Termination of Rewrit-

Journal of Symbolic Computation,

ing.

3(1&2):69115, 1987.
[9] M. Hanus. The Integration of Functions

dependent interest that has not been tack-

into Logic Programming:

led before.

to Practice.

Since the considered class of

TRSs is too restrictive, we then considered
inductively sequential programs and sketched

Better

Consumers for Program Specializations.

ming,

From Theory

Journal of Logic Program-

19&20:583628, 1994.

an algorithm that annotates those subterms

[10] G. Huet and J.J. Lévy. Computations in

which may cause the non-quasi-termination of

orthogonal rewriting systems, Part I + II.

needed narrowing. Finally, we discussed a gen-

In J.L. Lassez and G.D. Plotkin, editors,

eralizing extension of needed narrowing which
is guided by program annotations and its use
within an oine scheme for partial evaluation.
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Abstract

1

Multi-adjoint logic programming represents a

Multi-adjoint logic programming

very recent, extremely exible attempt for in-

extremely exible framework combining fuzzy

troducing fuzzy logic into logic programming

logic and logic programming, which largely im-

(LP). In this setting, the execution of a goal

proves older approaches previously introduced

w.r.t. a given program is done in two separate

in this eld (see, for instance [10, 6, 3, 11,

phases. During the operational one,

17, 2], where dierent fuzzy variants of Pro-

ble steps

admissi-

Introduction
[12, 13] is an

are systematically applied in a sim-

log have been proposed). An special mention

ilar way to classical resolution steps in pure

deserves the fuzzy dialect of Prolog presented

LP, thus returning a computed substitution

in [5], since it is very close to the language

together with an expression where all atoms

used here. However, we nd two slight dier-

have been exploited.

This last expression is

ences: whereas the multi-adjoint approach is

then interpreted under a given lattice during

based on weighted" clauses (with and with-

the so called interpretive phase, hence return-

out body) whose truth degrees are elements of

ing a value which represents the fuzzy compo-

any appropriate lattice, in the Fuzzy Prolog of

nent (truth

degree)

of the computed answer.

On the other hand,
known

transformation

unfolding is a well
rule

widely

used

in

[5], truth degrees are based on Borel Algebras
(union intervals), and they are only applied to
facts (i.e., clauses with no body).

declarative programming for optimizing and

Informally speaking, a multiadjoint logic

specializing programs, among other applica-

program can be seen as a set of rules each

tions.

In essence, it is usually based on the

one annotated by a truth degree and a goal

application of operational steps on the body

is a query to the system plus a substitution

of program rules.

(initially the identity substitution).

The novelty of this pa-

In the

per consists in showing that this process can

multi-adjoint logic programming framework,

also be made in terms of interpretive steps.

goals are evaluated, in a given program, in

We present two strongly related kinds of un-

two separate computational phases.

folding (operational and interpretive), which,

the

apart from exhibiting strong correctness prop-

eralization of the

erties (i.e. they preserve the semantics of com-

ference rule) are systematically applied by a

puted substitutions and truth degrees) they
are able to signicantly simplify the two execution phases when solving goals.

1

operational

During

admissible steps (a genclassical modus ponens in-

one,

This work has been partially supported by the
EU, under FEDER, and the Spanish Science and Education Ministry (MEC) under grant TIN 2004-07943C04-03.
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Transformación de programas

backward reasoning procedure in a similar way

(multi-adjoint logic) language proposed in [13]

to classical resolution steps in pure LP, thus re-

and then used in [7], the interpretive phase is

turning a computed substitution together with

not modeled in terms of an state transition

an expression where all atoms have been ex-

system, which prevents the denition/ appli-

ploited.

This last expression is then inter-

cation of the (interpretive) unfolding rule by

preted under a given lattice during what we

means of interpretive steps. As a consequence,

call the

all results presented there are restricted to the

a pair

operational phase. In this paper we overcome

interpretive phase, hence returning
htruth degree; substitutioni which is the

fuzzy counterpart of the classical notion of

all these limitations, and we prove that the in-

computed answer traditionally used in LP.

terpretive unfolding, apart from exhibiting the

Program transformation

is an optimization

analogous strong correctness properties (i.e. it

technique for computer programs that start-

preserves the semantics of computed substi-

derives a se-

tutions and truth degrees) of the operational

P1 , . . . , Pn of transformed programs
elementary transformation rules

unfolding originally presented in [7], is able to

ing with an initial program
quence

P0

by applying

simplify and accelerate the interpretive phase

(fold/unfold) which improve the original pro-

when solving goals w.r.t. a given program.

gram.

The fold/unfold transformation ap-

proach was rst introduced in [4] to optimize
functional programs and then used for logic
programs [16] and (lazy) functional logic programs [1].

Program transformation also can

be seen as a methodology for software development, hence its importance. The basic idea
is to divide the program development activity,
starting with a (possibly naive) problem specication written in a programming language,
into a sequence of small transformation steps.

Unfolding

is a well-known,

On

the

other

hand,

we

have

recently

introduced in [8] a transformation rule, the
so-called T-Norm replacement, which can be
seen as a primitive precedent of the present
interpretive unfolding. In fact, the four variants of T-Norm replacements, also perform
low-level manipulations on fuzzy expression
involving
rules.

T-Norm

operations

on

program

However, our new approach improves

this poorer technique in the following points:

widely used,

semantics-preserving program transformation

•

rule.

expressive

In essence, it is usually based on the

It

manages

a

much

language

powerful

and

multi-adjoint

application of operational steps on the body

logic

of program rules [14]. The unfolding transfor-

simpler syntax, a clearer procedural (opera-

mation is able to improve programs, generat-

tional/interpretive) semantics and, in general,

ing more ecient code. Unfolding is the basis

a better formalization.

for developing sophisticated and powerful programming tools, such as fold/unfold transformation systems or partial evaluators, etc.
The main contribution of this paper consists in showing that, in the framework of
multi-adjoint logic programming, the unfolding process can be better understood, if resembling the two separate phases of the under-

•

programming

more
(the

language)

but

with

a

Now, neither interpretive steps, nor inter-

pretive unfolding, are dependent of a selection
function (computation rule), as it does occur
with any other fuzzy unfolding-based transformation

rule

described

in

the

literature,

since the evaluation order of expressions is
xed by the interpretive semantics.

laying procedural semantics of multi-adjoint

•

logic programming languages, we distinguish

point and, as we will see when presenting

between operational and interpretive unfold-

Theorem 5.2, it is the rst time that our cor-

ing steps. Therefore, we present two strongly

rectness results admit a clearer proof scheme

related kinds of unfolding:

the operational

which is not linked to previous instrumental

(rstly introduced in [7]) an the interpretive.

results about the independence of any kind of

It is important to remark that in the original

computation rule.

As a co-lateral consequence of the previous
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•

Moreover,

it is also the rst time that
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@i (x1 , @i (x2 , . . . , @i (xn−1 , xn ) . . .)).

our fuzzy variants of unfolding rules, recover

over,

the

gregation operator

source-to-source

language

acter in [7] and [8],

nature

char-

where some auxiliary

object languages (with complex constructors
and intrincated artices with no sense for
the

nal

user)

were

mandatory

to

code

residual programs obtained after performing
operational unfolding or T-Norm replacement.

the

required

truth
to

function

be

for

an
n

[[@]] : [0, 1]

non-monotonous

[[@]](1, . . . , 1) = 1

and

Additionally,

our

More-

n-ary

ag-

→ [0, 1]
and

is

fulll

[[@]](0, . . . , 0) = 0.
language L contains
the values of a multiadjoint lattice, hL, 
, ←1 , &1 , . . . , ←n , &n i, equipped with a collection of adjoint pairs h←i , &i i, where each &i
is a conjunctor

1

intended to the evaluation

Section 2, we summarize the main features of

modus ponens.
values L may be

the programming language we use in this work.

bounded lattice, but, in the examples, we shall

Section 3 denes the procedural semantics of

ing. Section 5 focuses in the properties rela-

L as the set of real numbers in the in[0, 1].
A rule is a formula A ←i B , where A is an
atomic formula (usually called the head) and
B (which is called the body) is a formula built
from atomic formulas B1 , . . . , Bn  n ≥ 0 ,
truth values of L and conjunctions, disjunc-

tive to the correctness of the unfolding trans-

tions and aggregations. Rules with an empty

formations. Finally, in Section 6 we give our

body are called

conclusions and propose future work.

mitted as a query to the system.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In

the language, establishing a clean separation
between the operational and the interpretive
phase of a computation. In Section 4 we recall
the denition of operational unfolding and we
dene the new notion of interpretive unfold-

of

In general, the set of truth
the carrier of any complete

select

terval

facts.

A

goal

is a body subVariables

in a rule are assumed governed by universal

2

quantiers.

Multi-Adjoint Logic Programs

Roughly speaking, a multiadjoint logic pro-

This section is a short summary of the main
features of our language.

Contrary to other

previous work [7] we start from the scratch
by manipulating an extended version of the

multiadjoint logic programing

language pre-

sented in [12, 13]. We send the reader to these
works for a complete formulation.
We work with a rst order language,

L, con-

taining variables, function symbols, predicate
symbols, constants, quantiers,

∀

and

∃,

and

several (arbitrary) connectives to increase language expressiveness:

&1 ,
∨1 ,
←1 ,
@1 ,

&2 ,
∨2 ,
←2 ,
@2 ,

Although

the

are

binary

ize

them

number
we

of

often

...,
...,
...,
...,

as

connectives
functions

arguments.
write

and

α

is a

ing the condence which the user of the system
has in the truth of the rule
write  R with

α

R. Often, we will
hR; αi. Observe

instead of

that, truth degrees are axiomatically assigned
(for instance) by an expert.

3

Procedural Semantics

The procedural semantics of the multiadjoint
logic language

L

can be thought as an op-

erational phase followed by an interpretive

&k
∨l
←m
@n

operators,

hR; αi, where R is a rule
truth degree (a value of L) express-

gram is a set of pairs

we

(conjunctions)
(disjunctions)
(implications)
(aggregations)

one. Although this point of view is present in

& i , ∨i

and

@i

clarify the whole computational mechanism,

usually

general-

but also crucial for formalizing the concept of

with
In

an

arbitrary

the

following,

@i (x1 , . . . , xn )

instead

of

[12, 13], in this section we establish a cleaner
separation between both phases. We also give
a novel denition of the interpretive phase,
with a procedural taste, useful not only for

interpretive unfolding in Section 4.2.

1

It is noteworthy that a symbol &j of L does not
always need to be part of an adjoint pair.
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3.1

Transformación de programas

Operational phase

Rule 3.

hQ[A]; σi→AS h(Q[A/⊥]); σi if
(1) A is the selected atom in Q,
(2) there is no rule in P whose
head unies with A.

The operational mechanism uses a generaliza-

modus ponens that, given a goal A and
hA0 ←i B, vi, if there is a sub0 2
stitution θ = mgu({A = A }) , we substitute
the atom A by the expression (v&i B)θ .

tion of

a program rule

In the following,

we dene the concepts

Formulas involved in admissible computation

admissible

steps are renamed before being used. Note also

derivation and admissible computed answer,

that, Rule 3 is introduced to cope with (possi-

associated to the operational phase. In the for-

ble) unsuccessful admissible derivations.When

of admissible computation step,

malization of these concepts, we write

C[A1 , .., An ],
A, or A1 , .., An

C[A], or

→AS1 , →AS2
→AS3 to distinguish between computation

needed, we shall use the symbols

more generally

to denote a for-

and

mula where

respectively, are

steps performed by applying one of the spe-

sub-expressions (usually atoms) which arbi-

cic admissible rules. Also, when required, the

trarily occur in the possibly empty con0
text C[]. Moreover, expression C[A/A ] (and its

exact program rule used in the corresponding

obvious generalization) means the replacement
0
of A by A in context C[]. Also we use Var(s)

→AS

for referring to the set of distinct variables

Denition 3.2

occurring in the syntactic object

s,

whereas

θ[Var(s)] denotes the substitution obtained
from θ by restricting its domain, Dom(θ), to
Var(s).

Denition 3.1 (Admissible Steps)

Let Q
be a goal and let σ be a substitution. The pair
hQ; σi is an state and we denote by E the set
of states. Given a program P , an admissible
computation is formalized as a state transition system, whose transition relation →AS ⊆
(E × E) is the smallest relation satisfying the
following admissible rules:
Rule 1.

hQ[A]; σi→AS h(Q[A/v&i B])θ; σθi if
(1) A is the selected atom in Q,
(2) θ = mgu({A0 = A}),
(3) hA0 ←i B; vi in P and B is not
empty.
Rule 2.

hQ[A]; σi→AS h(Q[A/v])θ; σθi if
(1) A is the selected atom in Q,
(2) θ = mgu({A0 = A}), and
(3) hA0 ←i ; vi in P .
2

most general unier

Let mgu(E) denote the
of
an equation set E (see [9] for a formal denition of
this concept).

step will be annotated as a superindex of the
symbol.

Let P be a program and let
Q be a goal. An admissible derivation is a
sequence hQ; idi →∗AS hQ0 ; θi. When Q0 is a
formula not containing atoms, the pair hQ0 ; σi,
where σ = θ[Var(Q)], is called an admissible
computed answer (a.c.a.) for that derivation.
We illustrate these concepts by means of the
following example.

Example 3.3

Let P be the following program
and let ([0, 1], ≤) be the lattice where ≤ is the
usual order on real numbers.
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

: hp(X)←prod q(X, Y )&G r(Y );
: hq(a, Y )←prod s(Y );
: hq(Y, a)←luka r(Y );
: hr(Y )←luka ;
: hs(b)←luka ;

α = 0.8i
α = 0.7i
α = 0.8i
α = 0.7i
α = 0.9i

The labels prod, G and luka mean for
product logic, Gödel intuitionistic logic and
ukasiewicz logic, respectively.
That is,
[[&prod ]](x, y) = x · y , [[&G ]](x, y) = min(x, y),
and [[&luka ]](x, y) = max(0, x + y − 1).
In the following admissible derivation for
the program P and the goal ←p(X)&G r(a),
we underline the selected expression in each
admissible step:

V Jornadas sobre Programación y Lenguajes, PROLE2005
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hp(X)&G r(a); idi
→AS1 R1

state hr; σi is called an
answer (i.c.a.).

h(0.8&prod (q(X1 , Y1 )&G r(Y1 )))&G r(a); σ1 i
→AS1 R2

Usually, we refer to a

h(0.8&prod ((0.7&prod s(Y2 ))&G r(Y2 )))&G r(a); σ2 i
→AS2 R5

complete derivation

as

the sequence of admissible/interpretive steps
∗
0
∗
of the form hQ; idi →AS hQ ; σi →IS hr; σi,
0
where hQ ; σ[Var(Q)]i and hr; σ[Var(Q)]i are,
respectively, the a.c.a.

h(0.8&prod ((0.7&prod 0.9)&G r(b)))&G r(a); σ3 i
→AS2 R4

and the i.c.a.

for

the derivation. Sometimes, we denote it by
hQ; idi →∗AS/IS hr; σi and we say that hr; σi is
the nal computed answer of the derivation.

h(0.8&prod ((0.7&prod 0.9)&G 0.7))&G r(a); σ4 i
→AS2 R4

Example 3.6

h(0.8&prod ((0.7&prod 0.9)&G 0.7))&G 0.7; σ5 i,

where
σ1 = {X/X1 },
σ2 = {X/a, X1 /a, Y1 /Y2 }
σ3 = {X/a, X1 /a, Y1 /b, Y2 /b}
σ4 = {X/a, X1 /a, Y1 /b, Y2 /b, Y3 /b}
σ5 = {X/a, X1 /a, Y1 /b, Y2 /b, Y3 /b, Y4 /a}
So, since σ5 [Var(Q)] = {X/a}, the a.c.a.
associated to this admissible derivation is:
h(0.8&prod ((0.7&prod 0.9)&G 0.7))&G 0.7; {X/a}i.
3.2

interpretive computed

We complete the previous
derivation of Example 3.3 by executing the
necessary interpretive steps to obtain the
interpretive computed answer (i.c.a.) with
respect to lattice ([0, 1], ≤).
h(0.8&prod ((0.7&prod 0.9)&G 0.7))&G 0.7; {X/a}i
→IS
h(0.8&prod (0.63&G 0.7))&G 0.7; {X/a}i
→IS
h(0.8&prod 0.63)&G 0.7; {X/a}i
→IS
h0.504&G 0.7; {X/a}i
→IS
h0.504; {X/a}i

Then the i.c.a for this complete derivation is
the pair h0.504; {X/a}i.

Interpretive phase

If we exploit all atoms of a goal, by applying

4

Fuzzy Unfolding Transformations

admissible steps as much as needed during the
operational phase, then it becomes a formula

The

with no atoms which can be then directly in-

considered in pure LP consists in the replace-

terpreted in the multiadjoint lattice

L.

This

unfolding

transformation

ment of a program clause

C

traditionally
by the set of

justies the following notions of interpretive

clauses obtained after applying a symbolic

computation step, interpretive derivation and

computation step in all its possible forms on

interpretive computed answer.

the body of

Denition 3.4 (Interpretive Step)

Let P
be a program, Q a goal and σ a substitution.
We formalize the notion of interpretive computation as a state transition system, whose
transition relation →IS ⊆ (E × E) is dened as
hQ[@(r1 , r2 )]; σi→IS hQ[@(r1 ,r2 )/[[@]](r1 ,r2 )];σi

where [[@]] is the truth function of connective
@ in the lattice hL, i associated to P .

Denition 3.5

Let P be a program and
hQ; σi an a.c.a., that is, Q is a goal not containing atoms. An interpretive derivation is a
sequence hQ; σi →∗IS hQ0 ; σi. When Q0 = r ∈
L, being hL, i the lattice associated to P , the

C

[14].

As detailed in [7], we have adapted this
transformation

to

deal

with

multiadjoint

logic programs by dening it in terms of operational steps (see Denition 3.1).

Also, in

[7], we proved that the application of unfolding transformation step to multiadjoint logic
programs is able to speed up goal evaluation
by reducing the length of admissible derivations during the operational phase.
The main objective of the present section
is to recall the denition of operational unfolding and to dene and unfolding rule for
interpretive steps. Note that our new notion
of interpretive unfolding is intended to facilitate the evaluation of truth degrees during the
interpretive phase.
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4.1

Transformación de programas

We illustrate the denition of operational un-

Operational Unfolding

The following denition is recalled from [7],
but we have slightly simplied it in the sense
that now, the operational unfolding is formulated as a source-to-source language transformation instead of a (more involved) source-toobject language transformation.

Denition 4.1 (Operational Unfolding)

Let P be a program and let R : (A ←i
B with α = v) ∈ P be a (non unit) program
rule.
Then, the operational unfolding of
rule R in program P is the new program
P 0 = (P − {R}) ∪ U where U = {Aσ ←i
B0 with α = v | hB; idi→AS hB0 ; σi}.
There are some remarks to do regarding our
denition.

Similarly to the classical SLD

resolution based unfolding rule presented in
[16], the substitutions computed by admissible steps during the operational unfolding, are
incorporated to the transformed rules in a natural way, i.e., by applying them to the head
of the rule.

On the other hand, regarding

the propagation of truth degrees, we solve this
problem in a very easy way: the unfolded rule
directly inherits the truth degree

α of the orig-

inal rule.
However,

a deeper analysis of the oper-

ational unfolding transformation reveals us
that the body of transformed rules also contains 'compiledin' information on both components of nal computed answers (i.e., truth
degree and substitution). Regarding truth degrees, we observe that the body of the transformed rule includes symbol
a

→AS3

⊥ if we performed

admissible step, or the truth degree

folding and its advantages by means of the following example.

Example 4.2

Consider again program P
shown in Example 3.3.It is easy to see that
the unfolding of rule R2 in program P (exploiting the second admissible rule of Denition 3.1) generates the new program (P −
{R2 }) ∪ {R6 }, where R6 is the new unfolded
rule q(a, b)←prod 0.9 with α = 0.7.
On the other hand, if we want to unfold now
rule R1 , we must rstly build the following
onestep admissible derivations:
hq(X, Y )&G r(Y ); idi
→AS1 R6
h(0.7&prod 0.9)&G r(b); {X/a, Y /b}i,
and
→AS1 R3
hq(X, Y )&G r(Y ); idi
h(0.8&luka r(Y1 ))&G r(a); {X/Y1 , Y /a}i.

So, the resulting unfolded rules are R7 :
p(a)←prod (0.7&prod 0.9)&G r(b) with α = 0.8,
and R8 : p(Y1 )←prod (0.8 &luka r(Y1 )) &G r(a)
with α = 0.8.
Moreover, by performing a new admissible
step with the second rule of Denition 3.1 on
the body of rule R7 , we obtain the new unfolded rule R9 : p(a) ←prod (0.7&prod 0.9)&G 0.7
with α = 0.8. So, the nal program is the
set of rules {R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 , R8 , R9 }. It is
important to note that the application of this
last rule to the goal proposed in Example 3.3
simulates the eects of the rst four admissible steps shown in the derivation of the same
example, which evidences the improvements
achieved by operational unfolding on transformed programs.

together with the corresponding adjoint conjunction of the second rule involved in the unfolded step when the applied admissible step
was based on

→AS2

or

→AS1 , respectively.

So,

the propagation of truth degrees during unfolding is done at two dierent levels:

4.2

Interpretive Unfolding

The present section denes the notion of interpretive unfolding. This kind of unfolding is devoted to accelerate truth degrees calculations
during the second, interpretive, phase of the

1. by directly assigning the truth degree of

procedural semantics. Since in Denition 3.4

the original rule as the truth degree of the

we have opted for a procedural characteriza-

transformed one, and

tion of the interpretive phase, (by formalizing
it in terms of an state transition system) thus

2. by

introducing

new

truth

other rules or alternatively

degrees

(of

avoiding the use of semantic concepts (which

⊥) in its body.

were necessary, for instance, in [13] and [7]),

V Jornadas sobre Programación y Lenguajes, PROLE2005

this fact has strongly helped us to clarify the
formalization of our interpretive unfolding rule
as follows.

Denition 4.3 (Interpretive Unfolding)

Let P be a program and let R : (A ←i
B with α = v) ∈ P be a (non unit) program
rule. Then, the interpretive unfolding of rule
R in program P with respect to the lattice
hL, i associated to P is the new program
P 0 = (P − {R}) ∪ {A ←i B0 with α = v 0 } such
that:

IU1 if expression r1 @r2 appear in B then B0 =
B[r1 @r2 /[[@]](r1 , r2 )], where @ is a connective, and v 0 = v ;
IU2 if B = r, where r ∈ L, then B0 is empty
and v 0 = [[&i ]](v, r), where (←i , &i ) is an
adjoint pair in hL, i.
Observe that the rst variant of interpretive
unfolding (IU1), simply consists in applying
an interpretive step on the body of a rule. In
this sense, an alternative formalization, more
similar to Denition 4.1, but replacing the use
0
of →AS by →IS , might be: P = (P −{R})∪U
0
where U = {A ←i B with α = v | hB; idi →IS
hB0 ; idi}. In fact, both formulations simply
consists in replacing a program rule
body contains a connective

R

whose

@, by an analogous

rule, with the same truth degree, but with the
calculated truth degree of

@

(w.r.t.

the lat-

tice associated to the program) in its body.
Anyway, it is important to contrast the

IU1

transformation (in any of its alternative formats), with the T-Norm replacement rule of
[8], since our new transformation compacts in
a single formulation three low-level variants of
this primitive transformation.
Focusing now in the

IU2

case, we observe

that the second format proposed before for formalizing

IU1, can not be applied now:

not only

the truth degree of the transformed rule diers
from the original one, but also, and what is
better, the

IU2

transformation is able to sim-

plify program rules by directly eliminating its
bodies, and hence, producing facts.
The following example illustrates the application of interpretive unfolding and some of
their advantages.
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Let's perform now some interpretive unfolding steps on the rules obtained by operational unfolding in Example
4.2. By interpretive unfolding of kind IU1
of rule R9 (note that [[&prod ]](0.9, 0.7) =
0.63) we obtain the new unfolded rule R10 :
p(a) ←prod 0.63&G 0.7 with α = 0.8. Moreover, by applying a new IU1 interpretive unfolding step on this last rule, we obtain R11 :
p(a) ←prod 0.63 with α = 0.8. Finally, rule
R11 becomes the fact R12 : p(a) ←prod with
α = 0.504 after a nal IU2 interpretive unfolding step. So, the nal program is the set of
rules {R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 , R8 , R12 } and now the
derivation shown in example 3.3 can reduce its
length in six steps thanks to the use of clause
R12 . More exactly, we have avoided three admissible and three interpretive steps, thanks to
the fact that rule R12 comes from R1 after
having been modied by three operational plus
three interpretive unfolding operations. Again,
this shows the improvements achieved by the
combined use of operational/interpretive unfolding, on transformed programs.
5

Properties of the Transformations

In this section, we formalize and prove the best
properties one can expect of a transformation
system like the our, which is based on the two
kinds of unfolding described before. Namely,

•

on the theoretical side,

the total corre-

spondence between i.c.a.'s for goals executed
against original/transformed programs, and

•

on the practical side, the gains in eciency

on unfolded programs by reducing the number of (both, admissible and interpretive) steps
needed to solve a goal.
Before presenting our combined,

global re-

sult, we proceed separately with the particular
properties of each kind of unfolding. We start
by recalling from [7] the benets of using operational unfolding in isolation.

Theorem 5.1 (Strong Correctness of
Operational Unfolding) Let P be a
program, and let Q be a goal. If P 0 is a
program obtained by operational unfolding
of P , then, hQ; idi →nAS hQ0 ; θi in P i
0
0
0
hQ; idi →m
AS hQ ; θ i in P , where
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1. Q0 does not contain atoms,
2. θ = θ0 [Var(Q)], and
3. m ≤ n.
The proof of this theorem is detailed in [7]. It
is important to note that the main advantages
of operational unfolding can be already appreciated during the rst (operational or admissible) phase of goal executions. The rst two
claims of the theorem imply the exact correspondence between a.c.a.'s in both programs,
which also implies that i.c.a.'s are preserved
with independence of the lattice

hL, i

used

to interpret the a.c.a.'s. Besides this, prot is
also achieved in eciency, by diminishing the
length of admissible derivations (claim 3).
Now we proceed with interpretive unfolding, where we obtain the counterpart of the
previous theorem. Advantages in this case are
only appreciated during the second (interpretive) phase of goal executions. In this sense,
although we can not properly speak about
a.c.a.'s preservation, we prove that it is possible to maintain the set of i.c.a's associated
to a given goal (when a.c.a.'s are interpreted
with respect to the same lattice used during
the interpretive unfolding process).

Regard-

Strong Completeness (⇒).
k
l
Let D : [hQ; idi →AS he; θi →IS hr; θi], where
k + l = n, be the (generic) complete derivation
for Q in P that we plan to simulate by con0
0
structing a new derivation D in P . Consider
also the rule R : (A ←i B[r1 @r2 ] with α =
v) ∈ P such that, by interpretive unfolding
0
of R in program P , we obtain R : (A ←i
B[r1 @r2 /[[@]](r1 , r2 )] with α = v). Remem0
0
ber that R ∈ P and R ∈ P , but R ∈
/ P0
0
and R ∈
/ P . Since interpretive unfolding only
aects expressions with connectives and elements belonging to

L,

the set of atoms in the
R and R0 are ex-

heads and bodies of both
actly the same.

Moreover, since interpretive

steps are not dependent of any kind of selection function (or computation rule), we can
assume w.l.o.g. that the rst steps in the in-

D are applied to each exr1 @r2 introduced in e by
admissible steps done with rule R.

terpretive phase in

pression of the form
previous

That is, we can safely suppose that derivation
1
D has the form D : [hQ; idi →kAS he; θi →lIS
l2
0
he ; θi →IS hr; θi], with l1 + l2 = l. This implies that we can easily construct the following
0
0
k
admissible derivation D : [hQ; idi →AS he ; θi]
0
in P , where:

•

the length of

D0

coincides with the number

ing the reduction of the length of derivation in

of admissible steps,

transformed programs, interpretive unfolding

•

is able to reduce the number of interpretive

incides with the atom reduced in the i-th step

k,

applied in

D,

the atom reduced in the i-th step of

D0

steps needed to solve a goal, similarly as oper-

of

D,

ational unfolding did w.r.t. admissible steps.

•

the rule used in the i-th step of

Theorem 5.2 (Strong Correctness of Interpretive Unfolding) Let P be a program

same that the one used in the i-th step of

and let Q be a goal. If P 0 is a program obtained by interpretive unfolding of P , then,
m
hQ; idi →n
AS/IS hr; θi in P , i hQ; idi →AS/IS
0
hr; θi in P , where
1. r ∈ L, being hL, i the lattice associated
to P used during the interpretive unfolding process, and
2. m ≤ n.
In

order to prove this theorem, we treat sep-

arately both claims of the double implication.

for

for

1 ≤ i ≤ k,

co-

and

1 ≤ i ≤ k,

D0

is the

except when this last one is
0
0
in this case, we use R in D .

D,
R:

Observe that the a.c.a.'s associated to both
derivations are not exactly the same (which
reveals that interpretive unfolding is not able
to preserve a.c.a.'s, as operational unfolding
does) but they are strongly related: both share
the same substitution θ , whereas expressions e
0
and e are very similar. In fact, any admissible
0
0
step done with rule R in D , introduces a (just
interpreted) value of the form [[@]](r1 , r2 ) in
e0 , whereas the corresponding steps done with
rule

R in D, leaves descendants of the (non yet
r1 @r2 in e. Formally,

interpreted) expression
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Pj is the set of positions of the j occurrences
r1 @r2 introduced in e by the application of
j admissible steps using R in D (or, equivalently, Pj is the set of positions of the j occur0
rences of [[@]](r1 , r2 ) introduced in e by the
0
application of j admissible steps using R in
0
0
D ), then e = e[r1 @r2 /[[@]](r1 , r2 )]Pj . Hence,
e0 can be seen as a partially interpreted version
of e, and then it is easy to see that, by simply
if

of

Theorem 5.3 (Strong Correctness of the
Transformation System) Let (P0 , . . . , Pk )
be a transformation sequence where each program in the sequence, except the initial one
P0 , is obtained from the immediately preceding
one by applying operational/interpretive unfolding. Then, hQ; idi →nAS/IS hr; θi in P0 i
0
hQ; idi →m
AS/IS hr; θ i in Pk , where

1. r ∈ L, being hL, i the lattice associated
to P used during the interpretive unfolding process,

applying several interpretive steps on the cor-

r1 @r2 in e, we can
[[@]](r1 , r2 ), until reaching the
0
expression e . From here, we can n-

responding

j

occurrences of

replace them by
intended

2. θ0 = θ[Var(Q)], and

ish the complete derivations in both programs

3. m ≤ n.

by applying the same interpretive steps, until
obtaining the same i.c.a.

hr, θi.

Regarding the reduction of the length of
the derivation on transformed programs, we
have seen that any step done with the un0
0
folded rule R in derivation D , avoids a later
interpretive step which, on the other hand,
is

unavoidable

when

building

a

derivation

P . So,
0
the complete derivation simulating D in P
l2
0
k
has the form: [hQ; idi →AS he ; θi →IS hr; θi],
where as we said l2 ≤ l, which implies that
m = k + l2 ≤ k + l = n what completes the

using rules of the original program

proof of the strong completeness.

to the previous case.

(⇐)

(⇒),

from

both,

the

strong

and the strong completeness

as we wanted to prove.

To nish this section,
lowing

result

which

we present the fol-

combines

the

use

of

ering a transformation sequence of programs
The following theorem

formalizes the best properties of the resulting
transformation

system,

namely,

its

strong

correctness and the guarantee for producing
improvements on residual programs.
whole

result

directly

step in the development of the research line
we started in [8] and continued in [7], where
we have tried to adapt and to study the role
played by a classical transformation rule like
unfolding, in the setting of fuzzy logic programming whit labeled rules. In our investigations, we have dealt with dierent fuzzy logic
programming languages sharing all them the
common feature that they are based on pro-

have in their application. The present paper
resumes and improves all our contributions in

follows

most recent and exible languages in the eld
[13]. We have highlighted that, our unfoldingbased transformation rules for multi-adjoint
logic programs, inherit both the simplicity and
computational power of the original language.

operational/interpretive unfolding by consid-

(P0 , . . . , Pk ), k ≥ 0.

The present paper must be seen as a nal

this research line, by considering one of the

Finally, the strong correctness of interpretive
soundness

Conclusions and Future Work

the truth degree or condence factor one may

It is perfectly analogous (even easier to prove)

follows

6

gram clauses/rules with "weights" expressing

Strong Soundness (⇐).

unfolding

247

as

a

corollary from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.

The
simple

When formalizing extended versions of previous unfolding-based transformation rules, we
have been able now of avoiding instrumental and noisy elements like intermediate languages, computation rules, independence results, and so on. It is important to note that,
all the results presented in this paper are also

3

applicable to the Fuzzy Prolog of [5] , with the

3

In this approach, the interpretive phase is modeled in terms of constraint solving, which similarly
to ours avoids the use of computation rules and other
related perturbations.
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advantage that an implementation for the lan-

[6] M. Ishizuka and N. Kanai.

guage is already available in this case. (we are

Incorporating Fuzzy Logic.

planning to implement our unfolding transformations on such platform).
For the future,

there exist many topics

to undertake, closely connected with this research line: fuzzy unfolding semantics, fuzzy
variants of other transformation rules like folding, and partial evaluation techniques applied
to reductants calculi.

We are also planning

IJCAI'85,

Fuzzy Unfolding. A Multi-Adjoint Approach.

Fuzzy Sets and Systems,

[8] P. Julián, G. Moreno, and J. Penabad.
Unfolding-based Improvements on Fuzzy

ENTCS. pp. 32, 2005.

Accepted for publication.

In this

sense, we hope to take advantage of the (partial) correspondences between both kind of
languages analyzed in [13].
We are grateful to Su-

sana Muñoz, for providing us free access to

[9] J.-L. Lassez, M. J. Maher, and K. Mar-

Foundations of Deductive Databases and Logic
Programming, pp. 587625, 1988.
riott. Unication Revisited. In

[10] R.C.T. Lee.

Fuzzy Logic and the Res-

Journal of the ACM,

worthy material, and the anonymous referees

olution Principle.

by their suggestive judgments.

19(1):119129, 1972.
[11] D. Li and D. Liu.

system.
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Abstract

orthogonal term rewriting systems as programs and weakly needed narrowing as com-

Modern

functional

logic

programming

lan-

plete operational semantics.

Weakly needed

guages use constructor based, weakly orthog-

narrowing

onal term rewriting systems as programs and

means of some structures, called (generalized)

weakly

op-

denitional trees [1], that contain all the in-

Because of the non-

formation about the program rules and spec-

needed

narrowing

erational semantics.
determinism

of

the

as

original

complete
program

the

weakly needed narrowing strategy may pro-

[2]

addresses

computations

by

ify the order in which arguments of a function
call must be evaluated.

duce unnecessary computations, therefore it is

In order to motivate this work, it is impor-

important to investigate if it is possible to ob-

tant to note that, sometimes it is mandatory

tain programs that can be implemented more

to use overlapping rules in order to specify a

eciently by reducing their non-deterministic

problem.

behavior.

mandatory but preferable from a declarative

This paper denes an algorithm, based on
an analysis of denitional trees, that transforms a constructor based, weakly orthogonal program into an inductively sequential one
with a deterministic behavior. We describe the
criteria that make this transformation eective
and we prove its correctness if non-terminating
or undened expressions are not considered.
When non-terminating or undened expressions are permitted, we provide a negative
result:
plete

it is impossible to construct a comtransformer

to

inductively

sequential

programs.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Modern

functional

logic

programming

lan-

guages [6, 10] use constructor based, weakly

1 This work has been partially supported by the
EU, under FEDER, and the Spanish Science and Education Ministry (MEC) under grant TIN 2004-07943C04-03.

However, in other cases it is not

point of view. In the last case we pay a penalty
on eciency because of declarativeness.

Example 1.1 Assume that we want to specify a function, wz, that maps a binary function f on two lists (possibly of dierent length)
to join them into a single one. The following
denition is a declarative and intuitive way of
coding that function using the functional logic
programming language Curry [6]:
wz f [] xs = []
wz f xs [] = []
wz f (x:xs) (y:ys) = (f x y):(wz f xs ys)

The rst equation states that, if the elements
of the rst list have been consumed by the function f, the rest of elements in the second list
are disregarded. Similarly for the second equation, changing the roles of the rst and the
second list.
Since last denition of wz has rules with trivial overlaps, this function computes redundant
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solutions. However, it is well-known that it
may be coded in a more ecient way 1 :
wz f [] xs = []
wz f (x:xs) [] = []
wz f (x:xs) (y:ys) = (f x y):(wz f xs ys)

This new denition is declaratively less clear
but it does not compute redundant solutions,
since the left hand sides of the resulting function do not overlap. Observe that the second
version of the function wz is an inductively sequential function (see later for a formal denition of this concept).
In [9], Loogen and Winkler shown how to
perform a

dynamic detection of determinism

in functional logic programs. Another attempt
to exploit determinism has been based on the
operational mechanism of

simplication

lazy narrowing with

[5], where reduction steps are in-

terleaved as much as possible between narrowing steps.

Finally, in [4] the techniques

of Loogen and Winkler are adapted and generalized for improving the Prolog code generated when compiling

T OY

programs.

All

these techniques introduce some extra-check
to eliminate useless computations at execution
time. The aim of this paper is to essay another
approach, to investigate the possibility of reducing the non-deterministic behavior of programs by using program transformation techniques.
First we dene an algorithm, based on an

when non-terminating or undened expressions are permitted, we provide a negative
result:
plete

it is impossible to construct a comtransformer

to

inductively

sequential

programs.
The results in this paper have a theoretical
value (since the algorithm reveals the connections between constructor based, weakly orthogonal programs and inductively sequential
programs) as well as a practical value (since a
system user can use the program transformer
to optimize programs, when only completely
dened and terminating functions are considered). On the other hand, due to the fact that
non-terminating and partial functions are an
important feature of modern functional (logic)
languages that can not be given up, these results have a minor value if we wish to employ
them as an implementation technique.
The paper is organized in 5 sections.

In

the next section we recall some basic notations
and concepts we use in the rest of this work.
Section 3 describes the transformation algorithm incrementally, introducing the concept
of (rule) instantiation step and a deterministic analysis method able to disregard useless
rules.

We also give an heuristic criterion to

preserve the eciency of the transformation.
In Section 4 we establish the limits for the
correctness of the transformation and an incompleteness result if non-terminating or undened expressions are permitted. Finally, we
give our conclusions in Section 5.

analysis of denitional trees, that transforms a
constructor based, weakly orthogonal program
into an inductively sequential one. The algorithm translates a constructor based, weakly
orthogonal program into a pure denitional
tree without or nodes and then the rules of the
transformed program are harvested from the
leaf nodes.

Since inductively sequential pro-

grams are inherently deterministic, they may
be implemented more eciently, reducing the
number of redundant computations.
We are able to prove the correctness of the
transformation, if non-terminating or undened expressions are not considered.

1 This

But,

is the true codication that appears in the
standard prelude for Curry programs [6], where it is
named zipWith.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, we consider a set of

types or sorts S and a countably innite set
s
s
of variables, X = ]s∈S X , where X denotes
a disjoint set of variables of sort s ∈ S . We
write Var(o) to denote the set of variables occurring in the syntactic object o. Also we consider a many-sorted signature hΣ, Si, where
Σ is a ranked alphabet consisting in a nite
set of symbols and a mapping ar : Σ −→ N
which, for each symbol in Σ, associates a natural number that is called its arity. We often
write f /n ∈ Σ to denote that f is a symbol of arity n. Each symbol f /n in Σ has
an assigned sort (s1 , . . . , sn ) −→ s, intuitively
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s1 , . . . , sn
s the sort

are the sorts of the arguments and
of the value of

f.

The signature

Σ

can be partitioned into disjoint sets of symbols
Σ(s1 ,...,sn )−→s of sort (s1 , . . . , sn ) −→ s.
A

term t

hΣ, Si

over a signature

is a rst

order expression built from symbols in the set
of variables

X

usual way.

and the set of symbols

Σ

in the

Each term has an assigned sort

s ∈ S . The set of terms of sort s is denoted
s
by T (Σ, X ), and the set of ground terms of
sort s, that is, terms without variables, is reps
resented by T (Σ). A term f (t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈
s
T (Σ, X ) if f ∈ Σ(s1 ,...,sn )−→s and each ti ∈
T si (Σ, X ), with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A linear term is a
term without multiple occurrences of the same
variable.
Positions of a term are represented by sequences of integers. We denote the empty sequence by the symbol Λ and the concatenation
of sequences

p

and

w

is represented by

Sequences are ordered by the
 ≤:
that

p ≤ q i
p.w = q .

Also a term

t

w

such

can be seen as a mapping

X ∪ Σ.

denotes the symbol at position

ever, sometimes we write

t(Λ).

ordering

there exists a position

from positions to symbols of

t(p)

prex

p.w.

Root(t)

That is

p;

how-

instead of

It is convenient to introduce the follow-

ing notations:

Pos(t)

and

F Pos(t)

represent,

respectively, the set of positions and the set of

t; the subterm of t at position p is denoted by t|p and the
result of replacing t|p with a term s is denoted
by t[s]p .
A substitution σ is a mapping from the
non-variable positions of the term
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2.1 Term rewriting systems
rewrite rule is an ordered pair l → r such
l, r ∈ T s (Σ, X ), l 6∈ X s , and Var(r) ⊆
Var(l). Terms l and r are called the left-hand
side (lhs) and the right-hand side (rhs) of the
rule, respectively.
A term rewriting system
(TRS) R is a nite set of rewrite rules. A TRS
R splits Σs = C s ] F s into two disjoint sets
F s = {Root(l) | (l → r) ∈ R ∧ Root(l) ∈ Σs }
s
and C
= Σs \ F s . Symbols in C = ]C s
are called constructors and symbols in F =
]F s are called dened functions or operations.
T s (C, X ) denotes the set of constructor terms
of sort s. If c/n ∈ C , a linear term c(xn ) is
called a at constructor term. A pattern is a
s −→s
term of the form f (dn ) where f /n ∈ F n
si
and each di ∈ T
(C, X ), with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A
TRS is said to be constructorbased (CB) if
A

that

the left-hand sides of all rules are patterns.

leftlinear if for each
l is a linear
TRS is nonambiguous

A TRS is said to be
rule

l → r

term.
or

in the TRS, the lhs

We say that a

nonoverlapping

if it does not contain crit-

ical pairs (see [3] for a standard denition of a
critical pair). Leftlinear and nonambiguous
TRSs are called

orthogonal

TRSs.

On the

other hand, if two rules have some critical
pair, we say that they

overlap .

When we relax

the non-ambiguity condition permitting trivand l2 → r2 are
σ is a unier of
l1 and l2 , then σ(r1 ) = σ(r2 )) we obtain the
class of weakly orthogonal TRSs. In this paial overlaps (that is, if l1

→ r1

variants of rewrite rules and

per, we consider CB weakly orthogonal TRSs
as programs.

set of terms to the set of terms such that

σ(f (t1 , . . . , tn )) = f (σ(t1 ), . . . , σ(tn )) for all
f ∈ Σ(s1 ,...,sn )−→s and each ti ∈ T si (Σ, X ).
So σ is determined by its restriction to the set
of variables. A renaming is a bijective substitution. A term t is more general than s (or
s is an instance of t), in symbols t ≤ s, if
(∃σ) s = σ(t). Two terms t and t0 are variants
0
if there exists a renaming ρ such that t = ρ(t).
A unier of a pair of terms ht1 , t2 i is a substitution σ such that σ(t1 ) = σ(t2 ). A unier
σ is called most general unier if σ ≤ σ 0 for
0
every other unier σ .
In the following, we write on to denote a
sequence of syntactic objects o1 , . . . , on .

2.2 Rewriting and narrowing
Given a TRS

R,

a

rewrite step

is the applica-

tion of a rewrite rule to a term, i.e.,
(or simply

t →p,R u,

if the TRS

t →R,p,R u
R is clear

t → u) if there exp ∈ Pos(t), a rewrite rule
R = (l → r) ∈ R and a substitution σ with
t|p = σ(l) and u = t[σ(r)]p . Given a rewrite
rule l → r , a term σ(l) is a redex (reducible
expression) and σ(r) its contractum . We de∗
note by → the transitive and reexive closure
of →. We say that a term t is a normal form if
it is irreducible, that is, there is no term u such
by the context, or just
ists a position
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t → u.

The aim of rewriting is the compu-

tation of normal forms. For CB TRSs, ground
constructor terms are normal forms which are
called

values.

Functional

logic

programming

computes

with expressions that may contain (logic) variables. Intuitively, narrowing computes a suitable substitution,

which when it is applied

σ(t) can be reduced on
a rewriting step σ(t) →p,R u. Then, we write
t ;p,R,σ u. The substitution σ computed by a

to a term

t,

σ,

the term

narrowing step is usually a most general unier.

However this requirement has been re-

laxed in some narrowing strategies that may
compute substitutions which are uniers only.

i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, Pi is a generalized partial definitional tree with pattern π[ci (xn )]o , where n
is the arity of ci and xn are new variables.
3. P = or(P1 , P2 ), where P1 and P2 are partial denitional trees with pattern π .
Given a dened function

denitional tree of f

denitional tree with pattern

the function

2.3 Generalized denitional trees

f (xn ),

where

xn

f.

Example 2.2

Given the following CB weakly
orthogonal TRS:
R1 : or(true, X) → true,
R2 : or(X, true) → true,
R3 : or(false, false) → false.

ing derivation

2

generalized

tain variants of all and only all rules dening

A sequence of narrowing steps is a deriva∗
We write t ;σ u if there is a narrow-

with respect to normalizable substitutions .

a

are dierent variables, whose leaf nodes con-

tion.

t = t0 ;p1 ,R1 ,σ1 t1 ;p2 ,R2 ,σ2
. . . ;pn ,Rn ,σn tn = u, with σ = σn ◦. . .◦σ2 ◦σ1 .
It is known that narrowing is sound (i.e., if
t ;∗σ u then σ(t) →∗ u, where the term u is a
∗
normal form) and complete (i.e., if σ(t) → u
∗
then t ;σ 0 u, where the term u is a normal
0
form and σ ≤ σ[Var(t)]) for conuent TRSs

f /n,

is a partial generalized

dening the function or/2 (known as parallel
or) a generalized denitional tree for that
function is:
or(branch(or(X1 , X2 ), 1,
rule(or(true, X2 ), R1 ),
branch(or(false, X2 ), 2,
rule(or(false, false), R3 )),
branch(or(X1 ,X2 ), 2, rule(or(X1 ,true), R2 )))
On the other hand, a

denitional tree is a
or nodes.

In this section we recall the notion of a (gen-

generalized denitional tree without

eralized) denitional tree [1, 2], a master piece

A dened function that has a denitional tree

in the generation of computational models for

is said

functional logic programming languages.

called

Denition 2.1

functions are inductively sequential.

Given a CB weakly orthogonal TRS R, P is a partial generalized denitional tree with pattern π if and only if, one of
the following cases holds 3 :
1. P = rule(π, l → r), where π is a pattern
and l → r is a rewrite rule in R such that π
is a variant of l.
2. P = branch(π, o, Pk ), where π is a pattern,
o is a variable position of π (called the inductive position), ck are dierent constructors of
the sort of π|o , for some k > 0, and for all
2A

substitution σ is normalizable if, for each x ∈
has a normal form. In the context of
CB TRSs, substitutions computed in narrowing steps
are trivially normalizable.
3 Note that, for the sake of simplicity we only consider partial generalized denitional trees with binary
or nodes.
Dom(σ), σ(x)

3

inductively sequential .
inductively sequential if

The

Transformation

A program is
all its dened

Algorithm

Step by Step
In this section, we dene an algorithm which
transforms a CB weakly orthogonal program
into an inductively sequential program.

The

main idea is to build, for each CB weakly orthogonal function, a denitional tree avoiding
the construction of

or

nodes. Finally, we har-

vest the leaf nodes to obtain the transformed
program (that will be an inductively sequential program by construction).

Since we are

looking for a transformation process able to
optimize programs, the transformation will be
suspended if we detect that the elimination
of an

or

node produces a number of maximal
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nodes greater than the number of rules in the
original program.

(l → r) ∈ Rπ and a renaming ρ such that
π = ρ(l):

Due to the importance that the automatic

gpdt(π, Rπ ) = rule(π, ρ(l) → ρ(r));

generation of a denitional tree has for the
precise denition of our transformation, we
present in the following subsection a reformulation (based on the notion of uniformly de-

3. Otherwise: let o be a demanded position of
the pattern π ,
gpdt(π, Rπ ) = or(P1 , P2 );

manded position) of a standard algorithm for
generating generalized denitional trees [6].

where R0π = {(l → r) ∈ Rπ | Root(li |o ) ∈
C}, P1 = gpdt(π, R0π ) and P2 = gpdt(π, Rπ \
R0π ).

3.1 Generation of denitional trees
The concept of uniformly demanded position
was introduced into the functional logic setting
by J. Moreno-Navarro, and R. Loogen

et al.

(see, for instance, [8]).

Given a pattern π and a TRS R, Let be Rπ =
{(l → r) ∈ R | π ≤ l}. A variable position
p of the pattern π is said to be: (i) demanded
by a lhs l of a rule in Rπ if Root(l|p ) ∈ C . (ii)
uniformly demanded by Rπ if p is demanded
by all lhs in Rπ .
U DPos(π)

to denote the set of uni-

formly demanded positions of the pattern

π.

The concept of uniformly demanded position provides a guideline to build a denitional
tree:

a) given a branch node, select a uni-

formly demanded position of its pattern; x

R and
R, the gentree of f is gdt(f, R) =
π0 = f (xn ).

Given a CB weakly orthogonal TRS
a

nary

dened function

eralized denitional

gpdt(π0 , Rπ0 )

Denition 3.1

We write
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where

f

in

3.2 Eliminating or nodes
As we said before, the idea is to avoid the construction of

or

nodes. Then, assume we are in

the third case of the last algorithm. That is,
given a pattern

π,

there exist demanded posi-

tions but they are not uniformly demanded.
Now, instead of generating an
select a demanded position

π

o

or

node, we

of the pattern

and we generate a branch node.

That is,

Case 3 in Algorithm 1 is substituted by:

gpdt(π, Rπ ) = branch(π, o, Pk )
{c1 /n1 , . . . , ck /nk }

it as an inductive position of the branch node

where

and generate the corresponding child nodes; b)

structors for the sort of the variable

If the node does not have uniformly demanded

for all

is the set of con-

the node is a leaf node, if it is a variant of

π|o and,
i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, πi = π[ci (xni )]o and
Pi = gpdt(πi , Rcut
πi ).
cut
The construction of the set Rπi needs a de-

a lhs of the considered TRS, or ii) it is an

tailed explanation.

positions then there are two possibilities:

or

i)

node. The following algorithm precises the

It is noteworthy that pattern nodes in a def-

last informal procedure.

initional tree abstract sets of left-hand sides

Algorithm 1

(of program rules involved in the computation

We distinguish the following
cases when building a generalized partial denitional tree gpdt(π, Rπ ) for a pattern π and
rules Rπ = {(l → r) ∈ R | π ≤ l}:
1. If o ∈ U DPos(π) 6= ∅:
gpdt(π, Rπ ) = branch(π, o, Pk );

where k = |Cπ | > 0, Cπ = {ci | (li → ri ) ∈
Rπ ∧ Root(li |o ) = ci }, πi = π[ci (xni )]o , xni
are new variables and Pi = gpdt(πi , Rπi ).
2. If U DPos(π) = ∅ and there is only one rule

of a term) as well as terms to be computed.
Therefore, in the construction of denitional
trees without

or

nodes we introduce an in-

stantiation step corresponding to the instantiation of a variable with each possible at constructor term of a sort.

Denition 3.2 (Instantiation Step)

Let R be a CB weakly orthogonal TRS. If
π is the pattern of a branch node, without
uniformly demanded positions, and o is a
demanded position of π then
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R∗π[c(xn )]o = Rπ[c(xn )]o ∪ {σ(l) → σ(r) |
(l → r) ∈ R ∧ x = l|o ∈ X ∧ σ = {x/c(xn }}

Prolog, since the application of some rules are

where c/n is a constructor in the sort of the
variable π|o .

tion on the following result that establishes an

That is, the variable

x

at position

o

in a lhs

is instantiated to the constructor of the corresponding child node of the pattern π . In∗
tuitively, Rπ[c(x )] is the set of rules whose
n o
left-hand sides are subsumed by the pattern

π[c(xn )]o

after an instantiation step is applied

to the rules with variables at position o.
∗
Given a set Rπ of rules, some rules may
be useless for the computation.

The followcut
ing step in the construction of Rπ
analyzes

not considered (for computing a term).
Before we end this subsection we pay atteninteresting property about useless rules in the
∗
set Rπ

Proposition 3.5

Let R be a CB weakly orthogonal TRS. Let π be a pattern of a denitional tree. If there exists a rule (l → r) ∈ R∗π
such that l is a variant of π , then all the other
rules in R∗π are useless or redundant.
Proof.

If l is a variant of the pattern π then
0
0
0
∗
for all rule R = l → r in Rπ . Hence,
0
each rule R is either useless or redundant. 2

l ≤ l0

how to disregard these useless rules.
In [1], Sergio Antoy observed that a weakly

Summarizing, instead of generating an

or

orthogonal TRS may contain some rules sub-

node we generate a set of child nodes (one for

sumed by some other rule.

Subsumed rules

each constructor symbol of the sort) instanti-

are useless, in the sense that their elimination

ating the selected demanded position with the

does not change the normalizing semantics of

corresponding at constructor terms. Then we

the TRS.

proceed with an instantiation step continued

Denition 3.3

[1] A rule l → r in a weakly
orthogonal TRS, R, is useless if and only if
there exists another rule l0 → r0 in R such
that l0 < l. A rule is useful if and only if it is
not useless.
This denition gives us a criterion for

minism detection

deter-

in the context of functional

by an analysis of the applicability of the rules,
namely a cut step.

3.3 The algorithm in action
In this section we illustrate the behavior of our
algorithm applying it to the simple program of
Example 2.2.

X1

an instantiation step may contain

algorithm

redundant

or(X1 , X2 ),

Given the generic pattern

logic programs we are dealing with. Before we
∗
formalize it, note that the set Rπ produced in

and

X2

both

are demanded positions but they

are not uniformly demanded.
for

ants one of each other. Redundant rules must

an

be eliminated.

generates a branch node instead of generat-

Denition 3.4 (Cut Step)

ing an

Let π be a maximal pattern in the construction
of a denitional tree. Let R∗π be the set of rules
subsumed by π after an instantiation step.
1. Eliminate redundant rules in R∗π to obtain
R−
π;
−
2. Rcut
π = {(l → r) ∈ Rπ | l → r is useful}.
The last manipulation is safe, since for each
transformation step we only disregard those
∗
rules in Rπ which are useless. In some re-

or

have

generated

However, the new algorithm

node.

Arbitrarily, it selects the

left-most demanded position

or(X1 , X2 )

rst

trees

(Algorithm
node.

would

The classical

denitional

rules, in the sense that some of them are vari-

or

1)

generating

1

of the pattern

and it renes that position by

generating two new branch nodes.

At this

point the construction of the denitional tree
is summarized as follows:

branch(or(X1 , X2 ), 1,
gpdt(or(true, X2 ), Rcut
or(true,X2 ) )
gpdt(or(false, X2 ), Rcut
or(false,X2 ) )
During the instantiation step, the second
rule (with a variable at position 1 of its lhs) is

spect, the eect of this simplication is com-

instantiated, rst replacing the variable

parable with the eect of a cut operator in

true

and latter by

false .

X

by

The new algorithm
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constructor-based rewrite systems, terms built

obtains:

R∗or(true,X2 ) =

only from constructor symbols are considered

{or(true, X) → true,
or(true, true) → true}

data or literal

values,

whereas terms contain-

ing operations are considered

and

computations.

We are interested mainly in computations that

R∗or(false,X2 ) =

yields to values.

{or(false, true) → true,
or(false, false) → false}.

In our context a

program transformer =

is

a mapping from CB TRSs to CB TRSs imFinally, rules are checked for a determinism detection.

The cut step disregards the

instantiated rule

or(true, true) → true

(since

it is useless in all computations abstracted by
the pattern

or(true, X2 ))

and produces the

following sets of rules:

Rcut
or(true,X2 ) = {or(true, X) → true}

These

rules,

patterns

{or(false, true) → true,
or(false, false) → false}

which

or(true, X2 )

are

subsumed

and

The

following denition formalizes what we mean
by correct program transformer.

Denition 4.1

Let = be a program transformer. Let P and Q
be CB TRSs such that Q = =(P ).
1. = is sound if and only if for every term t
and value v , t →∗Q v implies t →∗P v .
2. = is complete if and only if for every term
t and value v , t →∗P v implies t →∗Q v in Q.

and

Rcut
or(false,X2 ) =

plementing a transformation algorithm.

by

the

or(false, X2 ),

are

4.1 Correctness of the Transformation

manipulated by the new algorithm to gen-

Before we establish the correctness properties

erate denitional trees in the standard way.
Rcut
or(true,X2 ) is a singleton, whose only rule
has a lhs which is a variant of the pattern

of our transformation we need some prepara-

or(true, X2 ),

and, therefore, a leaf node is

lemmas state the relation between a (ground)

generated. On the other hand, the variable at

redex and its contractum in the original and

position

2

in the pattern

formly demanded by the

or(false, X2 ) is unicut
rules in Ror(false,X ) ;
2

hence, it is rened generating two new leaf
nodes, as the next denitional tree shows.

branch(or(X1 , X2 ), 1,
rule(or(true, X2 ), R1
branch(or(false, X2 ), 2,
rule(or(false, true), R2 ),
rule(or(false, false), R3 )))
Now the set of rules of the transformed pro-

tory results. We begin demonstrating the correctness of instantiation steps.

the transformed program.

Lemma 4.2

Let P = {l → r} be a CB weakly
orthogonal TRS. Let o be a variable position
of l. Let ci /ni be all the constructor symbols
of the sort of x = l|o . Let xni be variables not
occurring in l. Let Q = {σi (l) → σi (r) | σi =
{x/ci (xni )}. Let t be a ground redex and s be
a term. Then s is a contractum of t in P , if s
is a contractum of t in Q.
Proof.

Now, suppose

t is a ground redex with

gram can be harvested from the leaf nodes of

respect to

the denitional tree:

of a left-hand side of a rule of

{

4

The rst two

Q. t

is, by denition, the instance

Q, i.e., there
σ and a rule l0 → r0 ∈ Q
l0 → r0 = σi (l) → σi (r)
for some substitution σi = {x/ci (xni )}. This
means that t is also a redex with respect to
P since t = (σ ◦ σi )(l). Since (σ ◦ σi )(r) =
σ(σi (r)), t has a same contractum in P .
2
exists a substitution
0
such that t = σ(l ).

R1 : or(true, X) → true,
R2 : or(false, true) → true,
R3 : or(false, false) → false }

Formal Properties of the Transformation

Now we prove the converse of Lemma 4.2.
To address the correctness of a program trans-

Observe that we need to impose an additional

formation

restriction on the contractum.

when

programs

are

modeled

by
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Lemma 4.3

Let P = {l → r} be a CB weakly
orthogonal TRS. Let o be a variable position
of l. Let ci /ni be all the constructor symbols
of the sort of x = l|o . Let xni be variables not
occurring in l. Let Q = {σi (l) → σi (r) | σi =
{x/ci (xni )}. Let t be a ground redex and s be
a value. If s is a contractum of t in P then s
is a contractum of t in Q.
Proof.

P,

If

t

is a ground redex with respect to

σ
s is a value, we necessarily have that {x/ci (dni )} ⊆ σ for some
constructor symbol ci /ni and some ground
constructor terms di . This means that σ =
τ ◦ {x/ci (xni )}, for some ground substitution
τ = τ 0 ∪ {xni /dni }. So t = τ ({x/ci (xni )}(l))
and, hence, t is a redex of Q. Also σ(r) =
τ ({x/ci (xni )}(r)) and, thus, t has a same contractum in Q.
2
then there exists a ground substitution

such that

t = σ(l).

Since

Proposition 4.4 (Instantiating rules)

Let
P = P 0 ∪ {l → r} be a CB weakly orthogonal TRS, where l → r ∈
/ P 0 . Let o be a
variable position of l. Let ci /ni be all the
constructor symbols of the sort of x = l|o .
Let xni be variables not occurring in l. Let
Q = P 0 ∪ {σi (l) → σi (r) | σi = {x/ci (xni )}}.
Let t be a ground term and s be a value.
Then,
1. If t→∗Q s then t→∗P s.
2. When functions in P are completely dened
and terminating, if t→∗P s then t→∗Q s.
Proof.

We use induction on the number

n

of

reduction steps in the sequence to prove both
items. For item
(Base

1

case:

we have:

n

=

1)

Immediate

(Inductive case:

n > 1) Assume there exists
∗
a reduction sequence t →Q t1 →Q s. By the
∗
∗
induction hypothesis t1 →Q s i t1 →P s. By
Lemma 4.2 it is trivial to prove that if t →Q t1
then t →P t1 . Then it is possible to construct
∗
the reduction sequence t →P t1 →P s.
Finally, we prove item2:

case:

n

=

1)

Immediate

by

Lemma 4.3.
(Inductive case:

performed with a rule in P', the proof is done.
Therefore, assume it is performed using the
rule

l → r. Then there exists a ground substiσ and a position p such that t|p = σ(l)
t1 = t[σ(r)]p . Let t0 = σ(x) with x = l|o .

tution
and

Two cases are possible:

• t0

ci /ni
σ = τ ◦{x/ci (xni )}, for some ground
substitution τ ; so t|p = τ ({x/ci (xni )}(l))
and, hence, t|p is a redex of Q, being possible the step t →Q t1 .
is rooted by a constructor

Then

• t0

is rooted by an operator symbol

Without lost of generality assume that
the original reduction sequence in P is t =
t[t0 ]p.o →P t1 [t0 ]p.o0 →∗P t1 [ci (dni ]p.o0 →∗P
s, where o0 is a descendant 4 of o and dni
are ground constructors terms.

This is

possible because we are considering

P

n > 1) Assume there ex∗
ists a reduction sequence t →P t1 →P s. By
∗
∗
the induction hypothesis t1 →P s i t1 →Q s.

a

conuent and terminating TRS with completely dened functions. Now the former
reduction sequence can be rearranged as
0
∗
follows: t = t[t ]p.o →P t[ci (dni ]p.o →P
∗
0
t1 [ci (dni ]p.o →P s, where the term t0
has been reduced rst to a value. That
0
∗
is, t →P ci (dni , Hence by induction hy0
∗
pothesis t →Q ci (dni . Also by induction
∗
hypothesis t1 [ci (dni ]p.o0 →Q s. Regarding the step

t[ci (dni ]p.o →P t1 [ci (dni ]p.o0 ,

we proceed as for the last case, where the
subterm at position
structor

o was rooted by a con-

ci /ni .

Therefore, in both cases is possible to con∗
struct a reduction sequence t →Q s.

2

by

Lemma 4.2.

(Base

Now we concentrate on the rst step. If it is

Now we continue demonstrating the correctness of introducing a cut step.

Proposition 4.5 (Erasing useless rules)

Let P a CB weakly orthogonal TRS and
Q = P − {l → r : l → r is useless in P }. Let
t be a term. Then t→∗P s and s is a normal
form with respect to P i t→∗Q s and s is a
normal form with respect to Q.
Proof.
(⇐=)
P − {l → r},
4 See

It is sucient to consider
where

l → r

Q=
P.

is useless in

[7] for a formal denition of descendant.
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Suppose

t→∗Q s and s is a normal
Q. Then, clearly t→∗P s

respect to

form with
since

Q⊂

P.

Proof.

The transformer

contradiction, that the term
in both programs.

s is a normal form

Suppose the only rule in

s is l → r.
p ∈ Pos(s)
and a substitution σ such that σ(l) = s|p .
0
0
There exists a rule l → r in Q such that
l0 < l. So there exists a substitution τ such
0
that τ (l ) = l. As the critical pairs are trivial
0
we have τ (r ) = r . Hence, there would exist
0
a rewriting step s→Q s[(σ ◦ τ )(r )]p , which is
∗
a contradiction. Now, suppose t→P s and s
is a normal form with respect to P . Now we
that can match a redex of

Then there exists a position of

proceed with the main body of the proof. We
prove by induction on the number of steps of
t→∗P s that there exists a rewriting sequence
t→∗Q s. The base case is when t is a normal
form with respect to P . Then, clearly t is
anormal form with respect to Q since Q ⊂ P .
0
∗
Now, suppose t→P s →P s and s is a normal
form with respect to P . Then s is a normal

Q ⊂ P . By the
s0 →∗Q s and s is
a normal form with respect to Q. It remains
0
to prove that t→Q s . If a rule of P that is in
Q can be used to give this step, we are done.
0
If l → r is used in P for the step t→P s , then,

form with respect to

Q

since

induction hypothesis, we have

by denition of rewriting, there exists a position p ∈ Pos(t) and a substitution σ such that
t|p = σ(l) and s0 = t[σ(r)]p . There exists a
0
0
0
rule l → r ∈ Q such that l = τ (l ) for some
0
substitution τ . Then we have t|p = (σ ◦ τ )(l ).
Since the critical pairs of P are trivial, we have
r = τ (r0 ) and, thus, s0 = t[(σ ◦ τ )(r0 )]p . This
concludes the proof.
2
Now, we are ready to prove the formal correctness of the transformation.

Theorem 4.6 (Correctness of =)

Let = be a
program transformer implementing the algorithm described in Section 3.2.
1. The transformer = is sound for CB,
weakly orthogonal TRS.
2. The transformer = is complete for CB,
weakly orthogonal TRS with completely
dened and terminating functions.

=

can be thought as

implementing a nite sequence of instantiation

P = P 0 , P1 , . . . , P n = Q

and cut steps:

(=⇒) We start the proof demonstrating, by

P
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After an instantiation step the union of all
Rπ∗ is the resulting program, let say, Pk . So,
by Proposition 4.4, Pk is semantically equivalent to the preceding program in the sequence,

Pk−1 .
of all

Similarly, after a cut step the union

Rπcut

is the transformed program,

By Proposition 4.5, items

Pk+1

and

Pk

sequence).

1

and

2

Pk+1 .

hold for

(the preceding program in the

Therefore the transformation is

sound and complete in the sense of denition
4.1, with the aforementioned restrictions.

2

4.2 Incompleteness of transformers to inductively sequential TRSs
As the following example reveals, it is impossible to overcome the restriction of using terminating functions if we want to preserve the
completeness of our transformation.

Example 4.7

Consider the TRS of Example 2.2, extended with the non-terminating
rule {bot → bot}, as the original program P .
The transformed program Q = =(P ) is the
one presented at the end of Section3.3 plus
the non-terminating rule. The (ground) term
or(bot, true) can be evaluated to true in P but
it cannot in the (inductively sequential) program Q.
A

needed position

of a term points out the

occurrence of a needed redex.

needed redex

Informally, a

of a term is one which is un-

avoidable to reduce in order to obtain the nal result.

For orthogonal TRSs, Huet and

Lévy [7] shown that every term, not in normal form, has a needed redex.

However, for

weakly orthogonal TRSs, this result does not

5

hold . It is noteworthy that, for the original

1 in the term
or(bot, true) is not needed, but it is needed for

program of Example 4.7, position

the transformed (inductively sequential) program.
The

following

proposition

shows

that

it

is impossible to construct a complete transformer from CB weakly orthogonal TRSs to
inductively sequential TRSs.

5 The

parallel or TRS is a good counter-example.
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Proposition 4.8

Let = be a program transformer from CB, weakly orthogonal TRSs to
inductively sequential TRSs. The transformer
= is incomplete.
Proof.

Let P be a CB, weakly orthogonal
Q = =(P ). Construct a term t without needed redexes and normalizable in P . Assume Root(t) = f /n.
Since Q is inductively sequential there exists
a position p 6= Λ in Pos(f (xn )) such that p
is an inductive position and therefore t|p is a
needed redex in Q.
Let ⊥ represent a non-terminating or undened expression. Assume s = t[⊥]p . Then, s
has a normal form in P (because it is not necessary to evaluate the redex at position p to
obtain that normal form) but s does not have
a normal form in Q.
2
TRS and

We proved Proposition 4.8 without considering a computation strategy.

When the no-

tion of strategy is held under consideration,

nature of a redex will be incomplete in our
context.
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